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Automated Feedback in Flow for Accelerated Reaction Screening,
Optimization, and Kinetic Parameter Estimation

Brandon Jacob Reizman

ABSTRACT

With the cost to discover and develop a drug now estimated to exceed $2 billion, the
pharmaceutical industry is in search of innovative and cost-effective ways to reduce process
footprint, minimize lead times, and accelerate scale-up. One path to achieving these goals is in
the adoption of continuous processing. Among the many advantages offered by the use of
continuous flow systems is the ease of integration of automation and online analytics for real-

time monitoring of reactions. The further incorporation of feedback into automated systems
invents an even greater possibility: the use of algorithms to intelligently manipulate different
continuous variables-for instance temperature, time, and concentration-until an optimal
synthesis is achieved. This thesis opens by reviewing the most recent applications of feedback
optimization in flow. The same methodology is then applied to the estimation of reaction kinetics

in a series-parallel SNAr reaction network.
Unfortunately, the most challenging aspect of reaction development tends not to necessarily

be the continuous variables, but rather the enumerate combinations of discrete variables-e.g.

catalysts, ligands, and solvents-that, when paired with the continuous variables, give rise to

changes in the reaction mechanism or kinetics. To address this problem, this thesis introduces a

more general approach to reaction optimization with the construction of an automated segmented

flow system, wherein reactants are confined to sub-20 pL slugs flowing through a heated Teflon

tube microreactor and analyzed online by LC/MS. The system allows for manipulation of both

discrete and continuous variables, making it possible to simultaneously screen reagents while

optimizing the reaction. A sequential adaptive response surface methodology for optimizing both

discrete and continuous variables is presented. The algorithm employs optimal design of

experiments in feedback to greatly accelerate convergence of the mixed integer nonlinear

programming (MINLP). Examples of real-time simultaneous screening and optimization are

explored, including optimal solvent selection in a selective alkylation reaction and optimal

palladacycle-ligand precatalyst selection for Suzuki-Miyaura cross-coupling reactions. We

conclude by showing how the automated system can be utilized to gain further understanding of

reaction mechanisms and kinetics and by demonstrating that the optimal results can be scaled to

larger chemical syntheses.

Thesis Supervisor: Klavs F. Jensen
Department Head, Chemical Engineering
Warren K. Lewis Professor of Chemical Engineering

Professor of Materials Science and Engineering
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1. FEEDBACK SYSTEMS FOR THE ACCELERATION OF REACTION

DEVELOPMENT

With the cost to discover and develop a drug now estimated to exceed $2 billion,' the

pharmaceutical industry is in search of innovative and cost-effective ways to reduce process

footprint, minimize lead times, and accelerate scale-up. One path to achieving these goals that

has received great attention lately is the adoption of continuous flow technology. 2-4 In the past

few years, the pharmaceutical industry has begun to incorporate continuous processing into more

and more small molecule syntheses, with applications ranging from the replacement of

individual batch unit operations for safer, 5-8 greener,9-12 and/or more aggressive flow reaction

steps, 13-16 to the design and implementation of an end-to-end pilot plant encompassing

continuous drug manufacture.'7 It is widely accepted that the continued introduction of efficient

and rapidly scalable technologies for the acceleration of reaction development into

manufacturing will help greatly in delivering drugs in less time and at lower cost to the patient.

A breadth of technologies and methodologies fall under the heading of "acceleration of

reaction development." Much of our lab's focus has been in the development of microreaction

technology,] 8-21 namely the use of sub-millimeter scale reactors to achieve highly controlled

chemical syntheses that can then be scaled to larger flow systems. 22-25 This is made possible by

the excellent rates of heat and mass transfer26 and minimal dispersion27 in microscale systems,

which enable easier access to the intrinsic kinetics of the reaction. 23,28-31 The reduced volumes of

microreactors further allow profiling of reactions at conditions that would be too hazardous or

simply impossible to achieve in batch, a few examples of these being reactions of azides,, 32

fluorinations,33 36  nitrations,37 38  DIBAL-H reductions,39 4 ' lithiations, 39,42-4 Grignard

reactions, 39,4 2,4 6,4 7 and reactions in supercritical media.4 8-50 Data collection from continuous flow

systems is accelerated by the incorporation of online analytics such as HPLC ,22,23,30,51 MS, 52,5 3

GC, 28 UV-Vis,1 4 55 FTIR,2 8,56-59 Raman,60 and NMR. 6 1 These instruments allow the experimenter

near infinite access to the inner workings of the chemistry, enhancing understanding of reaction

mechanisms, formation rates of intermediates and byproducts, and responses to perturbations in

process conditions.

Of course, to some "acceleration of reaction development" does not only imply easier

scalability, but actually running more experiments in a reduced period of time. This is the

essence of high-throughput experimentation (HTE),62 66 whereby automation and robotics are
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used to rapidly conduct and analyze many experiments in parallel with little to no intervention

required on the part of the scientist. These tools enable fast understanding of the reaction

performance as a function of many different variables, with full reaction maps being assembled

in time spans of days down to a few hours.67 -68 By minimizing the volume of each reaction

sample, reaction profiling can be completed with milligram-scale quantities of expensive

pharmaceutical precursers 63 or nanogram-scale quantities of expensive catalysts or ligands. Yet

techniques imported from high-throughput drug discovery are often limited in scope, ranging

from the limited scalability of batch results to limitations in the ability to modulate key factors

such as reaction time or temperature. To alleviate these concerns, efforts have been made to

employ rapid automated experimentation in flow, merging the scalability of microreaction

technology with the sheer sneed of HTF. 22,34,37

Unfortunately, the direct assimilation of HTE and automation approaches into chemical

synthesis introduces a new problem-the curse of dimensionality. To illustrate, consider a case

study where an experimenter is interested in studying the combined effects of 10 catalysts and 10

ligands. Teasing out all of the catalyst-ligand interactions would require 100 experiments, which

can be easily executed in a single parallelized screen. Now consider the addition of 10 solvents

and 10 bases to the study, giving 10,000 total experiments to be run. While such a system is still

solvable, the cost of these experiments is substantially more. What if the kinetics of the reaction

are important, such that the experimenter needs to also study 10 temperatures and 10 reaction

times? Alternatively, how much money and time are lost in screening if one of these variables is

found later to have no effect on the reaction? Clearly simplifications are needed and often

employed, the most well-known of these being the one-factor-at-a-time approach.6 9 Yet by

manipulating only a single variable at a time, then optimizing, then moving to a new variable, all

of the information is lost from the system with regard to how multiple variables interact with one

another, which can be critical when constructing reaction mechanisms or identifying an optimal

process envelope. It is also easy to see that such an approach can lead to identification of less-

than-optimal process conditions, leading to reduced yields in scale-up, or the worst-case

possibility of not being able to manufacture the drug altogether.

A better approach that addresses the concerns listed above is to use feedback to engineer

reactions to more optimal conditions. Unlike straight HTE, all experimental conditions are not

screened upfront; rather one or multiple initial experiments are chosen as an initialization, then
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an optimization routine selects the next best experiment or set of experiments to run that moves

the system toward finding an optimum (Figure 1.1). To accomplish this task, the optimization

routine must first assess the fitness of previous experimental data points against an objective

function. For deterministic routines, the data are then extrapolated to a model, which can be as

simple as a piecewise response surface or as complex as to fully describe the kinetics and

transport phenomena taking place within the system. Based upon this model, a more optimal

experiment is selected, observed, and then the model is updated in iteration until convergence is

reached.

Run Initial
Experimental Design

X3

Run New Experiment to
Move toward Optimum

x3
X3

X, OX*

Analyze Data and Fit
to Model or Response Surface

.9

Select New, More Optimal
Experiment to Run

A-1 I
min,, [Objective]

Figure 1.1 Generalized feedback loop for (deterministic) automated reaction optimization.

Naturally such an approach would be rather tedious in small-scale reaction development,

hence the reason feedback optimal design has generally been reserved for instances where

experimental data are expensive to collect.70-74 With automation, however, the amount of user

interface required to collect a data point becomes considerably less. With the use of continuous

flow and online analytics, smart automated systems can be constructed that use experimental

data collected in real-time as feedback for rapid reaction development. In the simplest case, an

automated feedback system can be used to identify the optimal yield for a reaction, but

algorithms can also be constructed that identify best-fit reaction kinetics and mechanisms using

information theory. In more complex reaction cases, questions arise as to the best way to
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elucidate reaction kinetics in a single flow system, and how to optimize reactions in which

discrete variables-such as catalysts, ligands, or solvents-interact differently with continuous

variables-such as temperature, reaction time, or concentration. This thesis aims to answer both

of these questions, and in so doing looks for a faster, more versatile, and more economical way

to accelerate reaction development.

1.1. THE TOOLS FOR FEEDBACK OPTIMIZATION IN FLOW

The general tools for flow chemistry have been reviewed recently.2 ' These comprise reagent

delivery, reaction, separation, analysis, and pressure control. Figure 1.2 illustrates how all of

these components can be integrated into a single continuous flow feedback system. Both reagent

delivery and reaction control (temperatures and flow rates) are controlled with a central

automation software. Automation software and hardware can also be used to interface with

online analytical devices that may identify changes in the process (for instance disturbances in

temperature or pressure) or be used to extract quantitative data from the reaction-most often

yields and conversion. These data are then passed to an optimization algorithm that interprets the

data-perhaps also in the context of prior experiments-and use the information to project a new

set of inputs that will move the system toward the optimum of a user-defined objective. These

inputs are passed to the central control system, which makes the necessary manipulations to the

experiment.

Central Control
System

r -- -- - -- -- - i --- - - -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - -I- - - - - - - - -

Reagent Flow Separation Online Pressure
Delivery Reactor (if Necessary) Analysis Regulation

Real-time
Optimization Algorithm---------------------------- I

Figure 1.2. Block diagram for automated feedback optimization in flow systems.

For reagent delivery in optimization systems, our lab has had the most success using syringe

pumps. These tend to produce the greatest accuracy in the flow rate range of I IL/min-250

pL/min, which depending on the number of pumps and size of reactor in use may translate to
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residence times of 30 s to 30 min. At or below 30 s, the rate of mixing can become a key

confounding variable in the optimization.27 Reaction times of 30 min or more are usually

undesirable for rapid feedback because the time to reach steady-state in continuous, non-droplet,

systems is greater than or equal to triple the residence time. Long reaction times may be more

suitable for flow rate ramps, where each segment of fluid is treated as a separate batch reactor.29

For accurate optimization results, the choice of syringe material can matter greatly. Despite their

convenience and low cost, plastic syringes are almost never desirable because of the tendency of

the plastic plungers and barrels to buckle and produce inconsistent flow rates under even the

mildest of pressures. Glass syringes are excellent in terms of accuracy and chemical

compatibility; however these leak and therefore cannot be used at pressures above -14 bar. Even

prolonged use at -7 bar will after several days require replacement of the syringe because of

leaking. At high pressures, the only suitable syringe material option is stainless steel; however

reagents which corrode stainless steel must be avoided.

Flow optimization systems require special treatment in reactor selection, as the nature of the

experiment requires the reaction to proceed uninterrupted under a diverse and often sub-optimal

range of experimental conditions. Flow reactors that are slow to reach temperature or cool

down-most notably stainless steel or Teflon tubes submerged in an oil bath-tend to be

undesirable for optimizations where the temperature must be manipulated regularly. Of course

chemical compatibility with harsh organic reagents is of utmost concern, hence the avoidance of

PDMS in flow chemistry. Our lab's preferred reactor material has been silicon because of its

excellent heat transfer properties and well-known microfabrication procedures, with the only

notable limitation being its incompatibility with strong bases such as NaOH or KOH. For greater

chemical compatibility, glass 75,76 or silicon carbide 77 reactors are available, though these are

more difficult to machine and are expensive to replace in the event of a clog. In this thesis, a new

reactor is introduced which comprises a Teflon tube heated in an aluminum chuck. The

advantages of this design are extensive chemical compatibility, easy replacement of the Teflon

tube in the event of temperature-induced degradation or clogging, and faster equilibration to the

set point temperature compared to heating in an oil bath.

The available tools for online analysis were discussed earlier, and any and all could be applied

to flow optimization systems. Our lab has explored predominantly online HPLC-because of its

ability to resolve a diverse spectrum of reaction products-and FTIR-because of the speed at
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which data can be collected and fed back to the process. The time needed to collect data by

HPLC makes LC analysis the limiting step in many instances of feedback optimization.

Consequently, work has been done in recent years to improve the speed of HPLC analysis for

high-throughput applications.78 79 As is always the concern, the greater the specificity in

designing an optimal LC method for a given reaction, the less generalizable the platform can be

for broader scopes of substrates and products.

The design of an optimization system with automation software is dependent upon

recognizing which variables are to be controlled and which observables (responses) are to be

measured. As straightforward as it may seem, model inputs that cannot be controlled cannot be

manipulated to achieve an optimum. Likewise outputs that cannot be measured cannot be

optimized, unless there is a model relating another measured output to the desired response.

Inputs can be controlled by local controllers (for instance most syringe pumps deliver at a

controlled flow rate once a set point is received) or by the central controller. The choice of when

to use either is usually a matter of how much control needs to be exercised and what local

controllers, if any, are available (for example if the pump flow rate needs to change as a function

of pressure but the pump has no pressure sensor, then this loop is built into the central

controller). Sometimes sensory measurements trigger decisions by the control system, such as

the decision to switch valves and flush out a reactor on account of an observed increase in

pressure. 80 Constraints with regard to maximum and minimum values of the controlled inputs are

almost always incorporated into the optimization and control routine and depend upon the

physics of the system. For sake of clarity in the subsequent sections and chapters, the responses

are the measurements that factors into the objective of the optimization-for instance product

yield, which is estimated based on a calibration model of the measured analytical signal. In all of

the accounts presented herein, LabView (National Instruments Corporation) was used as the

central control software for manipulating inputs. Responses were sometimes interpreted directly

by LabView, or worked up analyses were passed to LabView from software such as

ChemStation (Agilent Technologies) or iC IR (Mettler Toledo International Inc.). Optimization

routines executed in MATLAB (The MathWorks Inc.) or LabView provided new set points for

inputs.
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1.2. REACTION OPTIMIZATION "FROM SCRATCH"

With no prior information or models to which to resort, a plausible optimization strategy must

accept input factors known to influence the desired response and interpret relationships among

these variables which lead to improvement-and hopefully optimality-in an objective. Such a

model-free strategy is commonly referred to as "black box" optimization. An important aspect of

black box optimization is that, from an engineering standpoint, little to no modeling information

is gained from the search. Consequently, optimal results have no guarantee to transfer across

scales. This is of course the major concern of using black box approaches for the application of

reaction development, where the ultimate goal is scale-up. However, if the feedback system is

engineered to detect intrinsic reaction rates, the results of black box optimization routines can

still have great utility, especially when little to no a priori information is known about the

chemistry. If optimization of the flow system is desired simply to increase production rate or

yield in the same flow reactor, black box strategies are excellent simple tools to identify

improved or perhaps optimal reaction conditions.

Some of the earliest methods for incorporating black box optimization algorithms into

automated microreactor experiments were developed by Krishnadasan et al.81 and by McMullen

and Jensen.22  Krishnadasan et al. employed a Stable Noisy Optimization by Branch and Fit

(SNOBFIT) 82 algorithm to optimize the automated synthesis of CdSe quantum dots.

Nanoparticles were monitored inline by fluorescent emission measurements from a CCD

spectrometer, and a feedback loop allowed for tuning of the microreactor temperature and flow

rates in order to maximize the quantum dot emission at a specified wavelength. McMullen and

Jensen compared the SNOBFIT algorithm with two local-search black box optimization

algorithms-Nelder-Mead Simplex and steepest descent-in studying the Knoevenagel

condensation reaction of p-anisaldehyde and malononitrile. Species concentrations were

monitored online by HPLC. The two-dimensional optimization of reactor residence time and

temperature consistently identified the maximum objective function value as occurring at the

maximum allowable reaction temperature of 1000C and the minimum residence time of 30 min,

regardless of the optimization method employed. The fastest convergence upon the optimum was

achieved with the gradient-based steepest descent method.

Though only a local search strategy, the Simplex method 83 has been used extensively in black

box flow optimization systems. In its simplest implementation, Simplex selects k+ 1 points for a
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k-dimensional optimization, then after identifying the least optimal point from that experimental

set, reflects the least optimal point across the polygon defined by the other k points to define a

new Simplex. When no improvement in the optimization is achieved, the size of the Simplex is

reduced and the method repeats. This strategy is both simple to implement and does not require

approximation of a gradient, which caters well to expensive experimentation. In one application,

McMullen and Jensen demonstrated use of the Simplex method in a four-dimensional

optimization of benzaldehyde production, increasing the yield from 21% to 80%.1' The Simplex

method was further applied in optimizing the number of alkene equivalents and reaction time in

a selective Heck reaction (Scheme 1.1).22 In both cases, syringe pumps were connected to a

temperature-controlled silicon microreactor, with analysis performed by online HPLC (Figure

1.3). The feedback optimization algorithm was executed in MATLAB and the system was

controlled with LabView software. For the Heck reaction example, nine sets of reaction

conditions were then scaled 50 times to a 7 mL Coming Advanced-Flow glass reactor module.

The scaled optimum was found to be consistent with the microscale optimum and resulted in the

synthesis of 26.9 g desired product at 80% yield.

1 mol% Pd(OAc)2CI 3 moI%L P.-. CF3  F3C F

F3C C \ 1.2 equiv. y2 NMe C/F3 CF3
n-butanol, 900C

Equiv = 1.0-6.0 tres = 3.0-8.0 min Desired Undesired

PBu 2

L =

Me

Scheme 1.1. Heck reaction optimization studied by McMullen et al.22

Micoreactor

A

B

TewperatuL
Canr"l Reaction

Flow-Rale Anaysscontrd kd

Figure 1.3. Automated feedback loop used by McMullen et aL for the optimization in Scheme 1.1.22
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Poliakoff and coworkers84 -88 have been interested in the use of feedback for online

optimization of the methylation of primary alcohols by dimethyl carbonate (DMC) in

supercritical C02 (Scheme 1.2). Here the advantage of the flow system was both in rapid

optimization and in the accessibility of supercritical reaction conditions. In the original system,

Parrott et al.84 flowed the methylation reactants through a packed bed of y-alumina in the

presence of supercritical C02 and monitored the reaction yield by online GC. The Super

Modified Simplex algorithm 89 was used to optimize the reaction yield with respect to

temperature, pressure, and the flow rate of C02. The Super Modified Simplex algorithm

functions similarly to Nelder-Mead Simplex but additionally determines if the size of the

Simplex can be expanded in regions of the experimental space where little change in the

objective is observed-hence leading to faster convergence. Even with the improved

convergence rate, approximately 35 hr were required for the optimizations in the study.

Improvements to the system were later made by Bourne et al.85 (who included equivalents of

methylating agent as a variable in the optimization), Jumbam et al.86 (who demonstrated

optimization over several objective functions including yield, space-time yield, and E-factor),

and Skilton et al.87 (who accelerated data collection with use of an FTIR and compared the

performance of Simplex to SNOBFIT). Most recently the group demonstrated the potential of

automated chemical reaction systems by allowing a researcher to remotely study and optimize

the UK-based system from Brazil.88

DMC 0
HO R y-alumina _O O2R R

T?
R = H, C2H7  P?

CO 2 Flow Rate?

Scheme 1.2. The methylation of primary alcohols by DMC in supercritical C02 studied by Parrott et al.84
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Figure 1.4. Automated system for optimization of the methylation of alcohols introduced by Parrott et al.14 M

is a static mixed and R is the reactor packed with catalyst.

Recent applications of automated optimization systems have demonstrated incorporation of

more advanced synthesis and analytical systems into the Simplex algorithm framework. In

increasing the scope of chemistries available for feedback control, the utility of smart

optimization systems has increased substantially. As an example, Fabry et al.90 coupled LabView

software to a commercial flow hydrogenation system, the H-cube, and demonstrated

optimization of Scheme 1.3 with respect to hydrogen pressure, temperature, and flow rate. Inline

FTIR was used for analysis. The Simplex optimization required 24 hr to complete 17

experiments but identified optimal conditions for 99% conversion to the alcohol product.

Feedback optimization with an inline NMR, introduced by Sans et al.,61 offers the researcher an

opportunity to study kinetics of intermediate formation and optimize chemistries that would be

otherwise impossible to observe by optical or chromatographic techniques. In an application of

Nelder-Mead Simplex, Sans et al. optimized imine formation in the reaction of 4-

fluorobenzaldehyde and aniline (Scheme 1.4) by monitoring reaction yield and conversion with

'H NMR. The optimization resulted in a reduction of reaction time to 2 min, while the reaction
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yield was maintained above 70%. It is inevitable that to study more complex chemistries inline,

multiple analytical instruments such as IRs, LCs, GCs, and/or NMRs will be incorporated into

flow systems in series or in parallel to maximize the information gained on a per experiment

basis.

0 5 wt% Pd/C OH

R H2 =0-100 bar R

T = 20-100OC
R = H, COOEt, CH 2COOEt

0.1 M
Flow = 0.3-1.0 ml/min

Scheme 1.3. Hydrogenation optimization studied by Fabry et al.90

0 0.05 M TFA
S H ~N H 2 MeCN

F H + NH tres = 2-10 min F N
CAO =0-0-1.0 M CBO = 2.0 M - 2*CAO

Scheme 1.4. Optimization of imine formation by inline NMR from Sans et al.61

Despite the popularity of the method, the Simplex optimization routine can struggle to

converge efficiently on account of the algorithm chosen for Simplex contraction, the

dimensionality of the optimization, and the initial guess. Gradient-based optimization strategies

tend to offer much faster convergence rates, at the expense of the extra experiments involved in

gradient calculation. With a slow HPLC method, for instance, the time required for a gradient

estimation can be quite limiting, but with the emergence of technology such as inline FTIR the

use of gradient-based optimization methods should become more widely accepted. As an

example of the speed at which feedback optimization can be accomplished with a gradient

search, Moore and Jensen 8 demonstrated optimization of space-time yield for a Paul-Knorr

reaction (Scheme 1.5) with three different gradient-based searches: steepest descent, conjugate

gradient, and conjugate gradient with an Armijo step size. As illustrated in Figure 1.5, the rate of

convergence effectively doubled when the conjugate gradient method was used compared to the

steepest descent method, because of the additional gradient history incorporated into the

selection of the conjugate gradient search direction. With a smarter selection of step size

(following the Armijo rule 91), the rate of convergence of the same optimization was accelerated

to greater than three times the rate of convergence of the original steepest descent method.

Though these methods are still black box local optimization searches, their abilities to rapidly
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map out the trajectory to an optimum allow experimenters a quantitative interpretation of the

response surface curvature that could be of service to kinetic investigations.

0

+ H2N OH DMSO 0- N
o T = 30-130C OH

tres = 2-30 min

Scheme 1.5. Paul-Knorr reaction optimization studied by Moore and Jensen. 5
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Figure 1.5. Convergence of the PauI-Knorr reaction from the automated system of Moore and Jensen.58

Diamond-steepest descent algorithm. Circle-conjugate gradient algorithm with fixed step size. Triangle-
conjugate gradient algorithm with Armijo step size.

1.3. KINETICS IN FLOW: A ROUTE TO FASTER SCALE-UP

Though black box strategies are valuable tools for identifying improved reaction conditions in

less time than combinatorial or one-factor-at-a-time screening, predictable scalability of results

can only come from a complete understanding of the reaction mechanism and kinetics.

Identification of reaction kinetics in flow offers many of the advantages already discussed in

previous sections in terms of fast heat and mass transfer rates and more precise control of

reaction conditions. Additionally, with feedback an automated system can determine which

kinetic experiments are most valuable to run in order to select optimal rate parameters and an

optimal rate law. This offers an invaluable tool to the experimenter looking to discriminate

among many possible reaction mechanisms.

As an example of using feedback in the determination of reaction kinetics, McMullen and

Jensen2- used a silicon microreactor flow system with online HPLC sampling to study the Diels-
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Alder reaction of isoprene and maleic anhydride (Scheme 1.6). The experimenters initiated the

algorithm by proposing four different kinetic rate laws--only one of which represented the true

second order reaction rate of the system. Following the Shannon's entropy approach presented

by Box and Hill,9 2 the automated system selected a series of experiments that attempted to

maximize the discrepancy between the predictions of each rate model. This allowed the system

to discriminate between models based on the reaction's performance at each set of experimental

conditions. After identification of the correct kinetic model, a D-optimal experimental design

approach,93 94 whereby experiments are chosen to minimize the collective uncertainty in fitted

model parameters, was employed to estimate kinetic parameters for the model. The results were

found to be in good agreement with literature and with transition-state theory calculations.

o 0
DMF

+ 0 T = 50-1500C |

0 tre.s = 1-10 min

Scheme 1.6. Diels-Alder reaction used in the kinetic study by McMullen and Jensen.

Demonstration of the scalability of the kinetic model required use of the Coming Advanced-

Flow reactor system (Corning Incorporated). In this case, 9 glass reactors were used in series to

produce a 500-fold scale-up from the silicon microreactor. It is important to note here that

immediate scale-up of the microreactor optimum did not result in the same yield as observed

during the optimization; this was on account of the losses of product yield to dispersion and less

efficient heat removal in the scaled-up system. However, by accurately measuring the residence

time distribution in the Advanced-Flow reactor and incorporating the heat of reaction into reactor

temperature models along with the reaction kinetics, the optimal yield from the microreactor

system was, in fact, found to scale predictably. The success of this scale-up emphasizes the

superiority of model-based approaches over black box approaches when translating optimal

operating conditions across scale.

1.4. BRINGING DISCRETE VARIABLES INTO THE OPTIMIZATION

Droplet-based flow systems have gained much interest recently as tools for continuous

HTE.9>- 0 6 By performing reactions, crystallizations, or biological assays in the confines of

isolated droplets, reagent compositions can be controlled accurately, and the rates of mixing and

heat transfer are consistent with batch reaction kinetics. Most importantly for optimization,
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segmented-flow systems allow experimenters the opportunity to manipulate discrete variables
such as catalysts or solvents in addition to the standard continuous variables of temperature,
reaction time, and concentration, greatly expanding the design space for the synthesis.97 The
need for such systems in process scale-up has inspired the development and application of a
commercial system107-112 that can screen 20-900 pL volumes of reactions with different reagents,
temperatures, and flow rates, though as was discussed earlier the problem of enumeration in any
of these systems becomes limiting if many discrete variables and reaction conditions are
incorporated into the screen without the use of feedback.

The incorporation of a global optimization algorithm into an automated, high-throughput
catalyst screening process was demonstrated by Kreutz et al.98 The feedback loop is shown in
Figure 1.6. For the oxidation of methane by oxygen, multiple catalysts, cocatalysts, and ligands
were screened in a segmented two-phase system, with the extent of each individual reaction
assessed through the monitoring of an in situ colorimetric indicator. After 48 segmented flow
experiments in quadruplicate for a given generation were completed, the "fitness" of each
reaction (corresponding to the color change in an indicator solution) was supplied to a computer,
which applied a genetic algorithm' to identify a new generation of catalyst, cocatalyst, and
ligand combinations to be screened. After four generations of experiments, the genetic algorithm
had sufficiently sampled the possible solution space, and the migration operator was deactivated
in the algorithm in favor of attempting to select the fittest catalyst/cocatalyst/ligand
combinations. The optimal active catalyst system was found after a total of eight generations to
be Pt and POM-V2, in agreement with catalyst systems already reported in literature.

Identify the relevant parameters Construct the population
(catalt tas nd) - (Mix the components together)(catlys, coataystlignd) INLPerform fitness test

(Compartmentalize
catalysts into plu,4P run the methane oxidationDefine composition of each reacion andannalxzetheIndividual In the population reaction and analyze the

(MWat catalysts, cocatalys and ligands activity of Ow indlViduals)
are used in each of the 48 individuals)

GeneA Gene B Gene C
Catalyst Cocatalst ugmnc Finish
I lAu IRR SLIB I I BE I LSelect and evolve

2 PIAu|RhBLB fl lML BL | -(Use the measured fitness to select for individuals to pass
on information to the next generation and undergo evolution48 Euj Auj A L BL W Fe DBL vi4 *2 v crossover with another individual or muti)

Eul AgtIPBLPVMnIZn BL|L eisaiA|APt BL L BIlZnI 1 LI

FAu.Rh.RbebkDL Mo 161 pre tAutRhnPd fLetVhMoaCo xI Lby K t

Eu PtlAg DL P. WWPV DIE. 122 EuAj~Sj~~j'j1j'12

Figure 1.6. Feedback loop for the optimization of methane oxidation by Kreutz et al."'
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The ability to reduce over 8 million catalyst/cocatalyst/ligand combinations to fewer than 400

experiments illustrates the tremendous time and cost savings that can be achieved with the

application of feedback in discrete variable screening. The inclusion of continuous variables in

the optimization has the potential to lead to even more improvements in efficiency, particularly if

the performance of each catalyst differs at different temperatures, reaction times, or reagent

concentration.

1.5. THESIS OVERVIEW AND GOALS

In a very short time, the field of continuous feedback optimization has grown from novelty to

necessity. As syntheses of interest increase in complexity, the number of factors that can affect a

response increase, and the level of complexity of the instrumentation needed to observe the

response (or responses) increases accordingly. Along with that growth comes the requirement

that smarter approaches continue to develop for solving more difficult and more integrated

problems, and that technologies continue to develop in order to produce more rapidly scalable

results.

This thesis begins in Chapter 2 by establishing an approach to evaluating reaction kinetics

when the reaction pathway is more complex and an automated system alone cannot fully solve

the kinetic model. Though a suitable approach is found by breaking the reaction pathway into

smaller reaction steps and then applying the automated feedback approach, the question emerges

as to how a smart system could be developed to increase the number of variables at the

experimenter's disposal and hence greatly simplify the task of resolving a complex system.

Specifically we ask how discrete variables can be brought into the optimization, and Chapter 3 is

dedicated to the construction of a fully automated segmented flow system that allows for on-

demand screening of both discrete and continuous variables. The optimization of both classes of

variables simultaneously is a challenge within itself, with the introduction of a sequential

adaptive response surface methodology aimed at solving this problem presented in Chapter 4.

Chapters 5 and 6 then delve specifically into the application of the new method in the

optimization of complex systems where both continuous variables and discrete variables strongly

interact. In Chapter 5, the effect of solvent upon a selective alkylation reaction is explored. In

Chapter 6, the method is applied to several case studies of Suzuki-Miyaura cross-coupling

reactions in an effort to identify the best catalyst-ligand system and corresponding optimal
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reaction conditions. Chapter 7 summarizes the significant contributions of this thesis and outlines

future directions for feedback optimization in highly multivariate systems.

By the conclusion of this thesis, we aim to address the following goals:

* Expansion of the scope of automated kinetic parameter estimation

* Design and implementation of an automated segmented flow system capable of

screening a diverse range of liquid-phase reactions

* Implementation of an algorithm that solves in real-time the mixed integer nonlinear

programming (MINLP) of simultaneous discrete variable screening and continuous

variable screening optimization

" Application of the screening system to simultaneous ligand, catalyst, and solvent

selection and reaction optimization

" Demonstration of scale-up of optimized reaction conditions

In route to accomplishing these goals, we present a methodology that accelerates reaction

development in a novel yet versatile way, transforming small amounts of material into

information that can be used to optimize reactions and gain increased understanding of the

underlying chemistry. We present new levels of understanding, not just of algorithms and

chemistries, but of how to characterize reactions in a versatile, simple, and accurate manner. In

continuation of research into smart feedback systems, it is these motives of versatility, simplicity,

and accuracy that should be expected to drive innovation, helping foster greater continuity from

reaction discovery all the way through drug manufacture.
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2. AN AUTOMATED CONTINUOUS-FLOW PLATFORM FOR THE

ESTIMATION OF MULTI-STEP REACTION KINETICS

2.1. INTRODUCTION

A primary concern in pharmaceutical process chemistry is scale-up of a reaction from bench

to production levels. Commonly, conditions found to be optimal on the bench scale end up non-

optimal at a larger scale, due to changes in mass and heat transfer properties between reactor

volumes. These changes in transport properties can lead to the formation of byproducts at the

larger scale that were not accounted for in the preliminary optimization. In contrast to small-

scale optimization followed by scale-up, it is traditionally preferred to model and parameterize a

synthesis in terms of its kinetics at the small scale. The reaction kinetics are then coupled with

knowledge of the effects of heat and mass transfer in the larger scale reactor in order to optimize

the reaction.

As summarized in Chapter 1, our group has demonstrated the application of automated,

continuous-flow microreactor systems for the purposes of reaction screening, 54

optimization,22,5 1 ,5 kinetic model discrimination, 23 and kinetic parameter estimation. 23,29,31 Such

systems offered the advantages of precise control of reaction conditions while minimizing both

reagent consumption and user intervention. A challenge still to be considered in all of these cases

was the extraction of reaction kinetic information from more complex reaction networks-those

which proceed in either series or parallel and have the potential to form one or more unwanted

byproducts.

In this study, we demonstrated use of an automated, continuous-flow system capable of both

accurately estimating kinetic parameters for a series-parallel reaction network and optimizing the

yield of a desired mono-substituted product. As is often the case in complex networks, however,

we found that the kinetic parameters estimated by the automated system included a high degree

of uncertainty-as great as 20% for some parameters-which had not been observed in

automated studies of more simplified reaction networks. 23 To ensure scalability of our final

results, we applied the same automated system to determine the kinetics of isolated steps in the

reaction network, greatly reducing parameter uncertainties to more acceptable values of less than

4%. This yielded precise kinetic estimates for all steps in the reaction pathway, including those

which accounted for only a small amount of byproduct formation.
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The model reaction network studied was the nucleophilic aromatic substitution (SNAr)

reaction of 2,4-dichloropyrimidine (1) and morpholine (2) in ethanol to form a desired 2-

substituted aminopyrimidine (4) and the less-desired 4-substituted (3) and 2,4-substituted (5)

byproducts. The reaction network is shown in Scheme 2.1. 2- and 4-substituted

aminopyrimidines have generated considerable pharmaceutical interest as inhibitors of kinases

such as Cdks, p38, Aurora, KDR, and Gsk3.' 1 4-117 The observed inhibitory effect has been

attributed to hydrogen bonding interactions between the 1-nitrogen and the 2-amino group on the

pyrimidine molecule and the hinge amino acid of the kinase.1" Synthesis of 2-aminopyrimidines

is complicated by the preference of the amine nucleophile to substitute at the 4-carbon position

of the substrate.' More aggressive reaction conditions are generally required in order to

promote the second nucleophilic substitution and thereby generate the 2-amino derivative. 20" 2'

Using a silicon microreactor for this synthesis, we were able to safely pressurize the flow system

and carry out the reaction above the atmospheric boiling point of the solvent-a traditional

limitation of batch experimentation. The rapid heat transfer rate of silicon additionally improved

the likelihood of obtaining intrinsic reaction kinetics during experimentation without being

limited by reaction exothermicity.

0

EtOH CI N N NH EtOH
Et3N,- j + oEt3N

CI N CI i NX 2 k3 o ro
+ENH NN N N

N C- o EtOH EtCH N N

2,4-dichloropyrimidine Morpholine Et N 0 Et3N (
(1) (2) k2  N N CI NH k4 (5)

(4) (2)

Scheme 2.1. Multi-step reaction network for conversion of 2,4-dichloropyrimidine to 4,4'-(2,4-
pyrimidinediyl)bis-morpholine.

2.2. METHOD

A similar optimal experimental design procedure was followed to that used for kinetic

estimation by McMullen and Jensen.2 3 The procedure was iterative and is illustrated

schematically in Figure 2.1. Experimentation began with an initial factorial design. Based upon

data collected through online analysis, a regression-fitting algorithm optimized the values of

parameters specified in a user-defined model in order to best agree with experimental data.

Sensitivity coefficients were then calculated based upon the optimal parameter estimates for the
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experiments performed and for each candidate posterior experiment to be tested for optimality.

The sensitivity coefficients were stored in the Fischer information matrix, the determinant of

which gave the objective function to be minimized in the selection of a D-optimal posterior

experiment. The optimal experiment was subsequently identified, and the prior experimental data

were augmented by the results of the D-optimal posterior experiment. This procedure iterated

until the system was terminated by a user.

Input Factorial Select Next
Experimental D-Optimal

Design Experiment

Run Automated Calculate
Flow Sensitivity

Experiment(s) Coefficients

Analyze Calculate
Online Best-fit Kinetic Input Kinetic

by HPLC Parameters

Input Initial No Prior Yes Input Prior
Guess P]aa ? Best-fit Params

Figure 2.1. Logic flow diagram for automated kinetic parameter estimation in continuous flow.

2.2.1. Kinetic Model

We assumed for our kinetic model that all four reactions in Scheme 2.1 followed second

order, bimolecular reaction kinetics and that the reaction system could be modeled as an ideal

plug flow reactor (PFR). The assumption of second-order, bimolecular reaction kinetics agreed

with the mechanisms previously established in literature for SNAr reactions. 122-124 For 400 pm-

reactor channels and liquid phase species diffusivities of greater than or equal to 1 x 10- m2s- 1,

the flow reactor used in these experiments could be modeled as an ideal plug flow reactor for

residence times exceeding 2 min. Only small deviations from plug flow were expected for

shorter reactor residence times extending down to 30 s.27,125 We chose the minimum reaction

time for our experiments to be 30 s so as not to have to de-convolute the effect of dispersion in

our online kinetic analysis.
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Considering our assumptions for the kinetics of the reactions in Scheme 2.1, we proposed the

following rate laws governing species generation and consumption:

d(0, )
1= dt k= k (cr 1) (c ) -k 2 (O)I (0,)2 (2.1)

d(C,,)

d~~ ((0, )

f3= dt'= k iC 2 k3 (C" )3 (2.3)

dt 2 2 ( 2

f; = dt )5 =k ) + k 4 (c (2.5)

The model-predicted response of species i was specified in Equations 2.1-2.5 as (Cu)i, the

predicted concentration of i in experiment u as a function of the reaction time t, the reaction

temperature T, and the initial concentrations of 1 and 2, Cio and C2o, respectively. kr was the rate

constant for reaction r, expressed as:

kr = Ar exp EA r= ,..., 4 (2.6)(RT
where Ar and EAr were the pre-exponential factor and activation energy associated with kr,

respectively, and R was the gas constant. To achieve better convergence to an optimal set of

kinetic parameters, we defined scaled parameters 0, such that:

,=2 r- =ln Ar) (2.7)

Op=2r - EAr (2.8)RT*

Equation 2.6 was then rewritten as:

kr = exp 02r-I - T02r (2.9)
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where the pre-exponential factor and the activation energy were scaled comparably. We chose

for our case T* = 343 K to represent an average value for the reaction temperature in our

experiments, ensuring that T*/T - I over the range of reaction temperatures studied.

2.2.2. Approach to Parameter Estimation

An optimal set of kinetic parameters was obtained by fitting the kinetic model of Equations

2.1-2.5 to the calibrated HPLC responses of 1, 3, 4, and 5 as functions of T, Cio, C2o, and the

residence time tres. Both maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) and maximum a posteriori

(MAP) estimation were applied in obtaining optimal least squares regression estimates of the

kinetic parameters.

For experiments in which no prior estimates for optimal kinetic parameters were available, a

set of optimal kinetic parameters was found by MLE. The non-linear programming for MLE was

formulated as:

N~p

min,, I [C - C. (0)] W" [C, - C, (0)] (2.10)
U=1

where Cu was the Nresp x 1 vector of measured responses for experiment u and G(0) was the

Nresp x I vector of model-predicted responses for experiment u with model parameters 0. Wu was

a weighting matrix for the residuals which we chose to be:

W, =Vp-' U=1, ..., Ie~ (2.p

VBwas the response-covariance matrix, defined for species i and speciesj as:' 26

2Ney u(-) - [C) u (212
(VB =S = [

U=1 expN params

where the difference in the number of experiments and the number of optimized parameters,

Nexpts - Narams, was strictly greater than zero. Because the objective function required VB as an

input, we used VB from the previous experiment as an input to the updated MLE optimization.

VB was initialized as the identity matrix prior to the first parameter optimization and was found

experimentally to converge to a consistent set of values after only I to 2 posterior experiments.

The optimization in Equation 2.10 was performed as a constrained sequential quadratic

programming (SQP) optimization in MATLAB. The lower and upper bounds on the optimization
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were found by computing the 98% confidence intervals on the prior optimal parameters. In order

to limit online computational time, a maximum of 500 SQP iterations was allowed for the

optimization.

Uncertainties in parameter values were evaluated based upon the parameter covariance matrix

Vo following the treatment of Beck and Arnold.126 To calculate Vo, we first defined the

sensitivity coefficient, (Xu)ip, for response i with respect to parameter Op in experiment U:

(XI), = aP (2.13)a Op
0=0,',f

Here Oopt denoted the optimal set of MLE or MAP parameters found by SQP. Given the kinetic

rt w in tn to analytically evaluate Equation 2.13 in the
AIdILLd IV1UL Eq %, U1in form

of an ordinary differential equation:1 27

d(X X, af Naf+ - (X ) (2.14)
dt 8p k=IaC "

From the matrix of sensitivity coefficients, we calculated the Fisher information matrix, Z, which

equaled the inverse of the parameter covariance matrix for the case of MLE:

Ney.

Z = X,V;-'X (2.15)

Z = V-_' for MLE (2.16)

Estimation of the parameter covariance matrix allowed for the uncertainties of our kinetic

parameter estimates to be calculated. For a single parameter Op, a 1-dimensional confidence

interval was calculated from the expression:1 28

(O I,) - [(V 1 ta/2,v=N,,,-0, , (o ) [ p ]1/2 a/2,v=N ,,-NP (2..1.7)

where ta/2,r=N.,p,,-N,, was the Student's t-distribution value for a/2 confidence and Nexpis - Nparams

degrees of freedom.

The approach to MAP estimation was similar to the approach for MLE, though MAP

estimation considered a priori estimates and uncertainties for the vector of model parameters 0.

The quadratic program for MAP estimation was given as:
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min [p-O]' V-' [[i-O]+ C, - (0)] V;-I [C -C, (0)] (2.18)

y was the a priori vector of optimal model parameters and V,; was a weighting matrix for the

difference between the prior model parameters and the optimal a posteriori model parameters.

V, was identified as the a priori parameter covariance matrix, which could be calculated as in

Equations 2.15 and 2.16 for all prior experiments. The a posteriori parameter covariance matrix

was then given by:

V4 = V ' + V-' (2.19)

and was substituted into Equation 2.17 for VJ' in order to obtain posterior confidence intervals.

The number of degrees of freedom in this case was Nprior + Nexpts - Narams, where Nprior was the

number of prior experiments already conducted. As in MLE, the MAP optimization was

evaluated in MATLAB with the constrained SQP optimization algorithm and limited to a

maximum of 500 iterations.

2.2.3. Approach to Optimal Experimental Design

Our objective in parameter estimation was to minimize the total uncertainty and joint-

uncertainty in the MLE and MAP optimal parameters. Experiments were selected based upon the

D-optimality criterion, introduced by Box and coworkers: 93,94

D = min V-I +(XI)' V;'X )- (2.20)

s.t. u e Experimental design space

The optimal D corresponded to the choice of conditions for the next experiment in the design of

experiments for which the predicted volume of the parameter covariance matrix was minimized.

By minimizing the volume of the parameter covariance matrix, the total joint uncertainty among

all parameters in the model was minimized. For MLE, we incorporated Equation 2.20, as written,

into the parameter estimation program. For MAP estimation, we substituted VwP for Vo as was

done for estimation of parameter confidence intervals.
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2.3. EXPERIMENTAL

2.3.1. Automated Parameter Estimation System

A diagram of the automated parameter estimation system is shown in Figure 2.2. A 0.30 M
solution of 1 (98%, Sigma-Aldrich) was delivered with an internal standard, 1,2-
dimethoxybenzene (> 99%, TCI) in ethanol to a silicon microreactor. A solution of 0.92 M 2 (>
99.0%, Sigma-Aldrich) and 0.92 M triethylamine (Et3N, > 99.0%, TCI) in ethanol was delivered
to a T-junction, diluted with ethanol, and delivered to the second inlet port of the microreactor.
The reaction product was quenched in the quenching zone of the microreactor by a 1.6 M
solution of trifluoroacetic acid (TFA, 99%, Sigma-Aldrich) in ethanol. This quenched product
was then further diluted to a 3:5 ratio in a micromixer by a second stream of ethanol and injected
into an HPLC for online analysis. In a separate set of experiments, solutions of 3 and 4 were each
reacted with a solution of 0.36 M 2 and 0.36 M Et3N to produce 5. In the case of using 3 or 4 as a
starting material, a 0.16 M solution of 3 dissolved with the internal standard in ethanol or a 0.08
M solution of 4 dissolved with the internal standard in ethanol, respectively, was substituted into
the system in place of 1.

Syringe Pumps Syringe Pump

1.6 M TFA _______1. TAEtOH ---- - - - - - - - - - --
in EtOH

2 gm
1:1(mol) 2:Et3N T-Mixer Injection Loop 2

in EtOHI

Ap-Mixer H

r EtOH

L- Computer
Temperature

l in EtOH Controller - ih

220 IL Reactor

Figure 2.2. Diagram of the automated continuous-flow parameter estimation system
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Pumping of fluids through the microreactor and micromixer system was accomplished using

PhD 2200 syringe pumps (Harvard Apparatus) under the control of LabVIEW v8.6.

Manipulation of pump flow rates allowed for a range of residence times and reactant

concentrations to be explored. Connections downstream of the microreactor were made using

218 ptm (0.0086 in.) internal diameter PFA tubing (Upchurch Scientific, IDEX Health & Science

LLC) to minimize dead volume. Check valves were installed on all feed streams and a 1.4 bar

(20 psi) backpressure regulator was installed downstream of the HPLC injection valve in order to

dampen flow oscillations and to increase the boiling temperature of the primary solvent, ethanol.

The silicon microreactor employed in this experiment was fabricated following standard

photolithography and deep reactive ion etching techniques. 6 The channel cross-sectional

dimensions were 500 ptm (width) x 400 pm (height). A halo etch of the microreactor enabled

temperature control in two different zones of the reactor. At the entrance of reactants to the

reactor, a 20-piL mixing zone allowed for mixing of both reactant streams at ambient

temperature. The 220-pL spiral reaction zone of the reactor was then heated to a uniform

temperature by a cartridge heater controlled by an OMEGA temperature controller (OMEGA

Engineering Inc.) to 0.4'C. The silicon micromixer design has been described previously 12 9

and allows for rapid mixing or dilution in a 4.1-piL volume. Both the microreactor and the

micromixer were compression packaged to enable continuous fluid transfer throughout the

system. The total volume of the system, including the microreactor, micromixer, and transfer

tubing downstream of the microreactor was approximately 280 pLL. To allow adequate time for

the system to reach a steady state after equilibration of the reactor temperature, I mL of reactants

were infused into the system prior to online analysis. To allow sufficient time for the syringe

pumps to equilibrate, the system was additionally required to have run for a minimum of 3 min at

the same temperature and flow rates prior to online analysis.

Based on the system design, constraints were placed a priori upon the experimental design

space. Residence times were constrained to within the range of accuracy for the syringe pumps

exerting force on 5 p.L glass syringes dispensing through the system under 1.4 bar backpressure.

We estimated this range to be from flow rates of approximately I pL min' to 250 iL min- for

each syringe pump. We reasoned the minimum temperature to be that at which the rate of

reaction in the mixing zone of the microreactor (held at room temperature) was insignificant in

comparison to the reaction rate in the reaction zone. Under this condition, the complications of
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the reaction mechanism in the mixing zone could be excluded from the kinetic model. A

maximum temperature of 1 000 C was specified so as not to exceed the boiling point of ethanol in

the presence of 1.4 bar of backpressure. In future studies, a change to a higher boiling point

solvent such as n-butanol would enable a more extensive range of temperatures to be explored.

The initial concentration of 1 was limited by the solubility of 1 in ethanol, and the range of

equivalents 2 and Et3N added was chosen to extend from 0.5 to 5.0. The number of

discretizations of the experimental space (1600) was chosen to achieve an extensive range of

internal points at which to evaluate the D-optimality condition, while at the same time limiting

the time required online to exhaust all possible combinations of the four input variables.

Analyte concentrations were measured online by HPLC. Analysis by HPLC was

advantageous in allowing for a quantitative separation of reaction components and demonstrated

the potential for this method to be applied to more complex reaction networks. Species were

measured using a Waters HPLC (Waters Corporation) with 1525 binary pumps; a Nova-Pak C 18

4tm, 3.9 x 150 mm column; a 2996 PDA detector; and Empower software. A 2-pL volume of

diluted reaction product was automatically injected into the HPLC for analysis. A gradient

method of water and acetonitrile was employed in order to separate 1, 3, 4, 5, and the internal

standard. MATLAB code was written to integrate peak areas and determine species

concentrations based upon previous calibrations with the internal standard. Analysis was

completed in 9.25 min, at which point either reaction conditions were manipulated in preparation

for collecting the next experimental data point or data were passed to the parameter estimation

program in MATLAB in order to identify the next D-optimal experiment to conduct.

2.3.2. Experimental Design

The design of experiments proceeded in three stages: an initial set of experiments aimed at

determining the eight parameters in Equations 2.1-2.6 simultaneously; a second set of

experiments aimed at parameterizing each step of the reaction pathway in isolation; and a final

set of experiments aimed at determining the eight kinetic parameters simultaneously using a

priori estimates from the prior sets of experiments. Up to four factors were manipulated for each

experiment: the reaction residence time (tres), the reaction temperature (T), the initial substrate

concentration (Cio), and the equivalents of 2 fed to the reactor. Each set of experiments began

with an initial factorial design, which characterized the effect of manipulating multiple factors
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upon product yield. Following the initial factorial design, experiments were chosen sequentially

from the solution of Equation 2.20 over 1600 candidate experimental points found from

enumeration of:

t e {0.5 min, I min, 1.5 min,..., 20 min} (2.21)

T e {400C, 604C, 80*C, 100-C}

C e {0.075 M, 0.150 M} or C, e {0.025 M, 0.050 M} or C4 E {0.015 M, 0.030 M}

Equiv. 2 e {0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5}

A complete list of experimental conditions tested can be found in Appendix A.

The program initiated with a set of factorial experiments designed to estimate all kinetic

parameters in Equations 2.1-2.6 simultaneously. The initial number of experiments needed

before an initial guess of the reaction kinetics could be calculated had to exceed eight, the

number of parameters in the model. To lessen parameter uncertainty before the selection of the

first D-optimal experiment, a 12-experiment factorial design was chosen which sampled from

several different regions of the experimental design space. The factorial design included all

combinations of 3 different residence times (30 s, 60 s, and 5 min), 2 different reaction

temperatures (40'C and 80'C), 2 different initial concentrations of morpholine (0.15 M and 0.30

M), and an initial concentration of 1 of 0.15 M. Experiments were sequenced randomly, and no

replicates were specified initially.

The MLE estimates for the kinetic parameters after the initial factorial design were found

from initial guesses of logio(Ar/ M-'s) = 0 and EAr = 14.2 kJ mol' for all four rate constants. To

initiate the method, VB was chosen to be the identity matrix (assuming that measurement

uncertainty was the same for the starting material and all three products), and lower and upper

bounds on the pre-exponential factors and activation energies were specified as:

-10.9 log (Ar / M-s-') 10.9 (2.22)

0 kJ mol-' EAr 285 kJ moP' (2.23)

Setting feasible upper and lower bounds which did not extend toward OO improved the speed of

convergence for the online estimation and allowed for a more accurate fit of the rate parameters

to be achieved in a limited number of MLE iterations.

Following simultaneous parameter estimation, the kinetics of isolated reactions of 1 and 2, 3

and 2, and 4 and 2 were assessed. For the reaction of 1 and 2, a 2x2x2 factorial design was

selected which, based upon the prior parameter estimates obtained from estimating all
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parameters simultaneously, was expected to most greatly minimize uncertainty in the estimates

of Ai, EmI, A2, and EA2. 0.5 min and 1.0 min residence times, 40'C and 1000C reaction

temperatures, and initial concentrations of 2 of 0.150 M and 0.300 M were studied along with an

initial concentration of 1 of 0.150 M. The initial guess for the MAP estimation corresponded to

the prior optimal parameter estimates for Ai, EAI, A2, and EA2. VB was supplied as the final

response-covariance matrix obtained from the simultaneous estimation of all kinetic parameters.

The isolated product 3 was reacted with 2 and Et3N to produce 5. Following from the kinetic

model, we expected this reaction to obey second order kinetics and to be governed by the

parameters A3 and EA3. As only two parameters were to be estimated, we limited the initial

factorial design to a 2x2 set of four experiments at 80'C and 100'C with 10 min and 20 min

residence times, nn initial concentration of 3 of 0.050 M, and 2.5 equivalents of 2 and Et3N. This

factorial design was chosen to maximize the sensitivity coefficients for the final concentration of

5 with respect to the parameters A3 and EA3. These sensitivity coefficients were observed to

increase with increasing reaction time, temperature, and starting material concentrations. After

the initial factorial design, the MAP parameter estimation procedure was initiated with the prior

estimates and uncertainties listed for A3 and EA3 in Table 1. VB was specified as the matrix of

covariances corresponding to the measurements of 3 and 5 in the simultaneous parameter

estimation experiment. The set of allowable initial concentrations for 3 was limited in the

combinatorial optimization to 0.025 M and 0.050 M in order to conserve reagents. The allowable

initial concentrations of 2 were scaled to range from 0.025 M to 0.125 M in 0.025 M increments.

The allowable reaction temperatures and residence times were the same as given for the

simultaneous experiment.

To determine the kinetic parameters for k4 in isolation, 4 was reacted with 2 in the presence of

Et3N to produce 5. Because less than 0.15 g of 4 were synthesized and purified, we limited the

initial concentration of 4 in all experiments to 0.030 M. All other inputs to the initial 2x2

factorial design were the same as for Scheme 3: temperatures of 80'C and 100 C, residence

times of 10 min and 20 min, and 2.5 molar equivalents of 2 and Et3N. For the eight D-optimal

experiments, the D-optimal design program was allowed to optimize with initial concentrations

of 4 of 0.015 M and 0.030 M and initial concentrations of 2 and Et3N ranging from 0.015 M to

0.075 M in increments of 0.015 M. As in the estimation of A3 and EA3, the a priori estimates and
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uncertainties for A4 and EA4 were specified as the results of the simultaneous parameter

estimation experiment found in Table 1.

In a final simultaneous experiment using the optimal parameters from the set of isolated

experiments, a 12-experiment factorial design was initially conducted with reaction times of 0.5

min, 10 min, and 20 min; temperatures of 40'C and 100 C; an initial concentration of 1 of 0.150

M; and 1.0 and 2.5 equivalents of 2 and Et3N. This experimental design was then supplemented

with six D-optimal experiments. VB was specified as the final response covariance matrix from

the simultaneous parameter estimation experiments. To ensure that V, would be positive-

definite, the blocks along the diagonal of the initial V,, were specified as the optimal parameter

covariance matrices from the prior isolated experiments, with all other terms in V, set equal to 0.

2.3.3. Synthesis and Isolation of Products

Products 3 and 4 were synthesized in the automated system described and shown in Figure

2.2. 0.150 M 1 (corresponding to 2.0 g starting material) and 2.5 equivalents of 2 and Et3N were

reacted in ethanol for 49 s at I 000 C. The reaction product was quenched online by TFA. An

aqueous extraction was performed offline to remove any salts formed from the quench, and the

organic product was dried in Na2SO4. After filtration, liquid solvents were removed under

vacuum to yield a white, crystalline product. This product was separated by dry loading onto 50

g of silica gel and eluting with a 4:1 solution of hexane:ethyl acetate to yield 4 in > 95% purity

and eluting with a 1:2 solution of hexane:ethyl acetate to yield 3 in > 95% purity. HPLC yields

of compounds 3 and 4 were 79.5% and 16.1%, respectively. Following workup, the isolated

yield of 3 was 69.9% and the isolated yield of 4 was 14.1%, based upon the moles of 1 reacted.

The isolated compound 3 was confirmed by HPLC, IR, 1H and 13C NMR, and GCMS. 4 was

confirmed by HPLC, IR, 1H NMR, and GCMS. Though 'H NMR and GCMS cannot be used to

distinguish the structures of 3 and 4, we inferred from literature19 that 3 was the compound

produced in the greatest quantity and the compound that gave greater selectivity at low

temperatures than at higher temperatures. 4 was also identified by HPLC as being notably less

polar than 3, which is consistent with the symmetric positioning of the electron-donating

nitrogen atoms in the structure of 4.
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4 -(2 -chloro-4-pyrimidinyl)-morpholine (3): 'H NMR(400 MHz, CDC3) 6 8.08 (1 H, d,

J=6.0 Hz), 6.38 (1 H, d, J=6.0 Hz), 3.78 (4 H, t, J = 5.0Hz), 3.65 (4 H, broad); 13C NMR(100

MHz, CDC13) 6 162.8, 159.7, 155.9, 101.3, 66.5, 44.6; IR Vmax 2361, 1653, 1586, 1559, 1540,
1355, 1265, 1234, 1165, 1117, 979, 801 cm'; GCMS m/z 52.0, 79.0, 114.0, 142.0, 167.9, 199.0;

HPLC elution time 275-280 S, Xmeas = 328 nm.

4 -(4 -chloro-2-pyrimidinyl)-morpholine (4): 'H NMR(400 MHz, CDC13) 6 8.27 (1 H, d,
J=5.5 Hz), 6.64 (1 H, d, J=5.0 Hz), 3.90-3.75 (8 H, m); IR Vmax 2865, 2361, 2341, 1617, 1580,
1506, 1448, 1336, 1269, 1202, 1159, 1116, 983, 962, 780 cm'; GCMS m/z 51.9, 78.9, 113.9,
141.9, 167.9, 199.0; HPLC elution time 405-410 S, Xmeas = 284 nm.

Product 5 was svnthesized neat in batch in an effort to achieve a high yield in a short pcriod of

time. Such an approach was considered acceptable over a flow chemistry approach for two

primary reasons. First, as the proposed kinetic mechanism suggested, the yield of 5 was

maximized for arbitrarily high species concentrations and infinitely long residence times. In a

case such as this, the precise control of reaction conditions afforded by a regulated microreactor

system was of minimal benefit unless the reaction presented a concern to safety under

uncontrolled conditions. Secondly, as the production of 5 under neat conditions progressed, a

viscous slurry of reactants and products developed which would have been difficult to transport

in our flow system without risking unsafe pressure accumulation and/or clogging of the

microchannel.

Our batch synthesis of 5 began with 2.0 g of 1 reacted with 2 mL morpholine and 3 mL Et3N

and reacted to yield 3.3 g of 5 at > 99% purity after 48 hr at room temperature. The isolated

product was confirmed by HPLC, IR, 'H and 13C NMR, and GCMS.

4 ,4 '-( 2, 4-pyrimidinediyl)bis-morpholine (5): 'H NMR(300 MHz, CDC3) 6 7.96 (1 H, d,

J=6.0 Hz), 5.86 (1 H, d, J=6.0 Hz), 3.80-3.70 (12 H, m), 3.54 (4 H, t, J=5.0 Hz); 13 C NMR(75

MHz, CDC3) 6 162.8, 161.8, 157.0, 93.3, 67.1, 66.8, 44.5, 44.3; IR Vmax 2852, 2361, 2341, 1582,

1558, 1472, 1438, 1263, 1237, 1001 cm-1; GCMS m/z 67.1, 106.9, 134.9, 161.9, 192.8, 218.9,

249.8; HPLC elution time 180-210 S, Xmeas = 284 nm.
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2.3.4. Automated Calibration of Analyzed Compounds

To conserve materials and minimize the amount of manual work invested in experimental

preparation, HPLC calibration curves for 1, 3, 4, and 5 in relation to the internal standard were

developed in an automated procedure. In the case of each calibration, a sample of the isolated

reactant or product was dissolved with the internal standard into a 10-mL solution of ethanol.

Each solution was then set up to be delivered via syringe pump to the micromixer, where it was

to be diluted with pure ethanol and injected online into the HPLC. The automated system

proceeded by manipulating flow rates of both the analyte and ethanol streams so as to generate a

correlation between the HPLC absorbance signal of the reactant or product and the absorbance of

the internal standard at various concentrations. We found this procedure to be effective in

eliminating the effect of flow rate oscillations in the final calibration curves.

2.4. RESULTS

2.4.1. Simultaneous Estimation of Kinetic Parameters

Table 2.1 lists the best-fit parameter estimates found by MLE at the conclusion of the initial

simultaneous parameter estimation factorial design. Along with each parameter estimate, the

calculated uncertainty is presented as 1 standard deviation. While estimates on the parameters

relating to ki and k2 showed reasonable precision, the infinite uncertainties in the parameters for

k3 and k4 implied that very little information on these parameters had been gathered from the

results of the initial experimental design. Figure 2.3(a-d) shows the fit of the factorial design data

by the initial rate parameter estimates. That the fit passes visual inspection is a testament more to

the accuracy of temperature and residence time control in the microreactor system than it is the

choice of kinetic parameters. As the standard errors in Table 2.1 indicate, an extensive range of

parameters could have been found for k3 and k4 which would have acceptably fit the data shown

in Figure 2.3.
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Table 2.1. Optimal kinetic parameter estimates and uncertainties* from simultaneous estimation approach.

Number of
Experiments logio(Ai) EAI logio(A2) EA2 logio(A3) EA3 logio(A 4) EA4

Initial 0.0 14.2 0.0 14.2 0.0 14.2 0.0 14.2
12 3.4 0.6 26.6 3.2 3.3 0.6 31.0 3.8 -6 In 52 Inf -2 Inf 27 Inf
13 3.3 0.5 26.4 2.7 3.3 0.5 31.1 2.9 11 6 102 43 11 29 100 210
14 3.2 0.4 25.5 2.5 3.1 0.4 30.1 2.8 6.2 1.2 67.9 8.4 3.0 3.0 44 22
15 3.3 0.4 26.2 2.4 3.2 0.4 30.8 2.6 6.2 1.1 68.3 8.2 2.1 2.1 37 15
16 3.3 0.4 26.1 2.2 3.2 0.4 30.7 2.4 5.8 0.8 65.4 5.8 2.5 1.7 40 12
17 3.3 0.4 26.1 2.1 3.2 0.4 30.6 2.3 5.8 0.8 65.5 5.5 2.4 1.5 39 10
18 3.3 0.3 26.3 1.7 3.3 0.3 31.1 1.9 5.9 0.7 66.5 5.5 2.3 1.4 38.5 9.6
19 3.3 0.3 26.2 1.6 3.2 0.3 30.8 1.8 6.0 0.7 67.2 4.9 1.8 1.0 35.1 6.9
20 3.3 0.3 26.4 1.7 3.3 0.3 31.2 1.9 5.8 0.7 65.1 5.0 2.4 1.0 39.2 7.0
21 3.3 0.3 26.3 1.7 3.3 0.3 31.1 1.9 5.8 0.6 65.8 4.0 2.4 0.9 39.1 6.1
22 3.3 0.3 26.2 1.7 3.3 0.3 31.0 1.9 6.0 0.6 66.7 4.0 2.2 0.8 37.4 5.8
23 3.3 0.2 26.5 1.5 3.3 0.3 31.4 1.7 6.1 0.6 67.4 3.9 2.1 0-7 36.8 + 5.3
24 3.3 0.2 26.5 1.5 3.3 0.2 31.4 1.6 6.2 0.6 68.3 4.1 2.0 0.8 36.0 5.3

*-Uncertainties given as 1 standard deviation. A, is in M's-' and Er is in kJ mol-'.
t-Inf denotes an undefined uncertainty.
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Figure 2.3(a-d). Experimental and model-predicted reactant and product concentration profiles after initial
factorial design (12 automated experiments). Markers identify experimental data points. Lines indicate model

prediction.
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In order to minimize the uncertainty in the parameter estimates, the automated system

selected the next D-optimal experiment to be performed at the maximum allowable residence

time, temperature, concentrations of 1, and equivalents of 2. After the collection of this data

point, parameter estimates were again calculated, this time using the parameter estimates and

upper and lower bounds reported in Table 2.1 as inputs. VB was also updated to agree with the

covariance of the measured concentrations of the starting material and three products after the

first 12 experiments. As Table 2.1 shows, significant improvements in the confidence of the

estimates for all eight parameters were achieved after completing this first D-optimal

experiment. In particular, uncertainties in the estimates of the pre-exponential factors and

activation energies pertaining to k3 and k4 were all quantifiable, albeit reflective of greater than

50% error in the optimal parameter estimates.

The procedure for selecting and performing D-optimal experiments was repeated in an

automated manner a total of 12 times (giving 24 experiments in total) before a user-specified

termination. After each experiment, the initial guess for the parameter values, the bounds on the

parameter values, and VB were updated to agree with the results of the previous parameter

estimation. It is notable from Table 2.1 that the uncertainties in parameter estimates improved

greatly after experiments 13-18, but that the uncertainties improved only modestly from

experiments 19-24. The optimal parameter values also changed little for all four rate constants

from experiment 18 onward. Reasoning that further experimentation would only lead to modest

improvements in parameter estimates and confidence intervals, we chose to terminate the method

after experiment 24 and pursue a different approach to minimizing parameter uncertainty.

Figure 2.4(a-d) illustrates the agreement between the final best-fit model parameters and

experimental data after 24 experiments. The model-fit and experimental data agree well across

the range of temperatures tested and at short residence times. At long residence times, the model

accurately fits the yield of 5, but the conversion of 1 is overestimated and the yields of 3 and 4

are underestimated. We believe this to be a consequence of the peak resolution between 1 and 3

as measured by HPLC. A high conversion generally resulted in a strong 3 signal, which by

broadening overlapped the weak 1 signal and reduced the accuracy of detecting and quantifying

1 at low concentrations. This claim is supported by the observation that at conditions of high

conversion (temperatures at or above 80'C, excess initial concentrations of 2 and Et3N), the

measured conversion of 1 reproducibly reaches a maximum of 96%-97% regardless of residence
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time. Providing that the SNAr reaction is irreversible, it is most likely that this replicated error

results from the repeated bias introduced in detecting the weak 1 signal in close proximity to the

strong 3 signal by HPLC.
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Figure 2.4(a-d). Experimental and model-predicted reactant and product concentration profiles after 24
automated experiments. Markers identify experimental data points. Lines indicate model prediction.

2.4.2. Estimation of Kinetic Parameters from Isolated Reactions

We proposed that parameter uncertainty could be reduced by decomposing the reactions in

Scheme 2.1 into a sequence of isolated reactions. These isolated reaction steps are presented in

Schemes 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4. The approach of isolating reaction steps is not uncommon to kinetic

parameter estimation and may be beneficial in cases where the path through intermediates taken

by the starting materials to reach the final product is unknown or ambiguous. In the case of the

synthesis of 5, we hypothesized that the large parameter uncertainties observed when attempting

to estimate all eight kinetic parameters simultaneously implied an ambiguity in being able to

identify whether the route from 1 to 5 went predominantly through the intermediate 3 or the

intermediate 4.
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CI N CI NH t , C N N + N N CI
0EtOH rI

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Scheme 2.2. Reaction of 2,4-dichloropyrimidine and morpholine.

CI N N + NH Et3N ,N N N
oj EtOHN

(3) (2) (5)

Scheme 2.3. Reaction of 4-(2-chloro-4-pyrimidinyl)-morpholine and morpholine.

N N CI + NH Et 3N N N N
o EtOH

(4) (2) (5)

Scheme 2.4. Reaction of 4-(4-chloro-2-pyrimidinyl)-morpholine and morpholine.

We sought first to optimize kinetic parameter estimates corresponding to ki and k2 in Scheme

2.2. MAP estimation was employed for parameter estimation, with k3 and k4 constrained to their

prior optimal values. Table 2.2 demonstrates that the approach of only estimating the first four

kinetic parameters resulted in rapid convergence of the parameter values and substantial

reductions in uncertainties. Though the optimal kinetic parameters presented in Table 2.2 shifted

modestly from their prior MLE values, it is important to note that the posterior optimal values in

all four cases are within the prior one standard deviation confidence intervals for each parameter

found by the simultaneous parameter estimation approach. This observation would suggest that

the posterior estimates of the four kinetic parameters are consistent with the results of the

simultaneous parameter estimation experiment, though the posterior results have increased the

likelihood that the optimal kinetic parameters are within closer proximity to the true parameter

values.
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Table 2.2. Optimal kinetic parameter estimates and uncertainties* from isolated estimation of parameters Ai,
EA1, A2, and EA2.

Number of

Experiments logio(A 1) EAI log o(A 2) EA2

Prior 3.3 0.2 26.5 1.5 3.3 0.2 31.4 1.6
8 3.3 0.2 25.9 0.8 3.3 0.2 31.1 0.9
9 3.3 0.1 26.0 0.7 3.3 0.1 31.3 0.7

10 3.4 0.1 26.6 0.8 3.4 0.1 31.9 0.8
11 3.4 0.1 27.0 0.8 3.5 0.1 32.2 0.8
12 3.4 0.1 27.0 0.7 3.5 0.1 32.3 0.7

*-Uncertainties given as 1 standard deviation. Ar is in M-1s-' and EA, is in kJ mol'. Constrained values for
parameters were logio(A 3/M's') = 6.2, E43 = 68.3 kJ mol 1 , logio(A 4/M-s')= 2.0, EA4 = 36.0 kJ mol-.

A challenge often presented in complex reaction networks is the isolation of intermediate

products, such as 3 and 4 in Scheme 2.1. We already introduced the importance of selecting for

2-substituted pyrimidines as kinase inhibitors. In our kinetic investigation, it was similarly

important to optimize for the synthesis of both the 2-substituted and the 4-substituted

pyrimidines in order to isolate starting materials for the estimation of parameters in Schemes 2.3

and 2.4. Because 4 was known to be produced less favorably than 3, we designed a synthesis

which would maximize the yield of 4 at the maximum initial concentrations of 1 and 2.

Additionally, we required that our conversion of 1 exceed 99% to ensure that the starting

material would not be present to complicate the isolation of products 3 and 4:

C4 (2.24)
max,," 

" CIO

s.t. 0.5 min t : 20 min

40 0C T 100 C

C= 0.150 M

C20=0.375 M

C, 0.0 1 (Ci)

It can be derived from the proposed kinetic model that Cio affects the absolute concentrations of

1, 3, 4, and 5 in the reaction but not the final product yields and selectivities. It followed that a

greater initial concentration of 1 would allow for shorter reaction times with no adverse effect on

the yield of 4. We also found that a ridge of solution values existed for the yield optimization

when C2o and tres were allowed to vary independently. Figure 2.5a illustrates this ridge of optimal

solutions at a temperature contour of I 000 C, where the maximum yield is 17.1 %. We reasoned
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from this ridge of optimality that an optimum yield of 4 could be obtained in a minimum reaction

time by specifying C2o at its upper bound of 0.375 M.

a) b)
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Figure 2.5. (a) Model predicted-yield of 4 with initial concentration Cio = 0.150 M and T= 1000 C based upon
optimal model parameters for ki and k2 from Table 2.2 and for k3 and k4 from Table 2.1. The ridge of

maximum yield is at 17.1%. (b) Model predicted-yield of 4 with initial concentrations Cio = 0.150 M and C2o =
0.375 M based upon optimal model parameters for ki and k2 from Table 2.2 and for k3 and k4 from Table 2.1.

The maximum predicted yield is 17.1% at t..s= 49 s and T= 1000C.

The formulation in Equation 2.24 generated a model-predicted optimal yield of 4 at a

residence time of 49 s and a temperature of 100*C. This optimum can be seen visually from the

contour plot shown in Figure 2.5b. To test the predictive capability of our model, we reacted

0.745 g of 1 at the optimized reaction conditions and analyzed reactant and product

concentrations by online HPLC. The experimental yields and conversion (in mass units) based

upon 0.745 g of 1 are compared in Table 2.3 to the predicted yields and conversion for the

optimal set of experimental conditions. It was observed that our model predictions for the yields

of 4 and 5 were fairly accurate, but that our model overestimated both the conversion of 1 and

the yield of 3. Following synthesis, 3 and 4 were each isolated by column chromatography, with

isolated yields reported in Table 2.3 in comparison to the model predictions and online HPLC

analysis. Isolated yields of both compounds from workup only were between 84% and 85% and,

consequently, the relative selectivity of 3 to 4 was the same for the isolated yields as was

measured by online analysis.
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Table 2.3. Model-predicted, HPLC, and isolated yields for 1,3,4, and 5 for tres = 49 s, T= 100*C, Cio = 0.150
M, and C2o = 0.375 M.

Product Distribution Model-predicted Measured by HPLC Isolated after Workup

Clo = 0.745 g
Output 1 (g) 0.00 1 0.028
Output 3 (g) 0.821 0.794 0.698
Output 4 (g) 0.171 0.161 0.141
Output 5 (g) 0.006 0.008

% Conversion 1 99.8 96.2
mol/mol% Yield 3 82.2 79.5 69.9
mol/mol% Yield 4 17.1 16.1 14.1
mol/mol% Yield 5 0.5 0.6

t-Model predictions were calculated using optimal model parameters for k, and k 2 from Table 2.2 and for k3 and k 4

from Table 2.1.
$-Workup of the product was not attempted.

Using the isolated product 3, we carried out the isolated reaction in Schcmc 2.3 to

the parameters for A3 and EA3. Table 2.4 shows that greatly improved convergence of the

parameter confidence intervals for logio(A3) and EA3 was observed for the isolated conversion of

3 and 2 to 5 and that the standard errors on the estimates of the two parameters were reduced by

more than 50% in the eight experiments following the four-experiment factorial design. By

comparison, the final eight D-optimal experiments in the simultaneous estimation experiment

yielded an improvement in the uncertainties of the estimates of logio(A3) and EA3 of less than

30%. It was also observed that the optimal parameter estimates for A3 and EA3 laid outside of the

2-standard deviation a priori confidence interval for the individual parameter estimates. Though

this would indicate an inconsistency between the simultaneous and isolated experiment data sets,

we believe the reported results to be acceptable on the basis that the path taken to a new set of

optimal parameters remained within the 95% prior confidence intervals for A3 and EA3 through

the first eight experiments.

We next conducted the reaction of 4 with 2 (Scheme 2.4) for the estimation of A4 and EA4.

Table 2.4 shows the convergence of the parameter estimates and single parameter confidence

intervals for logio(A4) and EA4 over the course of 12 experiments. Both parameter standard errors

improved by more than 67% from the a priori uncertainty values. The optimal parameter

estimates for A4 and EA4 were both found to be within the a priori 2-standard deviation single-

parameter confidence intervals.
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Table 2.4. Optimal kinetic parameter estimates from isolated estimation and uncertainties* of parameters A3

and EA3 and parameters A4 and EA4.

Number of log 0(A3) EA3 logio(A4) EA4
Experiments

Prior 6.2 0.6 68.3 4.1 2.0 0.8 36.0 5.3
4 6.2 0.5 68.3 3.7 2.1 0.5 37.2 3.1
5 6.0 0.5 67.2 3.5 2.2 0.5 38.8 3.2
6 5.8 0.4 65.8 2.9 2.7 0.4 42.4 2.5
7 5.6 0.4 64.3 2.9 2.7 0.3 42.9 + 2.3
8 5.3 0.3 62.4 2.4 2.9 0.3 43.9 1.9
9 5.1 0.3 61.0 2.3 2.8 0.3 43.2 2.2

10 4.9 0.3 59.7 1.8 2.8 0.3 43.7 1.9
11 4.7 0.3 58.0 1.9 2.8 0.3 43.5 1.8
12 4.8 0.2 59.0 1.7 3.0 0.2 44.7 1.7

*-Uncertainties given as 1 standard deviation. A 3 is in M.s' and E43 is in kJ mol'.

We sought upon completion of the isolated experiments to reconcile our updated set of

parameters and uncertainties in a final set of MAP estimation experiments. Such experiments

were necessary to account for any interaction effects between species in the reaction network and

to correct for the uncertainty introduced from using lower purity chemicals in the isolated

reactions of 3 and 4 with 2. Optimizing over the same set of parameters but with the prior

estimates and uncertainties found from conducting the set of isolated experiments, we were able

to obtain rapid convergence of our parameter estimates with uncertainties greatly reduced over

the initial simultaneous estimation approach. The convergence of the parameter estimates from

experiments 12 through 18 of the culminating experiment are shown in Table 2.5. Optimal log-

pre-exponential terms were estimated to a standard deviation of +0.1 M-'s-' for ki and k2 and to

0.2 M-'s-1 for k3 and k4. Likewise, standard errors for the activation energy terms were

estimated as 0.6 kJ mol 1 for rate constants I and 2 and 1.6-1.7 kJ mol-1 for rate constants 3

and 4. Figure 2.6(a-f) compares the predicted concentration profiles based upon the optimal

model parameters in comparison to the data for all experiments. The model-fit values appear to

agree with the experimental data.
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Table 2.5. Optimal kinetic parameter estimates and uncertainties from final simultaneous experiment in
isolated approach.

Number of
Experiments logio(A,) EAI logio(A2) EA2 logio(A3 ) EA3 logio(A 4 )

Prior 3.4 + 0.1 27.0 0.7 3.5 0.1 32.3 0.7 4.8 0.2 59.0 1.7 3.0 0.2 44.7 1.7
12 3.5 0.1 27.3 0.7 3.5 0.1 32.1 0.7 5.0 0.2 60.4 1.7 3.2 0.2 46.3 1.8
13 3.5 0.1 27.1 0.7 3.5 0.1 32.2 0.6 4.8 0.2 59.0 1.7 3.0 0.2 45.0 1.7
14 3.4 0.1 27.0 0.6 3.5 0.1 32.2 0.6 4.8 0.2 59.0 1.7 3.0 0.2 45.0 1.8
15 3.4 0.1 27.0 0.6 3.5 0.1 32.1 0.6 4.8 0.2 58.9 1.7 3.0 0.2 45.0 1.8
16 3.4 0.1 27.0 0.6 3.5 0.1 32.1 0.6 4.8 0.2 58.7 1.7 3.0 0.2 45.0 1.8
17 3.4 0.1 27.0 0.6 3.5 0.1 32.1 0.6 4.9 0.2 59.4 1.6 3.0 0.2 45.0 1.8
18 3.4 0.1 27.0 0.6 3.5 0.1 32.1 0.6 4.9 0.2 60.0 1.6 3.0 0.2 45.0 1.7

*-Uncertainties given as 1 standard deviation. A, is in M-'s-' and E4, is in kJ mol-'.
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Figure 2.6(a-f). Experimental and model-predicted reactant and product concentration profiles after
completion of all experiments (including simultaneous and isolated approaches). Markers identify

experimental data points. Solid lines indicate model prediction.
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In total, the procedure for first simultaneously estimating kinetic parameters then isolating

products and refining the kinetic parameters in isolated experimentation required 78 automated

experiments to complete (with 54 experiments dedicated to estimating each kinetic parameter)

and required 7 days of cumulative time. Less than 5 g of 1 were consumed for all experiments

and the synthesis and isolation of 3 and 4. A more streamlined workup and isolation routine in

the future would reduce the experiment time further, as workup and stock sample preparation

were the only steps carried out manually. The duration of the automated experiments was

primarily determined by the time required to reach steady-state for the longest residence time

experiments and the rate of convergence of the system, which was a function of both the

sensitivity of the experiments to the model parameters and the accuracy and precision of the

continuous flow method.

2.5. DISCUSSION

The complexity of many pharmaceutical syntheses dictates that reactions be parameterized

and optimized accurately and with minimal uncertainty when scaled to a production level. A

large degree of uncertainty introduces the potential for inaccurate reaction scale-up, leading to

lesser yields and/or increased formation of detrimental byproducts. In the initial simultaneous

parameter estimation experiments, we demonstrated an automated approach that, albeit accurate,

failed to reasonably minimize parameter uncertainty. The results suggested that although the

model predictions in Figures 2.3 and 2.4 appeared reasonable, there in truth may have been many

parameters within an error of as large as 20% yielding an acceptable fit of the experimental data.

Optimizing or predictably scaling-up a system while considering these large uncertainties in

kinetic parameters is infeasible.

We hypothesized from our initial results that the large uncertainties in the parameter estimates

derived from the correlation in the model parameters. From examination of Equations 2.15 and

2.16, we identified two key factors which we expected to contribute to the correlated

uncertainties between parameters. The first factor considered was the calculated response

covariance VB, which indicates the variability in both the experiment and in the measurement of

the data. As continuous flow systems are excellent in their control of reaction conditions and

residence time, we proposed that the variability in the experimental setup was not the major

factor contributing to the large uncertainties. Alternatively, we considered the large uncertainties
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to be primarily a result of low parameter sensitivity across the range of experimental conditions.

To address this low sensitivity, we restructured the parameter estimation so as to estimate the

eight kinetic parameters from the isolated reactions in Schemes 2.2 through 2.4. From this

restructuring, we were able to achieve significantly reduced parameter uncertainties compared to

those in the simultaneous approach and confirm our notion that the originally high uncertainties

resulted from low parameter sensitivity.

In models with strong correlations among parameters, it is of interest to calculate multi-

parameter confidence regions, which show the dependence of the estimation of one parameter

upon another. These I - a joint confidence regions can be found for two or more parameters

from the inequality: 12 6

(0 - 0,,, ) V19 (0 - 0,,, Ns N ,,,,F -ax = =NP- -aan 2 = NP,,- Nparam, (.2

Joint-confidence regions for this study were found by calculating the probability value associated

with a multi-dimensional perturbation in 0 away from Oopt. The probability distribution followed

an F cumulative distribution function with 1 - a confidence and Nparams and Nexpts - Narams

degrees of freedom. As in the case of posterior confidence intervals, to find posterior joint

confidence intervals VAip-' had to be substituted for V- 1 .

Figure 2.7(a-d) shows the correlated uncertainty between pre-exponential factors and

activation energies after the simultaneous parameter estimation experiment. An elongated

elliptical confidence region identifies two strongly correlated parameters and suggests that a

change in the optimal value of one parameter will be reflected in a change in the optimal value of

the other parameter. This is often the case in determining best-fit pre-exponential factors and

activation energies, which are coupled by respective rate constants. Figure 2.7(a-d) demonstrates

that, indeed, the pre-exponential terms and activation energies were strongly correlated for each

of the four rate constants estimated for the SNAr reaction. The joint confidence regions for A3 and

EA3 and for A4 and EA4 in particular indicated that the optimal parameter values existed beyond

what would have been expected had we only to considered the single-parameter uncertainties.
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Figure 2.7(a-d). 68% and 95% joint confidence regions for estimated
experiments.

Legend
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parameters after 24 automated

Figure 2.8(a-d) shows the final set of converged joint confidence regions corresponding to ki

through k4. The activation energies and pre-exponential factors, especially for k3 and k4, still

show strong correlation, although comparison to Figure 2.7(a-d) demonstrates that the isolated

experiment approach contributed greatly to minimizing the joint uncertainties between rate

constant parameters. Drawing upon our reasoning that the parameter uncertainties arise from the

inherent coupling of the system, we would expect to be able to reduce the size and aspect ratio of

the joint confidence ellipses by exploring more sensitive regions of the experimental space for

the reactions of 1, 3, and 4 with 2 than those considered for this automated study.
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Figure 2.8(a-d). 68% and 95% joint confidence regions for estimated parameters after all simultaneous and
isolated automated experiments.

The parameter correlation matrix provided a useful measure of the strength of correlation

between model parameters. Each element of the matrix was defined as:

P(V,)= ) )i (2.26)
VV)I (V,)

Entries of p with magnitude close to 1 indicated a strong correlation between the respective

parameters.

After the initial set of 24 simultaneous experiments, we calculated p as:

91 02 3 4 95 96 7 8

01 1.000 0.998 0.977 0.972 0.005 0.010 0.060 0.052
02 0.998 1.000 0.977 0.976 -0.005 0.000 0.069 0.061
93 0.977 0.977 1.000 0.998 -0.024 -0.016 0.126 0.113

( ) 94 0.972 0.976 0.998 1.000 -0.041 -0.034 0.142 0.130 (2.27)
05 0.005 -0.005 -0.024 -0.041 1.000 1.000 -0.840 -0.850
96 0.010 0.000 -0.016 -0.034 1.000 1.000 -0.835 -0.846
97 0.060 0.069 0.126 0.142 -0.840 -0.835 1.000 0.999

-8_ 0.052 0.061 0.113 0.130 -0.850 -0.846 0.999 1.000
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From the structure of the Arrhenius equation, it is typical to expect a strong correlation between

the activation energy and the pre-exponential factor for the same rate constant. This high

correlation was indeed observed for the initial set of simultaneous experiments. In addition, the

correlation matrix for the first 24 experiments indicated strong correlation in the model between

ki and k2 and between k3 and k4. To justify this observation, we considered first that a change in

either ki or k2 would result in a necessary change in k2 or ki to maintain the correct predicted

selectivity of 3 to 4 to support the experimental data. Furthermore, k3 and k4 had to offset one

another in order to describe the yield of 5.

The effect of performing isolated parameter estimation experiments upon correlations

between model parameters for the SNAr case was measured quantitatively in the final correlation

matrix:

0 02 91 04 95 06 07 08

0 1.000 0.997 0.976 0.968 -0.002 0.003 0.000 0.000

02 0.997 1.000 0.976 0.973 -0.003 0.003 0.000 0.000

03 0.976 0.976 1.000 0.997 -0.006 -0.006 0.000 0.000

04 0.968 0.973 0.997 1.000 -0.007 -0.007 0.000 0.000 (2.28)

05 -0.002 -0.003 -0.006 -0.007 1.000 1.000 -0.008 -0.008

06 -0.003 -0.003 -0.006 -0.007 1.000 1.000 -0.008 -0.008

07 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.008 -0.008 1.000 1.000

_8 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.008 -0.008 1.000 1.000

Upon calculation of the final parameter correlation matrix, we observed that the isolated reaction

approach greatly reduced the correlation between k3 and k4 and that minimal correlation

remained between the first two rate constants and the last two rate constants. Strong correlations

still remained between all activation energies, their respective pre-exponential factors, and

between ki and k2. To isolate the pre-exponential factors and activation energies, we would have

needed to conduct experiments at largely different reaction temperatures so as to increase the

model sensitivity to the activation energy parameters. Discerning better between ki and k2 would

likely have required much higher temperatures than were achievable with ethanol as the solvent,

or instead the ability to run the reaction at much shorter residence times.

We suspected that the remaining parameter uncertainty after the set of posterior experiments

was a combination of lower sensitivity in discriminating between the activation energy and the

pre-exponential factor for each rate constant and of the inherent error in the system, estimated as
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VB. From the final calculated VB, the error in measuring 1 was found to be 0.0064 M (+4.3%

based on Cio), with the errors in measuring 3, 4, and 5 calculating to 0.0026 M, +0.0019 M, and

0.0011 M, respectively. These errors can be interpreted as the limiting precision of the kinetic

model, given uncertainties in flow rates, starting material purity, temperature control, and online

analysis. To achieve this limiting precision, one would need improve the sensitivity of the model

to each activation energy and pre-exponential factor. This could be accomplished either by

conducting experiments at more extreme temperatures, by increasing the feed concentrations of

starting reagents (to increase conversion to 5), or by incorporating quantum calculated pre-

exponential factors into the MAP estimation.

It is important to recognize that although the parameter estimation improved substantially by

analyzing isolated reactions under conditions of greater sensitivity, the method we have

employed still relies upon obtaining reasonable estimates of the rate parameters in the

simultaneous approach. By incorporating MAP estimation into the method, we demonstrated that

the information gained from the simultaneous approach could be incorporated as a priori

information in the isolated reaction approach to provide initial parameter estimates and to further

reduce parameter uncertainty. Additionally, the optimal parameters found in the simultaneous

experiment and for the isolated reaction in Scheme 2.2 proved to be necessary in finding

conditions at which an optimal yield of 4 could be obtained.

2.6. CONCLUSIONS

The advancement of continuous flow technology with online feedback has enabled the

development of automated systems capable of parameterizing and optimizing chemical syntheses

with little a priori reaction information. For appropriate reactions and conditions, such

automated systems have the potential to minimize consumption of valuable reagents while

providing the requisite information for reaction scale-up. Though these systems are quite

interesting for demonstration purposes, it is trivial to find cases in which the chemistry under

study is too complicated to be parameterized in a handful of flow experiments. Here we

demonstrated an automated platform and procedure that were both efficient in conserving

reagents and effective at parameterizing a complex reaction network.

As we reviewed the performance of this automated system, we identified several limitations

in the extension of this methodology to more challenging chemical syntheses. In terms of
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simplicity of use, the complexity of the physical system (specifically the number of pumps) grew

with the number of substrates or additives to be tested in the optimization, unless the user

manually changed reagents as in the procedure outlined in this chapter. Though low amounts of

material were consumed by mass, the amount of reagent consumption per data point (at least 1

mL reaction volume per 2 ptL HPLC sample) would still be considered wasteful in

pharmaceutical development. In terms of versatility, the limited scope of optimizations or kinetic

parameter studies that could be covered over a range of 60'C temperature and < 1 order of

magnitude reaction time and reagent concentrations greatly detracted from the utility of the

method. In identifying reaction kinetics or characterizing product formation, one would ideally

prefer to have as much flexibility as possible to manipulate experimental conditions in order to

maximize sensitivity. One way to greatly expand the versatility of such automated flow

platforms would be to incorporate discrete variables along with continuous variables into the

optimization. This is the essence of the work presented in the remaining chapters of this thesis.
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3. A SEGMENTED FLOW SYSTEM FOR ON-DEMAND SCREENING OF
DISCRETE AND CONTINUOUS VARIABLES

3.1. INTRODUCTION

It is generally the case in chemical synthesis that the interplay of multiple variables factors

significantly into the rate of product formation and the scalability of the reaction. To tease out

these relationships becomes a labor-intensive and time-consuming task-first sample

preparation, then reaction screening, then workup and analysis, then review of the data and

model fitting, then finally feedback to explore a new region of the experimental design space.

With the growth in popularity of HTE,62-66 many of these steps can now be automated and

streamlined, at the expense being able to manipulate key factors such as reaction time and

temperature-factors which are essential to the extraction of reaction kinetics for scale-up.

Though adaptations of 96-, 384-, and 1536-well plate systems work well for discovery, they also

become costly in substrate and catalyst usage when many unnecessary experiments are run in

parallel-in comparison to the careful selection of experiments designed to maximize

information as was demonstrated in Chapter 2.

Reaction screening "on-demand" using an automated segmented flow system that mixes

reagents, reacts, and analyzes, would stand to offer substantial material savings over batch HTE.

The efficient mixing and heat transfer in microfluidic devices would further offer better

scalability of results. Though rich in potential, the development of a flow screening system with

the universality of batch HTE has in the past presented a number of challenges-the predominant

problems being dispersion in different mobile phases, carryover from one sample to the next, and

versatility in reagents and materials of construction. We sought to address these challenges with

development of an automated flow screening system versatile enough to screen a wide range of

organic syntheses at dynamic temperature, composition, and time conditions. The system was to

be fully automated and integrated into online analysis equipment, allowing chemists a "set-it-

and-forget-it" method for accurately characterizing reaction performance across scales.

Automated flow microreactor systems for HTE can be generally classified into parallel,

homogeneous isolated reagent, or segmented flow designs. Automated parallel microreactor

systems provide a rather intuitive means for screening various solid-phase heterogeneous

catalysts. Examples of the applications of automated parallel systems have included the
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enantioselective hydrogenation of methyl-2-acetamido acrylate, 130 the partial oxidation of 1,3-

butadiene to furan,' 3 1 and the selective catalytic reduction of NOx by propane.' 2 Shi et al. have

additionally presented a parallel capillary-based system for homogeneous catalyst screening.' 33

The homogeneous system was capable of screening 20 Stille cross-coupling reactions

simultaneously with data analysis conducted by online GC. The demonstration succeeded in

identifying an optimal palladium precatalyst and arsine ligand that closely resembled that already

employed in literature. Library generation has been established in parallel systems for the

syntheses of pyrazoles,1 3 4 ciprofloxacin analogs, 135 and sulfonamides. 136 Wang et al. have

presented a networked system of microfluidic channels for the parallel screening of 32 in situ

click chemistry reactions. 137 A library of 20 azides was screened in the automated system, with

only 120 nL of each azide consumed per reaction. An integrated system such as this has the

potential for great economic upside when cost of reagents is a limiting factor in library

compilation.

Homogeneous isolated reagent and segmented flow methods of reaction and catalyst

screening have the potential for much higher throughput and smaller reaction volumes than

parallel microreactor schemes. These sequential reaction methods further allow for greater

flexibility in selecting reactive components. An example of the sequential reaction approach

using homogeneous isolated reagents for library development was demonstrated by Goodell et

al.." Reactants in this system were withdrawn from a reagent block by a liquid handler and

injected as isolated segments into a homogeneous solvent phase flowing through a microreactor.

In total, over 1000 reactions were screened and monitored by UPLC in order to generate a library

of functionalized bicycle[3.2.1]octanoid scaffold transformations. The most notable drawback of

the homogeneous flow approach is the axial dispersion introduced by laminar flow, which

presents the risk of cross-contamination between segmented reagents.

In large, segmented flow systems comprise the most versatile systems for continuous HTE.

Segmented flow, or Taylor flow, is the description given to two-phase flow in a microreactor in

which the continuous and dispersed phases form distinct, segmented droplets (slugs). The

formation of slugs is dependent upon the ratio of viscous stress to the interfacial tension stresses

between the two immiscible phases, a ratio given by the capillary number (Ca): 138,139

Ca = U1 (3.1)
a-
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U in Equation 3.1 represents the fluid velocity, r/ is the fluid viscosity, and o- is the interfacial

tension between the two phases. Slugs form at low values of Ca, generally < 0.01. Much of the

interest in segmented microreactor flows over the last few years can be attributed to the

enhanced mixing within either phase of the two-phase system. This mixing is the result of

recirculating flows induced by the shear forces exerted on the slug against the microchannel

wall.1 4 0 The relative motion of the internally recirculating slugs at turns in winding

microchannels even more greatly enhances chaotic advection within the dispersed phase and

allows for extremely short mixing timescales within the slugs.141

The narrow residence time distributions achievable in segmented flow have stimulated

interest in the two-phase flow technique as a means of continuously executing

compartmentalized reactions or crystallizations requiring precise residence time control. The

applications of segmented flow have in turn been expanded to HTE under the premise that

different reactions can be run in separate slugs flowing in series through the microreactor.95 96 ,10 0

Several different on-chip and off-chip techniques have been implemented for generating

nanoliter-scale slugs of reagents, the simplest on-chip method being via the injection of the

dispersed and continuous phases through two separate branches of a T-junction. 142143 Slugs of

the dispersed phase solvent are produced as a result of the shear and interfacial forces

experienced at the interface of the two fluids at the T. Flow focusing, in which two outer

continuous phase channels merge with an inner dispersed phase channel at a narrow orifice, has

additionally been employed to generate slugs on-chip.'1 0 "1,44,145 In on-chip techniques, slugs with

different reagent compositions are prepared by merging solutions at different flow rates at a

junction with the dispersed phase.1 4 6,14 7

As an alternative to passive techniques, active techniques for slug generation are available for

control of slug size and composition independent of the fluid properties. Examples of active

techniques include the use of valves, off-chip or on-chip, to create slugs of nanoliter

precision' 48 14 9 or to digitize slugs into smaller volumes that can be merged with different

quantities of reagents.1 03 The screening of many different substrates has required the preparation

of individual sample droplets off-line before on-chip introduction of other reactants or

catalysts. 5 0 Autosampling devices which extract different volumes of prepared reagent or

catalyst solutions and then inject these samples as immiscible slugs into a constantly-flowing

continuous phase greatly expedite this process. The automated system demonstrated by Garcia-
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Egido et al. in the synthesis of a library of pyrazoles illustrates the versatility of the autosampling

technique.151

For reaction screening applications in particular, the ability to controllably add reagents into

slugs is essential to precise reaction time control. A simple approach to controlled reagent

addition online was proposed by Hatakeyama et al., who infused reagents via syringe pump

though a T-junction directly into a premade slug.96 With on-chip designs, the approach of adding

reagents at a T-junction can be enumerated several times to generate combinatorial screens of

reagents and slug volumes."' As an alternative to the continuous T-junction approach, multiple

reactant slugs may be generated and merged together on-demand, as was demonstrated by Niu et

al.152 In the example, a series of pillars were designed into the microfluidic device to enable

entrainment of a slug by surface tension, followed by merging with a second slug, and then

release of the newly combined slug because of the change in hydraulic pressure in the system.

This technology has further enabled controlled droplet dilution for a DNA-binding assay.' 53

Analysis of individual slugs has been performed either by observing each slug by

spectroscopy' 54 or by direct analysis of the slugs by LC, GC, or MS. 96"1 51,155 Regardless of the

type of instrument employed for analysis, the instrument must have the capacity to handle small

volumes of fluid. For real-time screening and optimization, rapid feedback is also desirable.

Indexing of slugs has been achieved through the generation of pairs of slugs, with one slug

carrying the reactants and the other containing an indicator identifying the composition of its

partner.1 56 In addition to serving as a reference guide during analysis, indicator slugs have found

further application as sensors for possible inter-slug cross-contamination, which can be detected

during analysis of the index. 98

The enhanced mixing achievable in segmented flow greatly improves the accuracy and

versatility of continuous HTE, particularly in chemical synthesis applications. One example

segmented flow system was developed by Fang et al. for the purpose of screening acid catalysts

in a Friedel-Crafts reaction.1 55 The system incorporated a capillary microreactor, and online

analysis was performed by direct injection into a UPLC. Clausell-Tormos et al. applied

segmented flow to develop a library of inhibitors of the enzyme P-galactosidase. 99 Samples were

originally prepared in a 96-well plate and then transferred via an autosampler into slugs to be

reacted in a microchannel. The developed system had the rather novel capability of allowing for

both the merging and the splitting of slugs, which respectively allowed for more robust reactant
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combinations and replicate slugs to be tested. Florescence measurements were made online and

even allowed for reaction monitoring throughout the length of the reactor, potentially facilitating

future kinetics studies. Theberge et al. employed a segmented flow system for merging of three

different reactants in an Ugi-type multicomponent reaction, generating a library of small

molecules with the potential for thrombin inhibitory activity. 100 Li et al. presented an automated

segmented flow system for simultaneous reaction screening and optimization. 97 Volumes of

reaction slugs in this study were nominally 140 nL, with 20 different reagent combinations

screened. Computer control of the system furthermore allowed for residence times and initial

reactant concentrations within each slug to be manipulated such that 1000 different reactant,

concentration, and residence time combinations were screened in total. Kreutz et al.98

demonstrated coupling of a genetic optimia7tin Algorithm to the screening of catalysts,

cocatalysts, and ligands for the oxidation of methane in a segmented flow system.

Commercial on-demand segmented flow screening systems have been introduced by the

Accendo Corporation. These systems allow users to screen up to 40 reagents sequentially in slug

flow through a tubular reactor with online detection by LC-MS. Slug volumes range on the order

of 20-900 ptL, and the system throughput is maximized at the analysis of one slug every three

minutes. The systems operate by generating a three-phase segmented flow system comprising the

reaction volume, an immiscible phase of perfluoromethyldecalin, and a transport phase.

Screening modes, where each slug is analyzed independently, and prep modes, where the same

conditions can be repeated to generate greater amounts of material, are available. Though several

successful library syntheses have been reported with these commercial systems, 107-112 recent

scrutiny has emerged regarding the accuracy of the use of these systems for scale-up. Accendo

has reported online the phenomenon of "incubation acceleration," stating that slugs move faster

than predicted through the flow system as temperature increases., 57 A recent study by Hawbaker

et al. also illustrated the diffusion of reagents from the reaction phase along the wall contacting

the fluorinated phase and into the transport phase, leading to a loss in conversion as a function of

flow rate and tubing material.1 58 These factors, along with a need to be able to modulate

temperature and flow rate and control reaction initiation and termination, motivated us to design

our own in-house system for automated on-demand reaction screening and optimization.
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3.2. METHOD

Our efforts in developing an on-demand microfluidic screening system focused on the use of

biphasic reaction segments (or slugs) for a more accurate representation of the batch reaction

upon scale-up without the complication of the effect of dispersion on the reaction yield. For ease

of reagent handling, we concentrated our efforts on screening liquid phase reactions-and hence

homogenous catalysts-only. Reagents which could be dissolved in the reaction solvent or a

suitable co-solvent were acceptable. We targeted optimizing with reaction volumes less than 20

ptL. In general, the smaller the reaction volume, the better the mixing within the slug15 9 and the

greater the ratio of material sampled to material used for analysis. With smaller dimensions,

however, came greater challenges to the precision of reagent handling and slug detection. Many

of these challenges will be elaborated upon in the following sections.

Figure 3.1 overviews schematically the system constructed for automated and on-demand slug

preparation, reaction, analysis, and feedback. Compared to previous examples of screening

systems in literature, the system was found to be unique in its versatility for organic reactions

and its utility in accurately representing larger batch-scale chemistry. The integration of sensory

equipment and control software made the system simple to operate and fully automated, allowing

the experimenter to provide reagents, propose experiments or a range of conditions over which to

optimize, start the system, and return several hours later to retrieve reaction data. Slugs were

prepared individually by a liquid handling robot, introduced through a sample loop, and

transported by an inert carrier phase to a tubular reactor. An additional reagent could be added to

the slug online to initiate the reaction. After reaction, the slugs were quenched and sampled by an

online HPLC or LC/MS. With the assistance of an MINLP feedback algorithm (discussed in

Chapter 4), new reagents and reaction conditions were proposed for subsequent slugs based on

the yields of prior experiments. A full system diagram is presented in Figure 3.2, with

photographs of main system components including pumps, liquid handling, analysis, automation,

reaction, and sampling shown in Figure 3.3(a-b).
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Figure 3.1. Concept diagram for on-demand preparation, reaction, analysis, and feedback in an automated
reaction flow screening system.
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Figure 3.2. Schematic of automated flow system for alkylation reaction optimization.

Figure 3.3. Automated system hardware including (a) pumps, automated liquid handler, LC/MS, and
automation and (b) reactor and online sampling.
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3.2.1. Automated Reagent Handling

On-demand reagent sampling was accomplished using an automated liquid handling robot

(Gilson GX-271, Gilson, Inc.) controlled with LabView software. A syringe pump (Harvard PhD

2000) with a 100 ptL glass syringe was connected to the liquid handler probe (needle) by

approximately 50 cm of 500 ptm PFA tubing filled with a selected transport fluid. To prepare a

slug, the liquid handler aspirated first a 30 gL volume of inert gas, followed by aliquots of the

chosen solvent, desired reactants, and the chosen solvent again. To minimize carryover during

this process, the liquid handler probe was dipped in a wash solution before each reagent

aspiration (the choice of wash solution depended upon the chemistry; both iPrOH and THF were

used in subsequent studies). Approximately 35 [tL total liquid volume was aspirated. Following

sample aspiration, the sample was "stirred" three times in the probe under inert conditions by

pulling and pushing with the syringe pump 30 gL volume. All reagents were then transferred into

a 6 port-2 way injection valve (Cheminert 1OS-0503H, Valco Instruments Co. Inc.) containing a

14-tL sample loop. Switching of the sample loop to the inject position created a 14-piL slug.

As reagent carryover from one slug to the next had the potential to significantly and adversely

affect the accuracy of the optimization, we included in the sampling procedure the preparation of

three blank slugs before every on-demand slug preparation. These served to clean the probe,

injection valve, sample loop, and reaction system of any residue from prior experiments. The

compositions of the three blank slugs changed depending upon the chemistry. In all cases, water

was used as the first blank slug to dissolve any inorganic material; subsequent slugs comprised

either THF and DMF or acetone and THF (in cases where the reaction solvent was fixed, use of

that solvent as the final blank slug was advantageous in case any blank material became

deposited on the reactor walls). In sequence, the liquid handler aspirated 20 pL inert gas,

followed by 60 jiL of each wash solvent with injection. The sample injection valve and sample

loop were cleared following every injection by pulling a vacuum for 3 seconds on the outlet of

the valve. This was accomplished by switching on and off a solenoid 3-way valve (P/N 01540-

11, Cole-Parmer Instrument Company, LLC) connecting the house vacuum to a trap connected

to the outlet of the valve. Residual liquid drained from the trap at the end of the optimization.

Additionally, a 6-port, 2-way valve (Rheodyne MXP7960-000, IDEX Health & Science LLC)

installed on the transfer line between the syringe pump and the probe was used to refill the

transfer line with 80 ptL fresh transfer fluid after every on-demand slug preparation. The line was
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connected through an inline degasser (Agilent G1379B p-degasser) to a supply tank of transfer

fluid. This was found to both help minimize reagent carryover (from the material transferred to

the transfer fluid during aspiration and stirring) and reduce the frequency of gas bubble

formation in the transfer line. Gas bubbles in the transfer line were often problematic to ensuring

good sampling accuracy. To correct for any gas bubble formation resulting from the probe sitting

idle, the transfer line purge was repeated three times at the start of any optimization.

Accurate sampling also required knowledge of the physics of the liquid handling system.

Because this particular liquid handler was an air displacement model, the amount of volume

aspirated by the liquid handler changed as a function of reagent density. Ordinarily this would

not have presented a problem in sampling only one solution at a time or even multiple solutions

in the same solvent. However, in the studies presented herein it was common to sample multiple

reagents with very different densities, which required a correction factor be introduced on a per

reagent basis. Assuming that the gas volume was much greater than the liquid volume, we

estimated that the change in gas bubble volume and sample volume upon upward movement of

the transfer fluid could be expressed through a pressure balance as:

A, = p Ag V A + p(3.2)
A Pg A + A

where pif, pg, and pi were the densities of the transfer fluid, gas, and sample 1, AVf, AVg, and AVi

were the respective volume changes upon aspiration, and A and g, were the cross-sectional area

and the gravitational constant, respectively. With ptf and pi >> pg, we arrived at the relationship:

AU, p, A VI P11.(3.3)
A V p,

which is well-known for the calibration of micropipettes.' 6 0 By the same analysis, the relative

aspirated volumes of samples I and 2 was expressed as:

AV, p2 3
A V - (3 .4 )

Hence the relative densities of the two reagents were needed to accurately sample reagent 1

relative to reagent 2.

The minimum volume of a prepared slug was restricted both by the sampling accuracy and the

dead volume of the sample injection valve. At approximately 0.1% of the syringe volume, the

minimum sample accuracy was roughly 100 nL; thus reagent sampling of less than 1 pL implied
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greater than 10% error in the sample. Generally it was undesirable for quantitation to aspirate

reagent samples of less than 3 pL, though given that the target range for optimizations was

generally a factor of 5 (for instance 0.5% to 2.5% catalyst) sometimes as little as 2 1L reagent

was sampled with the acceptance that at the low end of the optimization this implied 5% error.

The total sample volume aspirated needed to fill both the dead volume of the injection valve

(estimated as 15-20 piL) and the 14-ptL sample loop; hence nominally 35 pLL of sample was

aspirated. As many as six reagents were mixed in the liquid handler for a single slug.

The ability to keep samples under inert atmosphere and relatively free of evaporation was an

important aspect to our optimization system, particularly for the case of catalyst screening. With

Patrick Heider, we designed a 3D-printed manifold that allowed for an inert gas blanket to be

maintained over air-sensitive reagents. The manifold is depicted in illustration and in application

in Figure 3.4(a-b), with SOLIDWORKS (Dassault Systemes) design specifications included in

Appendix B. Screw threads on the underside of the manifold allowed vials containing reagents in

solution to tighten against 15 mm PTFE-lined red rubber septa (W240594SP, Wheaton). A void

space was left open above the vials through which inert gas (nitrogen or argon) at low pressure

was supplied. 15 mm PTFE-lined red rubber septa were then inserted above the void space to

seal the top of the manifold. We found much greater success with the rubber septa than with

PTFE-lined silicone, as once a silicone septum was punctured, repeated exposure to organic

solvents would cause degradation of the silicone and introduce the risk of clogging the probe.

The red rubber septa were reusable for well over 100 injections before requiring replacement.

The manifold itself was printed by Solid Concepts, Inc., from PEEK HP3, which has excellent

chemical compatibility with nearly all organic reagents. For reactions in THF, the evaporation of

THF with such a device was of concern to the accuracy of our method. We found that reducing

the flow of inert gas with a bleed valve helped greatly to reduce evaporation, as did filling the

vial closest to the inert gas inlet with neat THF (such that the atmosphere inside of the manifold

would be THF saturated). Nonetheless, we were only able to run experiments for -48 hr before

observing significant losses in accuracy on account of evaporation.

We did not test the long-term stability of air-sensitive catalysts in this design. Though we

observed stable performance for Suzuki-Miyaura cross-coupling reactions over a few days, the

catalysts used in the study were known to be very stable in solution already and stable in air

before activation. The manifold technique assisted greatly in facilitating engineering and
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troubleshooting of the rest of the system. However, it would be anticipated that now that a
system design has been established, a more generalizable solution may be to store the liquid
handler and reagents in an enclosed glove box or glove bag. This may also help streamline
catalyst preparation, without the need to degas individual solution vials.

b)

Figure 3.4. Septum-sealed inert gas manifold for reagent storage under inert gas atmosphere, (a)
SOLIDWORKS rendering and (b) photograph of 3D-printed device.

3.2.2. Slug Transport and Reaction

We considered several strategies and combinations of materials for slug transport, including
methodologies for organic slugs dispersed in an aqueous carrier phase, organic or aqueous slugs
dispersed in a fluorinated carrier phase, and organic or aqueous slugs transported by a gas phase.
Though the former two strategies targeted minimization of reagent carryover based on the
preferential wetting of the carrier phase relative to the reaction slugs and allowed for more
straightforward implementation because of the incompressibility of the transport phase, we
concluded in both cases that the miscibility of reagents in either liquid-liquid system presented a
problem to accurate representation of batch kinetics. With an aqueous-organic system, it was
well understood that the partitioning of reagents between both phases would lead to inaccurate
and generally unpredictable reagent compositions within the organic slugs. This was thought to
be much less significant in fluorinated oil-organic systems, but recent studies have shown that
mixing of nonpolar organic reagents such as toluene and THF into fluorinated oils can be
appreciable even at room temperature,1 61,162 with the miscibility increasing with temperature.163

The problems associated with reagent solubility in fluorinated oils have led to more in depth
investigations into the accuracy of the Accendo Conjure system for screening Suzuki-Miyaura
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cross-coupling reactions.158 Empirically, we observed 14 ptL THF slugs, for example, to

completely dissolve in FC-70 and FC-3283 at temperatures above 80'C. Though most limiting,

miscibility was not the only negative factor brought about by the use of fluoroinated oils in the

screening of organic reactions. Fluorinated compounds are also excellent solvents of oxygen,

meaning considerable degassing was required for their use (not to mention polymers such as

Teflon AF are incompatible with perfluorinated reagents), and the immiscibility of these

compounds in aqueous environments caused nearly immediate damage to HPLC performance,

requiring backflushing of the column with THF for removal. Too fast an acceleration of flow rate

also caused "budding," or the breaking off of pieces of slugs into the fluorinated oil (as was also

observed by Hawbaker et al. 158). The density difference of most fluorinated oils relative to

organic solvents limited the maximum diameter of tubing that could be used to 500 Pm before

gravity forces became comparable to surface tension forces.

The use of inert gases such as nitrogen or argon avoided all of the limitations listed above,

though wetting, gas compressibility, and gas permeability all became new problems to address.

We observed that in the uses of stainless steel, PEEK, and even PFA tubing led to significant

wetting for solvents such as THF, which in turn led to degradation of the slug along the tubing

wall. PDMS was not considered because of its incompatibility with organic reagents.

Considerable improvement was observed with 750 pm inner diameter FEP as the tubing

material. Slugs were transported through the FEP tubing by an 8 pL stainless steel syringe

(Harvard Apparatus) containing 6.9 bar (100 psi) gas driven by syringe pump (Harvard PhD

2000). The compressibility of the gas mandated that for steady flow rates to be achieved,

constrictions in the flow path had to be limited to no less than 500 pm and the pressure be

maintained at or above 6.9 bar. A check valve was installed upstream of slug preparation and

injection to dampen the effect of pressure oscillations further. Sample loops and unions upstream

of the reactor were made from Teflon to ensure as little carryover as possible in the system. More

consistent gas-liquid flow was observed by use of a 1 mm inner diameter T-junction at the

reaction quench. Pressure in the system was controlled at 6.9 bar with an inert gas-regulated Parr

bomb, approximately 40 mL in volume. The bomb was drained during refill of the gas and

quench syringes by automatically opening a 6-port, 2 way valve (Rheodyne MXT715-000). To

minimize gas loss during regular system operation, 6.6 bar of backpressure (5.2 bar and 1.4 bar
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backpressure regulators, Upchurch Scientific) was applied to the gas vent of the Parr bomb

during regular system operation.

For reaction, the FEP tubing was inserted into a "pancake" reactor housing (Figure 3.5(a-b)),

comprising of an aluminum chuck with a 1.6 mm groove for the tubing, a raised lip with an 0-

ring, and a sheet of polycarbonate which compressed against the O-ring to allow for

pressurization of the reactor to 6.9 bar. The custom reactor was designed in collaboration with

Andrea Adamo, Baris Onal, and Everett O'Neal. SOLIDWORKS design specifications are

provided in Appendix B. With this device, we were able to rapidly heat and cool the reactor

tubing between 30*C and 120*C and neutralize gas permeation out of the reactor-a factor which

accounted for up to a 20% difference in residence time at high temperature. Residence times in

the reactor were maintained between 1 min and 10 min (we empirically observed mixing to take

place on the order of 1-10 s) at gas flow rates of 15-250 ptL/min. A thermocouple was introduced

through the gas supply line of the reactor and held in place on the aluminum surface by a thin

sheet of polycarbonate and thermal paste. The reactor was heated with four 50 W cartridge

heaters (McMaster-Carr Supply Company, two pairs spaced equally on opposite sides of the

device). A PID temperature controller (OMEGA CN9412) controlled the reactor temperature.

Reaction slugs were not introduced into the system unless the reactor temperature was within

1*C of the reaction set point temperature. Because acceleration of slugs was observed to occur

when trailing slugs entered the heated reactor (a consequence of surface-tension driven

thermocapillary flow'6 4), blank slugs were not prepared and introduced until a reaction slug had

traversed a full reactor volume in the system (240 pL).

a)b)

Figure 3.5. Pressure-sealed "pancake" reactor comprising a Teflon tube in an aluminum housing, (a)
SOLIDWORKS rendering and (b) photograph of packaged device with polycarbonate cover, FEP tubing,

and thermocouple.
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3.2.3. Online Injection

Considerable effort was dedicated to enabling online injection of one or more activating

reagents into flowing slugs. Having the capacity for online injection was essential to having

accurate reaction time control in the optimizations, as few chemistries are completely inactive at

room temperature. Though we adopted an approach similar that used Hatakeyama et al.,96 where

the online reagent was introduced via syringe pump into a slug through a T-junction, we found

the repeatability of the online addition technique to be difficult to master without the proper

combination of hardware and materials. Any compressibility-from gas or from leaks-in the

online injection stream led to backflow from the main system into the normally stagnant

injection line, causing inconsistent injections.

The online injection reagent was stored under an inert atmosphere and sampled by a 100 PL

or a 250 iL glass syringe (Gastight, Hamilton Company) syringe driven by a syringe pump

(Harvard PhD 2000). A 6-port, 2-way valve (Rheodyne MXP7960-000) was installed on the line

to allow switching between refill of the syringe and online injection. Under normal continuous

flow conditions, the valve was exclusively in the online injection position. Approximately 1 m of

250 pm inner diameter PFA tubing connected the valve to a T-junction (500 jim ID Teflon,

Upchurch Scientific), which intersected the main system 6 cm before the reactor inlet. As a slug

passed through the T-junction, the syringe pump infused a volume of 2-10 pLL online injection

reagent into the slug. The flow rate of the injection was chosen such that the volume was infused

while 80% of the slug passed through the T-junction. Refractive index sensors (EE-SPX613,

Omron Corporation) were attached to the Teflon tubing before and after the T-junction to

correctly time the online reagent injection and to verify that the slug volume was within an

acceptable tolerance ( 4.0 pL) following the online injection. This was intended as a verification

that no gas bubbles were introduced into the slug and that the slug had not broken apart

upstream.

Leaks and gas bubbles were consistent inhibitors of reliable online injection. To ensure

accuracy to 100-250 nL, the only chemically-suitable commercial options available for reagent

dosing were glass syringes, which were found to leak over the course of a few optimizations with

exposure to 6.9 bar pressure. The connection of the glass syringe to Teflon tubing was also often

a source of leaks. We found the use of female Luer connectors sold by Upchurch Scientific to be

most leak resistant, in comparison to the use of /4-28-Luer adapters. Recently Hamilton began
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selling '/4-28 male threaded syringes which may be even more leak free, but that was near the tail

end of this thesis. Use of the 6-port, 2-way valve for refilling was mandatory compared to a 3-

way solenoid valve because of the smaller dead volume and better pressure resistance. To avoid

the introduction of gas bubbles into the injection line, the entire refill line was purged when new

stock solutions were introduced by detaching and refilling the injection syringe. Naturally it was

desirable to make the connection between the syringe and the T-junction as short as possible. By

using a Teflon T-junction, less sticking and carryover of reagents were observed. A 500 ptm T-

junction was also required to prevent injected material or segments of slugs from becoming

trapped in the swept volume of the T.

3.2.4. Quenching and Online Analysis

Downstream of the reactor, slugs were quenched at room temperature with a continuously

flowing solution delivered via syringe pump (Harvard Apparatus PhD 2000 with 8 mL Harvard

stainless steel syringe) through a T-junction (I mm ID Teflon, Upchurch Scientific). A third

refractive index sensor was used downstream of the quench to time the HPLC sampling

accurately. Following sampling with a 30 tL sample loop in a 6-port, 2-way valve (Rheodyne

MXP7960-000), the sample was transported via syringe pump (Harvard Apparatus PhD 2000

with 1 mL Hamilton Gastight syringe) containing the quench solution to a second 6-port, 2-way

valve (Agilent GI 158A) with a I pL PPEK sample loop. An LC/MS (Agilent G1312B binary

pump, G1329B ALS, G1316A column compartment, G1365C multi-wavelength detector, 6120

quadrupole MS) method was remotely started with LabView software. The LC flow rate

increased from 0.5 mL/min (standby mode) to 3.5 mL/min (required for method), and the sample

was injected into the HPLC after 15 s. The sample passed through a 0.5 Im filter (Upchurch

Scientific), then was heated to 40'C, passed through a T-junction (250 pm stainless steel Valco),

and split by pressure difference between a 1.8 pm particle diameter column (Agilent Zorbax SB-

C18 2.1 x 50 mm) and a 4.6 pm particle diameter column (Agilent Zorbax SB-C 18 2.1 x 50

mm). The sample from the 1.8 pm particle diameter column was detected by UV and passed to

the MS. A suitable HPLC method was found to be 9 min, which included a gradient ramp from

95/5 water/acetonitrile + 1% formic acid to 0/100 acetonitrile + 1% formic acid to 95/5

water/acetonitrile + 1% formic acid. Following UV analysis, the spectral baseline found by
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subtraction of a reference and ChemStation outputted an Excel data file which was retrieved by

LabView (ver. 8.6). The product yield was calculated in MATLAB (ver. R201 Ia).

3.2.5. Automation

Valve manipulation, HPLC method initiation, and analog input communication with the

refractive index sensors were accomplished using a Compact FieldPoint controller from National

Instruments (cFP-2020, cFP-RLY-425, cFP-Al-1 10). The entire system including pumps, liquid

handler, temperature control, refractive index monitoring, valving, remote triggering of the

HPLC gradient, and MATLAB optimization was controlled with LabView. With the exception

of drivers, which were obtained from suppliers or from National Instruments, the LabView

software was written completely in-house for the purpose of on-demand reaction screening. The

LabView routine comprised a central VI ("Master VI.vi") that executed simultaneous loops for

flow rate manipulation, reaction preparation, temperature control, online monitoring, HPLC

sampling, HPLC analysis, and optimization. Data for individual slug experiments were recorded

in a single matrix in MATLAB ("slugtracker"). These data were recorded every 20 s in the

form of text files documenting information about each slug experiment (concentrations, reagents,

set temperature, and set reaction time), status of the experiments (time spent by slug in system

and analysis and objective function value), system information (current flow and temperature

conditions), and analysis data. Indices of LabView and MATLAB functions are provided in

Appendix B.

3.3. EXPERIMENTAL

3.3.1. Reagent Stirring and Carryover

To test reagent stirring, a solution of 210 mg (0.20 M) 3-bromoquinoline in 5 mL DMF

containing 80 mg (0.10 M) biphenyl and a solution of 80 mg (0.10 M) biphenyl in 5 mL DMF

were stored in test tubes in the liquid handler. The liquid handler sampled from the biphenyl

solution, the bromoquinoline/biphenyl solution, and the biphenyl solution again in differing

relative amounts summing to 30 iL, with 30 ptL air bubbles before and after. In one experiment

the sample was injected immediately into the system as a slug, collected, and analyzed by HPLC.

In a second experiment, the sample was stirred in the liquid handler probe by pushing and
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pulling the liquid handler syringe via syringe pump multiple times, then the sample was injected

into the system, collected, and analyzed by HPLC. The resulting calibrations were compared.

Multiple tests of reagent carryover were conducted. In a test of the effect of pinched tubing on

reaction performance with a fluorinated carrier phase, the reaction in Scheme 2.1 was carried out

in slug flow. Isolated solutions were prepared of 225 mg 1 (0.30 M) and 16 mg veratrole in 5 mL

ethanol, 650 mg (1.50 M) 2 in 5 mL ethanol, and 750 mg (1.50 M) Et3N in 5 mL ethanol. The

solutions were stored in test tubes in the liquid handler along with a test tube of neat ethanol and

sampled as described in Section 3.2 to produce 10 [tL (stirred) slugs. The slugs were flowed at

14.3 ptL/min through 244 ptL unheated Teflon tubing, followed by 99 piL of tubing at 40'C, and

finally 60 pL of unheated tubing. The slugs were collected at the outlet in a bath of isopropanol

and analyzed by HPLC. Two DMF blank slugs were introduced after each analytical slug. 0.04"

PEEK '/4-28 connectors (two T-junctions, one union) with flangeless ferrules were used for

connections. Following the first set of experiments, the ends of the segments of Teflon tubing

were cut, and the fittings were replaced with %/4-28 nuts with superflangeless ferrules. The

sampling procedure was repeated. A list of slug reaction conditions for both sets of experiments

is given in Table 3.1.

In a test of carryover in the gas flow system, neat 4-methoxybenzyl chloride and THF were

stored under nitrogen in the liquid handler. A slug comprising I M 4-methoxybenzyl chloride in

THF was prepared following the procedure described in Section 3.2, routed through the

screening system (without online injection) at 30'C and a residence time of 5 min, and analyzed

by LC/MS. Two subsequent slugs were then prepared with only THF as the reagent and routed

through the system at the same flow rate and temperature and analyzed by LC/MS. The

procedure was repeated 9 times.
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Table 3.1. Slug experimental conditions for 2,4-dichloropyrimidine-morpholine reaction test of carryover.

Experiment Conc. 1 in Slug (M) Conc. 2 and Et3N in Slug (M)

Flangeless
Ferrules

0.15 0.30
2 0.15 0.30

0.15 0.30
4 0.15 0.30
5 0.15 0.30
6 0.15 0.30
7 0.15 0.30
8 0.15 0.375
9 0.15 0.375

10 0.15 0.375
11 0.15 0.375
12 0.15 0.375
13 0.15 0.375

S uperflangeless
Ferrules

1 0.15 0.0
2 0.15 0.0
3 0.15 0.15
4 0.15 0.15
5 0.15 0.375
6 0.15 0.375
7 0.15 0.375
8 0.15 0.30
9 0.15 0.30
10 0.15 0.30

3.3.2. "Pancake" Reactor Modeling

Considering the novelty of the "pancake" reactor design, we were interested in several factors

affecting the heating of slugs within the Teflon tube reactor, namely the evenness of heating

across the slug, the time for the slug temperature to equilibrate, and the temperature gradient

across the aluminum chuck. To assess the heating of a slug, we constructed a 2D simulation of a

microchannel cross section in COMSOL Multiphysics (Comsol Inc.) and simulated slug heating

in time. The full cross section geometry is shown in Figure 3.6a, with a zoomed in profile of the

microchannel shown in Figure 3.6b. The microchannel was assumed to be made of 750 pm FEP

tubing carrying (stagnant) THE. To simulate entrance of the slug, a thin thermal boundary layer

was assumed along the inner tubing wall with zero thermal conductivity before slug entrance and

the thermal conductivity of FEP after slug entrance. The tube was situated in a small pocket of

nitrogen against the aluminum chuck. A layer of polycarbonate was placed above the chuck, with

ambient nitrogen and another layer of polycarbonate placed above the reactor surface. To model
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ambient conditions, a pocket of air was added to the model above the outer polycarbonate

surface. An isothermal 373.15 K boundary condition was applied to all sides of the aluminum

surface, with the left and right edges of the polycarbonate, nitrogen, and air treated as periodic

boundary conditions. A heat flux of 10 W/m2 K was assumed at the outermost air boundary.

Meshing was performed automatically by COMSOL. Up to 60 s were simulated in time at 0.2 s

time steps.

a) b)

Air
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Figure 3.6. (a) Geometry studied for COMSOL simulations of the pancake reactor and (b) zoomed in view of
the Teflon tube cross section. PC = polycarbonate.

Additionally, a 3D steady-state COMSOL simulation was constructed to model heat

distribution throughout the aluminum reactor block. Cartridge heaters with a power input of 6 W

were modeled in the simulation, which comprised a 10.3 cm x 10.3 cm x 2 cm aluminum block

with raised lip and two layers of polycarbonate separated by a headspace of nitrogen. A heat flux

of 10 W/m2 K was assumed for all boundaries, aside from the insulated cartridge heaters, and

radiation with a surface emissivity of 0.09 and ambient temperature of 293.15 K was assumed. A

normal sized mesh was generated automatically by COMSOL.
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3.3.3. Comparison of Reaction Yield in Batch and in Slugs

For validation of the scalability of our method, we compared the results of Suzuki-Miyaura

cross-coupling reactions in batch to results from the segmented flow system. All reagents were

used as received. We began in batch with the cross-coupling in Scheme 3.1. A 2 mL solution

containing 187.1 mg 2-chlorobenzoxazole (6, 99%, Sigma-Aldrich), 378.5 mg 1-boc-2-

pyrroleboronic acid (7, 98%, Frontier Scientific), 23.4 mg XPhos-OMs precatalyst (Li-Pt,

synthesized according to published procedure 165 ), 25.7 mg naphthalene (99%, Sigma-Aldrich) as

the internal standard, and THF (anhydrous, >99.9%, inhibitor-free, Sigma-Aldrich) was prepared

under argon. To a 7 mL vial was charged 400 pL of the pre-made reagent solution, 600 ptL THF,

and 500 piL I M aq. K3PO4 (>98%, Sigma-Aldrich), which had previously been degassed by

sonication under vacuum and stored under argon. The reaction was stirred under argon at 60'C

for 10 min, quenched with a 1:1 solution of acetonitrile and water, and analyzed by LC/MS. The

product 8 was isolated by column chromatography.

Boc 2 mol% Pd Precatalyst Boc NH2
0 N LI-PI (XPhos-OMs) N Ndp'

CI + B(OH)2 FdLOMs
/C/ 2:1 THF: M aq. K3PO 4  I ,. L i 

(6) (7) 600C (8) Cy2P Pr

0.167 M 0.25 M 10 mn LI = r
Per Vol Conc. Per Vol Conc. iPr

Scheme 3.1. Suzuki-Miyaura cross-coupling of 2-chlorobenzoxazole and 1-boc-2-pyrroleboronic acid
catalyzed by XPhos-OMs precatalyst.

Similarly, we studied in batch the single-phase cross-coupling in Scheme 3.2. A 2 mL

solution containing 142.0 mg 2-chloropyridine (9, 99%, Sigma-Aldrich), 430.0 mg 7, 22.6 mg

Li-Pt, 24.4 mg naphthalene as the internal standard, and THF was prepared under argon. To a 7

mL vial was charged 400 ptL of the pre-made reagent solution, 600 1 L THF, and 500 pLL base.

Two base solutions were tested: 1 M 1,8-diazabicycloundec-7-ene (DBU, 98%, Sigma-Aldrich)

in 1:1 THF:H20 and 1 M aq. K3PO4. In both cases the reaction was stirred under argon at 60'C

for 10 min, quenched with a 1:1 solution of acetonitrile and water, and analyzed by LC/MS. The

product 10 was isolated by column chromatography after using K3PO4 as base.
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Boc 2 mol% Pd Precatalyst
N B(H)2 L1-P1 (XPhos-OMs) I N BocN I+ /B(OH) 2  N 0 N

5:1 THF:H 20, 0.33 M DBU /
(9) (7) or 2:1 THF:1 M aq. K 3PO4  (10)

0.167 M 0.25 M 600C
10 min

Scheme 3.2. Suzuki-Miyaura cross-coupling of 2-chloropyridine and 1-boc-2-pyrroleboronic acid catalyzed
by XPhos-OMs precatalyst.

The reactions in Scheme 3.1 and 3.2 were repeated in the flow reaction system. A stock

solution containing the aryl halide, boronic acid, precatalyst, and internal standard in THF was

stored under argon in the liquid handler along with a vial of neat THF and a vial of degassed

water. For Scheme 3.1, a 2 mL reagent solution was prepared containing 203.4 mg 6, 388.4 mg

7, 23.8 mg Li-Pi, and 21.7 mg naphthalene in THF. 14 ptL slugs were prepared by sampling the

reagent solution and THF in a 1:1.5 ratio. For Scheme 3.2, a 5 mL reagent solution was prepared

containing 135.5 mg 9, 419.8 mg 7, 94.0 mg Li-Pi, and 47.3 mg naphthalene in THF. 14 piL

slugs were prepared by sampling the reagent solution, THF, and water in a 1:0.875:0.625 ratio.

Base solutions (1 M aq. K3PO4 or 1 M DBU in THF) were introduced online in a 1:2 ratio with

the slugs, forming 21 ptL reaction segments. The segments reacted at 60'C for 10 min with argon

carrier gas and were analyzed by LC/MS.

3.4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.4.1. Reagent Stirring and Carryover

Examining the results of reagent calibrations with and without reagent stirring (Figure 3.7),

we observed substantial improvement in the system's ability to quantitatively dose reagents with

the use of reagent stirring. Though all reagent concentration levels benefited in reproducibility

and accuracy from stirring, in particular the accuracy improved the most with the most 3-

bromoquinoline introduced in the sample. In general, the more stirring repeats, the more

improved the accuracy; however no significant improvement was seen after the use of three

back-and-forth stirring actions. This was reasoned optimal in an effort to conserve preparation

time. Though faster flow rates also led to faster mixing, flow rates greater than 250 piL/min

occasionally caused parts of the slug to break off in the transfer line, leading to cross-

contamination and a worse calibration performance. Hence 250 ptL/min was reasoned to be the

optimal flow rate.
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Figure 3.7. Schematic of reagent sampling and stirring and effect upon calibration reproducibility.

The effectiveness of stirring relates to the mixing rates of slugs, discussed in Section 3.1. By

creating air or inert gas bubbles on either side of the sample slug, we were able to enhance

mixing in the sample using the same convective mixing strategy that is employed in slug flow.

This suggests an opportunity in HTE that to our knowledge has not been pursued-the controlled

mixing of reactants in a needle, followed by direct sampling by HPLC. Though this presents a

design challenge in terms of heating and pressure control, the ability to handle small volumes

accurately may make this concept an idea worth exploring further.

Carryover of reagents was of great concern in design of this system and was tested

intermittently at every stage of development. A key aspect of reaction carryover that we found

not to be accounted for clearly in literature was the limitation in reaction kinetic accuracy that

results from the use of blank slugs. Clearly blank slugs are beneficial in screening, as they

prevent reagents or catalysts from diffusing backwards into upstream experimental slugs,

potentially creating a false positive. However, the use of blank slugs alone for quantitative

accuracy in HTE systems is insufficient for the reason illustrated in Figure 3.8a. Note that if a

loss of material from an experimental slug is a regular enough occurrence to mandate the use of

blank slugs, the loss of material from a blank slug into a following experimental slug should
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happen approximately as often. This implies in the simplest case that a volume of reacting

material within the experimental slug is replaced with a volume of blank material from an

upstream slug, hence diluting the experimental slug. If obtaining accurate reaction kinetics or an

accurate yield were the goal of the experiment, the diluted slug is no longer a model for the

scaled-up batch reactor.

Constriction Flow
a orDirection

Residue Residue from
prior spacer

b) 0.10 c) 016

0.08
0.12

0.06 C
0.08

0.04

80.02

0.00 0.00
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Sample Number Sample Number

Figure 3.8. (a) Illustration of the effect of pinched tubing upon slug dilution upstream and the effect of (b)
pinched and (c) new, un-pinched tubing upon reaction concentration and reproducibility. Black dotted line

represents predicted starting material concentration and blue solid line represents observed. The excess
conversion in (c) was attributed to not having a quench on the reactor outlet.

To address this problem, it was necessary to identify the source of reagent carryover in the

automated system. Though factors such as tubing wetting, material left on the outside of the

liquid handler probe or injection valve, and residual material in the HPLC sampling valve all

contributed some to carryover (hence many of the system design features discussed in Section

3.2), we found the largest source of carryover to be in constrictions of the flow path. As shown in

Figure 3.8a, our hypothesis was that slugs passing through flow constrictions were particularly

susceptible to "budding" because of the pressure oscillation introduced across the length of the

slug, and this resulted in small residues of slug material being left at tubing orifices. These

residues were then exchanged with subsequent slugs. Two strategies were employed to minimize

constrictions: first, connectors were chosen to most accurately match the inner diameter of the

tubing; and second, flangeless fittings (which crimp onto the tubing) were replaced with

superflangeless fittings (which have a metal ring that crimps onto the ferrule, leaving the tubing

generally undamaged).
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As evidenced by the data in Figure 3.8b and Figure 3.8 c, the reproducibility of results in

switching from flangeless to superflangeless fittings was greatly improved. Additionally, the

reaction conversion increased when superflangeless fittings were used. The data were compared

against the kinetics for the reaction of 1 evaluated in Chapter 2. We observed increased

conversion in all reaction cases with superflangeless fittings because of the lack of a quench and

online injection control in the test system. Later experiments with the gas phase system

demonstrated better the accuracy of the system with controlled reaction initiation/termination.

Finally, we considered in the gas phase system the amount of carryover with THF slugs. On

average, the LC area for 4-methoxybenzyl chloride was 6578 in the 1 M "experimental" slugs,

216 in the first subsequent THF slugs, and 116 in the second subsequent THF slugs. The percent

carryover was 3.3% 0.6% in the first THF slugs and 1.8% 0.6% in the second THF slugs

with a maximum carryover in the first THF slugs of 3.9% (twice). With added flushing of the

HPLC sample loop after this carryover experiment was performed, we believe the final system

carryover may now be even less than the 3.3% reported.

3.4.2. COMSOL Simulations of Heat Transfer in the Pancake Reactor

The thermal profile within a reactor channel and across the reactor as a whole were modeled

with COMSOL simulations. We generally observed the reactor temperature to rapidly

equilibrate, with the formation of a modest temperature gradient across the Teflon tubing. The

gradient formed as a result of the absence of a heat-conductive material above the Teflon tubing.

Figure 3.9a illustrates that in the first 10 s of heating, this gradient was approximately 10C from

bottom to top of the tubing at 1000C; however fluid inside of the tubing only experienced a 3C

temperature gradient from top to bottom. The evolution of the temperature gradient within the

microfluidic channel is shown in Figure 3.9b at 5 s, 10 s, 20 s, and 30 s time points. After 30 s,

the fluid inside the channel was found to be uniformly within 2"C of the set reactor temperature.

Thermal equilibration of the inner fluid was notably faster when the tubular reactor temperature

had equilibrated to the set point temperature (Figure 3.9(c-d)). Hence, experimentally the reactor

was required to equilibrate for a minimum of 30 s before introduction of a slug, at which point

the time for the slug to heat to within PC of the reactor set point temperature was less than 10 s.
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Figure 3.9. (a) Temperature profile for pancake reactor cross-section for 373.15 K aluminum block and 750
ptm ID FEP tubing after 10 s. (b) Temperature of the center of the channel as a function of vertical position at

5 s (blue), 10 s (green), 20 s (red) and 30 s (aqua). (c) Temperature profile for pancake reactor cross-section
for 373.15 K aluminum block and 750 pm ID FEP tubing after 10 s after allowing system to equilibrate for 30
s. (d) Temperature of the center of the channel as a function of vertical position at 5 s (blue), 10 s (green), 20 s

(red) and 30 s (aqua) after 30 s of equilibration.

Steady-state COMSOL simulations of the reactor module (Figure 3.1 0(a-b)) allowed for

validation of the assumption of an isothermal reactor surface and identification of the optimal

position of the 50 W maximum cartridge heaters. We found that four cartridge heaters supplying

heat in parallel were needed to distribute heat evenly across the reactor surface. Shown in Figure

3.1 Oa, the placement of two cartridge heaters with 2.3 cm spacing on each opposite side of the

reactor block allowed for the reaction area to be heated to within 1PC of the desired set point

temperature. Illustrated in Figure 3.1 Ob, the gradient across the center reactor cross section was

maintained within 0.5*C. Note that although the reactor heated the thin layer of polycarbonate

affixed to the reaction surface to within PC of set point, both the gas above the reaction surface

and the outer polycarbonate layer remained much cooler-as cool as 44*C on the outer edge of
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the device. We propose that further optimization of this design could allow for stackable reactors

operating in parallel, as temperatures in each reactor can be controlled independently.
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Figure 3.10. Pancake reactor temperature profile at 373.15 K for (a) surface of the aluminum chuck and (b)
cross-section of the chuck with cartridge heaters and polycarbonate covers.

3.4.3. Comparison of Reaction Yield in Batch and in Slugs

The batch synthesis in Scheme 3.1 yielded 81% of the product 8 by HPLC with agreeable

isolated yield. Attempts to make the product 8 at the same yield in flow were less successful, as

evidenced by Figure 3.1 la. Slug flow yields for the synthesis of 8 varied in the range of 30-50%

despite the equivalent reaction time and temperature. A similar observation was made for the

synthesis of 10 with K3PO4 as the base. Under batch conditions, 64% yield of 10 was observed

by HPLC; however the reaction yield was less than half in the segmented flow system. By

transitioning to single-phase reaction conditions with the use of DBU as the base, we were able

to synthesize 10 at 57% yield, similar to the results found with K3PO4 as the base. Unlike in the

use of an inorganic base, the use of the organic base DBU resulted in excellent agreement

between batch and slug flow yields (Figure 3.11 b) and much improved consistency from one
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experiment to the next. Water was still found to be necessary for obtaining acceptable yields in

the DBU reaction as a source of hydroxide.

a) Biphasic Cross-Coupling b) Single-Phase Cross-Coupling
100% 100%

z 50% * 50%
V

0% ......... 0%
0 5 10 0 10 20 30

Experiment Number Experiment Number

U Slug Flow -Batch Result m Slug Flow -Batch Result

Figure 3.11. Comparison of slug flow yields to batch yield for (a) reaction of 2-chlorobenzoxazole and 1-boc-
2-pyrroleboronic acid with aq. K3P0 4 base and (b) reaction of 2-chloropyridine and 1-boc-2-pyrroleboronic

acid with DBU base.

We reasoned from our results and from the physics of the slug flow system that mass transfer

rates factored significantly into the agreement of yields between batch and flow syntheses. In

biphasic systems, we observed partitioning of the aqueous and organic phases to opposite ends of

the slug, creating only a single interface at which the reaction could occur. This occurred

regardless of the injection rate of the online base stream. Although the surface tension forces

contributed to mixing of the separate phases in these biphasic slugs, no mechanism was available

to disrupt and regenerate the aqueous-organic interface. This interface regeneration occurs

regularly in a stirred batch reactor or a flow system with static mixing elements, hence reducing

the mass transfer limitation. We found static mixing elements to not be an option in our

segmented flow system on account of the carryover introduced from breaking apart the slugs.

The partitioning of the two phases at the initial point of online injection led to the inconsistency

in yields in Figure 3.1 la. For slugs where the aqueous and organic phases were more evenly

distributed and in smaller segments before phase separation, the yield improved relative to

having a single phase front-loaded or back-loaded in the slug.

By making the reaction medium homogeneous, the mixing across the slug was sufficient to

match the yield observed in batch. This particular DBU system was found to be comparable to

the more common THF/K3PO4 system in terms of yield and could be beneficial to continuous
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flow systems in general because of the absence of mass transfer limitations. We did not have

success with K'BuOH as the base or with the DBU/water system with 7 (in the latter case 7 was

observed to hydrolyze rapidly in the presence of water). Thus the DBU system was less general

but still allowed for several Suzuki-Miyaura case studies to be explored in Chapter 6.

To improve mass transfer in the biphasic reaction segments, Abolhasani et al. successfully

demonstrated the application of an oscillatory flow reactor (OFR). 166 In OFR screening, a single

slug was moved forward and backward in a Teflon tube reactor by pushing and pulling on a gas-

filled syringe, causing the aqueous phase to pass through the organic phase and hence improve

mixing. This technology was applied to both Suzuki-Miyaura cross-coupling reactions and

Buchwald-Hartwig amination reactions, with agreeable yields found with batch. It is expected in

future work that this technology will be incorporated into the automated screening system

presented in this chapter to expand the generality of the on-demand screening method from

homogenous single-phase reactions to all liquid-phase reactions.

3.5. CONCLUSIONS

The literature of droplet and segmented flow screening systems is diverse in both application

and design. However, the subset of systems designed for truly on-demand reaction screening is

considerably more limited. The primary challenges presented in on-demand reaction preparation

are versatility, both in the scope of chemistries to be studied and in the range of variables that

can be accessed in a screen or optimization, and accuracy, which we found to be of particular

concern in the use of liquid-liquid screening systems for reaction modeling. The packaging of

maximal versatility and accuracy in a simple, easy to access automated platform presented a

challenge within itself.

While undoubtedly leaving room for improvement, the system presented in this chapter makes

great strides in reaction versatility and accuracy, all while allowing users a "set-it-and-forget-it"

approach to reaction characterization. The scope of chemistries available to the system is to our

knowledge unlimited, provided that reagents can be prepared into a single homogenous solution.

In forthcoming chapters, we illustrate that the system performs equally well screening across a

diverse array of organic solvents and generating accurate and reproducible results for palladium-

catalyzed cross-coupling reactions. Reagent volumes are confined to 15-20 ptL slugs, and the
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amount of reaction material consumed per data point is reduced to 35:1 from the minimum 500:1

presented the continuous flow system in Chapter 2.

In continued work, it is expected that the incorporation of oscillatory slug flow into the

system will enable enhanced mixing in biphasic liquid-liquid reactions, allowing these to be

modeled as equally well as homogeneous chemistries. Better parallelization of reactor modules

and streamlined HPLC injections will accelerate the reaction cycle time well beyond the current

limitation of 10 min per experiment. Overall, on-demand reaction characterization will

ultimately allow users access to reaction libraries, kinetics, and optimized conditions at the press

of a button. Of course, all of these will require smarter computer software that compiles

information about the current chemistry in the context of other related chemical systems, as a

process chemist would draw upon in his or her reaction development work. To this eventual end,

Chapter 4 presents our development of a black box methodology for optimizing reactions for

both discrete variables and continuous variable conditions, offering a first step at solving such a

complex experimental design problem.
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4. AN ADAPTIVE RESPONSE SURFACE METHODOLOGY FOR

OPTIMIZATION OF DISCRETE AND CONTINUOUS VARIABLE

CHEMICAL SYSTEMS

4.1. INTRODUCTION

The optimization of chemical systems depends on manipulation of two classes of factors:

continuous variables (such as temperature, reaction time, or concentration) and discrete or

decision variables (such as choice of catalyst or solvent). Though often treated independently, it

is difficult in most synthetic chemistry applications-and certainly in optimization-to separate

discrete and continuous variable interactions. The best catalyst may depend on the loading at

which it is most active, or the best solvent may depend on molecular interactions which change

as a function of temperature or reagent composition.167 The interplay of both discrete variables

and continuous variables therefore represents an NP-hard MINLP which, in the most complex of

cases, must be solved from kinetic models constructed for each distinct combination of discrete

variable factors. In this chapter we do not venture to solve such a daunting problem; rather we

ask whether a simple approach can be constructed for simultaneous optimization of discrete and

continuous variables in the case where no mechanistic shift occurs, yet the substitution of

discrete variables still has a significant effect upon reaction rate. Most importantly, no a priori

model is made available for the reaction kinetics, as is common in early-stage reaction discovery

and development, and the time and material spent optimizing for each discrete variable has to be

minimized without compromising our method's ability to find the optimum.

In the absence of a model, the approximation of continuous variable interdependencies using

response surface methodology (RSM) is a popular strategy, first introduced by Box and

Hunter' 6 8 and later the focus of many books and reviews.1 691-1 4 In the simplest case, fractional or

full factorial design experiments are used to tease out relationships among independent factors.

More optimal designs can be constructed for estimation of interaction and quadratic effects of

variables upon a response-the most common of these designs being central composite

designs' 75 and Box Behnken designs. 176 Though abundant in academia and in industry, these

standardized designs have no built-in feedback methodology to increase resolution of an

optimum and become less and less efficient as the complexity of the experimental and/or

computational system increases.
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To rapidly optimize more complex black box systems, Box and Draper introduced

evolutionary operation (now more popularly referred to as sequential RSM),'177 , 78 for which the

goal was to construct a response surface around a proposed optimum, test the optimum and

model experimentally, and update the response surface in the subsequent iteration. Sequential

RSM has emerged as an effective strategy in application to black box optimization

problems.'71 173 179 180 To solve a complex optimization problem, sequential RSM is generally

coupled with adaptive RSM (ARSM). In ARSM, the response surface is broken into subspaces,

with regional optima compared against a common threshold to determine whether regions of the

experimental space can be disregarded in the optimization.'18 Original ARSM algorithms

formulated by merging central composite designs and Latin hypercube designs were proposed by

Wang and coworkers.182,1 8 3 To accelerate convergence, optimal design of experiments criteria

such as minimization of the volume of the Fisher information matrix (D-optimality),

minimization of the diagonal elements of the Fisher information matrix (A-optimality), or

minimization of the variance on a specific point in the experimental design space (G-

optimality)' 8 4 can be incorporated into the sequential ARSM algorithm.

When integrated with a global search strategy such as branch-and-bound (B&B), sequential

ARSM lends itself well to optimization over black box MINLPs.18,18 6 In contrast to genetic and

evolutionary algorithms,13,18 7,188 ARSM is faster,1 89 190 deterministic, and-as is advantageous in

reaction kinetics-provides quantitative insight into the interaction of the response with each

factor or combination of factors.' 9' Much of the research in MINLP ARSM has focused on

optimization of surrogate models, which are response surface models fitted in place of expensive

computer simulations.' 92 -' 9' Several MINLP ARSM strategies have been published recently. For

example, Holmstr6m et al. developed an algorithm which treated all variables in an MINLP,

including integer ones, as continuous variables and solved using a surrogate model with

feasibility checks at each iteration.1 96 Rashid et al. explored optimization using radial basis

functions in MINLPs with nonlinear constraints.197 MUller et al. further introduced SO-MI,

which is a surrogate algorithm for global optimization for constrained MINLPs.1 90 Studies that

apply these methods to experimental situations data have been presented as well. In an

application to groundwater management, Hemker et al. explored the advantages of B&B with

surrogate models in comparison to genetic algorithms or implicit filtering. 8 9 For noisier

problems, Davis and lerapetritou introduced a kriging method with a B&B search that obtained
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predictions and approximated variances at each iteration of the search. The authors illustrated

application of the algorithm to chemical production in a continuous and binary variable

optimization problem.1 98

To our knowledge, little experimental work has been conducted in the application of these

strategies to experiments in chemical reaction kinetics, where interdependencies of discrete and

continuous variables may often be too complex or simply too expensive to explore via

construction of a complete reaction model. In this chapter, we demonstrate use of an adaptive

response surface approach in conjunction with feedback optimization by G-optimality to identify

the best discrete variable and reaction conditions, given the ability to conduct on-demand

experimentation as outlined in Chapter 3. We then validate the generality of our optimization

method, first through simulation, and then through experimental optimization of discrete

(solvent, catalyst, and ligand) and continuous (temperature, reaction time, and concentration)

variable selection in Chapters 5 and 6. We examine the ability of our method to optimize with a

constraint placed on the reaction yield, a nonlinear function of the reaction turnover number

(TON). Through simulation, we additionally demonstrate that in a high frequency of occurrence

the method correctly identifies the optimum in a limited number of iterations regardless of a

perturbation in the nominal reaction mechanism, making it suitable for cases of limited to no a

priori reaction knowledge.

4.2. METHOD

4.2.1. Approach to Real-Time Discrete and Continuous Variable Optimization

We began with interest in optimizing the generalized chemical reaction A + B -> R over Ncv

continuous variables and Ndv discrete variables, which we proposed to be candidate catalysts for

the synthesis of R. A general formulation of the MINLP for optimization of the chemical system

was:

max f (x,y) (4.1)

s.t g(Xy)0

x, e [-1,1] forj = ,.

y e o,1} for i = 1 Nd,,
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where ](x,y) was the TON of the reaction-defined as moles product per mole of catalyst-and
the constraint g(x,y) was a constraint on the minimum yield (CR/CAo) at the optimum:

g (x, y)= yY(x', y')- C, AO, where Y (X',y') =max } CR /CAO (4.2)

SAt. y, =I1

xj E [-1, 1] forj = 1,.,N,,

yj E 10, 11 for i = N,, N

The parameter y was adjustable in the range [0,1], with the choice of y = 1 implying
maximization with respect to yield and y = 0 implying unconstrained maximization of TON.

The response surface procedure employed in this study comprised both an initialization phase
and a feedback optimization phase. The decision diagram is shown in Figure 4.1. For
initialization, two sets of fractional factorial design experiments were conducted with all
candidate discrete variables. Each discrete variable was assigned a fractional factorial design that
spanned the continuous variable experimental space. The sum of all fractional factorial designs
minimally equaled a single-discrete-variable 2 Ncv full factorial design. In this regard, completion
of the first fractional factorial designs allowed for calculation of a linear response surface with
respect to x and y and identification of preliminary optima Ji* = max[f(x,yi)]. A second set of
fractional factorial designs were then chosen in the quadrants of the experimental space
corresponding to the projected optimum for each discrete variable. These experiments allowed
for estimation of the quadratic dependencies among continuous variables by virtue of sampling
midpoints in the experimental design space.
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Figure 4.1. Real-time discrete and continuous variable optimization decision diagram.
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Following initialization, response surfaces were iteratively developed for candidate discrete

variables and discrete-variable-specific optima were predicted based on the response surfaces.

Using a procedure akin to B&B, discrete variables whose performance was worse than the lower

bound on the maximum of the leading discrete variable were fathomed from that iteration of the

optimization, and response surfaces were recalculated using only experimental data from the

remaining candidate discrete variables. Once a candidate set of discrete variables was

determined, new experiments were chosen by G-optimality17 3 and the procedure repeated until

convergence to the final optimum.

4.2.2. Construction of Discrete Variable-Specific Response Surface Models

For the generalized bimolecular reaction A + B -> R with constant kR= kR(catalyst type, Ccat,

7), the production rate CR/tres was assumed to scale on the order of:

R c k, (catalyst,Cai T)C cC0  (4.3)

t,
tres 

B

For simplicity, it was then assumed that kR(catalyst type, Ccat, 1) could be separated into

Arrhenius and catalyst-specific terms:

k, (catalyst, C. ,, T)j oc (C ,, Ae-EA I RT )( -E__,1" (4.4

giving an assumed scaling for CR Of:

CR x AAR ~ e(EAR)/RTIn 1 aC C t (4.5)

Taking the logarithm of all factors produced the linear relation:

In(CR) oc In(4)+In(AR)--' - EAR I )+mln(CAO)+nn(CB)+pn(C)+n(t) (4.6)

This introduced a set of continuous factors to vary for each discrete variable: T 1, ln(Cio), ln(Ccat),

and ln(tres). Naturally the assumptions leading to Equation 4.6 ignored the possibility of more

complex kinetics, such as a Langmuir-Hinshelwood mechanism, 199 or the change in rate as the

starting reagents A and B were consumed. To correct for inaccuracies in our assumed scaling,

additional coefficients were introduced to weigh the ln(tres) term and account for interactions and

quadratic functionality among all continuous variables. The final response surface model to fit

was of the form:
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NX, N N, N, (4.7)
b = (cy+ I,yx)Zc'x + ax,, x(47

i=1 ~j=2 j1j=

where % was the response value and anl, a' -,, c,, and c'j, were coefficients to fit.

Optimal coefficients 0 for the response surface model were found by weighted least-squares

regression of the scaled experiments X (including the linear, interaction, and quadratic terms of

discrete and continuous variables in Equation 4.7) and the vector of measured responses b. We

found empirically that the use of a weighting matrix W which biased the regression to most

closely fit the response surface at points where the yield of R was greatest gave the most accurate

optimization results. A convenient choice of W was thus the yield itself; giving:

CR1/CA01 0 . 1
=(X'WX) X'Wb; W =R21A2 (4.8)

L 0 --- 0 CR~, Mx /A 0

Incidentally the choice of TON as the weighting also gave good performance, but the rate of

convergence in test cases was found to be slower than with the choice of yield as the weighting.

4.2.3. Optimization of Response Surface Models and Discrete Variable Fathoming

Optima for the each discrete variable were identified by converting Equation 4.7 to quadratic

form and populating the matrices A and c with the optimal parameters 0:

J,*=max b ' =[x y]A[x y] +c[x y]" (4.9)

s.t. In y + in [Y (x', y')] - [+ In (CC /C))] 0
xI e[-1,1] forj= ,...,N

y =1
YA =0 ifkti

Calculation of ln[Y(x',y')] was performed using the same quadratic model for 1, with linear

rescaling with respect to ln(Cca/CAO). The overall maximum, J*, corresponded to the maximum

over all Ji*.

To calculate the uncertainty on J*, the prediction covariance V was estimated as:' 26

V =[x* y*](x'v,-X)'[x * y *]T  (4.10)

With many experiments at or near the optimum, an estimate for the scalar response covariance

VB could have been obtained from the squared sum of residuals, as in Equation 2.12 in Chapter 2.
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However with very few experiments, we observed significant bias in a squared sum of residuals

estimate of VB. To reduce the amount of bias introduced by the manner in which experiments

were being selected, a jackknife resampling strategy was employed to generate the scalars VBu,

which were the response covariance values estimated with experiment u removed from the data

set: 200

(VB (oX', - b,) (0,'x' -bU) (4.11)
B A" N,,,v - N,1,,s -1

X'I, bu, and Ou were the matrix of scaled experimental conditions, vector of responses, and best-

fit response surface parameters calculated excluding experiment u, respectively. An overall

estimate of VB was then found by:

N ,. 1/2 1 N , -2 (4.12)

V= N N__
expis u=1 1 expts UA= _

and assumed to be uniform across all response surfaces. (Though this was clearly not the case, as

the algorithm advanced and conducted more experiments closer to the predicted optima, VB

became more representative of the covariance near [x* y*].)

Given an estimate for the response covariance, a lower bound on J* was found from a

Student's t-distribution and V evaluated at the optimum: 126

* J * _ yJ/2 (4.13)

a was chosen before experimentation as 0.05, corresponding to a 95% one-sided confidence level

on the lower bound of J*. For the least optimal discrete variable, a paired 2-sample (-test at 95%

confidence revealed whether Ji* was significantly less than the overall optimum J*:

Null Hypothesis: HO = J* min (J,*)= 0 (4.14)

Ha J* -min(J,* )>0

t
,,ta, = v!' 2  > '1 ,.1 = t l-a =N ,,-paan

B

J* -(V /I)(t1 i-A'- :

J* >min(J,*)
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This assumed a constant V for both discrete variable optima. Rejection of the null hypothesis

resulted in fathoming of discrete variable i from the current optimization step, and response

surfaces were recalculated excluding yi and any data points associated with variable i from the

model (though in instances where the number of candidate experiments was less than Narams + 1,

it was possible to leave variable i and associated data points in the model to advance the

optimization). This process proceeded in a loop until all values of J* exceeded J-*. These

remaining discrete variables comprised the experimental set for which a new iteration of

experiments was generated.

To accelerate reduction of the discrete variable space and simultaneously maximize the

continuous variable information gained per experiment, new experiments were generated using a

modified G-optimaiity criterion:

, 
= minX [x, * y, *](X'V;-'X~' [x, * y *]T +[x y (X"v-'X' [x y ' (4.15)

s.t. x

V 1

Yk =0 if i k

Xi was the matrix X augmented to include the candidate experiment [x y]. Equal weighting was

assigned to minimizing the error in the yield optimum and to minimizing the error in the

constrained TON optimum. [xi* yi*] was supplied as an initial guess to an SQP optimizer to

generate Gi and the new G-optimal experimental conditions. These experiments were then

executed, and new response surfaces and estimates for J* were estimated accordingly.

To achieve convergence, we specified that linear improvement had to be observed both in the

predicted optimal TON (exp(J*)) and in the lower bound on the optimal TON (exp(J-*)) to

within 2% of the optimal value:

let J* be the the optimum through iteration q (4.16)

N,,,h between q -2 and q
predq N between q -2 and q -1 q-2 q-1 JJ-2

if I prei,q J n pc q1-*, re~ - q-1and < 0.02
Jq Jq-1

and predq q and -predq-I qI <0.02, terminate
-q -q-1
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Importantly, this criterion was independent of the number of remaining unfathomed solvents

(meaning multiple optima could be obtained within the convergence tolerance) and independent

of the scaling off.

4.2.4. Real-Time Experimental Considerations

Some subtle changes were introduced to the algorithm in order to maximize the efficiency of

conducting real-time experiments. During the sequential ARSM procedure, new optimal

experimental conditions were calculated one experiment before the complete data set for a given

iteration was collected. This enabled new experimentation to begin during analysis of the last

experiment in an iteration, greatly minimizing experimental downtime. It was also a very

realistic possibility in practice that zero product yield and TON would be observed, which in this

algorithm's logarithmic coordinate system would have produced an undefined objective value.

Through simulations, we found that assigning a yield of 0.1% to cases where the yield was in

truth zero imposed sufficient penalty on the optimization method, yet did not interfere with

prediction of the maximum. The detection limit by HPLC was also chosen to be within an order

of magnitude of 0.1% of the maximum in experiments. Optimal experiments were grouped by

temperature and randomized at each optimization iteration to minimize both experimental bias

and the time required for temperature re-equilibration.

4.3. RESULTS

Using optimization functions written in MATLAB and provided for reference in Appendix C,

we simulated the optimization of TON for batch reaction cases where catalyst selection

perturbed the reaction activation barrier. The stoichiometry was A + B -> R with the rate law:

dC = k C (4.17)

dt

05 =0EJR (4.18)kR = C,"a A0 e(EE) 4, 8

AR = 3.1x 10 7 L- mol- 5 s-' (4.19)

E AR = 55 kJ mol-' (4.20)

We examined the algorithm's ability to discriminate among eight catalysts with respective values

of EAi reported in Table 4.1. We assessed the optimization with respect to the continuous

variables temperature (T= 30 C- I10 C), reaction time (tres = I min-10 min), and catalyst loading
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(Ccat = 0.835 mM-4.175 mM), while CAO and CBo were maintained constant at 0.167 M and 0.250
M, respectively. An 8*23-2 fractional factorial design was selected for the initialization, and a

subsequent 8*23-2 fractional factorial design was constructed based on the initial linear model. As

the choice of a set of fractional factorial design experiments had the potential to bias the results

of a single simulation, we generated 10 randomized designs and recorded the mean and standard

deviation for each case study. Individual test case results have also been included in Appendix C.
Table 4.1. Simulated catalyst-specific activation energy correction factors (Ei) in kJ mol-.

Catalyst Test Case I Test Case 2 Test Case 3 Test Case 4

1 0.0 0.0 0.0 -5 if T < 80 0C
-5 + 0.3*(T-80) if T > 800C

2 0.3 0.0 0.3 0.7
3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.7
4 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7

S7 A770.7
6 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2
7 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8
8 7.3 7.3 7.3 7.3

4.3.1. Test Case 1: The Effect of y upon Convergence

We investigated the effect of manipulation of y upon the accuracy and convergence speed of

the MINLP method. Cases where the optima lay at the lower bound of Cea (y = 0.90) and inside

the Ccat constraint (y = 0.95 and 0.98) were considered. Overall, we observed excellent

agreement in our method with the true optima, both in the selection of catalyst 1 as the optimal

catalyst and in identification of the continuous variable optimal conditions. All simulations

identified catalyst I as optimal. Optimization with y = 0.90 (Table 4.2) identified the correct

continuous variable conditions as optimal in all instances. For y = 0.95 (Table 4.3), we observed

one instance where the algorithm converged to a sub-optimal loading of catalyst 1 of 1.6 mM,

whereas in all other instances the optimum was found between 1.305 mM and 1.357 mM

(compared to the true value of 1.309 mM). With y = 0.98 (Table 4.4), the optimum was found

within 2% accuracy in 8 of 10 simulations, with one case of sub-optimal convergence resulting

in over-estimation of the optimal catalyst loading and the other producing an underestimation.

Convergence of the algorithm was fast (fewer than 100 simulated data points were required for

all but two simulations) and improved slightly for the cases of y 0.95 and y 0.98 in

comparison to y = 0.90.

Maximal objective function values for the non-optimal discrete variables consistently under-

estimated the true maximum for the discrete variable. In the majority of cases the error between
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the true optimum and that estimated by the algorithm grew as the catalyst became less kinetically

favorable. This was a consequence of the assumption that response surfaces simply shifted up or

down for different discrete variable reaction rates, which was invalid when multiple reactions

proceeded to 100% conversion. Consequently, the estimated response surfaces were also

conservative in estimation of the yield constraint. Despite this over-simplification, our method

qualitatively succeeded in ranking the catalysts in agreement with reaction rate, suggesting that

the predicted optima for non-optimal discrete variables may still be useful in identifying

common trends among classes of variables.

Table 4.2. Optimization results for 7 = 0.90. Nex,,ps = 83 k 23.

Catalyst tre (min) T (C) Ca, (mM) TON TON Std.

True Optimum

1 10.0 110.0 0.835 180.7

2 10.0 110.0 0.835 177.5

3 10.0 110.0 0.835 177.5

4 10.0 110.0 1.065 139.0

5 10.0 110.0 1.065 139.0

6 10.0 110.0 2.732 54.2

7 10.0 110.0 4.175 33.2

8 10.0 110.0 4.175 21.3

Response Surface Optimum

1 10.0 110.0 0.835 180.9 0.3

2 10.0 110.0 0.935 161.0 12.5

10.0 110.0 0.938 160.2 9.2

4 10.0 110.0 1.265 120.6 13.0

5 10.0 110.0 1.406 109.6 16.7

6 10.0 110.0 3.591 41.9 8.6

7 10.0 110.0 4.041 27.7 4.5

8 9.8 110.0 4.175 13.6 3.4
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Table 4.3. Optimization results for y = 0.95. Ne,,s = 66 6.

Catalyst tre (min) T (-C) C", (mM) TON TON Std.

True Optimum

1 10.0 110.0 1.309 119.5
2 10.0 110.0 1.580 98.9
3 10.0 110.0 1.580 98.9
4 10.0 110.0 2.031 77.0
5 10.0 110.0 2.031 77.0
6 10.0 110.0 4.175 36.9

7 10.0 110.0 4.175 33.2

8 10.0 110.0 4.175 21.3

Response Surface Optimum

1 10.0 110.0 1.353 116.2 7.0
2 10.0 110.0 1.865 86.6 13.1

10.0 110.0 1.832 87.0 9.2
4 10.0 110.0 2.614 63.6 14.0

5 10.0 110.0 2.686 61.5 12.7
6 10.0 110.0 4.175 33.6 2.0

7 10.0 110.0 4.146 28.0 3.9
8 10.0 110.0 4.077 16.3 4.7

Table 4.4. Optimization results for y = 0.98. Nexps = 74 i 12.

Catalyst tre (min) T (-C) Cca, (mM) TON TON Std.

True Optimum

1 10.0 110.0 2.285 70.6

2 10.0 110.0 2.759 58.5
3 10.0 110.0 2.759 58.5
4 10.0 110.0 3.546 45.5

5 10.0 110.0 3.546 45.5

6 10.0 110.0 4.175 36.9
7 10.0 110.0 4.175 33.2
8 10.0 110.0 4.175 21.3

Response Surface Optimum

1 10.0 110.0 2.262 71.7 5.4

2 10.0 110.0 2.970 55.1 6.1

10.0 110.0 3.149 52.2 6.8
4 10.0 110.0 4.175 38.6 0.2

5 10.0 110.0 4.120 39.2 1.9
6 10.0 110.0 4.175 35.1 2.2

7 10.0 110.0 4.140 31.7 2.1

8 10.0 110.0 4.065 17.1 4.5
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Illustrated in Figure 4.2(a-c), the trajectory followed by the optimization agreed with general

intuition-namely the system explored all corners of the experimental space to identify the

overall optimal yield, then optimized along the axis of catalyst loading to resolve the yield

constraint. For y = 0.90 (Figure 4.2a), experiments were concentrated at the minimum value of

Ccat; for y = 0.95 (Figure 4.2b) and y = 0.98 (Figure 4.2c) experiments progressed along the Ccat

axis. As desired for the B&B style search, as the optimization progressed fewer experiments

were run with less kinetically favorable catalysts, with experiments near the end of the sequential

optimization run with exclusively catalyst 1. The elimination of fathomed discrete variables from

the response surface model coincided with a more accurate representation of the performance of

catalyst 1, hence improving resolution of the maximum yield and TON.
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Figure 4.2. Optimization trajectory for (a) y = 0.90, (b) y = 0.95, and (c) y = 0.98. Catalyst 1 is optimal in all
cases with T= 110'C, ts = 10 min, and C& = (a) 0.835 mM, (b) 1.311 mM, and (c) 2.507 mM.

4.3.2. Test Case 2: Optimization with Multiple Discrete Variable Optima

In kinetic problems where the rate is insensitive to the choice of discrete variable (for instance

as a consequence of a change in the rate-limiting step), a suitable algorithm would have to

identify both discrete variables as optimal. This test case hence presented a challenge to our

B&B-inspired algorithm, as too fast of a discrimination among like discrete variables would

imply a loss of information regarding the optimality of both catalysts I and 2. We considered for

this case situations where the optimum for Ccat lay both on and off the constraint (y = 0.90 and

0.95).

Shown in Table 4.5, we observed 100% success in our algorithm's ability to identify both 1

and 2 as co-optimal for y = 0.90. The optimal TON found over 10 simulations agreed with the

true value of 180.7 within a minimum standard deviation of 0.1 TON. In comparison to the first
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test case with only a single optimal catalyst, the convergence rate for this case was considerably

slower at 116 39 iterations. This was perhaps counterintuitive, because with more discrete

variables and associated experiments remaining in the experimental set, the number of degrees of

freedom in the system increased, implying a lesser estimate of the variance VB. In truth, however,

the variance was generally greater for the optimization with two similar discrete variables

because the optimal response surface had to capture the behaviors of twice the original number

discrete variables using only an additional two model parameters.

For the case of y = 0.95 (Table 4.6), our method was able to identify catalysts 1 and 2 as co-

optimal in 9 of 10 cases. In all of the successful cases the optimal TON for both catalysts was

within 4% of the true value and was more often underestimated than overestimated. In the lone

unsuccessful case, catalyst 2 was identified with a maximum TON of 111, whereas the maximum

TON for catalyst 1 was only estimated as 100. As in earlier test cases, the difficulty in resolving

the constraint coincided with an over-approximation of the maximum reaction yield.

Convergence was much faster for y = 0.95, with the optimum found within 76 iterations on

average. The simulated experimental trajectories shown in Figure 4.3(a-b) show that, as in the

first test case, most experiments were conducted with the high-probability catalysts at the

maximum temperature and time. For y = 0.90 (Figure 4.3a), these experiments clustered more at

the minimum catalyst loading, whereas for y = 0.95 (Figure 4.3b) the simulated experiments

were run with Cat predominantly between 0.835 mM and 2.5 mM.
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Figure 4.3. Optimization trajectory for the case of two co-optimal catalysts. (a) y = 0.90: catalysts 1 and 2 are
co-optimal at T = 110*C, tr = 10.0 min, and Ccat= 0.835 mM. (b) y = 0.95: catalysts 1 and 2 are co-optimal at

T = 110*C, tm = 10.0 min, and Ceat = 1.320-1.326 mM.
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Table 4.5. Optimization results for 7 = 0.90. Nexpts = 116 39.

Catalyst tre, (min) T (-C) C, (mM) TON TON Std.

True Optimum

1 10.0 110.0 0.835 180.7

2 10.0 110.0 0.835 180.7

10.0 110.0 0.835 177.5
4 10.0 110.0 1.065 139.0

5 10.0 110.0 1.065 139.0

6 10.0 110.0 2.732 54.2

7 10.0 110.0 4.175 33.2

8 10.0 110.0 4.175 21.3

Response Surface Optimum

1 10.0 110.0 0.835 180.8 0.2

2 10.0 110.0 0.835 180.8 0.1

3 10.0 110.0 0.875 170.4 5.0

4 10.0 110.0 1.240 123.0 17.1

5 10.0 110.0 1.217 125.7 18.3

6 9.9 110.0 3.825 38.5 9.8

7 9.8 110.0 4.079 30.3 4.2

8 9.8 110.0 3.946 18.6 4.0

Table 4.6. Optimization results for y = 0.95. NeI, = 76 k 13.

Catalyst ie (min) T ('C) Cca, (mM) TON TON Std.

True Optimum

1 10.0 110.0 1.309 119.5

2 10.0 110.0 1.309 119.5

10.0 110.0 1.580 98.9

4 10.0 110.0 2.031 77.0

5 10.0 110.0 2.031 77.0

6 10.0 110.0 4.175 36.9

7 10.0 110.0 4.175 33.2

8 10.0 110.0 4.175 21.3

Response Surface Optimum

1 10.0 110.0 1.349 116.4 6.0

2 10.0 110.0 1.338 117.2 2.9

10.0 110.0 1.741 90.7 6.8

4 10.0 110.0 2.504 65.1 12.6

5 10.0 110.0 2.639 62.6 13.9

6 10.0 110.0 4.175 35.4 1.2

7 9.8 110.0 4.175 26.6 4.1

8 9.7 110.0 4.175 15.5 5.3
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4.3.3. Test Case 3: Perturbations to the Reaction Pathway

In addition to the reaction of A + B 4 R with kinetics in Equations 4.17-4.20, we considered

cases where species B or C may be consumed by alternative pathways over the course of the

reaction. As a first case study, we introduced degradation of B as a parallel reaction step. The

degradation pathway was represented as B 4 Si with kinetics:

dC = (4.21)

dt

k,= e-= /" (4.22)

As] = 1.0 x 10" s-1 (4.23)

E A, =100 kJ mol' (4.24)

This pathway was intended to mimic the effect of protodeboronation in Suzuki-Miyaura cross-

coupling reactions, which often leads to significant degradation of the starting boronic acid at

high temperatures. In this case we selected y = 0.90.

From the results found in Table 4.7, we observed our algorithm to successfully identify both

the optimal catalyst I and the internal temperature and catalyst loading optima in all cases. The

optimization routine converged rapidly in an average of 66 simulated experiments. In 4 of the 10
cases, convergence was achieved in fewer than 64 iterations, meaning the algorithm found an

internal constrained optimum in fewer experiments than would be required to run a 23 full

factorial design for all 8 discrete variables. Good agreement was observed between the optimum

found in the black box routine (33.5 1.0 TON) and the true optimum (34.9 TON) given the

limited number of experiments.

Likewise we considered the consumption of R in a series reaction, which was expected to

produce an internal optimum for reaction time instead of temperature. In addition to A + B 4 R,

the reaction B + R S S2 was introduced into the model with kinetics:

dC2 (4.25)

dt

k= S 2 e' IS2/l? (4.26)

4s2 =3.1x 10' L mol' s' (4.27)

EAS2 =50 kJ mol' (4.28)
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Again y was chosen as 0.90. Figure 4.4 illustrates the response surface for this case for catalyst 1

at the optimal catalyst concentration of 2.66 mM. This example is challenging from a response-

surface-based optimization perspective because of the ridge of near-optimal values that forms in

the temperature-residence time plane, much akin to that which was observed for the series

reaction in Chapter 2.

Table 4.7. Optimization results for parallel reactions A + B * R and B * Si. N.pts 66 + 5.

Catalys tres (min) T (*C) Ce, (mM) TON TON Std.

True Optimum

1 10.0 81.8 2.662 34.9
2 10.0 81.9 3.262 28.4

3 10.0 81.9 3.262 28.4
4 10.0 82.0 4.175 22.1

5 10.0 82.0 4.175 22.1

6 10.0 83.0 4.175 16.7

7 10.0 83.8 4.175 11.6
8 10.0 85.9 4.175 4.4

Response Surface Optimum

1 10.0 81.1 2.756 33.5 1.0
2 10.0 81.4 3.777 24.4 2.3
3 10.0 81.5 3.672 25.3 2.6
4 10.0 81.6 4.175 20.4 0.7

5 10.0 82.4 4.175 20.1 0.9
6 10.0 84.8 4.175 13.5 1.0
7 10.0 86.1 4.175 8.8 0.7

8 10.0 89.9 4.175 3.0 0.2
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Figure 4.4. TON response surface for the optimal conditions of catalyst 1 at 2.66 mM for the series reactions
A + B - R and B + R 4 S2.
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The optimization results presented in Table 4.8 are representative of the ridge in the response

surface solution. Statistically, the mean optimal reaction time of 3.1 min is substantially different

than the true optimum for this case at 2.1 min, but the mean optimal catalyst concentration and

objective function value are comparable (23.9 for the true objective value as compared to 23.1

2.5 for the ARSM algorithm). The optimal reaction time deviates significantly from the known

optimum on account of two different local optima being identified by the algorithm: one

optimum at tres = 2.2-2.5 min and T= 1 10 C, and the second optimum at tres = 10 min and T=

84.7*C. The best-fit response surfaces for either case are shown in Figure 4.5(a-b). Convergence

to the T= I 1 0C optimum occurred in 9 of 10 cases, with an example response surface presented

in Figure 4.5a, evidently in good agreement with the true response surface. In the case of

convergence to the tres = 10 min optimum. the best-fit response surface was in fact bimodal, with

a flatter ridge of optimality than observed in Figures 4.4 and 4.5a. Because catalyst 1 was still

identified as optimal in this case, we suspect that this limitation is a reflection of the limited

robustness of the G-optimality criterion. More global sampling techniques will need to be

incorporated into the algorithm in future adaptations in order to minimize the probability of local

convergence.

Table 4.8. Optimization results for series reactions A + B + R and B + R * S2. Nexps =65 6.

Catalyst t,., (min) T ('C) Cc,, (mM) TON TON Std.

True Optimum
1 2.1 110.0 2.665 23.9
2 2.1 110.0 3.217 19.8
3 2.1 110.0 3.217 19.8
4 2.1 110.0 4.136 15.4
5 2.1 110.0 4.136 15.4
6 2.5 110.0 4.175 11.9
7 2.9 110.0 4.175 8.8
8 3.8 110.0 4.175 4.0

Response Surface Optimum
1 3.1 107.4 2.789 23.1 2.5
2 3.2 107.5 3.263 19.3 1.1
3 3.2 107.5 3.319 19.0 1.2
4 3.1 107.5 4.143 14.8 0.5
5 2.3 110.0 4.109 15.0 0.9
6 2.3 110.0 4.175 11.3 0.4
7 2.4 110.0 4.175 8.3 0.2
8 2.4 110.0 4.175 3.7 0.3
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Figure 4.5. TON response surface for the optimal conditions of catalyst 1 at 2.66 mM for the series reactions
A + B - R and B + R 4 S2 for cases of (a) convergence to the global optimum and (b) convergence to a sub-

optimal combination of temperature and reaction time.

Though limited in select test cases by local convergence, both of these examples illustrate the

strength of this optimization approach in resolving optima when the reaction mechanism is

perturbed. As seen in the case of series reactions, the response surfaces generated by the

algorithm are locally consistent with the true response surface, despite the few assumptions made

about the reaction model. In cases of process scale-up where it is be essential to know the effect

on production of a perturbations to one or more process variables, this sequential ARSM

algorithm provides insight in a limited number of experiments (on average 65-66 experiments for

the case studies above). Local rate of reaction information can also be extracted by taking the

derivative in time of the proposed response surface:

dC C Rdx (4.29)
dt a ax dt

In CR XT Ax+c T x (4.30)

The correct choice of manipulated inputs would presumably allow mechanisms to be posed

based on similarity to known rate law behavior.

4.3.4. Test Case 4: Catalyst 1 Deactivation at High Temperature

Catalyst deactivation can factor significantly into organometallic reactions, particularly in

cases where the catalyst-ligand complex breaks down or changes ligated state. Unlike the first
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three test cases, the case where a single catalyst's kinetics changed as a function of temperature

presented a challenge to our method's assumption of shared continuous variable behavior across

all discrete variables. As shown in Table 4.9, the adaptive response surface algorithm struggled

significantly in the optimization of this set of test reaction kinetics; in fact in only 2 of 10

instances was catalyst 1 selected as the best catalyst. As an advantage of the methodology, the

algorithm succeeded in identifying the distinction in optimal temperature between catalyst I and

the other catalysts in all case studies examined. The optimal temperature found by the algorithm

for catalyst 1 ranged from 71'C-81"C, with the most accurate estimates of 79'C and 81 C

occurring in the cases where catalyst I was found to be optimal. However, in no case was the

optimal Cca, for catalyst 1 found to lie at the lower bound of 0.835 mM, as the maximal yield in

the two optimal cases was estimated as greater than 100%.
Table 4.9. Optimization results for case of catalyst I deactivation at T > 800 C. Nxpa = 151 + 83.

Catalyst t&,. (min) T ('C) C., (mM) TON TON Std.

True Optimum
1 10.0 80.0 0.835 187.6
2 10.0 110.0 1.161 128.7

10.0 110.0 1.161 128.7
4 10.0 110.0 1.161 128.7
5 10.0 110.0 1.161 128.7
6 10.0 110.0 2.976 50.2
7 10.0 110.0 4.175 33.2
8 10.0 110.0 4.175 21.3

Response Surface Optimum
1 10.0 76.6 2.228 75.4 29.2
2 10.0 110.0 1.091 142.3 25.7
3 10.0 110.0 1.100 142.3 27.8
4 10.0 110.0 1.102 142.7 26.4
5 10.0 110.0 1.100 141.5 26.9
6 10.0 110.0 3.761 42.5 15.8
7 9.9 110.0 4.096 31.5 3.9
8 9.8 110.0 4.132 16.3 5.0

We suspected that the poor accuracy of the algorithm in this case resulted from the

assumption of a constant Vn across the experimental design space. A limitation of the G-optimal

design objective is that the uncertainty of predictions away from the optimum is untested; hence

no test was in place to assess the quality of the prediction of the optimum of catalyst 1 given the

results for the other seven (sub-optimal) catalysts. We addressed this problem by proposing a
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trust region for the prediction covariance. Rather than assuming a universal V, a discrete-

variable specific [s was calculated by incorporating into the matrix X in Equation 4.10 only

experiments conducted with discrete variable i or within specified continuous variable bounds.

Only the columns of X corresponding to continuous variable-continuous variable interactions

and continuous variable-discrete variable i interactions were considered. Discrete variables

satisfying the requisite number of degrees of freedom were then fathomed sequentially based on

failure of an unpaired two-sample t-test at 95% confidence:

Null Hypothesis: H =J, - J, =0 (4.31)

H, =J, - J, > 0

Jsa j* - J ->thtia
t, = ' > t, = t_

vK+ v+ )( 2

+ =i

As ,arams (AT - Nparas )Reduced Model

We guessed initially trust region bounds of 10% on the continuous variable factors in the

estimation of V . As shown in Table 4.10, a 10% tolerance did in fact improve the probability of

convergence to the optimal catalyst 1, albeit not as well as we had hoped. Though 7 of the 10

case studies identified catalyst 1 as optimal, only one identified an optimal TON of greater than

180. By reducing the volume of the trust region by a factor of 64 to 2.5% in each continuous

variable (Table 4.11), we found that we could increase the frequency of identification of catalyst

1 as optimal to 80%, with half of these instances identifying the optimum Ceat at 0.835 mM and

an optimal TON greater than 180. Coupling this algorithm to a more robust continuous variable

local search algorithm would likely increase the probability of finding the correct continuous

variable optimum once all other discrete variables have been fathomed. Interestingly, we learned

that the use of a trust-region based V did nothing to slow the overall convergence rate of our

algorithm; as a matter of fact on average the number of experiments required to converge to an

optimum decreased from 151 in the non-trust region case to 138 in the trust region case, though

substantial variability was observed from one simulation to the next.
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Table 4.10. Optimization results for case of catalyst I deactivation at T > 800C, assuming a trust region on the
calculation of the prediction covariance of i of 0.9 min tres, 8C T, and 0.33 mM Cea. Nexps = 140 73.

Catalyst tr. (min) T (-C) a, (mM) TON TON Std.

True Optimum

1 10.0 80.0 0.835 187.6
2 10.0 110.0 1.161 128.7

10.0 110.0 1.161 128.7
4 10.0 110.0 1.161 128.7
5 10.0 110.0 1.161 128.7
6 10.0 110.0 2.976 50.2
7 10.0 110.0 4.175 33.2
8 10.0 110.0 4.175 21.3

Response Surface Optimum

1 10.0 77.2 1.367 116.7 26.9
2 10.0 110.0 1.632 104.9 36.7

10.0 110.0 1.636 105.2 37.7
4 10.0 110.0 1.579 107.7 35.0
5 10.0 110.0 1.481 110.3 31.3
6 10.0 110.0 3.918 39.8 10.2
7 10.0 110.0 4.175 31.3 0.9
8 10.0 110.0 4.175 18.5 1.5

Table 4.11. Optimization results for case of catalyst I deactivation at T > 80'C, assuming a trust region on the
calculation of the prediction covariance of i of 0.22 min tres, 2*C T, and 0.08 mM Ccat. Nexps 136 33.

Catalyst I, (min) T (-C) Ce, (mM) TON TON Std.

True Optimum

1 10.0 80.0 0.835 187.6
2 10.0 110.0 1.161 128.7

10.0 110.0 1.161 128.7
4 10.0 110.0 1.161 128.7
5 10.0 110.0 1.161 128.7
6 10.0 110.0 2.976 50.2
7 10.0 110.0 4.175 33.2
8 10.0 110.0 4.175 21.3

Response Surface Optimum

1 10.0 77.9 1.187 139.4 39.5
2 10.0 110.0 1.629 101.8 31.7
3 10.0 110.0 1.713 97.7 32.7
4 10.0 110.0 1.674 99.5 32.2
5 10.0 110.0 1.528 107.7 30.3
6 10.0 110.0 4.163 36.2 0.4
7 10.0 110.0 4.175 32.0 0.8
8 10.0 110.0 4.175 18.4 1.0
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These results suggest that algorithms which test the variance over a broader region of the

experimental design space-for example I-optimality-based design of experiments

algorithms201-may be better suited for solving problems where changes in the discrete variable

effect significant change in the curvature of the response surface. Heuristics and rules must be

developed, however, for determination of the appropriate size of region over which the variance

can be safely computed. If we examine in Figure 4.6 the true response surface for the catalyst

deactivation example, we observe that the objective function value decreases sharply close to the

optimum, making the choice of an acceptable prediction covariance tolerance region all the more

complicated. It is likely that adaptive algorithms will be needed in the future to test both the

optimum and the size of the variance trust region, which can pose a challenge to the goal of

minimizing the number of real-time experiments needed to optimize the process.
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Figure 4.6. True response surface for catalyst 1 the case of catalyst 1 deactivation at T > 800C at the minimum

Cc.t = 0.835 mM. The optimum is at T= 800C and t = 10 min.

4.4. CONCLUSIONS

The optimization of chemical reaction networks without prior knowledge of the reaction

mechanism is generally slow on account of the interdependence and often inconvenient scaling

of independent and dependent continuous variables in the problem. Discrete factors such as

catalysts, ligands, and solvents only complicate the problem more by changing perhaps the rate

limiting step of the reaction or the mechanism altogether. In these instances, it may be truly

unfavorable to propose a model for all discrete variable cases, particularly when the number of
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model parameters is large, requiring that many expensive experiments be run to minimize

uncertainty in the proposed model or optimum.

An adaptive response surface technique, on the other hand, allows for correlations to be

identified rapidly among variables. These correlations can be used in some instances to identify

relationships that may not be evident without proposing the perfect mechanism or by simply

optimizing a single factor at a time. The generality of the method makes for a more versatile

approach to reaction optimization when only the reaction stoichiometry is known. Still, caution

must be taken in ARSM to test predictions rather than to simply propose numerical correlations.

With sequential ARSM, best-fit response surfaces can be tested iteratively to refine, for instance,

the maximum of an objective function or nonlinear constraints, and B&B strategies can be

imposed to preferentially refine more optimal response surfaces compared to other sub-optima!

surfaces.

The coupling of sequential ARSM to discrete and continuous variable optimization offers a

simple approach to preliminary reaction optimization, when the effects of many variables on a

synthesis are unknown. It is not a universal modeling tool, and as we have illustrated is not

immune to the pitfalls of traditional local black box optimization. However, considering the

complexity of most synthetic reaction models, the ability to optimize over an expansive set of

discrete variables and range of continuous variables with nonlinear constraints imposed-in

many cases in fewer than 200 experiments, easily examinable by today's HTE equipment-is an

accomplishment that the discovery and development community should hope to embrace. Once

the optimal set of variables in a synthesis is chosen, more complete kinetic models can be

constructed for reaction scale-up as demonstrated in Chapter 2. As an unforeseen advantage of

this method, our simulation studies showed that qualitative relationships could be accurately

constructed among discrete variables. For example, the relative order of discrete variables in

terms of optimality was consistent with pre-defined kinetics in almost all cases, and even when

the method failed to produce the true optimum (particularly in the example of catalyst

deactivation), the algorithm results highlighted the unique property of a particular discrete

variable that were qualitatively consistent with the reaction kinetics, leaving open the potential to

probe these differences specifically in further experiments. These qualitative outcomes will be

explored extensively in Chapters 5 and 6, as they prove to provide insight into similar positive

attributes of discrete variables that will ultimately lead to improved mechanistic understanding.
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5. SIMULTANEOUS SOLVENT SCREENING AND REACTION

OPTIMIZATION FOR THE ALKYLATION OF 1,2-

DIAMINOCYCLOHEXANE

5.1. INTRODUCTION

Among the discrete variable factors that profoundly affect reaction activation and kinetics,

medium effects stand out as perhaps the most universal factor to examine, yet remain perhaps the

most perplexing effects to rationalize and quantify. The reason for this complication is that the

reaction solvent has an integral role in every aspect of the reaction, from the diffusion barrier that

two molecules must traverse to react, to the formation and stability of a solvent cage around the

two molecules, to the stabilization of the reaction transition state.202 Aspects such as the polarity

of the solvent are known to play a critical role in activation-limited reactions,203205 but specific

attributes of the solvent that promote reactivity or selectivity are impossible to isolate because of

the numerous macroscopic and microscopic properties that change in switching a reaction from

one solvent to another.206 A change in solvent could imply a change in reaction mechanism (such

as a change from SNI to SN2) or a change in the rate-limiting step of more complex reaction

pathways.206

For nucleophilic substitution reactions, it has been widely established that the reaction rate

depends both on the solvent dielectric constant and the hydrogen-bond donating capacity of the

medium. Hughes and Ingold 203 were the first to identify that the solvent electronics work to

stabilize the transition state in the case of formation of a charged intermediate, hence the

acceleration of SN I reactions in polar media. For an uncharged transition state, as is the case in

SN 2 , polar protic and polar aprotic solvents produce opposite trends with increasing dipole

strength, with aprotic solvents accelerating the reaction and protic solvents, by virtue of sharing

hydrogen atoms with the nucleophile, inhibiting the reaction as polarity increases. 207-209 Though

easy to generalize, the properties that define polarity differ from case study to case study. The

dielectric constant (e) may be the most referenced metric associated with polarity, but this

property alone often fails to describe the observed trends in reactivity in solution. Other metrics

such as dipole moment (pid), molecular size, surface tension, the electrostatic factor (epd), and

hydrogen-bond donor ability have been used independently or collectively to try to rationalize

the observed medium effects of the reaction, with empirical correlations fit retroactively to

justify proposed reaction mechanisms or rate-limiting steps.2 06
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It would be ideal to have an intelligent system that could assess quantitatively the relative

reactivity of reagents in different media and relate qualitative insights back to the reaction

mechanism. Naturally this would be an advantageous application of feedback reaction screening

in flow. The scientific literature abounds in examples of high-throughput reaction screening with

dispersed phase reactions carried by inert fluorinated oils in PDMS devices.7,99,101 ,10 3,106 ,210

Though applicable to biological, crystal growth, and simplified chemical reaction studies, these

systems-through miscibility and lack of chemical compatibility21"are unable to withstand the

reagents and solvents most common in organic synthesis,161,162 particularly at high

temperatures.1 63 The optimization of organic solvent selection in segmented flow has therefore

only been studied in limited examples and independently of manipulation of other reaction

conditions. 1 " 2 In Chanter 3, we introduced a system which, through the usc of an inert gas

carrier phase and FEP tubing, provided scalable results for reactions in common organic

solvents. Additionally, Chapter 4 developed an optimization method which could be employed

with the automated screening system to optimize for reaction conditions simultaneously with

solvent selection. By employing the system and algorithm together, we proposed that the rate

acceleration caused by a given solvent could be not only optimized, but rationalized in terms of

continuous factors such as temperature and concentration.

In this chapter, we demonstrate the utility of the automated system in solvent optimization for

the synthesis of an asymmetric-catalyst building block. Shown in Scheme 5.1, the addition of 4-

methoxybenzyl chloride to trans-1,2-diaminocyclohexane (11) yields the mono-alkylated

product 12, which can be consumed by over-alkylation at either amine position. The rate of

alkylation depends on the relative orientation of the two nitrogen atoms in solution, which is

controlled both by solvent electronics and by the strain on the cyclohexyl ring. Selective

alkylation of polyamines has traditionally been done very slowly in batch (at 0-23'C with

limiting equivalents of the alkyl-halide)212213 or inefficiently with protection-deprotection of one

or both primary amines.214 217 Our study herein illustrates that through optimal selection of

solvent and tuning of the continuous variables temperature, reaction time, and equivalents 4-

methoxybenzyl chloride, the rate of formation of 12 can be controlled to generate high yield in a

sub-10 minute reaction time.
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MeO NH
NH2  Co,Meonci = 0.2 M-1.0 M NH

NH2  0.5 M Et3 N N
Racemic Solvent? /OMe

(11) T = 304C-120*C (12)
Co = 0.5 M tres = 1 min-10 min

Scheme 5.1. Optimization conditions for the mono-alkylation of trans-I1,2-diaminocyclohexane.

5.2. METHOD

Following the optimization method outlined in Chapter 4, we began with a three-step

sequential optimization routine comprising an initial fractional factorial design, a fractional

factorial design targeted in the experimental design space where the optimum was predicted, and

a sequential RSM optimization algorithm, which minimized the uncertainty on the estimated

maxima for each solvent by G-optimality. No trust region was specified for the prediction

covariance. In this example, we also did not impose a weighting on the least-squares regression,

nor did we unbias the response covariance by jackknifing or eliminate the experiments

associated with fathomed variables from the data set. Hence, to rectify errors in fitting the final

response surface, a quasi-Newton gradient and line search around the most likely optimum

(optima) was performed for the remaining solvent(s) following termination of the RSM

algorithm. Response surfaces were constructed for each solvent with the independent variables

ln(tres), T", and ln(C,MeoBncl) and dependent variable ln(yield) (implying y = 1).

The quasi-Newton search comprised a gradient estimation and a back-stepping line search, the

search direction for which was calculated using the estimated gradient and a BFGS

approximation for the Hessian. The search initialized at xi*. To estimate a gradient, a randomly

chosen 2'-' fractional factorial design was executed around xi* at vertex points given by xi*

Ax, where Ax was a user-defined tolerance on the desired optimization accuracy. For continuous

variables where (xi *)j Axj exceeded a constraint, the new x was set equal to the constraint. xi*

was also examined experimentally, and a gradient was calculated from all experiments run

throughout the optimization within xi* 1.05*Ax. A new estimate of J* was calculated based on

the linearized response surface within xi* Ax, with uncertainty AJi*:

AJ* = ( Vi )(tl-a =N,,,N,, (5.1 )
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Vi- was the prediction covariance estimated over only xi* I.05*Ax. The confidence parameter

a was chosen to be 0.16, corresponding to a one-sided single-standard deviation confidence

level. The (uphill) search direction p was evaluated from the gradient g and approximate Hessian

H:

Pq= Hq-gq (5.2)

H- was initialized as the inverse of Hessian estimated from the optimal response surface, and an

update for H-1 was calculated following the BFGS approximation: 218

+ [S yq +Yq Hq Yq S'S HgYqSq +SqyqHq
Hq+ H( y 2  (5.3)

(sqyy ) SqYq

s = -Sn (5.4)q Uq

Yq gq+ -gq (5.5)

New experiments along a line search were selected with the scaling factor 6 according to:

x, =X*+SPq (5.6)

For (xi)j in violation of a constraint, (xi)I was chosen equal to the constraint. d was halved

iteratively until the subsequent experiment would not be a replicate of the constrained

experiment.

The objective function value found at xi, bu, was evaluated statistically against the uncertainty

in Ji* to determine if the line search experiment was a candidate optimum. A paired t-test was

employed with the criterion:

J,* - AJ,* > b, (5.7)

Satisfaction of this criterion implied that xi was not a candidate optimum, and hence 6 was

reduced to d/2 and a new line search experiment commenced. In the event that x, could not be

disregarded as an optimum, a gradient was calculated around xi with a randomly-selected 2'-'

fractional factorial design. A new candidate optimum, J', was established in the region xi Ax

with variance Vr. Ji' was compared to J* with an unpaired 2-sample t-test:
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Null Hypothesis: Ho = J - ,* = 0 (5.8)

H, =J| - J,* > 0

J' - J*
t = ' ' >tent = ti-ax

Vvi + V

V =V

NPI' - Nl N,, - N,

Rejection of the null hypothesis established xi as the new optimum xi*, and a new search

direction was calculated following Equations 5.2-5.5. Failure to reject the null hypothesis

resulted in a continuation of the line search with (5 was reduced to (5/2. When the step size was

small enough such that 6pq < Ax for all (xi)j, the optimization terminated and J* was recorded as

the optimum for solvent i with uncertainty AJi*.

5.3. EXPERIMENTAL

5.3.1. Procedure for On-Demand Solvent Screening

A tank of nitrogen (>99.998%, Airgas) supplied both the main process flow and provided an

inert gas blanket for the reagents. Ten organic solvents from generally distinct solvent classes

were considered for the optimization: acetonitrile (MeCN), dichloroethane (DCE), DMC, DMF,

DMSO, dimethoxyethane (DME), iPrOH, pyridine, THF, and toluene. All solvents were

purchased anhydrous and used as received from Sigma-Aldrich, purged with nitrogen, and stored

in 7 mL vials under the septum-sealed manifold. 4-methoxybenzyl chloride (98% containing

K2CO3 as stabilizer, Sigma-Aldrich) was purged with nitrogen and stored in a 7 mL vial under

the manifold. A 5 mL solution of 2.22 g 11 (98%, Sigma-Aldrich), 1.97 g Et3N (>99%, Sigma-

Aldrich), and 135 mg naphthalene (99%, Sigma-Aldrich) was prepared and stored under

nitrogen. The online addition line was purged and filled with the solution of 11.

To prepare a slug, the liquid handler aspirated first a 30 pL volume of nitrogen from an empty

vial under the nitrogen manifold, followed by aliquots of a chosen solvent, 4-methoxybenzyl

chloride, and the chosen solvent again. To minimize carryover during this process, the liquid

handler probe was dipped in a wash solution of iPrOH before each reagent aspiration. 35 pL total

liquid volume was nominally aspirated, although the relative volume of 4-methoxybenzyl
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chloride to solvent was corrected by the density ratio between the two reagents. Following

sample aspiration, the sample was "stirred" three times in the probe under nitrogen by pulling

and pushing with the syringe pump 30 pL volume. The reaction samples were introduced as 14-

gL slugs into the microfluidic system. Each slug was transported by 6.9 bar nitrogen gas

supplied from a syringe pump and was mixed online with 2.1 ptL of the solution of 11, Et3N, and

naphthalene, before being carried to the reactor.

Downstream of the reactor, slugs were quenched at room temperature with a continuously

flowing solution of 10% acetic acid in acetonitrile. Following sampling with a 30 pL sample

loop, the sample was transported via syringe pump in a solution of 10% acetic acid in acetonitrile

to a 2 pL sample loop. The sample was observed by reversed-phase LC/MS with split 4.6 pm

particle diameter and 1.8 pm particle diameter columns. The product 12 was detected by UV at

270 nm. A complete list of experiments and results can be found in Appendix D.

5.3.2. Preparation of (N-4-methoxybenzyl)-(1R,2R)-(-)-diaminocyclohexane
(1R,2R-(-)-12)

All reagents were used as received. (lR,2R)-(-)-1,2-diaminocyclohexane (1R,2R-(-)-11)

(410.9 mg, 98% purity, 99% ee, Sigma-Aldrich), Et3N (358.6 mg, >99%, Sigma-Aldrich),

naphthalene (29.1 mg, Sigma-Aldrich), and DMSO (5 mL, anhydrous >99.9% Sigma-Aldrich)

were stirred in a 25 mL round-bottomed flask. To the flask was added 4-methoxybenzyl chloride

(1064.6 mg, 6.80 mmol, 2 equiv, 98% w/ K2CO3 as stabilizer Sigma-Aldrich). The flask was

heated to 78'C and stirred for 7.5 min. The reaction was quenched with 4 M aq. NaOH (5 mL) at

room temperature, and analysis was taken by HPLC showing 61% yield of 12. The resulting

solution was extracted 5 times with 40 mL ethyl acetate. The collected organic product was then

extracted once with 50 mL 4 M NaOH, and the subsequent aqueous product was extracted twice

with 25 mL ethyl acetate. The cumulative extracted organic product was then extracted again

with 50 mL 4 M NaOH, and the subsequent aqueous product was extracted again twice with 25

mL ethyl acetate. The cumulative organic product was dried with Na2SO4, filtered, and the

solvent was removed by rotary evaporation to yield an orange oil. This oil was purified using

column chromatography with silica gel. The column mobile phase was increased from

DCM/0.1% Et3N to DCM/8% MeOH/0.I% Et3N to yield an isolated sample of the product

1R,2R-(-)-12. The solvents were removed by rotary evaporation, and the resulting product was
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washed 5 times with 5 mL ethyl acetate followed by rotary evaporation to remove excess Et3N.

The product was then dissolved in DCM, precipitated with hexane, filtered, and dried under

vacuum, yielding the product 1R,2R-(-)-12 (500.9 mg, 2.14 mmol, 59% yield) as a white

powder. 'H and 13C NMR spectra are included in Appendix D.

Product characterization: 'H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): 6 = 7.36 (d, J= 8.6 Hz, 2H), 6.88

(d, J= 8.7 Hz, 2H), 4.23 (s, 2H), 4.11 - 3.74 (dd, J= 115.5, J= 12.9, 2H), 3.79 (s, 3H), 2.81 (td,

J= 11.2, 4.1 Hz, IH), 2.53 (td, J= 10.9, 3.9 Hz, IH), 2.18 (dd, J= 12.1 Hz, 2H), 1.75 (dd, J=

25.0, 11.7 Hz, 2H), 1.54 - 1.14 (m, 5H). 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3): 6 = 159.28, 130.12,

129.52, 114.15, 59.67, 55.37, 54.76, 49.57, 31.65, 30.32, 24.68, 24.36. HRMS (ESI) m/z

235.1805 (calculated for C14H22N20 235.1805 [M+H]').

5.3.3. Automated Reagent Calibration

A solution of 0.542 M 12 and 0.0433 M naphthalene in DMSO and a solution of 0.0474 M

naphthalene in DMSO were stored under nitrogen in the liquid handler. Two replicates each of

slugs containing 0 M, 0.13 M, 0.26 M, 0.39 M, and 0.52 M 12 were prepared following the same

procedure as in the optimization, routed through the screening system (without online injection)

at 30'C and a residence time of 5 min, and analyzed by LC/MS. A calibration was constructed

based on integrated peak absorbance measurements of the desired product and naphthalene at

270 nm. The calibrated slope was Cprod= 6.98*Cnaphthalene*AprodAnaphthalene with R2 = 0.987.

5.4. RESULTS

Optimizing in the range of conditions given in Scheme 5.1, two initial sets of 20 fractional

factorial design slugs (four slugs for each of ten solvents) identified seven candidate solvents to

continue exploring in the first iteration of the sequential RSM algorithm. DMSO was predicted

to be the most favorable solvent for producing 12 in high yield, with MeCN, DME, and DMC

considered the three least favorable solvents for the reaction. These three solvents were fathomed

in the next optimization iteration. A comparison of predicted optima and observed optima

through 40 total experiments is shown in Table 5.1. The large uncertainty in the predicted

maximum yields was attributed to the inefficiency of a combinatorial factorial design approach

in refining a complex response surface. However, by assuming similar trends among the

continuous variables, our method was able to predict higher yields for solvents in other regions
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of the experimental space that were not considered during the fractional factorial design of
experiments. For that reason, THF, with a maximum observed yield of only 36% in four slugs,
ranked above DMC, with a maximum observed yield of 57%.
Table 5.1. Observed maxima and maxima predicted by a linear response surface model through 40 fractional

factorial design experiments. Dashed border represents solvents below minimum yield tolerance.

Observed Maximum Predicted Maximum
Solvent tres (s) T (*C) CoAfeUIIn,( (M) Yield tre (s) T ("C) Co,MeOah?('I (M) Yield
DMSO 600 69 1.00 63% 144 64 1.00 197% 121%
DMF 600 69 1.00 56% 159 76 1.00 106%
DCE 190 120 1.00 53% 176 89 1.00 85%
Pyridine 190 120 1.00 51% 168 84 1.00 82%
iPrOH 600 120 0.44 43% 216 120 1.00 77%
THF 600 120 0.44 36% 216 120 1.00 77%
Toluene _ 190 _ _ 120 0.44 _ 44% 160 77 1.00 77%
DMC 600 120 1.00 57% 216 120 1.00 67-%
DME 190 120 0.44 42% 170 85 1.00 65%
MeCN 600 120 1.00 47% 199 107 1.00 62%

Using the sequential RSM algorithm, our system subsequently ran through several iterations
of response surface refinement and discrete variable elimination until linear convergence of the
uncertainty in the maximum was achieved. This refinement required only an additional 27
experiments but was able to reduce the number of solvents under consideration from seven down
to one, the optimal solvent being DMSO. Figures 5.1 a and 5.1 b illustrate the steady improvement
of the observed yield over the course of the experimental design and the convergence of the
predicted yields for all ten solvents, respectively. As the search progressed, a greater number of
experiments were conducted with the polar aprotic solvents DMSO, DMF, and pyridine,
improving the response surfaces and refining the estimated maxima for these solvents in
preference to less favorable discrete variables. This resulted in rapid reduction in the uncertainty
on the optimum yield from 121% to 10%. Shown in Figure 5.lc, experiments clustered at the
corners of the continuous variable space (owing to the factorial design initialization) and in the
interior of the space near the eventual temperature and reaction time optima for DMSO, DMF,
and pyridine.
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Figure 5.1. (a) Evolution in observed yield as a function of solvent during a 27-experiment sequential RSM
optimization. (b) Evolution in predicted yield as a function of solvent during the same RSM optimization. (c)

Optimization trajectory and observed yield for fractional factorial design and RSM experiments. (d)
Optimization trajectory and observed yield for quasi-Newton gradient search with DMSO.

Review of the predicted optima for each solvent following the sequential RSM optimization

(Table 5.2) revealed much improved agreement with experimentally observed optima. The

optimal reaction conditions were predicted for DMSO at a moderate temperature and reaction

time (78*C and 444 s) with the maximum equivalents of 4-methoxybenzyl chloride. These

conditions provided a starting point for a quasi-Newton optimization of the yield of the reaction

in DMSO with respect to the three continuous variables. As shown in Figure 5.1d, this

optimization resulted in re-convergence to the sequential RSM optimum within the statistical

noise of the system. The final optimized yield was found to be 62.1 0.2% with optimal

conditions tres = 444 15 s, T = 78 2*C, CO,MeOBnCl = 1.00 i 0.02 M, and DMSO as the solvent.

93 slug experiments were required collectively to find the discrete and continuous variable

optimum. To validate the scalability of the method, we synthesized 0.5 g of the enantiospecific
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product 1R,2R-(-)-12 in batch at the aforementioned optimal conditions (Scheme 5.2). The scale-
up yielded 61% product by HPLC, with an isolated yield of 59% and 99% ee.

S Cl

RoNH2  O M R7NH 2

2R"NH2 0.5 M Et3N 'N
DMSO H

(1 R,2R-(-)-1 1) 780C (1 R,2R-(-)-1 2) Me
0.5 M 7.5 min 59% Yield

Scheme 5.2. Mono-alkylation of (IR,2R)-(-)-1,2-diaminocyclohexane.

Table 5.2. Observed maxima and maxima predicted by a linear response surface model through 67 fractional
factorial and sequential RSM experiments. Dashed border represents solvents below minimum yield

tolerance.

Observed Maximum

Solvent te (s) T ("C) Co0Jeo0 nB, (M) Yield tres (s) T ("C) Comeolnn' (M) Yield
DMSO 600 85 1.00 64% 444 78 1.00 70% 10%
DMF 600 101 1.00 59% 404 95 1.00 60%
Pyridine 340 78 1.00 53% 449 76 1.00 59%
DCE 190 120 1.00 53% 349 120 0.91 56%
THF 161 120 1.00 43% 349 120 0.91 55%
DMC 600 120 1.00 57% 349 120 0.91 52%
MeCN 600 120 1.00 47% 380 104 0.96 47%
iPrOH 161 120 1.00 49% 349 120 0.91 47%
DME 190 120 0.44 42% 349 120 0.91 41%
Toluene 190 120 0.44 44% 368 110 0.95 39%

5.5. DISCUSSION

Based on the predicted optima in Table 5.2 and the generated response surfaces (illustrated at
the respective optimal temperatures for each solvent in Figure 5.2), we observed that a higher
yield of the mono-alkylated product correlated strongly with the aprotic solvent polarity, with
DMSO, DMF, and pyridine outperforming the other seven solvents. In the cases of all three
favorable solvents and MeCN, increasing temperature led to over-alkylation and reduced
selectivity. We reasoned this enhanced rate of alkylation derived from better stabilization of the
dipolar transition state in polar aprotic solvents, as compared to other solvent classes. While in
batch experimentation or combinatorial screening careful tuning and control of the reaction
temperature and time would present a challenge to identifying conditions where good product
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selectivity could be achieved in polar aprotic solvents, our system was able to rapidly identify

conditions where mono-alkylation was most favorable, preventing the need for use of slow-

reacting nonpolar solvents in the synthesis of 12.

Dimethyl Sulfoxide, 780C N,N-Dimethylformamide,950 C Pyridine, 760C 1,2-Dichloroothane, 1200C
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Figure 5.2. Quadratic response surfaces for the predicted mono-alkylation yield of product 12. Response
surfaces were calculated at the optimal temperature for each solvent at termination of the sequential RSM

optimization.

We compared the optimal predicted yields found from the sequential RSM optimization to

two common metrics of solvent polarity: the solvent dielectric constant (Figure 5.3a) and the

solvent hydrogen bond basicity (Figure 5.3b). Good qualitative agreement between the predicted

maximum yield and the solvent dielectric constant was observed for the solvents DMSO, DMF,

iPrOH, DME, and toluene; however the remaining five solvents deviated greatly from the

reaction performance predicted by the dielectric constant alone. Seeking better rationalization for

the solvent performances in our system, we considered a recent study by Lebleu et al. which

demonstrated that selective mono-methylation of primary amines could be achieved with a good

H-bond donating solvent.219 Comparing our optimization results to the hydrogen-bond basicities
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of the solvents in our study, we as well observed good correlation in the predicted reaction yield

with the H-bond donating capacity of our solvent (DCE being a lone outlier). Knowing that

chiral diamines like the product 12 were themselves good H-bond donors,220 we hypothesized

that the basicity of the solvent worked to counteract the nucleophilicity of 12, leading to a

decreased rate of over-alkylation. Though based strictly on correlation, this hypothesis could

inspire attempts to optimize over stronger H-bond donating solvents in future studies.

75 -75.

32 (a) :2 (b) DCE
V -0 70- DMC

+ DME

>, 6 .o. L DMF

Y55 E 0> DMSO

X <X < MeCN
- Pyridine

.40 - 40 THF
37 V7

, , , 3 ,, Toluene
0 L ILO 20 2 30 35 40 47 - 1 -05 0 05 1 15 2 2 F

Solvent Dielectric Constant (E) Solvent Hydrogen Bond Basicity (pKHB)

Figure 5.3. (a) Correlation of the maximum mono-alkylation yield predicted following the sequential RSM
optimization to the solvent dielectric constant (c), corrected for the predicted optimal temperature.2 2 2 3 (b)
Correlation of the maximum mono-alkylation yield predicted following the sequential RSM optimization to
the solvent hydrogen bond basicity (pKHB), corrected for the predicted optimal temperature.2 2 32 For cases

where AS' was not available in literature, pKiB(T) was estimated using pKHB(250C) and the AS' of a
comparable molecule: for iPrOH, 1-propanol;2 33 for DCE and DME, 1,3-dichloropropane and 1,4-dioxane,

respectively. 22 4

5.6. CONCLUSIONS

The ability to screen discrete variables while simultaneously optimizing continuous variables

offers new possibilities that have, to a large extent, been unutilized in batch HTE. The use of a

smart search algorithm, for instance, has been shown to greatly reduce the number of

experiments and amount of uncertainty on the optimum relative to what would be achievable for

a traditional design of experiments in the confines of a 96-well-plate. From the response surfaces

found through feedback, quantitative information was gained with regard to the change in

reaction yield as a function of a perturbation in one or more process variables. The accuracy of a

greater than 300-fold scale-up from 16 pL slugs to a 5 mL batch synthesis demonstrated the

utility of microscale reaction modeling.

Overall, this case study illustrates how intelligent experimentation, along with the

introduction of a greater diversity of model variables, may ultimately allow greater insight into
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the chemistry than a vast library of high-throughput experimental studies. The significant

relationships affecting yield or reaction kinetics are easiest to identify when a model relating all

variables is repeatedly proposed, tested, and refined. By refining the solvent response surface

model in this chapter, we were able to identify relationships between discrete and continuous

variables that were consistent with scientific literature but non-trivial to quantify prior to

experimentation. This is the first step in the direction of an automated platform capable of

identifying the relationships needed to build insight into reaction mechanisms and to identify

structural or reactive properties shared by optimal discrete variables. In Chapter 6, we

demonstrate that similar understanding can be built from analysis of ligand and palladium

precursor effects in Suzuki-Miyaura cross-coupling reactions.
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6. OPTIMIZATION AND KINETIC INVESTIGATIONS OF SUZUKI-

MIYAURA CROSS-COUPLING REACTIONS

6.1. INTRODUCTION

The Suzuki-Miyaura cross-coupling reaction has enjoyed much fanfare in recent decades on

account of the reaction's mild conditions, high functional group tolerance, and general

accessibility through the use of relatively stable and easy-to-handle organoboron reagents.234237

The coupling of an aryl halide to a boronic acid to form a new C-C bond holds widespread

applicability in the pharmaceutical and fine chemical industries238 and has drawn significant

interest as a tool for fast scale-up from process chemistry to production in the realm of

continuous manufacturing. 239 Yet as ubiquitous as the Suzuki-Miyaura cross-coupling may be in

organic synthesis, a somewhat fundamental mystery has always remained unsolved: how to

choose the right catalyst/ligand system for a given pair of coupling partners. Though generations

of catalyst precursors and ligands have been developed and iteratively improved to produce more

generalizable results, higher yields, and better turnover numbers (TONs),240 -246 it has always

been to the experimentalist to instinctively or methodically identify the optimal catalytic system,

while at the same time evaluating dependences on factors such as temperature, reaction time, and

concentration.

The emergence of HTE66 has to an extent simplified the chore of optimization, enabling as

many as 1532 cross-coupling reactions to be examined in a single automated experiment in a

matter of hours.6 3 While this high-throughput approach is impressive in its enumerative power,

the amount of information that can be gleaned from such a strategy is still limited by virtue of

having to run all experiments at a fixed temperature and time, the reliance upon diffusion for

mixing, and the high probability that experiments are not "intelligently" chosen to be run where

the optimum is most likely to be found (which, in fairness to the experimentalist, cannot be

expected to be known before the experiment begins). Those who have invested strictly in the

HTE approach also must consider the colossal magnitude of numbers involved the screening of

transition-metal catalyzed reactions. Murray et al.247 estimated that even in a simplified case

there may be greater than 50 million unique combinations of discrete and continuous variable

factors to consider in a typical Suzuki-Miyaura cross-coupling reaction. If each of these sets of
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conditions were screened with I mg of substrate, more than 50 kg of material would be needed to

complete an optimization.

To combat the curse of dimensionality, strategies for optimal catalyst and reaction condition

selection have focused upon the use of principle component analysis (PCA) and design of

experiments (DoE) to select the most representative discrete and continuous variables to choose

in more selective cross-coupling experiments.2 48 ,24 9 PCA allows for quantification of the relative

effects of ligands 2so- 2 52 based upon shared physical characteristics such as cone or bite angle,25 3 -

255 allowing researchers to identify representative ligands that can be sampled to estimate the

effect of the principle component on the reaction output. This approach comes with the

disadvantage of having to characterize and map the ligands a priori, and as is the case with all

discrete to continuous variable transformations, can easily fail by virtue of oversimplifying the

properties essential to good catalytic performance with a given substrate or within a specific

medium. Such properties can be factored into consideration using a feedback approach to select

the optimal catalyst-ligand system for a reaction, as was accomplished for solvent selection in

Chapter 5. With slug flow microfluidics we can also simultaneously minimize the amounts of

expensive starting materials, transition metals, and ligands consumed during a given study.

Based upon the success of our method in Chapter 5, we were also interested to explore whether

our automated system could be used to tease out important mechanistic relationships that could

contribute to better understanding of the Suzuki-Miyaura cross-coupling reaction.

We had particular interest in studying the coupling of aryl halides and boronic acids in the

presence of the organic base DBU. This reaction has compelling implications for flow chemistry,

as reaction yields can be achieved without mass transfer limitation that are comparable to the use

of inorganic bases such as K3PO4 (see Section 3.4.3). The general optimization is presented in

Scheme 6.1. We considered a fixed ratio of 5:1 THF to water (the water being necessary for the

generation of OH- ions) and temperatures and residence times ranging from 30-1 10'C and from

1-10 min, respectively. We sought to optimize the catalyst loading by way of maximizing the

TON for the reaction. However, simply maximizing TON presented a problem in that a high

TON could be achieved with relatively little yield; to avoid this, we stipulated in the optimization

routine that the maximum TON be identified subject to the yield being within 90% of the overall

maximum.
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Palladacycle-Ligand?
Loading = 0.5%-2.5%

2 equiv DBU in THF
5:1 THF:H 20

T = 30'C-110C
tres = 1 min-10 min

Scheme 6.1. Optimization scheme for Suzuki-Miyaura cross-couplings in the presence of DBU and
THF/Water.

We considered for optimization the family of palladacycle-ligand precatalyst systems

developed by Buchwald and coworkers (Figure 6.1).245,256 These precatalysts have been found to

be both air and moisture stable, with precatalysts of the form P1 stable for more extensive

periods of time in solution and more conducive to the incorporation of bulky ligands.245 Upon

exposure to base, P1 and P2 ranidly undergo deprotonation and reductive elimination. This rapid

reduction to the active Pd0-ligand complex, accelerated by the strongly electron withdrawing

methane sulfonate and chloride groups, makes this family of precatalysts highly effective in

Suzuki-Miyaura cross-coupling reactions, particularly in the presence of boronic acids which are

prone to rapid protodeboronation.216 ,217 The monoligated complex that forms upon activation of

P1 or P2 is particularly favorable for oxidative addition of aryl chlorides.2"' Methylated and

phenylated variants of P1 have also been synthesized to prevent the formation of NH2-

aminobiphenyls during catalyst activation.165

Precatalysts

NH 2  - NH 2

.OMs C1L L

P1 P2

Ligands

PCy2 Pr PCY2OMe PCY20-iPr PPh2  PPh 2  PCY3  L5

Pr PPh 3 L6

iPr MeO iPr-O PtBu 3  L7
LI L2 L3 L4

(XPhos) (SPhos) (RuPhos) (XantPhos)

Figure 6.1. Precatalysts and ligands for Suzuki-Miyaura reaction optimization.
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6.2. METHOD

Following the optimization method described in Chapter 4, the reactions were optimized for

product yield with respect to total amount of ligand, which for all studies with 1:1 palladacycle-

ligand solutions equaled the catalytic TON. The constraint parameter y was chosen as 0.90. The

reaction TON was chosen as the weighting factor in the least squares regression for all examples

except for the optimization of 2-chloropyridine and 1-boc-2-pyrroleboronic acid. In the latter

case the reaction yield was chosen as the weighting factor. No trust region was specified for the

prediction covariance in these examples.

Full catalyst-ligand optimization studies commenced with a randomized 16-experiment

fractional factorial design, followed by a second refined 16-experiment fractional factorial

design. The ligand equivalent optimization study commenced with a randomized 12-experiment

fractional factorial design, followed by a second refined 12-experiment fractional factorial

design. To prevent a loss in accuracy from solvent evaporation, optimization studies were

terminated at a maximum of 96 experiments, regardless of whether the termination criteria

presented in Chapter 4 had been satisfied. Optimization routines were executed in MATLAB.

6.3. EXPERIMENTAL

6.3.1. General Solution Preparation Procedure

The precatalyst-ligand complexes used in this study were synthesized and isolated by Yiming

Wang following the procedure published by Bruno et al.24' All other reagents were used as

received. Reagent solutions were prepared under ambient conditions but transferred to nitrogen-

backfilled vials and stored under argon in the inert gas manifold. These solutions were prepared

fresh for each optimization or kinetic parameter ramp. A 5 mL aryl halide and (the internal

standard) naphthalene solution was prepared by diluting with THF to 1.4 M aryl halide and 0.4

M naphthalene and transferring the solution to a 7 mL vial. A 5 mL boronic acid or boronic

pinacol ester solution was prepared by diluting with THF to 1.0 M and transferring the solution

to a 7 mL vial. Eight palladacycle-ligand combinations were considered: P1-Li, P2-Li, P1-L2,

P1-L3, P1-L4, P1-L5, P1-L6, and P1-L7. Individual 2 mL precatalyst solutions were prepared

by charging the solid to a tapered 2 mL vial, then dosing with 2 mL THF to yield a 0.018 M

solution. A solution of makeup THF was transferred to a 7 mL vial. A solution of water,
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degassed with sonication and backfilled under nitrogen, was transferred to a 7 mL vial. A 10 mL

DBU solution was prepared by diluting 2.5 g DBU to 1.66 M in THF and transferring the

solution to a 20 mL scintillation vial. The online injection line and syringe were purged with this

DBU solution. For the ligand equivalent optimization only, individual ligand solutions

containing Li and L5-HBF4 were prepared by charging the solid to a tapered 2 mL vial, then

dosing with 2 mL THF to yield a 0.05 M solution. A solution of L7-HBF4 was prepared by

charging the solid to a tapered 2 mL vial, then dosing with 2 mL degassed water to yield a 0.05

M solution.

6.3.2. Automated Reaction Optimization and Screening

A tank of argon (>99.997%, Airgas) supplied both the main process flow and provided an

inert gas blanket for the reagents. To prepare a slug, the liquid handler aspirated first a 30 pL

volume of argon from an empty vial under the argon manifold, followed by aliquots of THF, aryl

halide, excess ligand (if needed), precatalyst, boronic acid or boronic acid pinacol ester, water,

and THF again. To minimize carryover during this process, the liquid handler probe was dipped

in a wash solution of THF before each reagent aspiration. 35 jiL total liquid volume was

nominally aspirated. Following sample aspiration, the sample was "stirred" three times in the

probe under argon by pulling and pushing with the syringe pump 30 pL volume. The reaction

samples were introduced as 14-gL slugs into the microfluidic system. The slugs were transported

at 6.9 bar by argon gas driven by a syringe pump and mixed online with 3.5 PL DBU in THF

before reaction in a heated FEP tube reactor. Reacting slugs comprised 0.167 M aryl halide,

0.250 M boronic acid, 0.333 M DBU, and 0.5-2.5 mol% precatalyst. Temperatures ranged 30-

11 00C and reaction times ranged 1-10 min. Each slug was quenched with a 1:1 solution of water

and acetone, with I pL sampled for analysis by LC/MS. The sample was split in the HPLC

between a 1.8 im analytical column and a 4.6 ptm pressure resistance column. Product

quantitation was performed by UV at pre-determined wavelengths of 230, 254, 270, 285, 300, or

340 nm. Before each experiment, blank slugs of water, acetone, and THF were prepared and

injected into the system. A complete list of experiments, measured product yields and TONs, and

sample preparation procedures can be found in Appendix E.
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6.3.3. Automated Boronic Acid and Ester Degradation Studies

The system was set up as described above. To prepare a slug, the liquid handler aspirated first

a 30 tL volume of argon from an empty vial under the argon manifold, followed by aliquots of

THF, naphthalene, boronic acid or boronic acid pinacol ester, water, and THF again. The sample

was rinsed, stirred, and injected into the system as previously described. The slugs were mixed

online with 3.5 piL DBU in THF before reaction at 1 10C. Each slug was quenched with

acetonitrile (to prevent additional water-induced protodeboronation), with 1 ptL sampled for

analysis by LC/MS. The HPLC method was as previously described. The boronic acid

concentration was quantified by UV at 300 nm and compared to the absorbance found after

flowing the boronic acid and naphthalene through the system in the absence of water or DBU for

5 min at 3O0 C.

6.4. RESULTS

6.4.1. Optimization of TON in Suzuki-Miyaura Cross-Coupling Systems

We first considered with our system the coupling of 3-bromoquinoline (13) with 3,5-

dimethylisoxazole-4-boronic acid pinacol ester (14) (Scheme 6.2). The system began by

searching the extremes of the experimental space for temperature, reaction time, and catalyst

loading before moving to interior of the experimental space and disregarding L6 as a candidate

optimal ligand. Subsequent experiments led to further reduction in the number of possible

optimal palladacycle-ligand combinations until only P1-L4 remained under consideration after

78 experimental slugs. Further experiments were employed to reduce the uncertainty on the

optimal yield (98% 15 at the maximum temperature of 1 10 C, residence time of 10 min, and

precatalyst loading of 2.5%) and the optimal TON (74 at 1 10 C, 10 min, and 1.2% precatalyst).

The experimental trajectory progressed much in similarity to the simulations in Section 4.3.1. As

observed in Figure 6.2, most of the automated system's effort focused on resolving the cutoff at

which 90% of the maximum yield could be achieved with a reduced loading of P1-L4, just as a

traditional process chemist would have identified the best temperature, reaction time, and

catalyst and tuned the catalyst loading to improve TON.
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ONBr 0 1.2% P1-L4 I N+ N B
N 2 equiv DBUin THF |

5:1 THF:H20 N
1.5 equiv 1100C TON = 74, Yield = 88%

(13) (14) 10 min (15)

Scheme 6.2. Optimum for the Suzuki-Miyaura cross-coupling of 3-bromoquinoline and 3,5-
dimethylisoxazole-4-boronic acid pinacol ester.
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Figure 6.2. Automated optimization trajectory for the synthesis of 15.

Confident in our system's ability to rapidly identify the best catalytic system and experimental
variables, we challenged the system by switching from the aryl bromide to 3-chloropyridine (16)
(Scheme 6.3). The reaction of 16 with 14 was considerably slower and gave poor yields when
P1-L4 was selected as the precatalyst. Among the eight candidate palladacycle-ligand pairs, the
system identified P1-L5 as a suitable catalyst system, generating 42% yield of 17 in 10 min at
110*C and 2.1% Pd loading. By contrast, selection of P1-L5 was only found to produce a
maximum yield of 3%. We were also surprised to see the trialkylphosphine ligand L5
outperform dialkylbiarylphosphine ligands L1-L3. Further analysis of the optimization results
revealed that although the use of P1-L1 at reduced temperatures gave the product 17 in moderate
yield, P1-L5 once activated at 1 10C appreciably outperformed the maximum yield achievable
with P1-L1 at all temperatures.
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CI ,O-2.1% P1-L5 N
+ N B

N / 0 2 equiv DBU in THF
5:1 THF:H20 N

1.5 equiv 1100C TON = 20, Yield = 42%

(16) (14) 10 min (17)

Scheme 6.3. Optimum for the Suzuki-Miyaura cross-coupling of 3-chloropyridine and 3,5-dimethylisoxazole-
4-boronic acid pinacol ester.

Alternatively, we considered the cross-coupling of 16 with benzofuran-2-boronic acid (18)

(Scheme 6.4). Unlike in the two prior cases, the maximum TON for the production of 19 was

found to occur at a shortened residence time of 3.9 min, with 1.2% P1-L1 catalyst at 1 10C.

Review of the optimization trajectory (Figure 6.3) showed that for this case the automated

system conducted a sweep of moderate residence times and catalyst loadings at 11 0*C before

converging upon an optimum. Experiments were also conducted at 10 min residence times with

P1-Li over a range of catalyst loadings, but no improvements in TON were observed beyond

that which could be achieved in a sub-4 minute reaction. The dialkylbiarylphosphine ligands Li-

L3 faired particularly well in this example, all generating maximum yields of greater than 75%.

Catalyst systems of the other four ligands, including L4 and L5, were fathomed from the

optimization early and found to be unlikely to produce yields in excess of 40%.
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40, PI-L5 0
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15 PI-L7 0y
1 200 0

Loading (mol%) 05 0 t res(s) TON

Figure 6.3. Automated optimization trajectory for the synthesis of 19.
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(19)

Scheme 6.4. Optimum for the Suzuki-Miyaura cross-coupling of 3-chloropyridine and benzofuran-2-boronic
acid.

Intrigued by the shift in the continuous variable optimum from substitution of a boronic acid
pinacol ester for a boronic acid, we attempted what was anticipated to be an even faster and more
unstable reaction of 2-chloropyridine (9) and 1-boc-2-pyrroleboronic acid (7) (Scheme 6.5). As
was reasonable from conversion from the meta-substituted to the ortho-substituted pyridine, the
reaction completed to 90% yield in less than 5 min, with an optimum of 1.0% P1-Li at 97*C.
Like in the case of synthesizing 19, the dialkylbiarylphosphine ligands L1-L3 were distinguished

by the optimization system as providing significantly higher yields (greater than 88%) and TONs
in comparison to other considered ligands. Illustrated in Figure 6.4, the experimental trajectory in
this case extensively searched the experimental design space before convergence to the interior
reaction time-temperature-catalyst loading optimum.
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Figure 6.4. Automated optimization trajectory for the synthesis of 10.
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Boc 1.0%P-LI | Boc
N N

N CI / B(OH) 2  2 equiv DBU in THF N
5:1 THF:H20

1.5 equiv 970C TON = 89, Yield = 90%

(9) (7) 4.7 min (10)

Scheme 6.5. Optimum for the Suzuki-Miyaura cross-coupling of 2-chloropyridine and 1-boc-2-pyrroleboronic
acid.

Given that no upper or lower bound constraint was active upon convergence to the optimum

in Scheme 6.5, we questioned the validity of the proposed optimum and proceeded to conduct a

series of automated experiments to synthesize 10 in slug flow at different reaction times and

temperatures at 1.0% loading of P1-Li. Figure 6.5a shows the response surface estimated by the

optimization algorithm, and Figure 6.5b overlays the results of the P1-L1 screening experiments

upon the predicted yields from the response surface model at 80'C, 970C, and 11 0*C. The

response surface predictions agree closely with the screening results near the optimum of 4.7 min

and 970C and capture the reduced TON at both long residence times and high temperature and

short residence times and low temperature. A consequence of the adaptive response surface

algorithm is that farther away from the optimum (for instance at 80'C) the approximated

response surface does not capture accurately the slower activation time of the reaction.
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Figure 6.5. (a) Predicted response surface for the synthesis of 10 with 1.0% P1-L1 precatalyst. (b)

Comparison of automated screening experiments (markers) on the predicted yield based on the best-fit

response surface (solid line) for the synthesis of 10 at same coniditons.
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6.4.2. Optimization of Ligand Equivalents

We postulated that the reactions of 16 may be accelerated by adding excess ligand to solution.
To study the effect of adding excess ligand, we employed the same automated system and
characterized the reaction of 16 with 3,5-dimethylisoxazoleboronic acid (20) (Scheme 6.6). As a
simplification, we considered only the precatalyst P1 and the ligands L1, L5, and L7, and
examined the effect of manipulating temperature and excess equivalents ligand (from 0.0 to 2.0)
at 10 min reaction time and 1.4% precatalyst-ligand loading. As in the cross-coupling of 16 with
the boronic acid pinacol ester, the optimization algorithm rapidly identified P1-L5 as the best
catalytic system at 11 0C. Shown in Figure 6.6(a-b), the reaction yield improved overall in the
range of 0.2-0.8 excess ligand equivalents but decreased significantly with the use of 2 excess
ligand equivalents for all precatalysts. On a per-ligand basis, it was found to be non-optimal to
introduce excess L5-HBF4 to the P1-L5 system. For both Li and L7 the automated system
postulated only 0.3 excess ligand equivalents as optimal both on a per ligand basis and for the
overall reaction yield.

1.4% 
PI-L5Cl 0 equiv. excess L5-HBF 4  N

N + / ( 2 equiv DBU in THF
5:1 THF:H20 N

1.5 equiv 1100C TON = 34, Yield = 47%
(16) (20) 10 min (17)

Scheme 6.6. Optimum for the Suzuki-Miyaura cross-coupling of 3-chloropyridine and 3,5-dimethylisoxazole-
4-boronic acid.

a) 4 o b) 120 so
11 35 110- *@04. 45

100 3 100- 40

so 25 3 o Pi-L1
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Figure 6.6. Automated optimization trajectory for the synthesis of 17 by reaction of 16 and 20. (a) TON
optimization profile with respect to ligand equivalents. (b) Yield optimization profile.
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6.5. DISCUSSION

6.5.1. Mechanistic Insights

The Suzuki-Miyaura reaction mechanism has been studied extensively,258-261 and though the

role of the base in the transmetallation step is still controversial, 62265 the catalytic cycle

generally proceeds as illustrated in Figure 6.7. The Pd0-ligand complex is generated from the

activation of the Pd" precatalyst and undergoes oxidative addition of the aryl halide. This is

followed by transmetallation and then by reductive elimination to generate the product and

regenerate Pd0 . Faster uptake of the aryl halide into the catalytic cycle makes the transmetallation

step rate-limiting. Substrates which are poor oxidants, such as aryl chlorides or unactivated aryl

bromides, limit the oxidative addition step of the cycle and can therefore change the rate limiting

step from transmetallation to oxidative addition.258 For sterically bulky ligands and aryl

chlorides, the monoligated palladium species is preferential for oxidative addition to the

palladium, with inhibitory reaction kinetics observed with increasing ligand concentration. 266,2 67

Pd" Precursor-L

Activation

Ar1-Ar2  Pdo-L Ar1-X

Reductive Oxidative
Elimiation Addition

Art L
Pd"-L LPd"-Arl
Ar2 X

Transmetallation

X-B(OR)2  Ar2 -B(OR) 2
+ Base

Figure 6.7. Generalized catalytic cycle for the Suzuki-Miyaura cross-coupling of an aryl halide and an aryl
boronic acid.
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The results of our optimization study suggest such a transition in rate-limiting step when
converting from the aryl bromide 13 to the aryl chloride 16. From Table 6.1, which summarizes

the maximum yield and TON predicted by the automated system for the Suzuki-Miyaura

reaction case studies, we observed a significant decline in turnover rate with L4 using the
chloride substrate, whereas the optimal performance for the other ligands in the study only
declined slightly or improved, as in the case of L5. This suggested that L4 accelerated the rate of
transmetallation upon fast uptake of the bromide into the catalytic cycle, but with the chloride the
slow rate of oxidative addition offset the effectiveness of the bidentate ligand. By contrast,
trialkylphosphine ligands L5 and L7 and dialkylbiarylphosphine ligands L1-L3, by nature of
being good electron donors, continued to promote oxidative addition even in the presence of the
chloride substrate. Though it was speculated that the coordination of multiple ligands to the Pd

center may contribute to the enhanced performance of L1, L5, and L7, optimization of the
synthesis of 17 with the boronic acid substrate showed no improved reaction rate per unit ligand.
This would seem to support the optimality of a monoligated palladium species. The decrease in
reaction yield observed with a large excess of ligand suggests that the excess ligand competes
with the aryl halide to bind to the palladium center, further retarding the reaction.

Table 6.1 Optimal yield and TON found by automated optimization of Suzuki-Miyaura case studies. Yields
for syntheses of 10, 15, and 19 are based on conversion of the aryl halide.

Ligand 13_+_ 144 15 16_+_144_17 16_+_18_19 9_+_7 4_10

Max Yield Max TON Max Yield Max TON Max Yield Max TON Max Yield Max TON
P1-L1 85% 39 45% 18 97% 75 99% 89
P2-Li 22% 9 8% 3 78% 41 88% 42
PI-L2 50% 20 30% 12 81% 44 95% 65
PI-L3 71% 28 35% 14 87% 52 90% 62
PI-L4 98% 74 3% 1 4% 2 73% 29
PI-L5 52% 21 47% 20 6% 2 54% 32
PI-L6 9% 4 1% 1 29% 11 34% 19
PI-L7 81% 32 25% 10 40% 20 27% 16

6.5.2. Unstable Reactants and Products, and the Correlation to Ligand Selection

In the shift from the boronic pinacol ester 14 to the boronic acids 18 and 10, a clear transition
was observed in the preference of dialkylbiarylphosphine ligands L1-L3 over other ligands
considered in the study. In both boronic acid cases we also observed optimality in the reaction
residence time at less than 5 min (as compared to the maximum of 10 min for the boronic pinacol
ester 14), and in the case of the synthesis of 10 the optimal yield and TON were both achieved at
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less than 1000C with L1. For this last case, the optimal reaction conditions for all palladacycle-

ligand combinations listed in Table 6.2 also showed a distinct segregation in the optimality of

ligands L1-L3 in comparison to the other ligands in the study. Whereas catalysts bound to less

sterically-hindered alkyl or aryl ligands were observed most optimal at the maximum

temperature and short reaction times, L1-L3 were found to be optimal in the range of 85-97'C

and at moderately longer reaction times of 4-6 min.

Table 6.2. Optimal TON conditions for the reaction of 9 and 7 to produce 10. P1-L1 was found to be optimal
in 97 experiments.

Precat- tres T Cat. Loading TON
Ligand (min) (*C) (mol%)

P1-LI 4.7 97.2 1.012 88.7

P2-Li 6.1 88.2 2.088 42.2

P1-L2 6.2 85.9 1.381 65.0

P1-L3 4.3 95.5 1.442 61.7

PI-L4 10.0 79.6 2.500 29.0

Pl-L5 1.5 110.0 1.707 31.7

P1-L6 1.7 110.0 1.790 18.8

PI-L7 2.4 110.0 1.760 15.6

We attributed the preferences for dialkylbiarylphosphine ligands in these cases to the

competing rates of catalyst activation and reagent degradation. Both 18 and 10 were expected to

undergo rapid protodeboronation upon exposure to base at high temperature. Using the

automated system, we studied the kinetics of the degradation of 18 by co-flowing slugs of 0.250

M boronic acid with 0.333 M DBU in 5:1 THF-water. As illustrated in Figure 6.8, the loss of 18

to protodeboronation at 11 C was indeed significant, with only 20% of the original boronic acid

remaining after 5 min-hence the requirement for fast activation kinetics of the catalyst. We then

questioned whether controlled release of the boronic acid-by virtue of starting with the boronic

pinacol ester-would neutralize the advantage of using ligands L1-L3 in this case study. In

collaboration with Yiming Wang, the boronic acid pinacol ester of 18 was synthesized and

studied kinetically in comparison to 18. Sure enough, the amount of 18 present starting with the

boronic acid pinacol ester 21 was observed to remain between 50% and 90% over the course of

10 min. Reaction of 21 with 16 in the presence of 1.2% P1-L5 (Scheme 6.8) was observed to

give a much-improved yield of 85% in 10 min at 1 10C, whereas the yield found from use of P1-

Li with the ester remained consistent with the previous optimization at 87%.
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Cl + 1.2% Precatalyst-Ligand

N 0 2 equiv DBU in THF

(16)
1.5 equiv

(21)

0:1 THF:H20
1100C
10 min

Yield = 85% P1-L5
87% P1-L1

(19)

Scheme 6.7. Suzuki-Miyaura cross-coupling of 3-chloropyridine and benzofuran-2-boronic acid pinacol ester.
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Figure 6.8. Observed HPLC concentration of 18 at 110'C starting with benzofuran-2-boronic acid (18) and
benzofuran-2-boronic acid pinacol ester (21).

The optimal synthesis of 10 involved a three-component competition between activation of
the catalyst complex, the protodeboronation of 7, and the instability of the product. Based on the
similarity of the optimal response surface (Figure 6.5a) to the simulation results in Figure 4.4, it
was evident in this situation that the primary competition was between catalyst activation and
product instability. Here the true advantage of a feedback flow optimization system was realized,
as ligands were discriminated based on catalyst activity while the system simultaneously

pinpointed a controlled reaction time and temperature for maximum product yield. As in the
prior boronic acid case, the dialkylbiarylphosphine ligands were found to be more efficient than
L4 and trialkylphosphine ligands L5-L7. P1 also outperformed P2 in this and all other cases,
consistent with the observations of Bruno et al.24s
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6.6. CONCLUSIONS

With the integration of automation and online analytics into cross-coupling reactions in flow,

we have demonstrated a systematic methodology for both optimizing reactions and extracting

key mechanistic insights. In 1-2 days of automated experiments, a single Suzuki-Miyaura cross-

coupling reaction can now be assessed, optimized, and debugged, with precious resources such

as the substrate, palladium, and ligand consumed in milligram quantities over the span of the full

optimization. The reproducible results generated by the system further allow for the opportunity

to test hypotheses and draw unbiased conclusions about rate-limiting reaction steps and process

variables.

Our studies herein have shown the importance of dialkylbiarylphosphine ligands in promoting

high catalytic turnover in the presence of aryl chloride substrates and unstable boronic acids and

products. With boronic acid pinacol esters, where the rate of hydrolysis to the boronic acid can

be limiting, the advantage of using the dialkylbiarylphosphine ligand may be neutralized. The

same observation applies for the substitution of aryl bromides for aryl chlorides, where the

reaction can transition to being oxidative addition-limited to transmetallation-limited.

Heuristically, the data of these case studies show that the choice of the P1-L1 precatalyst is

favorable in most cases, but optimality can certainly not be guaranteed without a comprehensive

search of all palladium precursor-ligand combinations.

Given the abundance of reaction insights that can be gleaned from the simultaneous study of

only a few discrete and continuous variables, it can only be anticipated that future studies

incorporating more variables-for instance candidate bases, solvents, and further manipulation

of reagent equivalents-will allow even more extensive insight into design of the catalytic

system for improved performance. These investigations will require both more intelligent ways

of exploring discrete variables (compared to enumeration) and ways to incorporate learning from

one optimization to the next. It was limiting in these optimization studies to repeatedly start with

a design of experiments initialization and no prior preferentiality among different precatalysts

and ligands. Future revitalizations of this work will in turn bring together chemoinformatics,

PCA, and Bayesian statistics to prioritize discrete and continuous variables given the chemical

properties of the substrates to greatly expedite the optimization of library syntheses and the

resolution of more complex reaction mechanisms. It is clear that one day these automated tools

will be working alongside the experimentalist solve chemistry's most challenging problems.
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

7.1. INTRODUCTION

The increased role of automation in chemical discovery and development has aroused the

interests and sparked the curiosities of academics and industrials alike. In 2013, Elvira et al.

posed seven goals of microfluidic research, and in doing so placed specific emphasis upon the

advancement of automation. 268 With regard to automated reaction optimization, the authors

challenged the microfluidic community to be able use integrated flow devices to map reactions

and products finely over an exhaustive range of experimental conditions. This challenge

resonated with us, not because the goal was insurmountable, but because the overarching goal of

automated flow systems in this thesis has always been to find a way to make process

development and scale-up faster, not bigger. An essential part of intelligence is the ability to

maximize the use of resources and solve problems as directly as possible; likewise automation

should be a tool that thinks and assists in that process. Put differently: if hiring a researcher to

work in a chemistry lab, would we hire the one who can run the most experiments in the shortest

time, or the one who draws upon past knowledge and inferences to make the smartest decision

on what experiment to run next? It would only seem logical to have the same expectations for

automated systems.

In another article in 2014, Peplow posed the idea of the robo-chemist, 269 a machine that could

one day synthesize any compound automatically at the touch of a button. Current research is

already underway build such a machine for different classes of reactions. 270-272 For discovery

chemists, an automated synthesis tool would open the door to billions upon billions of yet-

unsynthesized molecules. Chemists and engineers concerned with scale-up, however, should

recognize that making the molecules may be a much simpler task than making the molecules in a

cost-effective, scalable manner. The incorporation of flow chemistry offers one very viable

option to facilitating scalability of small scale syntheses, for all of the reasons presented in

Chapter 1. The need for smarter algorithms and analytical tools that can mine through past data

and collect new data is, however, a recurrent theme that will need to be addressed to make

automated synthesis a reality.

By bringing together discrete and continuous variables in automated optimization, we have

illustrated a tool with the potential both to screen a diverse array of chemistries-as required for
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automated synthesis-and learn about the chemistry-as required for accelerated reaction

characterization and scale-up. The challenges posed by the Elvira et al. and Peplow articles, in

truth, are not for a system that maps the reaction space fully or makes every conceivable

molecule; rather they are challenges for chemists and engineers to look critically at organic

chemistry and question what radical changes can be made that will ultimately reshape the way

materials are made and drugs are designed. The key takeaways from both articles are that

synthetic chemistry is constantly searching for generalizable methods that access a more diverse

scope of molecules and conditions in higher throughput. We have shown through examples how

feedback optimization of complex chemical systems offers one contribution in advancement this

ongoing goal.

7.2. SUMMARY OF THESIS CONTRIBUTIONS

Several goals were introduced at the beginning of this thesis, which constituted both physical

and conceptual advances to the field of feedback automation:

" Expansion of the scope of automated kinetic parameter estimation

" Design and implementation of an automated segmented flow system capable of

screening a diverse range of liquid-phase reactions

" Implementation of an algorithm that solves in real-time the MINLP of simultaneous

discrete variable screening and continuous variable screening optimization

* Application of the screening system to simultaneous ligand, catalyst, and solvent

selection and reaction optimization

" Demonstration of scale-up of optimized reaction conditions

In large, the goal was to develop tools that would simplify and accelerate reaction development

for a wide range of flow chemistry applications.

We began by exploring estimation of reaction kinetics in a series-parallel SNAr reaction

pathway, which in determining four sets of pre-exponential factors and activation energies

pushed the limits of what could be achieved with continuous variable feedback optimization. We

demonstrated in this example the impressive accuracy of flow systems; however it was also clear

that the sensitivity of the continuous flow system design to changes in the model parameters was

insufficient to estimate all kinetic parameters with low uncertainty. Rather than estimating all

model parameters simultaneously, we found that decoupling the system by studying the kinetics
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of isolated reaction steps greatly reduced model uncertainty, with the limitation that

intermediates had to be synthesized and isolated. Using the preliminary kinetics from the flow

system, we were able to optimize the production of the unfavorable intermediate and use both

reaction intermediates as starting materials in later parameter estimation studies.

The limitation posed by optimization over exclusively continuous variables motivated design

and construction of a new system that would allow for optimization over both discrete variables

and continuous variables. To accomplish this goal, we constructed a segmented flow

microfluidic system that with the service of a liquid handling robot enabled different reactants,
catalysts, and solvents to be paired together, mixed and reacted in a microfluidic slug, and

analyzed online with feedback. We overcame numerous design challenges in producing a

versatile system. Reagents were sampled and mixed accurately by aspirating and withdrawing

samples repeatedly under an inert atmosphere. Transport of the slug was accomplished most

effectively and with minimal carryover with the use of a compressed inert gas flowing through in

an FEP tube. A custom-designed aluminum chuck with a groove for the FEP tube that sealed

with polycarbonate to 6.9 bar prevented gas permeation from the system and promoted rapid

heating and cooling. Automated syringe pumps connected to the flow system at T-junctions

allowed reagents to be added to the slugs online for reaction initiation and quenching. Splitting

of the slug into a I pL sample that was further partitioned in an online LC/MS enabled on-

demand reaction analysis. The control to execute reactions on-demand was achieved with

LabView. Studies showed the system to be reproducible over the course of many repeated

experiments and to have a slug-to-slug carryover of approximately 3%.

Though the system as designed was advantageous for HTE, we sought as well to incorporate

automated feedback into the optimization of reactions. As an initial attempt at black box

optimization of discrete and continuous variable reaction systems, we developed and assessed a

sequential response-surface based optimization algorithm. The algorithm employed a design of

experiments approach to preliminarily characterize the experimental design space, then

constructed response surface models for the performance of the objective with respect to linear,

interaction, and quadratic effects in the continuous variables. Discrete variable response surfaces

shared these common response surface terms but were distinguished with intercept and

temperature-specific terms. Using the best-fit response surfaces, a lower bound on the overall

optimum was established at each optimization iteration; discrete variables which were not
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predicted to outperform this lower bound were fathomed from the next optimization iteration,

akin to B&B. The response surfaces were then re-adapted for the exclusion of these discrete

variables. To minimize the uncertainty on the optimum the fastest, a G-optimality criterion was

implemented to select new on-demand experiments. This algorithm was demonstrated to be

successful in a great majority of bimolecular, parallel, and series reaction pathway examples. We

found the local search aspect of the G-optimality criterion to be limiting depending on the quality

of the design of experiments initialization, and the method struggled when one discrete variable

reaction rate law differed from the others.

The system and numerical methodology was applied to systems for solvent optimization and

catalyst-ligand optimization. We considered optimal solvent selection for the benzylation of

trans-1,2-diaminocylohexane, which is difficult to control in batch because of the propensity to

over-alkylate at either amine position. Using the segmented flow system and the developed

algorithm, we identified the solvent (DMSO) and reaction conditions that would allow for

controlled alkylation at a single amine position and used these conditions in scale-up to make

500 mg product in batch. Similarly, we explored the optimization of several examples of single-

phase Suzuki-Miyaura cross-coupling reactions with respect to the palladacycle-ligand complex

and the reaction conditions. Generally, we found our method advantageous in rapidly identifying

conditions where catalyst TON could be maximized given a constraint on yield. We observed

cases where ligands which performed well with one substrate failed with the next, where the

optimal ligand at one temperature was not optimal at a different temperature, and where an

internal temperature-reaction time-catalyst loading optimum was found.

What we did not necessarily anticipate in accomplishing these goals was the learning with

regard to the chemistry that would come from each reaction study. By merging discrete and

continuous variables, we were able to explore to a greater depth the similarities and differences

among optimal solutions. In the solvent optimization case, our system and response surface

approach in a relatively limited number of experiments identified commonalities among

preferential solvents that we later correlated back to solvent polarity and, more specifically,

solvent hydrogen bond basicity. Similar discoveries were made in the Suzuki-Miyaura case

studies. Depending on the choice of aryl halide, we observed transitioning of the rate limiting

reaction step from oxidative addition to transmetallation, as evidenced by ligand preference and

optimal TON. Using our system, we were able to construct kinetic profiles for the evolution of a
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boronic acid and boronic acid pinacol ester, allowing visualization of the effect of

protodeboronation on reaction yield. From the optimal response surface, we were also able to

diagnose the competing effects of product degradation and catalyst activation and justify without

bias the advantages of using dialkylbiarylphosphine ligands in the case of an unstable boronic

acid and Suzuki-Miyaura product.

Though these are the primary thesis contributions, it would be unfortunate to overlook the

other contributions this research has made in the directions of flow chemistry and automation. It

was only a few years ago that automation was a luxury in process development, designed for

demonstration purposes in specialized cases. Now the use of automation is prolific in flow

chemistry examples,273-276 simply because it enables experiments to run longer, makes analysis
easier-especially at hazardous conditions-, and allows researchers more time to focus on more

challenging chemistry or process engineering tasks. By collaborating actively with process

chemists, we are also finding ways to engineer systems in flow without having to manipulate the

underlying chemistry, a key aspect that will have to progress forward in order for flow chemistry

to gain greater acceptance in both academic and industrial labs. Essential to that goal is the

increased versatility of reactors, reagent delivery, and online analytical methods, all of which

have been addressed to some extent in this thesis.

7.3. FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

Relating back to the introduction of this chapter, continued work in automated feedback

reaction systems will, in the most general sense, focus upon throughput acceleration and

increased versatility, all while attempting to bring greater accessibility to the chemists and

engineers looking to use the technology. Whether nanomolar reagent thresholds, sub-hour

optimization times, or complete online scale-up and isolation of product are needed in future

years will be determined by the demands of the pharmaceutical and fine chemical industries. In

all of these cases, it will be important to balance the collection of large quantities of data with the

quality and scalability of the data collected.

In terms of immediate enhancements to be made to the system presented in this thesis, further

exploration into the optimization of multi-phase reactions (in particular liquid-liquid) is needed.

This will require use of oscillatory slug flow as presented in a recently. 166 Future investigations

will as well focus on the handling of less stable starting reagents-perhaps those with half-lives
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of a few hours or less or ones which are insoluble at high concentration. Use of a glove box or

glove bag for inert sample preparation will be far more robust than the manifold presented in

Chapter 3. Additionally, it will be advantageous to provide active cooling to reagents in the

liquid handler or to the online addition reagent for extended thermal stability. Technologies also

exist for gravimetric handling of solid reagents. Though these may not be able to dose accurately

to the microgram scale, as needed for individual slugs, it may be possible to incorporate this

technology into the formation of small on-demand reaction batches that could turn into multiple

slug injections, still accelerating sample preparation. Of course the incorporation of online

analysis such as FTIR could greatly accelerate reaction modeling on a case-by-case basis.

We have postulated one algorithmic approach for simultaneous discrete and continuous

variable optimization. Surely many other approaches exist, including pattern search methods and

evolutionary methods.277 -2 80 Even in the subset of optimal experimental design methodologies, it

would be intriguing to explore by comparison other optimality approaches such as D-optimality

or I-optimality, which has a similar objective to G-optimality but examines the collective

uncertainty of multiple points.201 Perhaps these strategies will be less subjective to convergence

to local minima or more robust to variations in reaction mechanisms. Ultimately it will be

important to examine the best way to optimize multiple classes of discrete variables. In the

simplest case, all possible combinations of discrete variables could be tested in enumeration, as

was presented with palladacycle-ligand pairs in Chapter 6. But it may well be the case that this is

an inefficient approach, and an experimental design approach more along the lines of a Latin

Hypercube for the pairing of different discrete variables may result in accelerated

convergence. 183

Though these are worthy explorations in themselves, the true test of this method will come in

the conceptual advances it will facilitate. More facile flow mechanistic studies are now enabled

with this system, given the user's ability to characterize the reaction with respect to both discrete

and continuous variables. Kinetic explorations like those in Chapter 2 are certainly attainable,

and time- and temperature-course data have been shown to be collected automatically in Chapter

6. In the long term, it is easy to foresee research in this field expanding into in silico reaction

modeling and chemoinformatics, as it will be essential in time savings for the feedback algorithm

to be able to discern the common attributes shared by more optimal discrete variables and

identify other unscreened discrete variables which share those optimal attributes. Collaborations
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between programmers and process and medicinal chemists will help immensely in bringing the

software to the intelligence level of a "robo-chemist." On-demand library development and

product isolation are also achievable with this system with collection and purification of

individual slugs by preparatory HPLC, leading to the possibility of biological assays of flow-

synthesized compounds. 281

In summary, the outlook for automated, segmented flow reaction optimization systems is

positive, given the need both in academia and industry for tools that can rapidly and accurately

characterize reactions using minimal amounts of material. Attention must always be paid to the

versatility of the systems in terms of reagent tolerance and the sensitivity achievable for

measured responses to manipulation in the process variables. In terms of automation and

simplicity, the adage "set it and forget it" is a foremost goal to have in mind. It is with the

continued advancement of automated reaction characterization systems that researchers will

begin to gain much faster insight into reaction mechanisms, sparking faster reaction optimization

and scale-up, and truly achieving the vision of "accelerated reaction development."
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8. NOMENCLATURE

Table 8.1. Table of Latin nomenclature.

Symbol Definition

A Matrix of response surface parameters
A Cross-sectional area
A, Pre-exponential factor for discrete variable i
AR Pre-exponential factor for kR

As, Pre-exponential factor for ks,
As 2  Pre-exponential factor for ks2
Al Pre-exponential factor for rate constant k,
a; Response surface model parameter
a'; Response surface model parameter
b Vector of measured responses
b,, Vector of measured responses with experiment u removed from data set
bit Measured objective function (response) value for experiment u

L Model-predicted response

C0,MeBn( Initial concentration of 4-methoxybenzyl chloride

CAO Initial concentration of limiting reagent A
CAON Initial concentration of limiting reagent A in experiment u

C1O Initial concentration of reagent B

Ceat Catalyst concentration
CR Outlet concentration of desired product R
CR. Outlet concentration of desired product R in experiment u

Cs] Outlet concentration of undesired product S,
C,1 Vector of concentrations C,
C,, Model-predicted concentration of species 1, 3, 4, and 5 in experiment u
C,, Vector of predicted concentrations C,,u
c Vector of response surface parameters
ci Response surface model parameter
C Response surface model parameter
Ca Capillary number
EA, Activation energy for discrete variable i
EAR Nominal activation energy for k
EA, Activation energy for rate constant kr
EASI Activation energy for ks
EAS2 Activation energy for ks2

Fa, vi, 2 F distribution with a confidence and vi and v2 degrees of freedom

f Objective function
f Rate of formation for species i
Gi G-optimal value for discrete variable i

g Inequality constraint

ge Gravitational constant
gq Gradient at iteration q

HO Null hypothesis
Ha Alternative hypothesis
Hq Hessian at iteration q
J* Maximal maximum off for all discrete variables
J * Lower bound onJ*

Jpred,q* Predicted J.* through iteration q
Jq* J* through iteration q

J,' Optimal predicted response value at candidate optimum x,
Ji* Maximum off for discrete variable y,
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Table 8.1. (cont.) Table of Latin nomenclature.

Symbol Definition

Jn * Minimal maximum offfor all discrete variables
Jpredq* Predicted J* through iteration q
Jq* J* through iteration q
kR Rate constant for A + B - R
kr Rate constant for reaction r
ks Rate constant for B 4 S,
ks2 Rate constant for B + R - S 2
m Rate law power dependence of CAo

NcrI Number of continuous variables
Nd, Number of discrete variables
Nex, 1s Number of experiments
Nex,1 1' Number of experiments used to calculate J,'
Neyps* Number of experiments used to calculate Ji*

vparalnls Number of parameters
Npror Number of prior experiments

n Rate law power dependence of CRo
p Rate law power dependence of Cea,
Pq Search direction for line search at iteration q
q Optimization iteration index
R Gas constant (8.314 J/mol K)
sii 2 Covariance of responses i andj
sq Scaled search direction at iteration q
T Reaction temperature
T* Scaling temperature for parameter optimization
I Time (instantaneous)
tenrt Critical t-statistic
tre. Residence time
tsval Calculated t-statistic
I'll Student's t value for 1- a confidence and v degrees of freedom
U7 Bulk fluid velocity
u Vector of experimental conditions
VAP a posteriori parameter covariance matrix
VB Response covariance matrix

Scalar response covariance

V Prediction covariance
B

Vi Prediction covariance for discrete variable i

VBU Response covariance with experiment u removed from data set
1Kr Prediction covariance matrix at candidate optimum xi
V1* Prediction covariance matrix at the optimum x*
VI a priori parameter covariance matrix
W Weighting matrix for least-squares regression
W11 Weighting matrix for experiment u in MLE
X Matrix of scaled experimental conditions (also sensitivity matrix)
XI Matrix of scaled experimental conditions augmented with new candidate experiment
X", Sensitivity coefficient matrix for experiment u
X'I Matrix of scaled experimental conditions with experiment it removed from data set
x Vector of scaled continuous variables
x* Optimal vector of continuous variables forf
x9 Optimal vector of continuous variables at yield optimum
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Table 8.1. (cont.) Table of Latin nomenclature.

Symbol Definition

xi Vector of scaled continuous variables for solvent i

(xi)j Continous variablej for solvent i
xi' Optimal vector of continuous variables at yield optimum for discrete variable i
Xi* Optimal vector of continuous variables forf for discrete variable i
(xi*)i Optimal continous variablej for solvent i
x; Continuous variablej
Y Yield objective function

y Vector of scaled discrete variables
y* Optimal vector of discrete variables forf

y' Optimal vector of discrete variables at yield optimum
yi* Optimal vector of discrete variables forf for discrete variable i
yi' Optimal vector of discrete variables at yield optimum for discrete variable i

yj Discrete variable i
y, Gradient difference at iteration q
Z Fisher information matrix

Table 8.2. Table of Greek nomenclature.

Symbol Definition

a Rejection confidence level specified for Student's t-test
y Fraction of maximum yield that satisfies yield constraint of turnover number optimum
AJ* Error on the optimal response for solvent i
A V, Change in gas volume
A V, Aspirated volume fluid i
A Vif Change in transfer fluid volume
Ax Tolerance on the vector of optimal continuous variables
Ax; Tolerance on the optimum for continuous variablej

6 Line search step size

C Dielectric constant

qi Viscosity
0 Vector of model parameters
Oop, Optimal vector of model parameters
Oil Vector of optimal model parameters with experiment u removed from data set

0, Model parameter p
ft a priori vector of optimal model parameters
pUd Dipole moment

p Correlation matrix

p9 Density of gas

pA Density of fluid i

ptf Transfer fluid density
0- Interfacial tension
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APPENDIX A. CHAPTER 2 SUPPORTING INFORMATION

A.l. EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Table Al. List of experimental conditions and measured outlet concentrations for initial simultaneous
parameter estimation.

Expt tre, (min) T ('C) CIO (M) Equiv. 2 CI (M) C3 (M) C4 (M) C5 (M)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

1.0
10
1.0
0.5
1.0
10

0.5
0.5
0.5
1.0
10
10
20
20
20
20
20
0.5
20
20
20
20
0.5
20

80
80
40
40
40
40
40
80
80
80
40
80
100
80
100
80
100
100
60
40
80
100
100
100

0.150
0.150
0.150
0.150
0.150
0.150
0.150
0.150
0.150
0.150
0.150
0.150
0.150
0.150
0.150
0.150
0.150
0.150
0.150
0.150
0.150
0.150
0.150
0.150

1.0
2.0
1.0
1.0
2.0
1.0
2.0
2.0
1.0
2.0
2.0
1.0
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
1.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
1.5
2.5

0.0437
0.0056
0.0783
0.1040
0.0480
0.0216
0.0696
0.0192
0.0598
0.0090
0.0048
0.0129
0.0042
0.0049
0.0041
0.0050
0.0051
0.0194
0.0059
0.0000
0.0047
0.0048
0.0192
0.0047

0.0922
0.1247
0.0639
0.0407
0.0907
0.1139
0.0706
0.1101
0.0766
0.1189
0.1265
0.1178
0.1113
0.1195
0.1133
0.1208
0.1106
0.1078
0.1239
0.1256
0.1184
0.1093
0.1077
0.1086

0.0168
0.0205
0.0096
0.0060
0.0134
0.0160
0.0105
0.0203
0.0141
0.0219
0.0181
0.0201
0.0191
0.0198
0.0195
0.0201
0.0192
0.0220
0.0196
0.0183
0.0198
0.0198
0.0222
0.0195

0.0001
0.0022
0.0001
0.0000
0.0000
0.0002
0.0000
0.0001
0.0000
0.0002
0.0003
0.0006
0.0185
0.0067
0.0177
0.0068
0.0181
0.0003
0.0026
0.0005
0.0066
0.0183
0.0003
0.0187

Table A2. List of experimental conditions and measured outlet concentrations for isolated estimation of Ai,
EAi, A2, and E42.

Expt tr,, (min) T ('C) CIO (M) Equiv. 2 C1 (M) C3 (M) C4 (M) C5 (M)

1 0.5 100 0.150 1.0 0.0425 0.0895 0.0193 0.0000
2 0.5 100 0.150 2.0 0.0069 0.1166 0.0247 0.0003
3 1.0 100 0.150 2.0 0.0056 0.1172 0.0242 0.0013
4 0.5 40 0.150 1.0 0.1012 0.0435 0.0065 0.0000
5 1.0 100 0.150 1.0 0.0283 0.1012 0.0208 0.0004
6 1.0 40 0.150 1.0 0.0784 0.0651 0.0098 0.0000
7 0.5 40 0.150 2.0 0.0675 0.0738 0.0108 0.0000
8 1.0 40 0.150 2.0 0.0405 0.0970 0.0144 0.0000
9 0.5 100 0.150 1.5 0.0182 0.1100 0.0227 0.0002
10 1.0 40 0.150 2.5 0.0305 0.1054 0.0159 0.0000
11 1.0 40 0.150 2.5 0.0281 0.1071 0.0161 0.0002
12 0.5 100 0.150 1.5 0.0186 0.1085 0.0226 0.0002
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Table A3. List of experimental conditions and measured outlet concentrations for isolated estimation of A3
and EA3.

Ex t tr,. (min) T ('C) CIO (M) Equiv. 2 C1 (M) C 3 (M) C4 (M) C5 (M)
1 20 80 0.050 2.5 0.0489 0.0009
2 10 100 0.050 2.5 0.0482 0.0011
3 10 80 0.050 2.5 0.0489 0.0005
4 20 100 0.050 2.5 0.0472 0.0025
5 20 100 0.050 2.5 0.0476 0.0025
6 20 80 0.050 2.5 0.0489 0.0009
7 20 100 0.050 2.5 0.0473 0.0025
8 20 80 0.050 2.5 0.0486 0.0009
9 20 100 0.050 2.5 0.0470 0.0024
10 20 80 0.050 2.5 0.0488 0.0009
11 20 100 0.050 2.5 0.0477 0.0024
12 20 80 0.050 2.5 0.0490 0.0009

Table A4. List of experimental conditions and measured outlet concentrations for isolated estimation of A4
and EA4.

Expt IreS (min) T (-C) CIO (M) Equiv. 2 C (M) C3 (M) C4 (M) CS (M)

1 20 100 0.030 2.5 0.0287 0.0014
2 10 100 0.030 2.5 0.0298 0.0007
3 20 80 0.030 2.5 0.0299 0.0006
4 10 80 0.030 2.5 0.0299 0.0004
5 20 100 0.030 2.5 0.0287 0.0013
6 20 80 0.030 2.5 0.0299 0.0006
7 20 100 0.030 2.5 0.0294 0.0014
8 20 80 0.030 2.5 0.0298 0.0007
9 20 100 0.030 2.5 0.0293 0.0013
10 20 80 0.030 2.5 0.0297 0.0006
11 20 100 0.030 2.5 0.0291 0.0014
12 20 80 0.030 2.5 0.0302 0.0006
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Table A5. List of experimental conditions and measured outlet concentrations for final simultaneous

parameter estimation.

Expt tr. (min) T ('C)

1
2

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

0.5
10
20
20
0.5
20
10
10
10

0.5
0.5
20
0.5
0.5
0.5
20
20
20

40
40
40
100
100
40
40
100
100
40
100
100
100
100
100
100
80
80

Cio (M) Equiv. 2 CI (M) C3 (M) C4 (M) C5 (M)
0.150
0.150
0.150
0.150
0.150
0.150
0.150
0.150
0.150
0.150
0.150
0.150
0.150
0.150
0.150
0.150
0.150
0.150

1.0
1.0
2.5
2.5
1.0
1.0
2.5
1.0
2.5
2.5
2.5
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
2.5
2.5
2.5

0.1062
0.0248
0.0043
0.0043
0.0410
0.0145
0.0057
0.0072
0.0050
0.0539
0.0049
0.0052
0.0471
0.0475
0.0455
0.0046
0.0054
0.0044

0.0397
0.1104
0.1261
0.1119
0.0887
0.1182
0.1261
0.1199
0.1171
0.0842
0.1186
0.1209
0.0874
0.0854
0.0870
0.1115
0.1223
0.1199

0.0057
0.0162
0.0179
0.0179
0.0177
0.0170
0.0181
0.0220
0.0195
0.0126
0.0237
0.0209
0.0175
0.0176
0.0177
0.0176
0.0191
0.0187

0.0003
0.0003
0.0009
0.0162
0.0009
0.0004
0.0006
0.0020
0.0084
0.0006
0.0009
0.0031
0.0002
0.0003
0.0002
0.0165
0.0062
0.0061
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APPENDIX B. CHAPTER 3 SUPPORTING INFORMATION

B.1. AUTOMATED SCREENING SYSTEM STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE

B.1.1. HPLC Initialization

Power on all modules of the Agilent LC/MS. Ensure that the water and acetonitrile liquid

volumes are adequate and that ~96 psi nitrogen is flowing to the MS. Open ChemStation. If the

most recent method in the ChemStation queue was one which received samples from the Agilent

automated liquid handler (rather than manual injections), follow steps 1-6 below:

1. Load the method BJRSLUGFLOW_3_MANUAL.M.

2. Configure ChemStation to run a single sample injection

J. Under'1 IIsruen U.1%JILL IJ %,Lnjcion Sourc, ChIiangee LIM ecJtLIour1 frm manual LO

ALS.

4. Start a single run. It is okay to stop the run any time after time = 0.

5. Under Instrument 4 Select Injection Source, change the injection source back from ALS to

manual. Save the method.

6. Start a single run. It is okay to stop the run any time after time = 0.

Load the method BJRSLUGFLOW_3_MANUAL.M and sequence BJRSLUGFLOW.S.

Under Sequence 4 Sequence Parameters, verify that the subdirectory is consistent with the path

for HPLC chromatograms in the LabView Master VI.vi. Assign the sequence a prefix that is

alphanumerically after all previous stored files in the subdirectory (for instance with the time

stamp YYMMDD). Exit this window and configure ChemStation to run a sequence injection.

Change the instrument, including the MS, from standby mode to on by pressing the green power

button beneath the MS icon (Note: pressing only the power button under the MWD icon will

leave the MS in standby mode and not initiate the method). Press the button on the ChemStation

interface to start the sequence. You will be automatically prompted to approve that the files are

being written to a previously existing subdirectory. Choose yes. You will then be prompted to

specify a blank run. Select by file and choose BLANK_ SLUGFLOW_3_MANUAL.D. (If this

blank becomes outdated or a new method is used, simply in single sample mode execute a new

blank run and point the blank subtraction macro to the data file generated by that blank). The

LC/MS should now be ready for use.
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B.1.2. System Initialization

Ensure that power is being supplied to all units. The LabView Real-time Controller should be

receiving 15-20 V power, relays should be receiving 4 V power, and solenoid valves should be

receiving 12 V power. Ensure that the transfer line refill tank and quench refill tank are

adequately filled. Replace and fill the rinse solutions in positions 1-4 of the liquid handler. If

necessary, empty the contents of the trap at the outlet of the injection valve. Prepare a fresh

solution of the online injection fluid. Confirming that the system is depressurized or that the

online injection valve is switched to the refill position (by convention, position 2 on all valves is

denoted as 'into the system', so 'refill' is position 1), remove the glass syringe from the online

injection line, and purge and refill the syringe with the online injection fluid. Replace the syringe

in the line and verify that the online injection valve is back to remote control, as should be all

other valves. Take the remaining stock solution and submerge the refill tubing from the online

injection valve into the online injection fluid. Insert the inert gas purge needle into the stock

solution above the liquid level. Pressurize the system by opening the-tank of inert gas supplied to

the system. The pressure gauge on the bomb at the outlet of the system should rapidly equilibrate

to 100 psi; if not, verify that the gas pressure out of the inert gas regulator is sufficient at >100

psi and that there are no leaks in the system. Pressurize the manifold by opening the tank of inert

gas supplied to the manifold (the pressure should be maintained at 3 psi). Open the vacuum line

supplied to the solenoid valve connected to the injection valve trap (note that the solenoid valve

should be configured that the vacuum is only applied when the solenoid valve switches to the

open position).

Prepare screening solutions as desired and store in the liquid handler, preferably beneath the

inert gas manifold. These solutions must be prepared concentrated enough such that it is feasible

to dilute all solutions to make slugs of the desired compositions. On the main computer, open the

file Reagent Table.xlsx and input relevant data about the starting reagents and expected products

on the Reagent List sheet. For the starting reagents, molar masses, concentrations (in g/L),

internal standard concentrations (in g/L), densities, and sample locations must be supplied.

HPLC retention times, wavelengths, and calibrations may optionally be supplied. For products,

HPLC retention times, wavelengths, and calibrations must be supplied. The desired product for

optimization must be denoted as type R in the reagent type column (there should only be one R).

Other important types are I for internal standard (there should only be one I) and X for the online
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injection solution (there should only be one X). Other classes of reagents and the calibration

column have been incorporated for future development. On the Initial Slugs sheet, specify any

specific experiments to run by reagent numbers, concentrations, reaction time, and temperature.

This is only required if not running an optimization. Save any changes to the file Reagent

Table.xlsx. Ensure that the reagent table path on Master VI.vi points to this file. For

optimizations, open slugoptimizationphase_I.m and program the continuous and discrete

variable inputs to read into the optimization. The entries for each row of the continuous variable

matrix cv are [(min) (max) (default value) ( tolerance for prediction covariance) (optimize? I

for yes, 0 for no)]. Assumable values for discrete variables are listed as a row in the matrix dv.

The rows of the matrix cor are discrete variables that correlate with given optimized discrete

vnrible. The colimns of cor align 1 1 wvith the columns of dv (ie dv(1) will always be paired

with the variables in the first column of cor), with the last column of cor specifying the row of dv

to correlate to. Icv and Idv are the interaction terms to be considered between continuous and

continuous variables and discrete and continuous variables, respectively. The rows/columns of

I_cv correspond 1:1 to the optimized variables cv. The rows of I_dv correspond 1:1 to the

optimized discrete variables and the columns of I_dv correspond to the optimized continuous

variables. Gamma is as defined in Chapter 4, the minimum fraction of the maximum yield for a

feasible TON. Save any changes to this file.

Prime the system by opening Automatic Refill-Carrier and Base (Flush Base Line).vi and

inputting the syringe volumes, the volume of solutions to push in to waste, and the current fill

volumes of the syringes. Run this vi. Once complete, open the file Master VI.vi. Update all paths

for output data so that these do not overwrite old data. Mark the Reset Syringe Volumes box as

yes and input new carrier and base syringe fill volumes. Check the box for Optimize as yes if

optimization is desired and as no otherwise. All other values should nominally stay as default,

but may be manipulated for a new reactor volume, longer HPLC method time, etc. Run the VI to

begin. After the set of experiments is complete, the temperature set point should automatically

return to zero. The pumps and Master VI.vi will automatically shut off after an optimization, but

both will remain on in the case of on-demand screening in case more experiments are desired.

The vacuum should be turned off manually, and the LC/MS should be shut down by stopping the

current sequence and pressing the power off button beneath the MS icon. The valve on the gas

supply to the system should be closed.
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B.1.3. List of LabView Files

Master VI

- This is the main vi for optimization and screening. The vi calls all MATLAB functions

and executes multiple parallel loops which update slug status with time, update flow rate

and manage syringe refills, prepare slugs, inject reagent online, interpret online slug

sensor measurements, sample slugs by HPLC, interpret the HPLC data files, control

temperature, record data, and optimize.

- Inputs:

o Reset Syringe Fill Volume (yes for new fill volumes, no for read in old fill

volumes from Path for Syringe Fill Volumes)

o Optimize? (yes for optimization, no for only automated screening)

o Distance to Online Base (system volume from injection valve to online injection

point; default 69.0 tL)

o Distance to Base Phase Sensor (system volume from injection valve to online

injection sensor; default 50.0 pL)

o Init Carrier Fill Volume (if Reset Syringe Fill Volume is yes, new fill volume for

carrier syringe)

o Init Base Fill Volume (if Reset Syringe Fill Volume is yes, new fill volume for

base syringe)

o Distance to Pre-Reactor Phase Sensor (system volume from injection valve to pre-

reactor sensor; default 85.0 pL)

o Gilson Control VISA (COM port for Gilson GX-27 1; default is COM 1)

o Entrance Volume (system volume from injection valve to reactor inlet; default

100.0 pL)

o HPLC Warmup Time (time from HPLC triggering to sample injection into HPLC;

default 20.0 s)

o Analysis Time (time from sample injection into HPLC to end of HPLC method;

default 8.75 min)

o Withdraw Flow Rate (flow rate for sample aspiration in liquid handler; default

100.0 pL/min)
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o Injection Flow Rate (flow rate for injection of sample into liquid handler injection

valve; default 250.0 pL/min)

o Reactor Volume (volume of reactor; default 240.0 tL)

o Transfer Fluid Density (density of fluid in liquid handler transfer line; default

889.0 g/L)

o Rinse Volume (volume of rinse solvent to sample for each blank slug; default

60.0 pL)

o Quench Volume (system volume from reactor outlet to sampling loop; default

88.0 plL)

o LC Valve to Valve Volume (volume from sampling loop to HPLC sample loop;

default 60.0 p L)

o Injection Volume (volume of liquid handler injection valve sample loop; default

14.0 pL)

o Buffer Volume (volume before reactor at which point the flow rate must be set to

the reactor flow rate; default 70.0 plL)

o Slug Volume Tolerance (maximum error in the slug volume registered by the pre-

reactor phase sensor for the slug to be considered acceptable; default 4.0 plL)

o Wait Time for Report (time for HPLC report generation after method completion;

default 20.0 s)

o Distance to HPLC sensor (system volume from injection valve to pre-HPLC

phase sensor; default 390.0 pL)

o Slug Volume Threshold (minimum volume considered acceptable for a slug to be

recognized by a phase sensor; default 2.0 pL)

o Time Between HPLC Injections (time after HPLC method is complete to wait

before a new HPLC method can initiate; default 60.0 s)

o Slug Matching Tolerance (( ) maximum system volume considered acceptable

for a slug to be recognized be a phase sensor; default 15.0 pL)

o Slug Volume Threshold with Quench (minimum volume considered acceptable

for a slug to be recognized by the pre-HPLC phase sensor; default 15.0 plL)
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o HPLC Slug Matching Tolerance (( ) maximum system volume considered

acceptable for a slug to be recognized by the pre-HPLC phase sensor; default 25.0

l)

o Maximum Carrier Flow (maximum slug flow rate; default 250.0 plL/min)

o Minimum Carrier Flow (minimum slug flow rate; default 15.0 pL/min)

o Temperature Tolerance (maximum temperature deviation from set point allowed

for slug injection into system; default 1.0"C)

o T Control VISA (COM port for temperature controller; default COM9)

o Reagent Table Path (path to Excel reagent table file)

o Slug Info File (path for slug composition data)

o Slug Status File (path for slug status in system and objective function data)

o System Status File (path for system conditions (flow rate, temperature) data)

o Data Analysis File (path for worked up HPLC data and output reaction

concentrations)

o Path for HPLC Chromatograms (path for ChemStation data files)

o Path for Syringe Fill Volumes (path for stored syringe fill volumes)

o Matlab Data File (path for storing MATLAB workspace)

Automatic Refill-Carrier and Base (Flush Base Line)

- Refills both the carrier and online injection line. Purges online injection line into the

system. Uses phase sensors to check that system is primed. Creates three blank slugs to

clean system after purging with online injection stream. Opens and closes valve on

pressure bomb to drain collected liquid to waste.

- Inputs:

o Carrier Syringe Vol (total volume of carrier syringe; default 8.000 mL)

o Carrier Push-in Vol (volume to push to waste of carrier line before refill; default

1.0 mL)

0 Carrier Fill Vol (current fill volume of the carrier syringe)

o Base Syringe Vol (total volume of online injection syringe: default 0.250 mL)

o Base Push-in Vol (volume to push to waste of online injection line before refill;

default 0.200 mL)

" Base Fill Vol (current fill volume of the online injection syringe)
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o Distance to Online Base (system volume from injection valve to online injection

point; default is 69.0 pL)

Agilent Start Method

- Sends contact closure command to Agilent HPLC to begin method

Automatic Refill Carrier and Base

- Refills carrier and online injection line but doesn't purge online injection line or

introduce blank rinse slugs. Uses phase sensors to check that system is primed. Opens

and closes valve on pressure bomb to drain collected liquid to waste.

Automatic Refill LC

- Purges and refills transfer quench line between system sampling loop downstream of

reactor and HPLC injection valve. Primes syringe.

Base Phase Sensor Detect Prime

- Checks that online injection line is primed.

Calibration v2

- Structured like Master VI.vi, reads reagent table, identifies reagents to be calibrated, and

builds a list of slug experiments with the number of calibration discretizations and

replicates specified by user. Outputs least-squares regression. Note: this file was last

updated Dec. 2014 and doesn't include some of the most recent corrections to Master

VI.vi.

GGSIOC

- Gilson GSIOC communication library.

Gilson 271 Driver

- Driver for GX-271 liquid handler.

Gilson Move to Drain and Dispense Sample

- Moves liquid handler probe to waste vial. Injects into waste vial.

Gilson Dip Needle

- Dips liquid handler probe into a vial, pauses, and removes probe.

Gilson Home Device

- Homes liquid handler.

Gilson Injection Valve

- Switches liquid handler injection valve from load position to inject position.
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Gilson LC Valve

- Switches post-reactor sampling valve from sampling position to bypass position.

Gilson Load into Needle

- Reads in reagents to sample in a slug. Creates blank slugs and injects. Samples all

reagents sequentially (with gas bubbles and rinses where appropriate). Stirs sample.

Injects into injection valve.

Gilson Move to Injection Valve and Dispense Sample

- Moves probe to injection valve. Injects into injection valve.

Gilson Move to Well and Inject Probe

- Moves probe to target vial. Dips probe into vial.

Gilson Move to Well and Withdraw Sample

- Moves probe to target vial. Dips probe into vial and aspirates. Removes probe from vial.

Gilson Static Rinse and Drain Loop Only

- Moves probe to wash solution. Dips probe into wash and aspirates. Removes probe and

injects wash solution into injection valve. Switches valve to inject to create blank slug.

Gilson Stir

- Stirs sample in probe by withdrawing and infusing with liquid handler syringe.

Gilson Withdraw into Needle and Inject Hold Needle

- Samples regents and stirs. Injects sample into injection valve. Holds probe in injection

valve.

Harvard Change

- Changes syringe pump flow rate.

Harvard Infuse

- Infuses syringe pump to target volume at target flow rate.

Harvard Initialize Injection Base

- Sets syringe diameter, flow rate, and target volume for online injection.

Harvard Inject Base

- Infuses online injection syringe pump to target volume.

Harvard Refill

- Withdraws syringe pump to target volume at target flow rate.
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Harvard Reset Volume

- Sets syringe pump target volume.

Harvard Stop

- Stops syringe pump.

Master VI from Restart with Matlab

- Functions identically to Master VI.vi. Reads in old MATLAB file and initializes system

with same variable values. Useful in the event of a crash.

Omega T Controller No Loop 3

- Sends the temperature set point to the OMEGA PID controller. Returns the read value

and the measured temperature.

Phase Sensor Detect Equilibration

- Uses pre-HPLC phase sensor to check if both quench and gas streams are flowing and

thus system is primed.

Prime LH Pump

- Moves liquid handler probe to injection valve. Refills liquid handler syringe and purges

line though the injection valve to waste.

pump22-1

- Harvard PhD pump library

Vacuum On

- Opens solenoid valve for a few seconds to pull vacuum on the injection valve waste line.

Closes valve.

Valve Switch

- Switches 6-port/2-way valve from refill to infuse.

B.1.4. List of MATLAB Files

(Thank you to Connor Coley for helping compile this list)

Start slug_tracker

- Inputs the reagent table file and initializes the slug tracker matrix and index

- Beginning of the file includes columns of all variables to track during operation (in

slugtracker)
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Startreagenttable

- Inputs the same reagent table file, but outputs reagenttable and reagenttableindex,

which contains all of the reagent information in the excel file

- Identifies the internal standard and decides which reagents to run a calibration with

Sluganalysis

- Updates the slugtracker matrix based on the time spent in the HPLC

Sluganalysis complete

- Identifies whether the HPLC analysis is done

Sluganalysis write

- Records the HPLC data for each slug to the specified file ana-path

Slug-area

- Calculates the peak areas and concentrations for each slug based on the HPLC output

- Rejects slugs if it cannot retrieve the HPLC file

- Rejects slugs if the internal standard area is not >50% of that expected from previous

calibration

Slugbuildprior opt

- Compiles the final optimization results into a single row with experimental conditions

Slugcalibana

- Updates slugtracker for the calibration VI to include HPLC data from slug calib areao

and calculate a calibration coefficient, either assuming a linear or quadratic relationship

Slugcalibarea

- Calculates the concentration and area of a slug for the calibration reagents

Slugcalibinject

- Determines whether a slug can be injected into the system based on slugtracker during

calibration

Slugcalibration

- Equivalent of start slugtracker() for the calibration VI

- Creates a slugtracker matrix with specific columns to record relevant calibration params

Slugcomplete

- Checks whether analysis for a slug is complete, and marks it complete it slugtracker if

so
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Slugdistance

- Figures out the distance (in p L) how far the slug has traveled

- Takes into account that the flow rate is temperature-dependent (esp. in the reactor)

Slugexpcond

- For the optimization, condenses slug-tracker information into a format suitable for an

input file for the optimization procedure

- Outputs expcond (list of experimental conditions), and B (list of objective function

values)

Slugflowrate

- Takes in slug tracker and figures out what the flow rate should be, both in and out of the

reactor

- Decides if the flow rate needs to be changed (and signals so pump can be changed)

- Inputs the sizes of each zone of the system, the buffer size (to equilibrate)

- Before the reactor, the flow rate is halfway between the max and min allowed rate to

allow time for mixing; in the reactor, the flow rate is specified by the residence time;

after the reactor, the flow rate is halfway between the max and min allowed

- When no slugs are in system, the flow rate is the minimum flow rate to minimize waste

Sluginprep

- Figures out if there is a slug to be made, and outputs a matrix comp that lists the volumes

and indices that the liquid handler must use

- Prep slug is the row number in slug2tracker that is in-progress

- First calculates what the volume of the slug must be taking into account online reagent

addition, then finds the volume of each reagent, then finds the needed make-up volume

- Tracks the total concentration of the internal standard

Sluginjcheck

- Determines whether a slug is within 1.5*match_ tol of the online injection point distance

so that the syringe pump can be prepared for injection

- Outputs 0 to LabView if nothing needs to be injected, >0 otherwise

Sluginjfail

- Determines if the slug has gone past the sensor distance + tolerance but has not been

seen, the slug is flagged as failed
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Sluginjonline

- Calculates the amount of online-reagent to add and updates slug tracker to note that

online-reagents have been added

- Also corrects all upstream slugs' distances by the volume added

Sluginject lc

- Determines if the slug is at a distance where HPLC injection should begin (incl. warmup

time)

Sluginjectsys

- Goes through each criterion to see if a slug should be held in the injection valve for

longer

- Criteria are (i) hold on system placed by HPLC (ii) hold for refilling syringes (iii)

temperature out of tolerance (iv) flowrates exceeding maximum or below minimum (v)

slugs wouldn't have enough time in reactor or before HPLC

- Outputs I if the slug is ready for injection

Sluginjected

- Flags a slug in slug_tracker to note that it has been injected into the system

Sluginjected ic

- Flags a slug in slug_tracker to note that it has been injected into the HPLC

Slugload

- Interprets the comp matrix and reformats for the Gilson Load Needle sub-VI

Slug-match

- Called when the phase sensor sees a slug, and checks to see if any slugs are the matchtol

of the sensor; if so, updates that slug's distance in slug tracker to the distance of the

sensor

SlugmatchIc

- Similar to slugmatcho, checks that the slug volume is acceptable before injection into

HPLC

Slugobjective

- Calculates the function objective value based on HPLC peak areas and concentrations

- Contains the objective function (hard-coded)
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Slugoptimizationphase_1_suzuki

- See Appendix C

Slugoptimizationphase_2_suzuki

- See Appendix C

Slugoptimizationphase_3_suzuki

- See Appendix C

Slugoptimization_phase_4

- Conducts gradient-based linesearch initialized with Hessian from phase 3. Determines if

convergence criteria are satisfied

Slugoptimizationphaseupdate

- Determines if the minimum number of experiments for the current phase are complete; if

so, increments the phase number

Slugpredictor

- Outputs slug event, which lists the important future times at which events will happen

(e.g., flow rate change or slug injection into HPLC)

Slugread syringevol

- Reads the syringe volumes out offill-volfiath

Slugrefill

- Checks whether a refill is needed for any of the syringes

- Updates the syringe volumes after refill

- Will queue up a hold on the system if there are slugs currently in the system (that is

activated once the last slug leaves)

Slugstart-prep

- Determines whether it is ok to start making a slug

- Ensures there won't be multiple slugs in the reactor (to avoid thermocapillary flow

problem) and if the system is being held for refill

Slug temp

- Finds the set point temperature based on slug_tracker
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Slugtrackeraugment

- Adds a fully-populated row (or rows) to slugtracker

- Also calculates the minimum number of experiments until the next optimization

experiment, used by slug optimizationphase updateo

Slugtrackerrebuild

- Takes in data files from previous runs and recreates the slugtracker matrix

- Note: could also just reload the .mat file saved by LabView instead of using this function

Slugvolume

- Calculate the volume of the slug measured by the phase sensor, based on flow rate

- Slugvoll reports the most recent slug

Slugvolumeps

- Determines whether the volume found by slugvolume() is above the minimum

acceptable volume for a slug; if so, reports that the slug has been matched

Slugvolume_react

- Matches the slug and checks that it is large enough

- If it is above the threshold but outside the acceptable tolerance, it flags this as a failed

slug

Slugwrite

- Records the data for all of the slugs (currently every 20 seconds)

- Writes to files slugpath, data regarding the slug composition and setpoints, statuspath,

yes/no indicators and distance, and systempath, current temperature and flow rate at

various times

Slugwrite_init

- Does the same thing as slugwrite( ) but also writes the headers for each column

Slugwrite syringe

- Records the volumes of each syringe

Slug-x_lineardependence

- Checks whether there is linear dependence in experimental conditions

- Not called by LabView, just an auxiliary function for analysis

Slugx_matrix

- See Appendix C
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B.2. DEVICES

B.2.1. Vial Manifold
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Figure B.1. SOLIDWORKS drawing of vial manifold. SOLIDWORKS file available on KFJSERVER.
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B.2.2. Pancake Reactor
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Figure B.2. SOLIDWORKS drawing of pancake reactor. SOLIDWORKS file available on KFJSERVER.
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APPENDIX C. CHAPTER 4 SUPPORTING INFORMATION

C.l. OPTIMIZATION SCRIPTS

Included below, the three main optimization scripts along with slugX_matrix.m progress

through the three stages of the adaptive response surface method.

Slugoptimizationphase__suzuki.m requires the user to input all discrete and continuous

variables in the optimization and specify over what continuous range the optimization takes

place. The function then constructs an initial fractional factorial design consistent with the

number of interaction terms in the model. Slugoptimizationphase_2_suzuki.m receives the

matrices of variables passed from phase 1 of the optimization, along with experimental

conditions and objective function values from the initial fractional factorial design. This function

then estimates the optimum for all discrete variables assuming a linear model and constructs a

new set of fractional factorial design experiments in the quadrant of the continuous variable

space where the optimum is predicted. Slug_optimization_phase_3_suzuki.m similarly receives

the matrices of variables, prior experiments, objective function values, and prior estimates of the

optimum and uncertainty. The phase 3 function generates a quadratic response surface model

that is optimized to solve for the optimum yield and constrained optimum TON. Discrete

variables are fathomed iteratively by a t-test, and a new model is constructed after each variable

elimination. Finally, new G-optimal experiments are proposed to minimize uncertainty on the

remaining candidate discrete variable optima. The function outputs the final optimum TON and

yield and associated conditions if termination criteria are satisfied. In phase 2 and phase 3,

slugXmatrix.m is called to construct the matrix of scaled variables X from the matrix of

experimental conditions.

C.1.1. Optimization Phase 1

function

[cv, cv_scale,N_cv, index_cv, dv,N_dv, index_dv, non-opt, indexnonopt, cor, indexcor, I_cv, I dv, gamma,

exp-condl] = slugoptimizationphase_1_suzuki()

%SLUGOPTIMIZATIONPHASE_1_SUZUKI Compiles list of optimized and non-optimized

%continuous and discrete variables. Generates a set of fractional factorial

%design experiments to be optimized spanning full continuous variable space.

%%%%%% %%%%% %% %% %%%%%% %%%%%%%%%% %%%%% %%%%%%%%%% % %% %% %%

Submitted by Brandon Reizman

May 15, 2015
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Inputs:

None

% Outputs:

cv is the matrix of continuous variables

cv scale is the matrix of scaled continuous variables

N cv is the number of continuous variables to optimize

index cv is the identifier assigned to each continuous variable

dv is the matrix of discrete variables

N dv is the number of discrete variables to optimize

indexdv is the identifier assigned to each discrete variable

non-opt is the matrix of continuous variables not to be optimized

index non opt is the identifier assigned to non-optimized continuous variables

cor is the matrix of non-optimized discrete variables

indexcor is the identifier assigned to each non-optimized discrete variable

I cv is the matrix of interaction terms between continuous variables

% I dv is the matrix of interaction terms between discrete and continuous variables

gamma is the fractional yield threshold for optimal TON

exp-condl is the matrix of experiments to run

%~

Start by reading in all continuous variables in form

[(min) (max) (default) (+/- prediction covariance tolerance)

% Res Time

cv(1,:) = [60 600 180 540 1];

indexcv(1) ={'Res Time');

% Temperature

cv(2,:) = [30 110 60 80 1];

index cv(2) ={'Temp'};

CB0

cv(3,:) = [0.167*0.005 0.167*0.025 0.167*0.02 0.167*0.02 1];

indexcv(3) ={'Reag 2 Conc');

% Base Conc

cv(4,:) = [0.333 0.333 0.333 0.01 0];

indexcv(4) ={'Base Conc'};

% CAO

cv(5,:) = [0.167 0.167 0.167 0.01 0];

indexcv(5) ={'Reag 1 Conc');

% CCO

cv(6,:) = [0.25 0.25 0.25 0.01 0];

indexcv(6) ={'Reag 3 Conc'};

CDO

cv(7,:) = [9.24 9.24 9.24 0.01 0];

indexcv(7) ={'Reag 4 Conc'};

CEO

cv(8,:) = [0.0 0.0 0.0 0.01 0];

indexcv(8) ={'Reag 5 Conc'};

% Precat Conc

(optimize? 1 yes or 0 no)]
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cv(9,:) = [0.0 0.0 0.0 0.01 0];

indexcv(9) ={'Precat Conc'};

% Slug Vol

cv(10,:) = [35 35 35 1 0];

indexcv(10) ={'Slug Vol');

Read in discrete variables [{list of possible values)]

Reagent 2

dv(l,:) = [1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8];

indexdv(l) ={'Reagent 2'};

Read in correlated variables [{list of

number}]

cor(l,:) = [49*ones(size(dv(l,:))) 1];

indexcor(1) ={'Reagent 1'};

cor(2,:) = [55*ones(size(dv(1,:))) 1];

indexcor(2) ={'Reagent 3');

cor(3,:) = [30*ones(size(dv(l,:))) 1];

indexcor(3) ={'Reagent 4');

cor(4,:) = [30*ones(size(dv(1,:))) 1];

indexcor(4) ={'Reagent 5'};

cor(5,:) = [19*ones(size(dv(l,:))) 11;

indexcor(5) ={'Makeup'};

Read in continuous variable interaction

t continous variables)

I cv = [1 1 1; 0 1 1; 0 0 1];

possible values) {corresponding discrete variable

terms to consider (columns are

Read in discrete variable interaction terms to consider (columns are

continous variables)

I_dv = [0 1 0];

Cutoff for yield in catalyst optimization

gamma = 0.90;

Sort cv

[cv,sortcv] = sortrows(-cv,length(cv(l,:)));

cv = -cv;

index cv = indexcv(sort_cv);

Count continuous variables

N cv = sum(cv(:,end));

% Randomize continuous variables

newstream = RandStream.create ('mt19937ar', 'seed',sum(100*clock));

RandStream.setDefaultStream(newstream);
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r = rand(N_cv,1);

[sorted,order] = sort(r);

cv(l:N_cv,:) = cv(order,:);

indexcv(l,l:N_cv) = indexcv(l,order');

I dv = I_dv(l,order);

for i = 1:Ncv

for j = i:N cv

I_cvorder(order(i),order(j)) = I-cv(i,j);

if Icvorder(order(i),order(j)) == 1

if order(i) > order(j)

I_cvorder(order(i),order(j)) = 0;

Icvorder(order(j),order(i)) = 1;

end

end

end

end

I cv = I cv order;

% Create scaled continuous variable matrix

cv-scale = cv;

% Apply proper scaling

for i = 1:length(cv(:,l))

if strcmp(indexcv{i},'Res Time') == 1

cv-scale(i,1:3) = log(cv(i,1:3));

elseif strcmp(index_cv{i},'Temp') == 1

cvscale(i,1:3) = (cv(i,1:3) + 273.15).^-l;

elseif strcmp(indexcv{i},'Base Conc') == 1

cv-scale(i,1:3) = log(cv(i,1:3));

elseif strncmp(index-cv{i},'Reag',4) == 1

cv-scale(i,1:3) = log(cv(i,1:3));

end

end

, Count discrete variables

N dv = length(dv(l,:));

% Randomize discrete variables

for i = 1:length(dv(:,l))

r = rand(size(dv(i,:)));

[sorted,order] = sort(r);

dv(i,:) = dv(i,order);

for j = 1:length(cor(:,l))

if cor(j,end) == i

cor(j,l:end-1) = cor(j,order);

end

end

end
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Generate initial factorial design matrix

mindesignl = N cv + Ndv + 1;

mindesign2 = (Ncv - sum(I_dv)) + Ndv + Ndv*sum(I_dv) + s su(sm(I_cv)) + 1;

Size of first fractional factorial design

designl = Ndv;

% Size of first and second fractional factorial designs

design2 = 2*designl;

fraction = N cv;

while designi <= min_designl 11 design2 <= min-design2

% Increase fractional factorial size

fraction = fraction - 1;

designl = 2^(N cv - fraction)*N dv;

design2 = 2*designl;

end

, Build generator string

genstr = [sprintf('')];

for i = 1:N cv + N dv - fraction

gen-str = [gen-str char(96+i) '';

end

for j = 1:fraction

if fraction >= 2

for i = j:N cv - fraction + j

gen-str = [gen-str char(96+i)];

end

for i = j + Ncv:j + N_cv + floor(N_dv/2 - 1) - 1

genstr = [genstr char(96+i)];

end

else

for i = j:N cv - fraction + j

gen-str = [gen-str char(96+i)];

end

end

gen-str = [genstr '';

end

% Create fractional factorial design

expcondscalel = fracfact(gen-str);

exp_cond_scale row = 0;

for i = 1:length(expcondscalel(:,l))

if sum(expcondscalel(i,Ncv+l:end)) == -N dv + 2

expcond_scale row = exp_cond_scalerow + 1;

index = find(expcondscalel(i,N_cv + 1:Ncv + N_dv) == 1);

exp-cond scale(expcondscalerow,:) = [0.5*exp-cond-scalel(i,l:N cv)+1.5 index];

end

end
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Block randomize experiments

exp-condscale (:,end + 1) = rand(length(expcond scale (:,1)),l);

expcondscale = sortrows(expcond-scale,length(expcond-scale(1,:)));

exp-condscale(:,end) = [ I;

Group by temperature

colT = find(strcmp(deblank(index cv),'Temp') == 1);

for i = 1:length(exp cond-scale(:,1))-1

swap-row = find(exp-condscale(i+l:end,colT) == expcond_scale (i,colT),l,'first');

if isempty(swaprow) == 0

expcond scaleswap = expcondscale;

exp cond scale(i+l,:) = exp condscaleswap(i+swap row,:);

exp cond scale(i+swap row,:) = expcond scale swap(i+l,:);

end

end

x-opt-ub = ones(l,Ncv);

x_optlb = -1*ones(l,N_cv);

Generate initial matrix of conditions

for i = 1:length(exp-cond-scale(l,:))

if i <= N cv

for row = l:length(expcond-scale(:,1))

if expcond-scale(row,i) == 1

expcond_scale (row,i) = x-optlb(1,i)*(cvscale(i,2) - cv scale (i,1))/2 +

mean([cvscale(i,l) cvscale(i,2)]);

else

expcondscale (row,i) = xopt_ub(1,i)*(cvscale(i,2) - cv scale (i,1))/2 + mean([cvscale(i,1)

cvscale(i,2)]);

end

end

else

for row = 1:length(expcond scale(:,l))

exp-cond_scale(row,i) = dv(i - N-cv, exp cond scale (row, i));

end

end

end

% Apply proper scaling

exp-condl = exp condscale;

for i = 1:Ncv

if strcmp(deblank(indexcv(i)),'Res Time') == 1

exp-condl(:,i) = exp(expcond-scale(:,i));

elseif strcmp(deblank(indexcv(i)),'Temp') == 1

expcondl(:,i) = expcond scale(:,i).^-l - 273.15;

elseif strcmp(deblank(indexcv(i)),'Base Conc') == 1

exp-condl(:,i) = exp(expcond-scale(:,i));

elseif strncmp(deblank(indexcv(i)),'Reag',4) == 1

exp-condl(:,i) = exp(expcond-scale(:,i));
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end

end

% Include non-optimized continuous variables

nonopt = find(cv(:,end) == 0);

index non opt = index cv(non opt);

for i = length(nonopt):-1:1

indexcv(nonopt(i)) = [ 1;

exp-condl(:,N_cv + length(dv(:,l)) + i) = cv(nonopt(i),3);

end

% Include correlated discrete variables
for i = 1:length(cor(:,l))

dvrow = cor(i,end);

for row = l:length(expcondl(:,l))

j = find(dv(dvrow,:) == expcondl(row,N_cv + dvrow),1);

expcondl(row,N cv + length(dv(:,l)) + length(non-opt) + i) = cor(i,j);

end

end

end

C. 1.2. Optimization Phase 2

function

[X,colindex,theta,VB,VJ,xmaxJ,JmaxJ,xmaxY,YmaxY,J opt,Joptlb,dJ,dvfathom,exp-condl] =

slugoptimizationphase_2_suzuki(cvcvscale,N_cvindex_cv,dv,N dv,non-optindexnonopt,cor,

I-cy, Idv,gamma,exp cond,B)

%SLUGOPTIMIZATIONPHASE_2_SUZUKI Generates a linearized model and an updated

% set of targeted fractional factorial design experiments

% ~ 9r

% Submitted by Brandon Reizman

May 15, 2015

i Inputs:

cv is the matrix of continuous variables

cv-scale is the matrix of scaled continuous variables

N cv is the number of continuous variables to optimize

index cv is the identifier assigned to each continuous variable

dv is the matrix of discrete variables

N dv is the number of discrete variables to optimize

non-opt is the matrix of continuous variables not to be optimized

index non opt is the identifier assigned to non-optimized continuous variables

cor is the matrix of non-optimized discrete variables

I cv is the matrix of interaction terms between continuous variables

I dv is the matrix of interaction terms between discrete and continuous variables

gamma is the fractional yield threshold for optimal TON

exp cond is the matrix of experiments previously run
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% B is the vector of objective function values for exp cond

t Outputs:

X is the matrix of scaled experimental conditions

col index is the matrix identifying the columns of X

theta is the optimal parameter vector

VB is the estimated response covariance

V_J is the prediction covariance at the optimum

x maxJ is the optimal scaled experimental conditions for each discrete variable

J_maxJ is the optimal objective function value for each discrete variable

x maxY is the optimal scaled experimental conditions for yield for each variable

Y maxY is the optimal objective function value for yield for each variable

J-opt is the matrix of optimal values

J-opt-lb is the matrix of 95% confidence lower bounds on the optimal cost

dJ is the matrix of errors in J opt

dvfathom is the list of fathomed discrete variables

expcondl is the matrix of experiments to run

Scale exp-cond

expcond_scale = expcond;

for i = 1:N_cv

if strcmp(deblank(indexcv(i)),'Res Time') == 1

exp cond scale(:,i) = log(exp cond(:,i));

elseif strcmp(deblank(indexcv(i)),'Temp') == 1

expcondscale(:,i) = (exp-cond(:,i) + 273.15).^-l;

elseif strcmp(deblank(indexcv(i)), 'Base Conc') == 1

exp-cond-scale(:,i) = log(expcondscale(:,i));

elseif strcmp(deblank(indexcv(i)),'Reag 1 Conc') == 1

exp cond scale(:,i) = log(exp cond scale(:,i));

elseif strcmp(deblank(indexcv(i)),'Reag 2 Conc') == 1

expcondscale(:,i) = log(exp-cond-scale(:,i));

end

end

% Build X matrix

[X,colindex] =

slugX-matrix(cvscale,N_cv,dv,N_dv,eye (length(Icv(:,1))),zeros(size (I_dv)),exp_condscale, 'off'

% Find starting material index

for i = 1:size(nonopt,l)

if strcmp(deblank(index non opt(i)),'Reag 1 Conc') == 1

smindex = i + N cv;

sm conc = cv(sm index,3);

end

end
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% Find loading index

for i = 1:N cv

if strcmp(deblank(indexcv(i)),'Reag 2 Conc') == 1

loading-index = i;

end

end

% log catalyst loading

ln-loading = expcond-scale(:,loadingindex);

Log(yield)

ln-yield = B + lnloading - log(smconc);

W1 = eye(length(B));

for i = 1:length(B)

Wl(i,i) = exp(ln yield(i))/sum(exp(ln yield));

%Wl(i,i) = exp(B(i))/sum(exp(B));

end

Find best fit parameters

theta = (X'*Wl*X)\(X'*Wl*B);

% Weighting matrix

W = eye(length(B));

Residuals

e = B - X*theta;

% Jackknife estimation of response covariance

for i = 1:length(B)

Xi =X([:i-,i+l:end),:);

Bi = B([l:i-l,i+l:end]);

Wi =Wl([l:i-,i+l:end],[:i-,i+l:end]);

thetai = (Xi'*Wi*Xi)\(Xi'*Wi*Bi);

ei = Bi - Xi*thetai;

V_Bi(i,l) = ei'*ei/(length(Bi) - length(thetai));

end

V_B_jack = mean(sqrt(VBi))^2;

VB = (length(B) - 1)/length(B)*sum((sqrt(VBi) - sqrt(V_B_jack)) .^2);

% This is true if using same model for yield and TON

V_yield = VB;

% Find current minimum
options = optimset('TolFun',le-10, 'TolX',le-10, 'TolCon',le-10, 'Display', 'off', 'Algorithm', 'SQP');

Aeq = zeros(N_dv,Ncv + N_dv);

for i = 1:N dv

Aeq(i,N-cv + i) = 1;
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end

Build A and c (with current values)

c = zeros(N_cv + N_dv,1);

A = zeros(N_cv + N_dv,Ncv + N_dv);

for i = 1:length(theta)
[row,col] = find(colindex i);

if isempty(row) == 0

if row := col

c(row,1) = theta(i);

else

A(row,col) = 0.5*theta(i);

A(col,row) = 0.5*theta(i);

end

else

col = find(col index square ==i);

A(col,col) = theta(i);

end

end

% Yield optimization

for i = 1:N dv

% Constrain discrete variables

Beq = zeros (N_dv,1);

Beq(i,l) = 1;

Maximize response surface function

[x,Y,exitflag,output,lambda,gradient,hessian] =

fmincon(@maxY, [zeros(N cv,1);Beq],[], [],Aeq,Beq, [-l*ones(N cv,1);zeros(N dv,1)]ones(N cv +

N_dv,1), [],options,loading-index,A,c,cvscale,sm conc);

x maxY(i,:) = x;

Y_maxY(i,1) = -Y;

end

% Find maximum for all cases

[Yopt,dvid] = max(YmaxY);

yield-opt = x-maxY(dvid,:);

Optimum prediction covariance

for i = 1:length(theta)
[row,col] = find(colindex ==i);

if isempty(col) == 1

row = find(colindex square == i);

X-prime(l,i) = yield opt(row)^2;

else

if row == col

X_prime(l,i) = yield opt(row);

else

X_prime(1,i) = yieldopt(row)*yield opt(col);
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end

end

end

VY = X-prime*(X'*X)^-l*X-prime'*V-yield;

TON optimization

for i = 1:N dv

Constrain discrete variables

Beq = zeros(N_dv,l);

Beq(i,l) = 1;

t Maximize TON subject to yield <= gamma*max(yield)

[x,J,exitflag,output,lambda,gradient,hessian] = fmincon(@maxJ,x maxY(i,:)', [, [],Aeq,Beq, [-

1*ones(N_cv,l);zeros(N_dv,l)],ones(Ncv +

N_dv,l) ,@maxJ-nlcon,options,loading-index,A,c,gamma,max(YmaxY(:,l)) ,cvscale,smconc);

if exitflag <= 0

x = xmaxY(i,:);

J = maxJ(x',loading index,A,c,gamma,xmaxY(i,:),cvscalesmconc);

end

x maxJ(i,:) = x;

J_maxJ(i,l) = -J;

H-_inv(Ncv*(i-l)+l:Ncv*i,l:N cv) = hessian(l:N cv,l:N cv)^-l;

end

' Find maximum for all cases

[J_max,dvid] = max(J_maxJ);

x-opt = x-maxJ(dvid,:)';

J_opt = [length(exp-cond(:,l)) Jmax];

Optimum prediction covariance

for i = 1:length(theta)

[row,col] = find(col index == i);

if isempty(col) == 1

row = find(col index square == i);

X-prime(l,i) = xopt(row)^2;

else

if row == col

X-prime(l,i) = x-opt(row);

else

X-prime(l,i) = x-opt(row)*xopt(col);

end

end

end

% Prediction covariance

VJ = X-prime*(X'*X)^-l*X prime'*VB;

% Optimum lower bound

J_maxlb = J-opt(end,2) - sqrt(VJ)*tinv(1-0.05,length(B) - length(theta));

J_optlb = [length(expcond(:,l)) Jmaxlb];
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dJ = [length(expcond(:,1)) (Jopt(end,2) - J_opt_lb(end,2))];

% Check of any discrete variable can be fathomed (if J int < J_opt_lb)

dvfathomrow = 0;

dvfathom = [ 3;

% New centered design
x_opt-ub = zeros(N_dv,length(theta));

x_optlb = zeros(N_dv,length(theta));

for dvid = 1:N dv

for i = 1:N cv

if xmaxJ(dv_id,i) >= 0

xoptub(dvid,colindex(i,i)) = 1;

x_opt_lb(dv_id,col_index(i,i)) = 0;

else

x_opt_ub(dv_id,col_index(i,i)) = 0;

x_opt_lb(dv_id,col_index(i,i)) = -1;

end

end

x opt_ub(dv_id,colindex(N_cv + dvid,Ncv + dv id)) = 1;

x_opt_lb(dv_id,col_index(N_cv + dv_id,N_cv + dvid)) = 1;

end

% Generate new factorial design matrix

fraction = ceil(Ncv - log(length(expcond(:,1) /N_dv)/log(2));

% Build generator string

genstr = [sprintf('')];

for i = 1:Ncv + N_dv - fraction

gen_str = [gen_str char(96 + i)

end

for j = 1:fraction

gen_str = [gen_str '-'];

if fraction >= 2

for i = j:N_cv - fraction + j

gen_str = [genstr char(96+i)];

end

for i = j + Ncv:j + N_cv + floor(Ndv/2 - 2) - 1

gen_str = [genstr char(96+i)];

end

else

for i = j:N_cv - fraction + j

genstr = [genstr char(96+i)];

end

end

gen_str = [gen_str ' '];

end
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Create fractional factorial design

expcondscalel = fracfact(gen-str);

exp cond scalerow = 0;

for i = 1:length(expcondscalel(:,1))

if sum(expcond-scalel(i,Ncv+l:end)) == -N dv + 2

expcond_scale row = exp_cond_scale row + 1;

index = find(expcond-scalel(i,N_cv + 1:N_cv + N_dv) == 1);

expcond_scale2(expcondscalerow,:) = [0.5*expcond-scalel(i,1:N cv)+1.5 index];

end

end

i Generate matrix of conditions

for i = 1:length(expcondscale2(l,:))

if i <= Ncv

col = col_index(i,i);

for row = l:length(expcond_scale2(:,l))

if exp-condscale2(row,i) == 1

dv row = expcond scale2(row,Ncv + 1);

expcond_scale2(row,i) = x-optlb(dvrow,col)*(cvscale(i,2) - cvscale(i,l))/2 +

mean([cvscale(i,l) cvscale(i,2)]);

else

dv row = expcondscale2(row,Ncv + 1);

expcond_scale2(row,i) = xopt_ub(dvrow,col)*(cvscale(i,2) - cv scale(i,l))/2 +

mean([cvscale(i,l) cvscale(i,2)]);

end

end

else

for row = 1:length(expcond_scale2(:,l))

expcond-scale2(row,i) = dv(i - N_cv,exp_cond scale2(row,i));

end

end

end

% Block randomize experiments

new-stream = RandStream.create ('mt19937ar', seed',sum(100*clock));

RandStream.setGlobalStream(newstream);

exp-cond-scale2(:,end + 1) = rand(length(expcond-scale2(:,1)) ,1);

expcondscale2 = sortrows(expcond_scale2,length(expcond scale2 (1,:)));

expcond_scale2(:,end) = [ 1;

Group by temperature

colT = find(strcmp(deblank(index_cv),'Temp') == 1);

for i = 1:length(expcond_scale2(:,l))-1

swaprow = find(expcond_scale2 (i+l:end,colT) == expcond-scale2(i,colT),l, 'first');

if isempty(swap row) == 0

exp_cond_scale swap = expcond-scale2;

exp_cond_scale2(i+l,:) = exp cond scale swap(i+swaprow,:);

expcondscale2(i+swaprow,:) = expcond scaleswap(i+l,:);

end
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end

% Apply proper scaling

expcondi = exp condscale2;

for i = 1:N_cv

if strcmp(deblank(indexcv(i)),'Res Time') == 1

exp-condl(:,i) = exp(expcondscale2(:,i));

elseif strcmp(deblank(indexcv(i)), 'Temp') == 1

expcondl(:,i) = exp_cond_scale2(:,i).^-1 - 273.15;

elseif strcmp(deblank(indexcv(i)),'Base Conc') == 1

expcondl(:,i) = exp(exp_cond_scale2(:,i));

elseif strcmp(deblank(indexcv(i)),'Reag 1 Conc') == 1

exp-condl(:,i) = exp(expcondscale2(:,i));

elseif strcmp(deblank(index cv(i)),'Reag 2 Conc') == 1

expcondl(:,i) = exp(exp_cond_scale2(:,i));

end

end

Include non-optimized continuous variables

for i = 1:length(nonopt)

expcondl(:,N cv + length(dv(:,l)) + i) = cv(non-opt(i),3);

end

% Include correlated discrete variables

for i = 1:length(cor(:,l))

dvrow = cor(i,end);

for row = 1:length(expcondl(:,1))

j = find(dv(dvrow,:) == expcondl(row,Ncv + dvrow),1);

exp-condl(row,Ncv + length(dv(:,1)) + length(nonopt) + i) = cor(i,j);

end

end

end

function [Cineq,Ceq] = maxJ nlcon(x,loading index,A,c,gamma,Yi,cv scale,sm conc)

Constraints for TON maximization

Response surface prediction

Y = -maxY(x,loading index,A,c,cvscalesmconc);

% Inequality

Cineq = -Y + Yi + log(gamma);

% Equality
Ceq = [ 1;

end
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function [J,g] = maxJ(x, loading-index,A,c,gamma,Yi,cvscale,smconc)

% Objective function for TON maximization

Objective Function

J = -x'*A*x - c'*x;

Gradient

if nargout > 1

g = (-2*x'*A - c')';

end

end

function [Y,g] = maxY(x,loading index,A,c,cvscale,smconc)

% Objective function for yield maximization

log catalyst loading

ln-loading = (x(loading index) + 1)*(cvscale(loading-index,2) - cv scale(loading index,l))/2 +

cvscale(loadingindex,1);

Objective Function

Y = -x'*A*x - c'*x - ln loading + log(sm-conc);

I Gradient

if nargout > 1

g = (-2*x'*A - c')';

g(loadingindex) = g(loading index) - (cv scale(loading index,2) -

cvscale(loadingindex,l))/2;

end

end

C. 1.3. Optimization Phase 3

function

[X,col_index,col_index square,theta,V_B,V_J,Hinv,x_maxJ,J_maxJ,xmaxY,Y_maxY,J_opt,J-optlb,dJ,

x_mindJ,dJ_mindJ,dvfathom,expcondl,optim-phase,finalopt] =

slug optimization phase_3_suzuki(cv,cvscale,N_cv,index_cv,dv,N_dvnon_opt,indexnonoptcor,

I_cv,I dv,gamma,J optprior,J opt lb prior,dJ prior,exp cond,B)

%SLUGOPTIMIZATIONPHASE_3_SUZUKI Generates a quadratic response surface

%model, optimizes, determines which discrete variables to fathom, and finds

%the next g-optimal experiment to run for all non-fathomed discrete variables

% Submitted by Brandon Reizman

May 15, 2015

Inputs:

cv is the matrix of continuous variables
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cv scale is the matrix of scaled continuous variables

N cv is the number of continuous variables to optimize

indexcv is the identifier assigned to each continuous variable

dv is the matrix of discrete variables

N dv is the number of discrete variables to optimize

non-opt is the matrix of continuous variables not to be optimized

cor is the matrix of non-optimized discrete variables

I cv is the matrix of interaction terms between continuous variables

I dv is the matrix of interaction terms between discrete and continuous variables

gamma is the tolerance on maximum yield for TON

J optprior is the prior optimum values

J_optlbprior is the prior optimum lower bound values

dJprior is the prior error in J-opt

exp-cond is the matrix of experiments previously run

B is the vector of objective function values for exp cond

Outputs:

X is the matrix of scaled experimental conditions

col index is the matrix identifying the columns of X

col index square is the matrix identifying the squared term columns of X

theta is the optimal parameter vector

VB is the estimated response covariance

VJ is the prediction covariance at the optimum

H inv is the inverse of the objective function Hessian at the optimum

x maxJ is the optimal scaled experimental conditions for each discrete variable

J_maxJ is the optimal objective function value for each discrete variable

x_maxY is the optimal scaled experimental conditions for yield

Y_maxY is the optimal objective function value for yield

J-opt is the matrix of optimal values

J-opt-lb is the matrix of 95% confidence lower bound on the optimum

dJ is the matrix of errors in J opt

x mindJ is the experimental conditions which minimize uncertainty in J for each

discrete variable

dJ mindJ is the minimum uncertainty for each xmindJ

dvfathom is the list of fathomed discrete variables

expcondl is the matrix of experiments to run

optim phase is the phase of the optimization (3 if repeat, 4 if move on)

final-opt is the list of optimal conditions (both yield and TON)

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% Scale exp-cond

exp cond scale = expcond;

for i = 1:Ncv

if strcmp(deblank(indexcv(i)),'Res Time') == 1

expcondscale(:,i) = log(expcondscale(:,i));

elseif strcmp(deblank(indexcv(i)),'Temp') == 1

exp-cond-scale(:,i) = (expcond_scale(:,i) + 273.15).^-1;

elseif strcmp(deblank(index cv(i)),'Base Conc') == 1
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exp_cond_scale(:,i) = log(exp condscale(:,i));

elseif strcmp(deblank(indexcv(i)),'Reag 1 Conc') == 1

expcondscale(:,i) = log(exp condscale(:,i));

elseif strcmp(deblank(indexcv(i)),'Reag 2 Conc') == 1

exp_cond_scale(:,i) = log(exp-cond-scale(:,i));

end

end

7 Find starting material index

for i = 1:size(non opt,1)

if strcmp(deblank(indexnon_opt(i)),'Reag 1 Conc') == 1

sm index = i + Ncv;

sm conc = cv(smindex,3);

end

end

elim row = 0;

dv update = dv;

N dv update = N-dv;

expcondscaleupdate = expcond scale;

expcondupdate = exp-cond;

B update = B;

dv fathom = [ ];

dvfathomchange = 1;

expcond2 = [ ];

% Loop until no more fathomed discrete variables are in reduced model

while dvfathom change == 1

x maxY = zeros(N-dvupdate,N cv + N dv update);

Y_maxY = zeros(Ndv-update,l);

x_maxJ = zeros(Ndv update,N cv + Ndvupdate);

J_maxJ = zeros(N_dvupdate,l);

X-prime = [ 1;

dvfathom change = 0;

% Build X matrix

[X,colindex,colindex square] =

slugX matrix(cvscale,Ncv,dvupdate,Ndv-update,I cv,I dv,expcond scale update, on');

% Find loading index

for i = 1:Ncv

if strcmp(deblank(index cv(i)),'Reag 2 Conc') == 1

loading-index = i;

end

end

% log catalyst loading
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in_loading = expcond_scale_update(:,loadingindex);

log yield

lnyield = Bupdate + ln loading - log(sm-conc);

W1 = eye (length(Bupdate));

for i = 1:length(B update)

Wl(i,i) = exp(ln yield(i))/sum(exp(lnyield));

%Wl(i,i) = exp(B update(i))/sum(exp(Bupdate));

end

% Find best fit parameters

theta = (X'*Wl*X)\(X'*Wl*Bupdate);

s Residuals

e = B-update - X*theta;

% Jackknife estimation of response covariance

Xi = [ ];

Bi = [;

Wi = [ 1;

thetai = [ ];

ei = [ ];

V_Bi = [ ];

for i = 1:length(B update)

Xi =X([l:i-l,i+l:end],:);

Bi = Bupdate([l:i-l,i+l:end]);

Wi = Wl([l:i-l,i+l:end],[l:i-l,i+l:end]);

thetai =(Xi'*Wi*Xi)\(Xi'*Wi*Bi);

ei = Bi - Xi*thetai;

V_Bi(i,l) = ei'*ei/(length(Bi) - length(thetai));

end

V_Bjack = mean(sqrt(VBi))^2;

VB = (length(Bupdate) - 1)/length(Bupdate)*sum((sqrt(VBi) - sqrt(VB-jack)).^2);

% This is true if using same model for yield and TON

V yield = VB;

% Find current minimum

options = optimset('TolFun',le-10, 'TolX',le-10, 'TolCon',le-

10,'Display','off','Algorithm','SQP');

Aeq = zeros(Ndvupdate,Ncv + N_dvupdate);

for i = 1:Ndv update

Aeq(i,Ncv + i) = 1;

end

Build A and c (with current values)

c = zeros(Ncv + N dv update,l);
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A = zeros(Ncv + N-dvupdate,Ncv + Ndv update);

for i = 1:length(theta)

[row,col] = find(colindex == i);

if isempty(row) == 0

if row == col

c(row,l) = theta(i);

else

A(row,col) = 0.5*theta(i);

A(col,row) = 0.5*theta(i);

end

else

col = find(colindex square ==

A(col,col) = theta(i);

end

end

Yield optimization

for i = 1:N dv update

% Constrain discrete variables

Beq = zeros(Ndvupdate,l);

Beq(i,l) = 1;

% Maximize response surface function

[x,Y,exitflag,output,lambda,gradient,hessian] =

fmincon(@maxY, [zeros(N cv,l) ;Beq], [, [],Aeq,Beq, [-1*ones(N_cv,I) ;zeros(Ndv update,l) ],ones(Ncv

+ Ndvupdate, 1), [],options,loadingindex,A,c,cvscale,smconc);

x_maxY(i,:) = x;

Y_maxY(i,l) = -Y;

end

% Find maximum for all cases

[Y-opt,dvid] = max(Y_maxY);

yieldopt = x maxY(dvid,:);

% Optimum prediction covariance

for i = 1:length(theta)

[row,col] = find(col index == i);

if isempty(col) == 1

row = find(colindex square == i);

Xprime(l,i) = yield opt(row)^2;

else

if row == col

X prime(l,i) = yield opt(row);

else

X-prime(1,i) = yieldopt(row)*yield opt(col);

end

end

end

VY = X prime*(X'*V yield^-l*X)^-l*X prime';
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% TON optimization

for i = 1:Ndvupdate

% Constrain discrete variables

Beq = zeros(N dv update,l);

Beq(i,l) = 1;

% Maximize TON subject to yield <= gamma*max(yield)

[x,J,exitflag,output,lambda,gradient,hessian] =

fmincon(@maxJ,xmaxY(i,:)', [],[],Aeq,Beq,[-l*ones(N_cv,1);zeros(N_dv update,l)],ones(Ncv +

N dv update, 1) ,@maxJnlcon,options,loadingindex,A,c,gamma,max(YmaxY(:,1)) ,cvscale,smconc);

if exitflag <= 0

x = x maxY(i,:);

J = maxJ(x',loading index,A,c,gamma,x maxY(i,:),cvscale,sm conc);

end

x_maxJ(i,:) = x;

J_maxJ(i,l) = -J;

H_inv(Ncv*(i-l)+l:Ncv*i,l:N cv) = hessian(l:N cv,l:N cv)^-l;

end

% Find maximum for all cases

[Jmax,Joptdvid] = max(JmaxJ);

x opt = x_maxJ(J opt dvid,:);

J_opt = [J-opt prior; length(exp-cond(:,l)) J_max];

clear V_J_mat N_J

% Estimation of prediction covariance for each discrete variable

for j = 1:N_dvupdate

% Scale optimum for discrete variable

X_keep = [ ];

col keep = [ ];

x-opt = x-maxJ(j,:);

for i = 1:length(theta)

[row,col] = find(colindex == i);

if isempty(col) == 1

row = find(colindex_square == i);

X_prime(l,i) = xopt(row)^2;

col keep = [col keep; i];

else

if max([row col]) <= N_cv

colkeep = [colkeep; i];

elseif col == N-cv + j

colkeep = [col keep; il;

end

if row == col

X prime(1,i) = x opt(row);

else

Xprime(l,i) = xopt(row)*x_opt(col);
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end

end

end

if J-maxJ(j,l) == max(JmaxJ)

Overall prediction covariance

V_J_mat(j,1) = X_prime* (X'*VB^-1*X)^-*Xprime';

NJ(j,1) = length(B);

else

% Trust-region prediction covariance

for i = 1:Ncv

exp-condscale_j(l,i) = x_maxJ(j,i)*(cvscale(i,2) - cv scale(i,l))/2 +

mean([cvscale(i,l) cvscale(i,2)]);

end

% Apply proper scaling

expcond_j = expcondscale_j;

for i = 1:Ncv

if strcmp(deblank(indexcv(i)),'Res Time') == 1

expcond_j(:,i) = exp(expcond scale_j(:,i));

elseif strcmp(deblank(indexcv(i)),'Temp') == 1

expcondj(:,i) = expcondscalej(:,i).^-1 - 273.15;

elseif strcmp(deblank(indexcv(i)), 'Base Conc') == 1

expcond_j(:,i) = exp(expcondscalej(:,i));

elseif strcmp(deblank(indexcv(i)),'Reag 1 Conc') == 1

expcond_j(:,i) = exp(expcond scale_j(:,i));

elseif strcmp(deblank(indexcv(i)),'Reag 2 Conc') == 1

expcond_j(:,i) = exp(expcond scale j(:,i));

end

end

% Find experiments run with discrete variable or within cv tolerance

for i = 1:length(X(:,l))

if abs(exp-cond-update(i,l:N-cv) - expcond-j) < cv(l:N-cv,4)'

X_keep = [Xkeep; i];

elseif expcond-update(i,N-cv + 1) == dv-update(j)

X_keep = [Xkeep; i];

end

end

if length(X keep) > length(colkeep)

V_J_mat(j,l) = Xprime(colkeep)*(X(Xkeep,colkeep)'*VB^-

1*X(Xkeep,col keep))^-l*X_prime(col keep)';

else

V_J_mat(j,l) = NaN;

end
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NJ(j,l) = length(Xkeep);

end

end

V_J = V_J_mat(J opt dv id,l);

% Optimum lower bound

J max lb = J opt(end,2) - sqrt(VJ)*tinv(1-0.05,length(B update) - length(theta));

J_maxub = J_opt(end,2) + sqrt(VJ)*tinv(1-0.05,length(B update) - length(theta));

J_optlb = [J optlbprior; length(exp-cond(:,1)) Jmaxlb];

dJ = [dJ prior; length(exp-cond(:,1)) (J-opt(end,2) - Jopt-lb(end,2))];

dvfathomrow = length(dvfathom);

clear J maxJ rows

J_maxJrows = find(NJ > length(colkeep));

[JmaxJ minsort,sortorder] = sort (JmaxJ(JmaxJrows));

sort order row = 0;

, Scan through eligible discrete variables, see if any can be fathomed

while dv fathom change == 0 && sort order row ~= length(sort-order)

sortorder row = sortorderrow + 1;

i = J maxJrows(sortorder(sortorderrow));

% Unpaired, 2 sample t-test

dof = (VJ mat(i,l) + VJ mat(J opt dv id,l))^2/(VJ mat(i,l)^2/(NJ(i) -

length(colkeep)) + V_J_mat(J_optdv-id,1)^2/(length(B) - length(theta)));

t stat = (JmaxJ(Joptdv-id,l) - JmaxJ(i,l))/sqrt(V_J_mat(J-opt-dv-id,l) +

VJ mat(i,1));

if tstat > tinv(1-0.05,dof)

dvfathomrow = dvfathomrow + 1;

dv fathom change = 1;

dvfathom(dvfathomrow,l) = dv update(l,i);

dvfathomJ = JmaxJ(i,l);

end

end

% Exit loop if max number of discrete variables has been fathomed

if isempty(elimrow) == 1

break

end

elimrow = [ );

exp cond scale update2 = expcond scale update;

B_update2 = B update;

New dv vector is dvupdate

dv updatekeep = [ ];
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for dvid = 1:N dvupdate

if ismember(dv-update(dvid),dvfathom) == 0

dvupdate_keep = [dv update keep dv_id];

end

end

dv updateprior = dv update;

dv update = dv update(dv update keep);

N_dvupdate = length(dv update);

% Remove fathomed rows from expcond

for i = 1:length(expcond scale update2(:,1))

if ismember(exp cond scale update2(i,N cv + 1),dv fathom) 1

dv id = find(dv == expcond scaleupdate2(i,Ncv + 1));

dvupdate-id = find(dv updateprior == exp-cond-scale-update2(i,Ncv + 1));

if isempty(dv update id) == 0

x_maxJfinal(dvid,:) = x_maxJ(dv update_id,l:Ncv);

J_maxJfinal(dvid,:) J_maxJ(dvupdate_id,:);

x maxYfinal(dv id,:) = x maxY(dvupdateid,l:N cv);

Y_maxYfinal(dvid,:) = Y_maxY(dvupdate_id,:);

end

Propose new X matrix with variable eliminated

expcondscaleupdate = [ 1;

B update = [ ];

for j = 1:length(exp_cond_scale update2(:,l))

if ismember(j,elimrow) ~ 1 & j ~ i

expcond scaleupdate = [exp cond scaleupdate; expcondscaleupdate2(j,:)];

B_update = [Bupdate; Bupdate2(j,:)];

end

end

[Xupdate,col indexupdate,col index square update] =

slugX-matrix (cvscale,Ncv,dvupdate,N dv-update, Icy, I dv,expcondscaleupdate, 'on');

W1 = eye(length(Bupdate));

for k = 1:length(Bupdate)

Wl(k,k) = exp(ln yield(k) )/sum(exp(lnyield));

%W1(k,k) exp(B update (k))/sum(exp(B update));

end

if abs(det(Xupdate'*Xupdate)) > 1 && size(X-update,1) - 1 > size(X update,2)

% Remove row from X

elimrow = [elimrow;i];

end

end

end

expcond scale update2(elim row,:) = [ ];
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B_update2(elimrow,:) = [ ];

exp_cond_scaleupdate = exp-cond-scale-update2;

B_update = Bupdate2;

X = slug_X_matrix(cvscale,N_cv,dvupdate,N_dvupdate,I_cv,I_dv,exp_condscaleupdate,'on');

expcond_update(elimrow,:) = [ ];

end

% New optimization finds experimental conditions which best test the

% current optimum for all unfathomed discrete variables
% Find current minimum

Aeq = zeros(Ndvupdate,Ncv + N-dv update);

for i = 1:Ndvupdate

Aeq(i,Ncv + i) = 1;

end

options = optimset('TolFun',le-10, 'TolX',le-10, 'TolCon',le-10, 'Display', 'off', 'Algorithm', 'SQP');

for i = 1:Ndvupdate

if isempty(find(dvfathom == dv-update(l,i))) == 1

% Constrain discrete variables

Beq = zeros(N-dv-update,l);

Beq(i,l) = 1;

% Find x which maximizes change in J

[x,min_dJ] = fmincon(@mindJ,xmaxJ(i,:)',[],[],Aeq,Beq,[-

1*ones(N_cv,1) ;zeros (N dv-update,1) ],ones(Ncv +

N_dvupdate,1),[,options,xmaxJ(i,:) ',x_maxY(i,:) ',X,V_B,theta,V yieldtheta,col index,col index

_square);

x_mindJ(i,:) = x';

dJmindJ(i,l) = mindJ;

else

x_mindJ(i,:) = zeros(l,Ncv + Ndvupdate);

dJmindJ(i,l) = 0;

end

end

% Check for linearly improving exp(J opt)

if length(J-opt(:,l)) >= 4

J_optpredl = (exp(J-opt(end-2,2)) - exp(J-opt(end-1,2)))/(exp(J-opt(end-2,1)) -

exp(J-opt(end-1,1)))*(exp(J-opt(end,1)) - exp(J-opt(end-2,1))) + exp(J-opt(end-2,2));

J_opt errorl = abs ( (Joptpredl - exp(J opt (end,2) ) ) /exp(J opt (end,2)));

J_optpred2 = (exp(J-opt(end-3,2)) - exp(J-opt(end-2,2)))/(exp(J-opt(end-3,1)) -

exp(J-opt(end-2,1)))*(exp(J-opt(end-1,1)) - exp(Jopt(end-3,l))) + exp(Jopt(end-3,2));

J_opt error2 = abs((J-opt-pred2 - exp(J-opt(end-1,2)))/exp(J opt(end-1,2)));

else

J_opt predl = [

J_opt errori = [ ];

J-optpred2 = [ ];
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Jopt_error2 = [ 1;

end

Check for linearly improving exp(Jopt lb)

if length(Joptlb(:,l)) >= 4

J_optlb-predl = (exp(Joptlb(end-2,2)) - exp(J_opt_lb(end-1,2)))/(exp(Joptlb(end-2,l)) -

exp(Jopt lb(end-1,1)))*(exp(Joptlb(end,l)) - exp(J_optlb(end-2,1))) + exp(Jopt_lb(end-2,2));

J_optlberrori = abs ( (J optlbpredl - exp(J opt_lb (end,2) ) ) /exp(Joptlb(end,2)));

J-opt-lb-pred2 = (exp(Joptlb(end-3,2)) - exp(Jopt lb(end-2,2) ) ) / (exp (J_optlb (end-3, 1)) -

exp(Jopt lb(end-2,1) ))*(exp(Joptlb(end-1,l)) - exp(J optlb(end-3,1))) + exp(J optlb(end-

3,2));

J_optlberror2 = abs((J optlbpred2 - exp(J opt_lb(end-1,2)))/exp(Joptlb(end-1,2)));

else

J_optlb-predl = [ 1;

Jopt-lberrorl = [ ];

J_optlbpred2 = [ 3;

J_optlberror2 = [ ];

end

If uncertainty is improving linearly, terminate

if (Jopt lberrorl < 0.02 & J_optlb-error2 < 0.02 & Jopterrori < 0.02 & Jopterror2 < 0.02)

optim phase = 4;

for j = 1:length(dvupdate)

for i = 1:N cv + 1

if i <= N cv

exprcondscale2(2*j-l,i) = x-maxJ(j,i)*(cvscale(i,2) - cvscale(i,l))/2 +

mean([cvscale(i,l) cvscale(i,2)]);

exprcondscale2(2*j,i) = xmaxY(j,i)*(cvscale(i,2) - cv scale(i,l))/2 +

mean([cvscale(i,l) cvscale(i,2)]);

else

exp cond scale2(2*j-1:2*j,i) = dv update(l,j);

end

end

end

else

% Generate matrix of g-optimal conditions

for i = 1:length(xmindJ(1,:))

if i <= N cv

expcond-scale2(:,i) = x mindJ(:,i)*(cv scale(i,2) - cv scale (i,l))/2 +

mean([cvscale(i,l) cvscale(i,2)]);

else

for row = 1:length(x-mindJ(:,l))

if abs(xmindJ(row,i) - 1) < le-6

expcondscale2(row,Ncv + 1) = dvupdate(l,i - N cv);
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end

end

end

end

% Don't update optim phase

optim phase = 3;

end

for row = length(exp cond-scale2(:,1)) :-1:1

if expcond scale2(row,N cv + 1) < 1

expcondscale2(row,:) = [ 1;

end

end

if isempty(exp-cond2) ~ 1

expcondscale2 = [exp-cond-scale2; exp-cond2(:,1:N cv + 1)];

end

Block randomize experiments

if optim phase ~= 4

newstream = RandStream.create('mt19937ar', 'seed',sum(100*clock));

RandStream.setGlobalStream(newstream);

expcondscale2 (:,end + 1) = rand(length(expcondscale2(:,1)),1);

expcondscale2 = sortrows (exp condscale2,length (expcond-scale2 (1,:)));

expcondscale2(:,end) = [ ];

, Group by temperature

colT = find(strcmp(deblank(index_cv),'Temp') == 1);

for i = 1:length(exp cond scale2(:,1))-1

swaprow = find(exp-condscale2 (i+l:end,colT) == exp cond-scale2(i,colT),1,'first');

if isempty(swap row) == 0

exp-condscaleswap = expcondscale2;

exp-condscale2(i+1,:) = expcond scale swap(i+swaprow,:);

exp-condscale2(i+swap row,:) = expcondscaleswap(i+l,:);

end

end

end

Apply proper scaling

expcondl = exp condscale2;

for i = 1:Ncv

if strcmp(deblank(indexcv(i)),'Res Time') == 1

expcondl(:,i) = exp(expcond-scale2(:,i));

elseif strcmp(deblank(indexcv(i)), 'Temp') == 1

exp condl(:,i) = exp cond scale2(:,i).^-1 - 273.15;

elseif strcmp(deblank(indexcv(i)), 'Base Conc') == 1

exp-condl(:,i) = exp(exp cond scale2 (:,i))
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elseif strcmp(deblank(indexcv(i)),'Reag 1 Conc')

exp-condl(:,i) = exp(exp_cond_scale2(:,i));

elseif strcmp(deblank(indexcv(i)),'Reag 2 Conc')

exp-condl(:,i) = exp(exp_cond_scale2(:,i));

end

end

Include non-optimized continuous variables

for i = 1:length(non opt)

exp-condl(:,N_cv + length(dv(:,1)) + i) = cv(non-opt(i),3);

end

% Include correlated discrete variables

for i = 1:length(cor(:,l))

dvrow = cor(i,end);

for row = 1:length(expcondl(:,1))

j = find(dv(dvrow,:) == exp condl(row,N_cv + dvrow));

expcondl(row,N cv + length(dv(:,l)) + length(non_opt) + i) = cor(i,j);

end

end

Termination criterion

if optimphase == 4

finalopt = slugbuildprioropt(N cv,expcondl);

else

finalopt = [ ];

end

for dvupdate id = 1:length(dv update)

dv-id = find(dv update(dvupdate_id) == dv);

x_maxJfinal(dvid,:) = x_maxJ(dvupdateid,l:N_cv);

J_maxJfinal(dvid,:) = J maxJ(dv update_id,:);

x_maxYfinal(dvid,:) = x_maxY(dvupdate_id,l:N_cv);

Y_maxYfinal(dvid,:) = Y maxY(dvupdateid,:);

end

x maxJ = x maxJ final;

JmaxJ = J maxJfinal;

x maxY = x maxYfinal;

YmaxY = Y maxYfinal;

end

function [Cineq,Ceq] = maxJ nlcon(x,loadingindex,A,c,gamma,Yi,cv_scale,smconc)

* Constraints for TON maximization

Response surface prediction

Y = -maxY(x,loading index,A,c,cvscale,smconc);
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Inequality

Cineq = -Y + Yi + log(gamma);

Equality

Ceq = [ ];

end

function [J,g] = maxJ(x, loading index,A,cgamma,Yi,cv scale,smconc)

6 Objective function for TON maximization

i Objective Function

J = -x'*A*x - c'*x;

Gradient

if nargout > 1

g = (-2*x'*A - c')';

end

end

function [Y,g] = maxY(x,loadingindex,A,c,cvscale,smconc)

Objective function for yield maximization

% log catalyst loading

ln_loading = (x(loadingindex) + 1)*(cvscale(loading-index,2) - cvscale(loading index,l))/2 +

cv-scale (loadingindex,1);

% Objective Function

Y = -x'*A*x - c'*x - ln loading + log(smconc);

% Gradient

if nargout > 1

g = (-2*x'*A - c')';

g(loadingindex) = g(loadingindex) - (cv scale(loading index,2) -

cv scale (loading index,1))/2;

end

end

function [min_dJ] =

mindJ(x,xopt,yield-opt,X,VB,theta,V-yield,theta-yield,col-index,col-index-square)

G-optimal experimental design criterion

Augment X matrix and rewrite x opt and yield-opt

x1 = zeros(l,length(theta));

x1_opt = zeros(l,length(theta));
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yieldlopt = zeros(l,length(thetayield));

for i = 1:length(theta)

[row,col) = find(col index == i);

if isempty(row) == 0

if row == col

xl(l,i) = x(row,l);

xlopt(l,i) = xopt(row,l);

yieldlopt(l,i) = yieldopt(row,l);

else

xl(l,i) = x(row,l)*x(col,l);

xlopt(l,i) = xopt(row,l)*xopt(col,l);

yieldlopt(l,i) = yield opt(row,l)*yieldopt(col,1);

end

else

col = find(col index square == i);

xl(1,i) = x(col, 1)^2;

xlopt(l,i) = xopt(col,l)^2;

yieldlopt(l,i) = yieldopt(col,1)^2;

end

end

X1 = [X; xl];

a G-optimal objective
mindJ = xlopt*(X1'*VB^-l*X1)^-1*x1_opt' + yield1_opt*(X1'*V_yield^-l*X1)^-1*yieldlopt';

end

C. 1.4. Construction of X Matrix

function [X,col index,col index square] =

slug_X-matrix(cvscale,N_cv,dv,N_dv,I_cv,I_dv,expcond_scale,squaredterms)

%SLUG_X_MATRIX builds the matrix X from a matrix of experimental conditions.

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% %% %~%%%

Submitted by Brandon Reizman

May 15, 2015

Inputs:

cv-scale is the matrix of scaled continuous variables

N cv is the number of continuous variables to optimize

dv is the matrix of discrete variables

N dv is the number of discrete variables to optimize

I cv is the matrix of interaction terms between continuous variables

I dv is the matrix of interaction terms between discrete and continuous variables

exp cond scale is the matrix of scaled experimental conditions

squaredterms is 'on' if quadratic terms are included in the model

Outputs:

X is the matrix of scaled experimental conditions

col index is the matrix identifying the columns of X
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col index is the matrix identifying the squared term columns of X

Build X matrix

X_length = 0;

dv id = length(dv(:,l));

for i = 1:Ncv + Ndv

if i <= N cv

for row = 1:length(expcond scale(:,1))

% (Value - Avg. Value)/(Max Value - Min Value)

X(row,i) = 2*(expcond-scale(row,i) - mean([cvscale(i,l)

cv scale (i,2)]))/(cvscale(i,2) - cvscale(i,1));

end

X-length = Xlength + 1;

col index(i,i) = Xlength;

else

X-length = X length + 1;

for row = 1:length(exp cond scale (:1))

if expcond-scale(row,Ncv + dv id) == dv(dv id,i - N cv);

X(row,Xlength) = 1;

else

X(row,Xlength) = 0;

end

end

col_index(i,i) = Xlength;

end

end

Continuous variable interaction terms

for i = 1:Ncv

for j = i + 1:N cv

if Icv(i,j) == 1

X-length = Xlength + 1;

col_index(i,j) = Xlength;

X(:,X length) =X(:,i).*X(:,j);

end

end

end

% Discrete variable interaction terms

for i = 1:length(dv(:,l))

for j = 1:Ncv

if Idv(i,j) == 1

for k = N cv + 1:Ncv + N_dv

X-length = Xlength + 1;

col_index(j,k) = X_length;

X(:,Xlength) =X(:,j).*X(:,k);
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end

end

end

end

% Squared variable terms

if strcmp(squaredterms,'on') == 1

for i = 1:Ncv

if Icv(i,i) == 1

X-length = X_length + 1;

colindex_square(i,l) = Xlength;

X(:,X-length) = X( i).^2;

else

col indexsquare(i,l) = 0;

end

end

end

% This is to prevent linear dependence. Any variable with interaction in

- discrete variable will have to be removed from X

X_elim = [];

for j = 1:Ncv

for i = 1:length(dv(:,l))

if Idv(i,j) == 1

X_elim = [X-elim j];

col store = col index(j,j);

col_index(j,j) = 0;

for k = 1:Ncv + Ndv

for m = k:N cv + Ndv

if colindex(k,m) > colstore

colindex(k,m) = colindex(k,m) - 1;

end

end

end

if strcmp(squared terms,'on') == 1

for k = 1:N cv

if colindexsquare(k,l) > j

colindex square(k,l) = col indexsquare(k,l) - 1;

end

end

end

end

end

end

X(:,X elim) = [];

% This prevents linear dependence in squared terms

if strcmp(squaredterms,'on') == 1
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for j = 1:Ncv

if col-index-square(j) > 0

if abs(X(:,colindex square(j)) - ones(length(X(:,l)),l)) <= 0.1

X(:,col_indexsquare(j)) = [];

for k = j+l:Ncv

if col index square(k,l) > col indexsquare(j,1)

col index square(k,l) = col index square(k,l) - 1;

end

end

col_indexsquare(j,l) = 0;

end

end

end

end

% For calculating intercept

% Don't calculate intercept if there are discrete variables. The column for

% each discrete variable is effectively the intercept for that variable

if Ndv == 0

X = [ones(size(X(:,l))) X];

for i = 1:N cv + Ndv

for j = i:N cv + N dv

if col-index(i,j) = 0

col_index(i,j) = colindex(i,j) + 1;

end

end

if strcmp(squared-terms,'on') ~= 1

if col index square(i) ~= 0
col_indexsquare(i) = col indexsquare(i) + 1;

end

end

end

end

if strcmp(squared terms,'on') ~= 1

col index square = [ 1;

end

end
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C.2. SIMULATION DATA

Table C.I. Predicted optimal conditions and TON for kinetics of Case Study I with 2 = 0.90.

Catalyst t,e (min) T ("C) C"a, (mM) TON

Test I
1 10.0 110.0 0.835 180.7

2 10.0 110.0 0.949 157.9

3 10.0 110.0 0.926 161.7

4 10.0 110.0 1.156 130.0

5 10.0 110.0 1.321 113.9

6 10.0 110.0 2.827 53.3

7 10.0 110.0 4.175 30.7

8 10.0 110.0 4.175 16.0

Test 2
10.0 1100 0.835 180.7

2 10.0 110.0 0.848 175.1
3 10.0 110.0 0.974 154.2

4 10.0 110.0 1.219 123.8

5 10.0 110.0 1.560 96.8

6 10.0 110.0 2.788 54.3

7 10.0 110.0 4.175 22.7

8 10.0 110.0 4.175 15.9

Test 3
1 10.0 110.0 0.835 180.9

2 10.0 110.0 1.035 145.7

10.0 110.0 0.987 152.3

4 10.0 110.0 1.543 98.8

5 10.0 110.0 1.619 94.3

6 10.0 110.0 3.623 42.2

7 9.8 110.0 4.175 23.0

8 8.8 110.0 4.175 8.8

Test 4

1 10.0 110.0 0.835 181.7

2 10.0 110.0 0.851 175.5

3 10.0 110.0 0.876 170.6

4 10.0 110.0 1.059 141.4

5 10.0 110.0 1.164 128.9

6 10.0 110.0 4.175 30.7

7 10.0 110.0 4.175 33.1

8 10.0 110.0 4.175 9.2
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Table C.1. (cont.) Predicted optimal conditions and TON for kinetics of Case Study 1 with y = 0.90.

Catalyst ,e, (min) T (*C) Ca, (mM) TON

Test 5

1 10.0 110.0 0.835 180.7

2 10.0 110.0 0.919 162.8

3 10.0 110.0 0.873 170.6

4 10.0 110.0 1.373 110.0

5 10.0 110.0 1.222 123.1

6 10.0 110.0 3.995 37.9

7 10.0 110.0 4.175 31.6

8 10.0 110.0 4.175 16.1

Test 6
1 10.0 110.0 0.835 180.7

2 10.0 110.0 1.082 138.9

3 10.0 110.0 0.935 160.8

4 10.0 110.0 1.455 103.8

5 10.0 110.0 1.438 104.9

6 10.0 110.0 4.175 35.3

7 10.0 110.0 4.175 22.3

8 10.0 110.0 4.175 12.0

Test 7

1 10.0 110.0 0.835 180.7

2 10.0 110.0 0.893 167.0

10.0 110.0 0.871 171.1

4 10.0 110.0 1.214 123.9

5 10.0 110.0 1.139 131.7

6 10.0 110.0 4.175 34.3

7 10.0 110.0 4.175 28.2

8 10.0 110.0 4.175 13.1

Test 8
1 10.0 110.0 0.835 180.7

2 10.0 110.0 0.861 173.1

10.0 110.0 1.010 149.0

4 10.0 110.0 1.202 125.8

5 10.0 110.0 1.703 89.0

6 10.0 110.0 2.949 46.2

7 10.0 110.0 2.834 31.7

8 10.0 110.0 4.175 18.7
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Table C.I. (cont.) Predicted optimal conditions and TON for kinetics of Case Study I with y = 0.90.

Catalyst tres (min)

Test 9

2

4

5
6
7
8

Test 10
1
2

4

5
6
7
8

T (*C) Cea, (mM) TON
-" (MM)

10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
9.5

10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0

110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0

110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0

0.835
0.920
0.907
1.153
1.208
4.175

4.175

4.175

0.835
0.987
1.023
1.276
1.687
3.031
4.175

4.175

181.2
162.2
164.8
129.9
124.2
34.4

22.8
10.2

180.6
152.2
147.1

118.6
89.6
50.0
30.9
15.8

Table C.2. Predicted optimal conditions and TON for kinetics of Case Study 1 with 2 = 0.95.

Catalyst tres (min) T (C)

Test 1

1
2

4

5
6
7
8

Test 2

2

3
4

5
6
7
8

10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0

10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0

110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0

110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0

C., (mM)

1.312
1.696
1.780
2.182
2.097
4.175

4.175

4.175

1.357
1.809
1.694

3.287
2.955
4.175

4.175

4.175

TON

119.3
92.6
88.5
72.3
75.1
32.9
23.2
10.4

115.5
87.1
92.8
47.9

53.3
34.7

28.3
20.2

II
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Table C.2. (cont.) Predicted optimal conditions and TON for kinetics of Case Study I with y = 0.95.

Catalyst t,e (min) T ("C) CLat (mM) TON

Test 3
1 10.0 110.0 1.308 119.5

2 10.0 110.0 2.155 73.6
3 10.0 110.0 1.980 79.9

4 10.0 110.0 2.568 61.8

5 10.0 110.0 3.104 51.3

6 10.0 110.0 4.175 36.8

7 10.0 110.0 4.175 27.7

8 10.0 110.0 3.931 20.0

Test 4

1 10.0 110.0 1.305 119.8

2 10.0 110.0 1.971 80.2

3 10.0 110.0 2.188 72.5

4 10.0 110.0 4.175 37.7

5 10.0 110.0 2.667 59.6

6 10.0 110.0 4.175 34.7

7 10.0 110.0 3.890 22.6

8 10.0 110.0 3.434 18.8

Test 5
1 10.0 110.0 1.310 119.4

2 10.0 110.0 1.561 100.5

10.0 110.0 1.686 93.1

4 10.0 110.0 2.217 71.0

5 10.0 110.0 2.157 72.9

6 10.0 110.0 4.175 34.7

7 10.0 110.0 4.175 31.8

8 10.0 110.0 4.175 10.7

Test 6
1 10.0 110.0 1.631 97.1

2 10.0 110.0 2.687 59.3
10.0 110.0 2.185 72.5

4 10.0 110.0 2.550 62.2

5 10.0 110.0 3.922 40.8

6 10.0 110.0 4.175 30.7

7 10.0 110.0 4.175 28.0

8 10.0 110.0 4.175 9.2
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Table C.2. (cont.) Predicted optimal conditions and TON for kinetics of Case Study 1 with y = 0.95.

Catalyst t,, (min) T (C) Cal (mM) TON

Test 7
1 10.0 110.0 1.311 119.3

2 10.0 110.0 1.774 88.8
3 10.0 110.0 1.852 85.2

4 10.0 110.0 2.174 72.6

5 10.0 110.0 2.324 68.1

6 10.0 110.0 4.175 33.0

7 10.0 110.0 4.175 33.0

8 10.0 110.0 4.175 15.6

Test 8
1 10.0 110.0 1.308 119.5

2 10.0 110.0 1.546 101.4

3 10.0 110.0 1.606 97.6

4 10.0 110.0 2.117 74.4

5 10.0 110.0 2.031 77.4

6 10.0 110.0 4.175 33.8

7 10.0 110.0 4.175 30.6

8 10.0 110.0 4.175 21.2

Test 9
1 10.0 110.0 1.382 113.6

2 10.0 110.0 1.608 97.8
10.0 110.0 1.653 95.2

4 10.0 110.0 1.886 83.3

5 10.0 110.0 2.283 68.9

6 10.0 110.0 4.175 34.3

7 10.0 110.0 4.175 31.8

8 10.0 110.0 4.175 21.2

Test 10
1 10.0 110.0 1.311 119.2

2 10.0 110.0 1.848 85.2

3 10.0 110.0 1.692 92.9

4 10.0 110.0 2.989 52.8

5 10.0 110.0 3.320 47.5

6 10.0 110.0 4.175 30.0

7 9.7 110.0 4.175 22.9

8 9.9 110.0 4.175 15.6
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Table C.3. Predicted optimal conditions and TON for kinetics of Case Study I with y = 0.98.

Catalyst tes (min) T (*C) Cea (mM) TON

Test I
1 10.0 110.0 2.285 70.6

2 10.0 110.0 3.283 49.4

3 10.0 110.0 3.247 49.9

4 10.0 110.0 4.175 38.3

5 10.0 110.0 4.175 38.7

6 10.0 110.0 4.175 36.6

7 10.0 110.0 4.175 31.6

8 10.0 110.0 4.175 21.0

Test 2

1 10.0 110.0 2.255 71.7

2 10.0 110.0 2.733 59.2

3 10.0 110.0 2.630 61.4

4 10.0 110.0 4.175 38.5

5 10.0 110.0 3.622 44.7

6 10.0 110.0 4.175 36.0
7 10.0 110.0 4.175 29.4

8 10.0 110.0 4.175 21.2

Test 3
1 10.0 110.0 2.286 70.6

2 10.0 110.0 2.782 58.1
10.0 110.0 2.741 58.9

4 10.0 110.0 4.175 38.6

5 10.0 110.0 4.175 38.6

6 10.0 110.0 4.175 34.9
7 10.0 110.0 4.017 33.5

8 10.0 110.0 3.861 18.5

Test 4

1 10.0 110.0 2.285 70.6

2 10.0 110.0 2.592 62.3
10.0 110.0 2.750 58.8

4 10.0 110.0 4.175 38.5

5 10.0 110.0 4.175 38.6

6 10.0 110.0 4.175 36.5

7 10.0 110.0 3.986 33.6

8 10.0 110.0 3.740 22.8
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Table C.3. (cont.) Predicted optimal conditions and TON for kinetics of Case Study I with y =0.98.

Catalyst t,., (min) T ("C) Ca (mM) TON

Test 5
1 10.0 110.0 2.282 70.7

2 10.0 110.0 2.715 59.5

3 10.0 110.0 3.540 45.8

4 10.0 110.0 4.175 38.6

5 10.0 110.0 4.175 38.6

6 10.0 110.0 4.175 29.9

7 10.0 110.0 4.175 33.0

8 9.8 110.0 4.175 15.6

Test 6
1 10.0 110.0 2.224 72.5

2 10.0 110.0 2.599 62.1

10.0 110.0 3.883 41.8

4 10.0 110.0 4.175 38.8

5 10.0 110.0 4.175 38.7

6 10.0 110.0 4.175 36.8

7 10.0 110.0 4.175 33.1

8 10.0 110.0 4.175 9.3

Test 7
1 10.0 110.0 2.285 70.6

2 10.0 1l10.0 3.095 52.3

10.0 110.0 2.954 54.8

4 10.0 110.0 4.175 38.6

5 10.0 110.0 4.175 38.8

6 10.0 110.0 4.175 36.1

7 10.0 110.0 4.175 29.5

8 10.0 110.0 4.175 15.7

Test 8
1 10.0 110.0 2.342 68.9

2 10.0 110.0 3.572 45.5

3 10.0 110.0 3.535 45.9

4 10.0 110.0 4.175 38.5

5 10.0 1l10.0 4.175 38.5

6 10.0 110.0 4.175 34.2

7 10.0 110.0 4.175 32.3

8 10.0 110.0 4.175 10.7
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Table C.3. (cont.) Predicted optimal conditions and TON for kinetics of Case Study I with 7 = 0.98.

Catalyst t,,, (min) T (0C)
-I

Test 9
1
2

4
5
6
7
8

Test 10
1
2

3
4

5
6
7
8

10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0

10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0

110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0

110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0

Ccai (mM)

1.871
2.906
2.828
4.175

4.175

4.175

4.175

3.821

2.507

3.419

3.380
4.175

4.175

4.175

4.175

4.175

TON

85.7
55.6
57.1

38.8
38.2
36.7
27.6
20.3

64.8

47.4

47.9

38.5
38.8
33.6
33.1
16.2

Table C.4. Predicted optimal conditions and TON for kinetics of Case Study 2 with 7 = 0.90.

Catalyst tres (min) T (C) Ce, (mM) TON
-I I

Test 1
1
2

4

5
6
7
8

Test 2

1
2

4

5
6

7
8

10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0

10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0

110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0

110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0

0.835
0.835
0.864

1.184

1.088
4.175

4.175

4.175

0.835
0.835
0.885
1.172
1.186
2.684

4.175

3.172

180.8
180.7
172.1
126.4

137.1

34.6

31.6
21.2

180.8
180.7
168.5
128.0
126.3
56.0
28.6
20.2
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Table C.4. (cont.) Predicted optimal conditions and TON for kinetics of Case Study 2 with 7 = 0.90.

Catalyst t,, (min) T (C) Ca, (mM) TON

Test 3
1 10.0 110.0 0.835 180.9

2 10.0 110.0 0.835 180.8

3 10.0 110.0 0.838 177.0

4 10.0 110.0 0.926 160.5
5 10.0 110.0 0.953 156.2

6 9.4 110.0 4.175 29.5

7 8.0 110.0 4.175 22.1

8 7.7 110.0 4.175 15.8

Test 4

1 10.0 110.0 0.835 181.2

2 10.0 110.0 0.835 180.9
3 10.0 110.0 0.904 165.4

4 10.0 110.0 1.506 100.0

5 10.0 110.0 1.400 107.6

6 10.0 110.0 4.175 33.6

7 10.0 110.0 4.175 32.4

8 10.0 110.0 4.175 16.8

Test 5
1 10.0 110.0 0.835 180.8

2 10.0 110.0 0.835 180.7
10.0 110.0 0.903 165.3

4 10.0 110.0 1.230 121.8

5 10.0 110.0 1.255 119.7

6 10.0 110.0 4.175 35.3

7 10.0 110.0 4.175 28.7

8 10.0 110.0 4.175 21.2

Test 6
1 10.0 110.0 0.835 180.7

2 10.0 110.0 0.835 180.7

3 10.0 110.0 0.846 175.6

4 10.0 110.0 1.441 103.8

5 10.0 110.0 1.000 148.9

6 10.0 110.0 4.175 29.9

7 10.0 110.0 3.450 36.9

8 10.0 110.0 2.886 22.6
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Table C.4. (cont.) Predicted optimal conditions and TON for kinetics of Case Study 2 with 7 = 0.90.

Catalyst t,es (min) T (*C) CGa, (mM) TON

Test 7
1 10.0 110.0 0.835 181.0

2 10.0 110.0 0.835 180.9
3 10.0 110.0 0.874 170.6

4 10.0 110.0 1.227 122.1

5 10.0 110.0 1.275 117.9

6 10.0 110.0 2.653 56.7

7 10.0 110.0 4.175 33.1

8 10.0 110.0 4.175 8.9

Test 8
1 10.0 110.0 0.835 180.7

2 10.0 110.0 0.835 180.7

3 10.0 110.0 0.910 164.5

4 10.0 110.0 1.363 111.0

5 10.0 110.0 1.545 98.3

6 10.0 110.0 4.175 34.9

7 10.0 110.0 4.175 33.1

8 10.0 110.0 4.175 19.6

Test 9
1 10.0 110.0 0.835 180.9

2 10.0 110.0 0.835 180.7

3 10.0 110.0 0.890 167.8

4 10.0 110.0 1.108 135.3

5 10.0 110.0 1.343 112.2

6 10.0 110.0 3.692 38.5

7 10.0 110.0 3.936 25.7

8 10.0 110.0 4.175 18.3

Test 10
1 10.0 110.0 0.835 180.6

2 10.0 110.0 0.835 180.8
10.0 110.0 0.835 177.6

4 10.0 110.0 1.242 120.9

5 10.0 110.0 1.130 132.7

6 10.0 110.0 4.175 35.9

7 10.0 110.0 4.175 30.9

8 10.0 110.0 4.175 21.2
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Table C.5. Predicted optimal conditions and TON for kinetics of Case Study 2 with 7 = 0.95.

Catalyst t,e (min) T (*C) Ca (mM) TON

Test 1

1 10.0 110.0 1.577 100.2

2 10.0 110.0 1.409 111.9
3 10.0 110.0 2.010 78.9

4 10.0 110.0 2.606 60.7

5 10.0 110.0 2.917 54.3

6 10.0 110.0 4.175 35.5

7 10.0 110.0 4.175 23.6

8 10.0 110.0 4.175 10.5

Test 2

1 10.0 110.0 1.338 117.0

2 10.0 110.0 1.306 119.9
10.0 110.0 1.748 89.5

4 10.0 110.0 2.334 67.2

5 10.0 110.0 4.175 36.6

6 10.0 110.0 4.175 36.7

7 10.0 110.0 4.175 27.4

8 10.0 110.0 4.175 8.8

Test 3
1 10.0 110.0 1.300 120.2

2 10.0 110.0 1.313 119.0
10.0 110.0 1.588 98.6

4 10.0 110.0 2.691 58.4

5 10.0 110.0 2.079 75.4

6 10.0 110.0 4.175 36.8

7 9.1 110.0 4.175 22.2

8 7.9 110.0 4.175 9.9

Test 4

1 10.0 110.0 1.343 116.7

2 10.0 110.0 1.360 115.2

3 10.0 110.0 1.885 83.2

4 10.0 110.0 1.936 81.1

5 10.0 110.0 3.024 52.0

6 10.0 110.0 4.175 34.2

7 10.0 110.0 4.175 30.6

8 10.0 110.0 4.175 15.5
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Table C.5. (cont.) Predicted optimal conditions and TON for kinetics of Case Study 2 with y = 0.95.

Catalyst t,es (min) T (*C) Ca, (mM) TON

Test 5
1 10.0 110.0 1.325 118.1

2 10.0 110.0 1.306 119.8

3 10.0 110.0 1.755 89.4

4 10.0 110.0 2.663 58.9

5 10.0 110.0 2.826 55.7

6 10.0 110.0 4.175 36.8

7 9.4 110.0 4.175 22.5

8 9.7 110.0 4.175 21.2

Test 6
1 10.0 110.0 1.286 121.6

2 10.0 110.0 1.307 119.7

10.0 110.0 1.696 92.5

4 10.0 110.0 3.187 49.5

5 10.0 110.0 2.265 69.5

6 10.0 110.0 4.175 33.6

7 10.0 110.0 4.175 33.1

8 10.0 110.0 4.175 21.2

Test 7
1 10.0 110.0 1.359 115.3

2 10.0 110.0 1.388 113.0

10.0 110.0 1.622 96.8

4 10.0 110.0 2.378 66.2

5 10.0 110.0 2.280 69.0

6 10.0 110.0 4.175 34.2

7 10.0 110.0 4.175 28.5

8 10.0 110.0 4.175 21.2

Test 8
1 10.0 110.0 1.305 119.9

2 10.0 110.0 1.322 118.3

10.0 110.0 1.576 99.5

4 10.0 110.0 1.796 87.4

5 10.0 110.0 1.872 83.9

6 10.0 110.0 4.175 34.6

7 10.0 110.0 4.175 24.8

8 9.7 110.0 4.175 10.1
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Table C.5. (cont.) Predicted optimal conditions and TON for kinetics of Case Study 2 with 7 = 0.95.

Catalyst tes (min) T (*C)

Test 9
1
2

3
4

5
6
7
8

Test 10

2

3

4

5
6
7
8

G~, (mM) TON-I II

10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0

10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
9.3
9.5

110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0

110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0

1.334

1.344

1.854

3.278
2.174

4.175

4.175

4.175

1.326
1.320
1.681
2.171
2.776
4.175

4.175

4.175

117.4

116.3
84.8
48.7
72.6
36.2
31.3
20.6

118.0
118.6
93.5
72.5
56.9
35.5
22.2

16.0

Table C.6. Predicted optimal conditions and TON for kinetics
Si.

of Case Study 3 with competing reaction B ->

Catalyst tres (im in) T (*C)

Test I

2

3
4

5
6
7
8

Test 2

2

3

4

5
6
7
8

10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0

10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0

81.7
81.7
82.3
82.1
83.3
82.6
83.8
90.3

80.7
81.8
80.8
81.1
84.2

86.7
86.3
93.5

Ca, (mM)

2.807
3.542

3.970
4.175

4.175

4.175

4.175

4.175

2.595
4.175

3.865
4.175

4.175

4.175

4.175

4.175

TON

32.8
26.2
23.4

20.7
20.6
13.8
9.4

2.9

34.9

20.2

23.5
19.9
18.4

12.2

7.6
2.8
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Table C.6. (cont.) Predicted optimal conditions and TON for kinetics of Case Study 3 with competing reaction
B -> Si.

Catalyst tes (min) T ("C) Ca (mM) TON

Test 3
1 10.0 79.8 2.592 35.2

2 10.0 80.9 3.903 23.5
3 10.0 81.1 3.291 27.8

4 10.0 81.4 4.175 20.2

5 10.0 82.0 4.175 19.6

6 10.0 85.0 4.175 13.1

7 10.0 85.2 4.175 7.7

8 10.0 90.0 4.175 3.1

Test 4

1 10.0 81.0 2.741 33.6

2 10.0 80.7 3.780 24.5

3 10.0 79.6 3.308 27.9

4 10.0 81.6 4.175 20.1

5 10.0 82.6 4.175 21.3

6 10.0 85.5 4.175 14.5

7 10.0 87.4 4.175 9.3

8 10.0 90.2 4.175 3.0

Test 5
1 10.0 81.9 2.903 32.3

2 10.0 81.5 3.494 26.5

10.0 83.6 3.497 26.5

4 10.0 80.4 4.175 21.5

5 10.0 82.9 4.175 19.8

6 10.0 86.7 4.175 14.9

7 10.0 88.1 4.175 8.1

8 10.0 87.4 4.175 3.3

Test 6
1 10.0 82.4 2.860 32.6

2 10.0 81.3 3.506 26.3

3 10.0 81.4 3.742 24.8

4 10.0 80.4 4.175 19.8

5 10.0 80.8 4.175 20.3

6 10.0 83.0 4.175 13.0

7 10.0 87.1 4.175 9.2

8 10.0 89.6 4.175 3.0
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Table C.6. (cont.) Predicted optimal conditions and TON for kinetics of Case Study 3 with competing reaction
B -> Si.

Catalyst t"es (min) T (C) Ce,, (mM) TON

Test 7
1 10.0 81.5 2.805 32.9
2 10.0 82.0 4.175 22.1
3 10.0 82.1 3.695 25.1
4 10.0 82.0 4.175 20.1
5 10.0 81.9 4.175 20.1
6 10.0 84.0 4.175 15.2
7 10.0 86.3 4.175 9.5
8 10.0 87.4 4.175 3.2

Test 8
1 10.0 81.4 2.806 32.8
2 10.0 81.4 3.538 25.8

10.0 82.1 3.061 29.6
4 10.0 80.8 4.175 20.9
5 10.0 81.9 4.175 19.9
6 10.0 85.3 4.175 13.1
7 10.0 87.9 4.175 9.4
8 10.0 91.8 4.175 3.2

Test 9
1 10.0 80.4 2.754 33.3
2 10.0 81.5 3.486 26.5
3 10.0 80.7 4.117 22.5
4 10.0 83.7 4.175 21.6
5 10.0 82.9 4.175 21.4
6 10.0 83.4 4.175 13.0
7 10.0 85.5 4.175 9.3
8 10.0 90.3 4.175 3.0

Test 10
1 10.0 80.7 2.696 34.3
2 10.0 81.5 4.175 22.0
3 10.0 81.1 4.175 21.8
4 10.0 82.2 4.175 19.5
5 10.0 81.3 4.175 19.3
6 10.0 86.1 4.175 12.5
7 10.0 83.9 4.175 8.9
8 10.0 88.3 4.175 2.7
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Table C.7. Predicted optimal conditions and TON for kinetics of Case Study 3 with competing reaction B + R
-> S2.

Catalyst t,e (min) T ("C) Cca, (mM) TON

Test I
1 2.3 109.7 2.582 24.3

2 2.3 110.0 3.159 19.8

2.3 110.0 3.041 20.7

4 2.3 110.0 3.940 15.9

5 2.3 110.0 3.608 17.4

6 2.3 110.0 4.175 11.5

7 2.3 110.0 4.175 8.5

8 2.3 110.0 4.175 3.8

Test 2

1 2.5 110.0 2.701 23.3

2 2.4 110.0 3.461 18.2

2.5 110.0 3.426 18.4

4 2.3 110.0 4.175 15.0

5 2.3 110.0 4.084 15.5

6 2.3 110.0 4.175 11.6

7 2.3 110.0 4.175 8.5

8 2.3 110.0 4.175 3.7

Test 3
1 2.3 110.0 2.778 22.8

2 2.3 110.0 3.170 20.0

2.3 110.0 3.496 18.1

4 2.2 110.0 4.086 15.5

5 2.2 110.0 4.175 14.9

6 2.4 110.0 4.175 11.4

7 2.4 110.0 4.175 8.6

8 2.4 110.0 4.175 3.7

Test 4

1 2.6 110.0 2.534 24.7

2 2.6 110.0 3.107 20.3

3 2.6 110.0 3.213 19.7

4 2.5 110.0 4.175 14.2

5 2.5 110.0 4.175 14.9

6 2.5 110.0 4.175 11.2

7 2.6 110.0 4.175 8.3

8 2.6 110.0 4.175 4.0
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Table C.7. (cont.) Predicted optimal conditions and TON for kinetics of Case Study 3 with competing reaction
B + R -> S2.

Catalyst t,e (min) T ('C) C.1 (mM)
I I

Test 5
1
2

4
5
6
7
8

Test 6
1
2

4
5
6
7
8

Test 7
1
2

4
5
6
7
8

Test 8

2

4
5
6
7
8

2.4

2.4

2.4

2.3
2.3
2.3
2.4

2.4

2.2

2.6
2.5
2.2

2.3
2.5
2.5
2.5

2.3
2.3
2.3
2.2

2.2

2.3
2.4

2.4

2.4

2.4

2.4

2.4

2.4

2.5
2.5
2.6 110.0

TON

110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0

110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0

110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0

110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0

110.0
110.0
110.0

2.569
3.085
3.272
4.175

4.175

4.175

4.175

4.175

4.175

3.624

3.743
4.175

4.175

4.175

4.175

4.175

2.504

3.110
3.490

4.175

4.175

4.175

4.175

4.175

2.580
3.434

3.218
4.175

4.175

4.175

4.175

4.175

24.5

20.4
19.3
14.5

15.1
11.2

8.2
3.1

16.9
17.4

16.9
14.6

14.7

11.4

8.2
3.3

25.1
20.2

18.0
14.9

14.8

11.6
8.2
4.2

24.4

18.4

19.5
14.5

14.9

11.4

8.2
4.0
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Table C.7. (cont.) Predicted optimal conditions and TON for kinetics of Case Study 3 with competing reaction
B + R -> S2.

Catalyst t,es (min) T (0C)

Test 9
1
2

3
4

5
6
7
8

Test 10
1
2

3
4

5
6
7
8

10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
1.8
2.0

2.4

2.4

2.3
2.4

2.4

2.3
2.3
2.3
2.4

2.5

84.8
85.1
85.3
85.4
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0

110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0

Table C.8. Predicted optimal conditions and TON for kinetics
trust region.

of Case Study 4 with no prediction covariance

Catalyst tres (min) T (*C)
I1

Test I
1
2

3
4

5
6

7
8

Test 2

1
2
3

4

5
6
7
8

10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0

10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0

78.6
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0

71.8
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0

CaI (mM)

2.886
3.311
3.221
4.175

4.175

4.175

4.175

4.175

2.579
3.164

3.071
4.175

4.175

4.175

4.175

4.175

TON

21.0
18.4

18.9
14.4

13.8
11.6
8.2
3.6

24.5

19.9
20.5
14.7
14.3

10.3
8.1
3.5

Ca, (mM)

1.085
1.514

1.690
1.224

1.789
4.175

4.175

4.175

2.154

0.939
0.938
0.938
0.939
4.175

4.175

4.175

TON

142.5
102.1

91.0
126.3
86.0

35.4

30.3
9.3

67.9
155.7
155.9

155.8
155.6
34.5

32.5
20.2
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Table C.8. (cont.) Predicted optimal conditions and TON for kinetics of Case Study 4 with no prediction
covariance trust region.

Catalyst tres (min) T (C) Ca (mM) TON

Test 3
1 10.0 76.3 1.969 79.6

2 10.0 110.0 0.936 156.2

3 10.0 110.0 0.940 155.5

4 10.0 110.0 0.941 155.4

5 10.0 110.0 0.940 155.6

6 10.0 110.0 4.175 35.4

7 10.0 110.0 4.175 32.3

8 10.0 110.0 4.175 16.1

Test 4

1 10.0 78.5 1.858 82.4

2 10.0 110.0 1.019 144.4

10.0 110.0 0.941 155.4

4 10.0 110.0 1.077 137.4

5 10.0 110.0 1.030 143.1

6 10.0 110.0 4.175 36.5

7 10.0 110.0 4.175 30.6

8 10.0 110.0 4.175 17.5

Test 5
1 10.0 76.7 2.937 52.2

2 10.0 110.0 0.944 155.0
10.0 110.0 0.944 155.0

4 10.0 110.0 0.944 155.0

5 10.0 110.0 0.939 155.8

6 10.0 110.0 3.501 43.6

7 10.0 110.0 4.175 28.9

8 10.0 110.0 4.175 21.2

Test 6
1 10.0 81.1 1.485 104.3

2 10.0 110.0 1.803 87.1
10.0 110.0 1.781 88.1

4 10.0 110.0 2.145 73.3

5 10.0 110.0 1.604 96.7

6 10.0 110.0 3.352 44.1

7 10.0 110.0 3.388 38.5

8 10.0 110.0 3.749 22.5
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Table C.8. (cont.) Predicted optimal conditions and TON for kinetics of Case Study 4 with no prediction
covariance trust region.

Catalyst t, (min) T ("C) Ce, (mM) TON

Test 7
1 10.0 78.0 3.097 48.6

2 10.0 110.0 0.948 154.4

3 10.0 110.0 0.951 154.0
4 10.0 110.0 0.944 155.1
5 10.0 110.0 0.951 154.0

6 10.0 110.0 4.175 35.9

7 8.6 110.0 4.175 23.1

8 8.3 110.0 4.175 9.1

Test 8
1 10.0 72.1 2.226 67.4

2 10.0 110.0 0.932 156.8

3 10.0 110.0 0.934 156.5

4 10.0 110.0 0.934 156.5

5 10.0 110.0 0.932 156.8

6 10.0 110.0 4.011 37.6

7 10.0 110.0 4.175 32.3

8 10.0 110.0 4.175 16.7

Test 9
1 10.0 76.1 2.526 58.3

2 10.0 110.0 0.937 156.0
3 10.0 110.0 0.937 155.9

4 10.0 110.0 0.936 156.2

5 10.0 110.0 0.936 156.2
6 10.0 110.0 1.693 86.4

7 10.0 110.0 4.175 33.1
8 10.0 110.0 4.175 19.4

Test 10
1 10.0 77.0 2.943 51.2

2 10.0 110.0 0.939 155.7

3 10.0 110.0 0.942 155.3
4 10.0 110.0 0.940 155.6

5 10.0 110.0 0.940 155.6

6 10.0 110.0 4.175 35.5

7 10.0 110.0 4.175 33.2

8 10.0 110.0 4.175 10.6
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Table C.9. Predicted optimal conditions and TON for kinetics of Case Study 4 with 10% prediction
covariance trust region.

Catalyst trev (min) T ("C) Ce,, (mM) TON

Test 1
1 10.0 79.9 0.835 182.1

2 10.0 110.0 2.746 57.3

3 10.0 110.0 2.901 54.3

4 10.0 110.0 2.940 53.9

5 10.0 110.0 1.906 81.9

6 10.0 110.0 4.175 36.4

7 10.0 110.0 4.175 31.4

8 10.0 110.0 4.175 18.1

Test 2

1 10.0 73.2 1.617 92.8

2 10.0 110.0 0.949 154.4

10.0 110.0 0.921 158.9

4 10.0 110.0 0.945 155.0

5 10.0 110.0 0.954 153.5

6 10.0 110.0 2.145 68.4

7 10.0 110.0 4.175 33.2

8 10.0 110.0 4.175 17.1

Test 3
1 10.0 75.2 1.803 85.9

2 10.0 110.0 0.949 154.3
3 10.0 110.0 0.937 156.3

4 10.0 110.0 0.954 153.5

5 10.0 110.0 0.954 153.5

6 10.0 110.0 4.175 36.1

7 10.0 110.0 4.175 31.1

8 10.0 110.0 4.175 19.6

Test 4

1 10.0 79.4 1.351 114.2

2 10.0 110.0 1.841 84.4

10.0 110.0 1.907 81.0

4 9.6 110.0 1.741 89.2

5 10.0 110.0 1.958 79.3

6 10.0 110.0 4.175 36.4

7 10.0 110.0 4.175 31.7

8 10.0 110.0 4.175 16.8
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Table C.9. (cont.) Predicted optimal conditions and TON for kinetics of
covariance trust region.

Catalyst t,,, (min) T (*C) C", (mM)
I J

Test 5
1
2

4

5
6
7
8

Test 6
1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8

Test 7
1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8

Test 8
1
2

4

5
6
7
8

10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
9.7
10.0
10.0
10.0

10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0

10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0

10.0

10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0

80.4

110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0

73.1
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0

77.6
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0

78.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0

1.278

1.585
1.875
1.729
1.485

4.175

4.175

4.175

1.622
0.939
0.937
0.939
0.939
3.635
4.175

4.175

1.269
1.468

1.683
1.500
1.510
4.175

4.175

4.175

1.274

2.024

1.624

1.559
1.755
4.175

4.175

4.175

119.5
96.8
83.1
89.6
103.0
36.3
30.8
17.5

92.4

155.7
156.1
155.6
155.7
41.3

31.2
20.5

122.1

104.3

91.1
102.5
102.0

35.9
29.9
18.1

121.1

77.2
95.3
99.4

88.4
34.5

30.8
21.2

Case Study 4 with 10% prediction

TON
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Table C.9. (cont.) Predicted optimal conditions and TON for kinetics of Case Study 4 with 10% prediction
covariance trust region.

Catalyst t. (min) T (0C)

Test 9
1
2

3

4
5
6
7
8

Test 10

2

3

4
5
6
7
8

C", (mM) TON
-, II

10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0

10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0

77.7
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0

77.6
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0

1.362
1.727
1.606
1.677
1.740

4.175

4.175

4.175

1.262
2.086
1.969
1.804

1.607
4.175

4.175

4.175

114.3

89.3
96.1
91.7
88.7
36.8
32.2
17.8

122.5
75.3
79.8
86.6
96.5
36.3
30.8
18.7

Table C.10. Predicted optimal conditions and TON for kinetics of Case
covariance trust region.

Study 4 with 2.5% prediction

Catalyst te (nin) T ("C)

Test 1
1
2

3

4

5
6

7
8

Test 2

1
2

3.
4

5
6
7
8

10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0

10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0

79.1
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0

79.3
110.0
110.0

110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0

Ca (mM) TON
II

1.261
1.657

1.731
1.496

1.417

4.175

4.175

4.175

0.835
1.437

2.104

1.985
2.029
4.175

4.175

4.175

121.9
93.2
89.4

102.8
108.5
35.3
31.8
19.5

181.0
106.8
74.1

78.4
76.7
36.3
32.7
17.2
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Table C.10. (cont.) Predicted optimal conditions and TON for kinetics of
covariance trust region.

Catalyst tes (min) T (0C)

Test 3
1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8

Test 4

1
2

3
4
5
6

7
8

Test 5
1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8

Test 6
1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8

10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0

10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0

10.0
10.0

10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0

10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0

10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0

78.3
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0

78.8
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0

74.9

110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0

80.9
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0

Ccat (mM)

1.110
2.099
2.055

1.899
1.845

4.175

4.175

4.175

0.835
2.163
2.114

1.912

1.334

4.175

4.175

4.175

1.638
0.941

0.939
0.932
0.940

4.175

4.175

4.175

1.385
1.565
1.744

1.796
1.466
4.058

4.175

4.175

Case Study 4 with 2.5% prediction

TON

141.2
74.3

75.9
81.2
83.6
36.4
32.6
19.5

182.6
72.4

73.9
81.4

114.1

36.3
32.5
18.3

93.0
155.5
155.8
157.0
155.5
36.5
33.3
19.2

112.2

98.4

88.9
86.4

104.9

36.6
32.2
19.4

I jI
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Table C.10. (cont.) Predicted optimal conditions and TON for kinetics of
covariance trust region.

Catalyst tres (min) T ("C) Cal (mM)

Case Study 4 with 2.5% prediction

TON
mi p

Test 7
1
2

.3

4
5
6

7
8

Test 8
1
2

.3

4
5
6
7
8

Test 9

2
-3

4
5
6
7
8

Test 10

2

3
4

5
6

7
8

10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0

10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0

10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0

10.0
10.0
10.0

10.0

10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0

77.8
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0

79.5
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0

77.6
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0

73.0
110.0
110.0
110.0

110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0

0.835
2.016
1.559
1.648

1.554

4.175

4.175

4.175

1.412

2.087
2.384

2.553
2.426

4.175

4.175

4.175

0.835
1.395
1.569
1.587
1.335
4.175

4.175

4.175

1.729
0.932
0.931
0.932

0.931
4.175

4.175

4.175

183.0
76.8
98.3
93.1
98.5
36.4

30.8
17.1

109.3
74.8
66.0
61.7
64.8

35.6
30.8
16.8

181.7
109.0
97.4

96.6
113.7
36.6
31.4

18.3

87.9

156.8
156.9

156.8

157.0
36.3
32.1
18.3
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APPENDIX D. CHAPTER 5 SUPPORTING INFORMATION

D.1. EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Table D.1. Observed yields for conditions screened during first fractional factorial design.

Experiment Solvent

1
2

3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20

tes (s) T (0C) COAIeOBn( (M) Yield
U- -1

iPrOH
THF

Toluene

MeCN

DMF

DMSO
Pyridine

DMC
DME

DCE
DMSO
iPrOH
MeCN

Pyridine

DMC
THF

Toluene

DMF

DME

DCE

60
60

600
60

600
600
60
60

600
600
60

600
600
600
600
600
60
60
60
60

30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
120.0
120.0
120.0
120.0
120.0
120.0
120.0
120.0
120.0
120.0

0.999
0.999
0.998
0.206
0.206
0.999
0.206
0.206
1.000
0.206
0.206
0.206
1.000
0.999
0.999
0.206
0.206
0.999
0.206
1.000

2.4%

1.8%
9.7%
2.0%

6.1%
52.2%
8.5%
1.0%
5.4%
2.7%

28.4%

23.5%
46.6%

47.2%

56.8%
27.7%
9.3%
36.4%

8.7%
44.6%
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Table D.2. Observed yields for conditions screened during second fractional factorial design.

Experiment Solvent

21

22

23
24

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

35
36
37
38
39
40

DMC
DCE

iPrOH

MeCN

THF

DME

Pyridine

DMSO
Toluene

DMF

DMF

DCE
THF

MeCN

Pyridine

DME

DMC
Toluene

iPrOH

DMSO

Yield

600
190
600
600
600
190
190
190
190
190
600
600
190
190
600
600
190
600
190
600

120.0

120.0

120.0

120.0

120.0

120.0

120.0

120.0

120.0

120.0

69.2
69.2
69.2
69.2
69.2
69.2
69.2
69.2
69.2
69.2

0.999
1.000
0.444

1.000
0.444

0.445

0.999
0.445

0.444

0.444

0.999
0.444

0.999
0.444

0.444

1.000
0.444

0.998
0.999
0.999

45.5%

53.4%

43.2%

36.1%
35.7%
42.3%

51.5%
52.2%
43.7%

48.9%

56.2%
35.9%
29.9%
34.2%

30.5%
41.5%

16.2%
41.9%

33.6%
62.9%

II
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Table D.3. Observed yields for conditions screened during response surface optimization with G-optimal
design of experiments criterion.

Experiment Solvent tres (s) T (*C) CoMoBnI (M) Yield

41 DMSO 77 46.4 0.999 36.0%

42 DCE 137 63.6 1.000 24.0%

43 THF 161 120.0 0.999 43.2%

44 Pyridine 94 61.1 0.999 33.0%

45 iPrOH 161 120.0 0.999 48.7%

46 DMF 100 52.1 0.999 31.4%

47 Toluene 91 59.4 0.998 9.9%

48 DMSO 265 90.6 0.999 57.2%

49 DMF 429 120.0 0.999 48.7%

50 DMSO 391 102.8 0.999 59.3%

51 DMSO 323 58.8 0.333 31.4%

52 DCE 326 120.0 0.429 34.8%

53 DMF 229 98.9 0.364 46.1%

54 DMF 600 101.0 0.999 58.6%

55 DCE 419 120.0 1.000 47.7%

56 Pyridine 600 45.0 0.999 44.0%

57 DMSO 600 87.8 0.999 60.7%

58 DMF 431 94.3 0.999 52.3%

59 DMSO 600 85.2 0.999 64.3%

60 Pyridine 455 73.2 0.999 53.1%

61 DMSO 319 74.9 0.999 53.9%

62 Pyridine 340 77.7 0.999 53.5%

63 DMF 332 93.1 0.999 54.4%

64 DMF 340 96.0 0.778 54.9%

65 iPrOH 188 120.0 0.667 23.7%

66 DMSO 514 75.6 0.682 59.4%

67 DMSO 600 79.8 0.999 62.9%

68 DMSO 516 81.1 0.999 62.6%
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Table D.4. Observed yields for conditions screened during quasi-Newton gradient-based search.

Experiment Solvent

DMSO
DMSO
DMSO
DMSO
DMSO
DMSO
DMSO
DMSO
DMSO
DMSO
DMSO
DMSO
DMSO
DMSO
DMSO
DMSO
DMSO
DMSO
DMSO
DMSO
DMSO
DMSO
DMSO
DMSO
DMSO

tes (s) T (0C) CoMcOBf(t/ (M)

444

459

429

429

459

189
204

174

204

189
174

290
305
275
305
275
290
359
374

344

359
344

374

399
421

78.1
76.1
76.1
80.1
80.1
76.2
74.2

74.2

78.2
76.2
78.2
77.2
75.2
75.2
79.2
79.2
77.2
77.6
75.6
75.6
77.6
79.6
79.6
77.8
78.0

0.999
0.983
0.999
0.983
0.999
0.999
0.983
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.983
0.999
0.983
0.999
0.999
0.983
0.999
0.999
0.983
0.999
0.999
0.983
0.999
0.999
0.999

Yield

61.1%
60.7%
62.2%
61.5%
60.4%

62.8%
56.7%
60.6%
59.2%
54.8%

59.8%
64.1%

65.8%
57.1%
62.4%

59.3%
58.3%
63.2%
61.3%
62.5%
60.9%
60.3%
63.8%
60.3%
61.5%
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D.2. NMR SPECTRA
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Figure D.1. (N-4-methoxybenzyl)-(1R,2R)-(-)diaminocyclohexane 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDC13)
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Figure D.2. (N-4-methoxybenzyl)-(IR,2R)-(-)-diaminocyclohexane '3 C NMR (101 MHz, CDCb)
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APPENDIX E. CHAPTER 6 SUPPORTING INFORMATION

E.1. EXPERIMENTAL DATA

E.1.1. Reaction of 13 and 14

A 5 mL volumetric aryl halide and naphthalene solution was prepared by diluting 1450.2 mg

13 and 340.3 mg naphthalene with THF and transferring the solution to a 7 mL vial. A 5 mL

volumetric boronic acid pinacol ester solution was prepared by diluting 1152.1 mg 14 with THF

and transferring the solution to a 7 mL vial. Individual 2 mL precatalyst-ligand solutions were

prepared by charging the solid to a tapered 2 mL vial, then dosing with 2 mL THE. Catalyst

masses were 29.637 mg P1-Li, 28.163 mg P2-L1, 28.591 mg P1-L2, 30.022 mg P1-L3, 33.195

mg r1-L4, 2j.235 Ig P1-L3, 21.49t mg r-Lo, and 20.850 mg Pi-L7. A 10 mL volumetric

DBU solution was prepared by diluting 2.5203 g DBU in THF and transferring the solution to a

20 mL scintillation vial. Solution volumes were automatically sampled to achieve 0.167 M aryl

halide, 0.250 M boronic acid pinacol ester, 0.333 M DBU, 0.000835-0.004175 M precatalyst-

ligand, and a 5:1 THF-water ratio in the reacting slugs. The product 15 was detected by UV at

340 nm. Reaction data are presented in Table E.1. Optimization results are presented in Table

E.2.

Table E.1. Experimental data for reaction optimization of 13 and 14. Yields based on conversion of 13.

Experiment Precat-Ligand tes (s) T ('C) Cat. Loading (mol%) TON Yield (%)

I P1-L3 600.0 30.0 0.498 1.2 0.6
2 PI-L6 600.0 30.0 2.515 0.2 0.6
3 P1-L4 60.0 30.0 2.508 0.2 0.6
4 P1-LI 60.0 30.0 0.513 1.2 0.6
5 Pl-L2 600.0 30.0 2.513 0.2 0.6
6 P1-L5 60.0 30.0 0.508 1.2 0.6
7 PI-L7 600.0 30.0 0.506 1.2 0.6
8 P2-L1 60.0 30.0 2.509 0.2 0.6
9 P2-L1 600.0 110.0 0.496 9.2 4.6
10 PI-L4 600.0 110.0 0.512 91.2 46.7
11 Pl-L6 60.0 110.0 0.498 1.2 0.6
12 P1-L1 600.0 110.0 2.509 25.8 64.8
13 PI-L5 600.0 110.0 2.512 18.0 45.2
14 Pl-L7 60.0 110.0 2.499 36.4 91.1
15 PI-L2 60.0 110.0 0.508 18.2 9.2
16 PI-L3 60.0 110.0 2.489 23.5 58.6
17 PI-L7 189.7 65.3 1.123 0.5 0.6
18 P1-LI 189.7 65.3 1.106 24.2 26.8
19 P1-L6 600.0 65.3 2.515 0.2 0.6
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Table E.I. (cont.) Experimental data for reaction optimization of 13 and 14. Yields based on conversion of 13.

Experiment Precat-Ligand tr.e (s) T ("C) Cat. Loading (mol%) TON Yield (%)
~1 II

___________________________________I

P2-L1
P1-L4
PI-L5
P1-L3
P1-L2
P1-L4
P1-Li
P1-L2
PI-L6
Pl-L7
PI-L3
PI-L5
P2-Li
PI-L4
P1-L5
P1-LI
P2-Li
PI-L2
P1-L3
PI-L6
PI-L7
P1-L4
P1-L5
Pi-L3
P1-L7
P1-Li
P2-Li
P1-L7
PI-L5
P2-LI
P1-Li
PI-L3
Pi-L4
PI-L7
PI-L3
P1-L1
Pi-L4
Pl-L3
P1-LI
Pi-L5
PI-L4
Pi-L7
Pi-L4
P1-Li

189.7
189.7
189.7
600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
189.7
189.7
600.0
189.7
600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
155.6
109.3
104.5
109.2
166.5
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
161.7
146.1
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'
65.3
65.3
65.3
65.3
65.3
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
67.5
66.7
67.0
66.8
66.3
67.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0

2.509
2.508
1.106
1.106
1.129
1.106
2.509
2.513
1.127
2.499

2.489

2.512
1.131
0.512
0.508
0.513
0.496

2.513
2.489

2.515
2.499

2.508
2.512
2.489

2.499

2.509
2.509
2.499

2.482
2.509
2.482
2.489

0.512
0.506
0.498

0.513
0.512
0.968
0.971
0.957
1.268
0.814
2.104
2.509

9.0
22.8
0.5
5.5
7.2

88.9
29.5
22.7
7.1

32.3
23.3
20.4
16.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
17.9
33.6
3.7

36.8
14.4
0.2
10.6
1.5
5.3
4.8

35.0
17.0
12.2

32.1
26.4
21.6
1.2

47.1
43.1
18.3
26.4
45.9

43.7
78.0
50.2
43.0
29.8

22.7
57.2
0.6
6.0
8.1

98.3
73.9
57.0
8.0

80.8
57.9
51.3
18.3
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6

45.1
83.5
9.2
92.0
36.0
0.6
26.3
3.9
13.4
12.1
87.5
42.1
30.6
79.8
65.6
11.1
0.6
23.4
22.1

9.4
25.5
44.6
41.8
98.9
40.9
90.5
74.9



Table E.I. (cont.) Experimental data for reaction optimization of 13 and 14. Yields based on conversion of 13.

Experiment Precat-Ligand t. (s) T (0C) Cat. Loading (mol%) TON Yield (%)
I "II

PI-L3

Pl-L7
Pl-L1

P1-L4

PI-L7
PI-L3

PI-L4

PI-L4

PI-L4

Pl-L4

PI-L4

P1-LI

PI-L4

PI-L4

Pl-L4

P1-L4

Pl-L4

PI-L4

Pl-L4

PI-L4

PI-L4

PI-L4

Pl-L4

PI-L4

PI-L4

PI-L4

Pl-L4

PI-L4

PI-L4

PI-L4

Pl-L4

PI-L4

PI-L4

185.5
176.5
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
199.3
202.8
600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
189.1
600.0
199.8
199.6
600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0

110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
67.3
68.7
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
66.3
67.6
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0

2.489

2.499

2.266
1.915
2.303
2.323
2.508
2.508
1.214

1.268
1.241

1.592
1.160
1.160
1.106
1.106
1.187
1.106
0.998
0.998
1.241

1.268
1.187
2.508
1.268
2.508
2.508
1.241

1.025
1.079
1.133
1.052
1.106

27.1
29.6
39.9
37.0
37.7

29.8
33.2
34.4

26.3
17.3
62.2
48.0

70.1
76.9
70.3
90.3
65.4

78.6
21.7
19.4

75.9
68.1
70.9
42.4

70.6
36.1
35.7
66.8
78.9
87.4
72.1
70.4

76.7

67.6
73.9
90.4

70.8
86.9
69.3
88.4
86.2
31.9
22.0

77.1
76.3
81.3
89.1
77.7
99.9
77.6
86.9
21.6
19.3
94.2

86.4

84.1

106.3
89.5
90.4

89.6
82.8
80.8
94.3

81.7
74.0

84.8
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Table E.2. Optimal yield and TON conditions for optimization of 13 and 14. Yields based on conversion of 13.

Yield Maximum TON Maximum

Precat- tres T Cat. Loading Yield tres T Cat. Loading TON

.Ligan (S) (*C) (mol%) (%) (S) ("C) (mol%) TO

P1-LI 242.8 110.0 2.152 84.7 242.8 110.0 2.152 39.3

P2-L1 96.0 110.0 2.500 21.9 96.0 110.0 2.500 8.7

PI-L2 82.0 110.0 2.500 49.7 82.0 110.0 2.500 19.9

P1-L3 60.0 110.0 2.500 71.0 60.0 110.0 2.500 28.4

P1-L4 206.9 110.0 2.500 98.1 600.0 110.0 1.195 73.9

Pl-L5 60.0 110.0 2.500 52.2 60.0 110.0 2.500 20.9

P1-L6 101.5 110.0 2.500 9.1 101.5 110.0 2.500 3.6

PI-L7 94.8 110.0 2.500 81.0 94.8 110.0 2.500 32.4

E.1.2. Calibration of 17

The product 17 was synthesized in batch and isolated by column chromatography. A 5 ml

volumetric solution was prepared by diluting 182.2 mg 17 and 35.9 mg naphthalene with THF

and transferring the solution to a 7 mL vial. A 5 ml internal standard solution was prepared by

diluting 32.8 mg naphthalene with THF and transferring the solution to a 7 mL vial. Both

solutions were stored under argon in the liquid handler. Using the automated sample preparation

procedure as described previously, two replicates each of slugs containing 0, 0.033, 0.067, 0.100,

0.133, and 0.167 M 17 were prepared and introduced into the system. The slugs were transported

by compressed argon at 30'C and 5 min residence time through the FEP reactor and sampled by

LC/MS. A calibration was constructed based on integrated peak absorbance measurements of 17

and naphthalene at 270 nm. The calibrated slope was Cprod =1.26054*Cnaphhalene*AprodAnaphthalene

with R 2 = 0.996.

E.1.3. Reaction of 16 and 14

A 5 mL volumetric aryl halide and naphthalene solution was prepared by diluting 815.2 mg

16 and 336.4 mg naphthalene with THF and transferring the solution to a 7 mL vial. A 5 mL

volumetric boronic acid pinacol ester solution was prepared by diluting 1176.5 mg 14 with THF

and transferring the solution to a 7 mL vial. Individual 2 mL precatalyst-ligand solutions were

prepared by charging the solid to a tapered 2 mL vial, then dosing with 2 mL THF. Catalyst

masses were 31.057 mg P1-Li, 27.263 mg P2-Li, 29.287 mg P1-L2, 29.242 mg P1-L3, 34.030

mg P1-L4, 25.335 mg P1-L5, 22.442 mg P1-L6, and 21.001 mg P1-L7. A 10 mL volumetric
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DBU solution was prepared by diluting 2.5343 g DBU in THF and transferring the solution to a

20 mL scintillation vial. Solution volumes were automatically sampled to achieve 0.167 M aryl

halide, 0.250 M boronic acid pinacol ester, 0.333 M DBU, 0.000835-0.004175 M precatalyst-

ligand, and a 5:1 THF-water ratio in the reacting slugs. The product 17 was detected by UV at

270 nm. Reaction data are presented in Table E.3. Optimization results are presented in Table

E.4.

Table E.3. Experimental data for reaction optimization of 16 and 14.

Experiment Precat-Ligand tr.s (s) T ("C) Cat. Loading (mol%) TON Yield (%)
1 P1-L6 600.0 110.0 2.490 0.1 0.1
2 PI-L5 60.0 110.0 0.510 0.3 0.1
3 PI-L4 60.0 110.0 0.498 0.3 0.1
4 P1-L7 600.0 110.0 2.489 2.7 6.7

1I RI IA '-s ACI
I I-LI U.U V1'.U 2.516 . 7.6

6 PI-L2 60.0 110.0 2.516 5.2 13.0
7 PI-L3 600.0 110.0 0.512 0.3 0.1
8 P2-L1 600.0 110.0 0.507 0.3 0.1
9 PI-L5 600.0 30.0 2.492 0.1 0.1

10 PI-L4 600.0 30.0 2.516 0.2 0.6
11 PI-L7 60.0 30.0 0.509 0.3 0.1
12 Pl-L6 60.0 30.0 0.492 0.3 0.1
13 P1-Li 600.0 30.0 0.509 0.3 0.1
14 PJ-L3 60.0 30.0 2.505 0.1 0.1
15 P2-L1 60.0 30.0 2.509 0.1 0.1
16 P1-L2 600.0 30.0 0.492 0.3 0.1
17 P2-L1 60.0 65.3 1.121 0.4 0.4
18 P1-L4 189.7 65.3 2.516 0.4 1.2
19 PI-L5 60.0 65.3 2.492 0.1 0.1
20 P1-Li 189.7 65.3 1.131 6.1 6.9
21 P1-L6 60.0 65.3 1.122 0.1 0.1
22 PI-L2 189.7 65.3 1.128 9.3 10.5
23 PI-L7 60.0 65.3 1.131 0.1 0.1
24 P1-L3 60.0 65.3 2.505 5.5 13.9
25 P1-L6 189.7 110.0 2.490 0.1 0.1
26 PI-L5 189.7 110.0 1.111 8.6 9.5
27 PJ-L2 60.0 110.0 2.516 5.4 13.7
28 PI-L3 189.7 110.0 1.131 11.0 12.4
29 P2-Li 189.7 110.0 2.509 2.5 6.1
30 P1-L1 60.0 110.0 2.516 6.4 16.0
31 PI-L4 60.0 110.0 1.106 0.4 0.4
32 PI-L7 189.7 110.0 2.489 5.5 13.7
33 PI-L2 339.6 110.0 2.516 7.6 19.2
34 P1-L4 351.3 110.0 2.516 1.1 2.9
35 PI-L5 370.2 110.0 2.492 13.2 32.9
36 P1-LI 340.3 110.0 2.516 7.7 19.3
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Table E.3. (cont.) Experimental data for reaction optimization of 16 and 14.

EXDeriment Precat-Ligand

P1-L7
P2-Li

PI-L3

P1-L6

Pi-L7
P1-L5

P1-L3

P1-LI

P1-L2

P1-Li

P1-L2

P1-L7
PI-L5

P1-L3

PI-L3

P1-L2

P1-L5

P1-LI

P1-L7
P1-Li

P1-L5

PI-L7
PI-L3

P1-L2

P1-L3

P1-L1

P1-L5

PI-L5

P1-Li

PI-L3

PI-L3

P1-L1

PI-L5

P1-L5

P1-L1

P1-Li

PI-L5

P1-Li

PI-L5

PI-L5

P1-L2

PI-L3

P1-L1

PI-L3

P1-L1

P1-Li

t,es (s) T (*C) Cat. Loading (mol%)

600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
149.0

156.7
162.3
172.3
177.6
222.1
192.5
155.6
184.7
262.1
203.4
190.0
184.5

213.2
157.7
261.0
206.5
166.9
198.4

600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
375.4
600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
60.0
60.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0

TON Yield (%)
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t,.,,, (S) T ('C) Cat. Loading (mol%) I
33.8
33.4

30.0
30.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
107.8
95.1
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
56.1
81.9
93.8
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
100.7
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
97.2
103.3
110.0
110.0
110.0
30.0
30.0
110.0
47.1

71.0
110.0
39.8
38.1

61.0
69.4
63.0
110.0

2.489
2.509
2.047
2.490
2.489
2.492

2.505
2.516
2.516
0.792
2.169
1.923
2.011
0.754
2.505
2.516
2.492
2.516
2.489
2.516
2.492

2.489
2.505
1.938
1.993
1.781
1.951
1.951
1.385
1.940
2.505
2.516
2.011
2.492

2.516
2.516
2.492
2.516
2.492
2.492
2.516
2.505
2.516
2.505
2.516
2.516

0.1
0.6
0.1
0.1
13.2
7.7
7.9
9.4

6.1
12.9
6.4
3.3
10.8
8.4

8.5
6.7
8.6
11.6
3.2
12.3
11.5
5.1
8.2
9.9
11.1
15.8
18.3
18.1
17.4
10.5
10.5
15.4
23.4
19.8
0.1
0.2
22.4
19.7
0.1

19.8
0.5
2.1
6.7
11.5
7.4

6.6

0.1
1.4

0.1
0.1

32.9
19.2
20.0
23.6
15.4
10.2
13.8
6.4

21.7
6.3

21.2
16.8
21.3
29.1
8.0
30.9
28.8
12.7
20.5
19.1
22.1
28.2
35.8
35.4
24.1
20.3
26.4
38.7
47.0
49.3

0.1
0.5
55.9
49.7

0.1
49.4

1.3
5.4

16.8
28.9
18.7
16.6
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Table E.3. (cont.) Experimental data for reaction optimization of 16 and 14.

Experiment Precat-Ligand tres (s) T (OC) Cat. Loading (mol%) TON Yield (%)

83 PI-L5 600.0 110.0 2.492 21.4 53.4
84 P1-L5 600.0 110.0 2.492 18.1 45.1
85 PI-L3 600.0 110.0 2.505 11.8 29.6
86 P1-L5 600.0 110.0 1.711 17.9 30.6
87 P1-LI 600.0 110.0 2.516 8.1 20.4
88 P1-L5 600.0 110.0 2.492 19.3 48.3
89 P1-Li 600.0 110.0 2.516 8.1 20.4
90 P1-L1 600.0 110.0 2.516 8.3 20.9
91 PI-L5 600.0 110.0 2.492 21.3 53.1
92 P1-L5 600.0 110.0 1.771 22.9 40.7
93 P1-LI 600.0 30.0 2.488 1.2 2.9
94 P1-Li 600.0 30.0 2.488 1.5 3.7
95 P1-L5 600.0 110.0 2.492 20.7 51.7
96 PI-L5 600.0 110.0 1.921 24.1 46.3

Table E.4. Optimal yield and TON conditions for optimization of 16 and 14.

Yield Maximum TON Maximum

Precat- fres T Cat. Loading Yield treS T Cat. Loading TON
.L!gad (S) (0C) (mol%) (%) (S) (OC) (mol%)

P1-LI 600.0 78.5 2.500 44.4 600.0 78.5 2.500 17.8

P2-L1 600.0 96.4 2.500 7.2 600.0 96.4 2.500 2.9

PI-L2 600.0 87.6 2.500 29.9 600.0 87.6 2.500 12.0

PI-L3 600.0 85.9 2.500 34.4 600.0 85.9 2.500 13.7

PI-L4 600.0 90.9 2.500 3.2 600.0 90.9 2.500 1.3
PI-L5 600.0 110.0 2.500 46.5 600.0 110.0 2.061 20.3

Pi-L6 600.0 36.4 2.500 1.4 600.0 36.4 2.500 0.6
Pl-L7 600.0 110.0 2.500 24.6 600.0 110.0 2.500 9.9

E.1.4. Reaction of 16 and 18

A 5 mL volumetric aryl halide and naphthalene solution was prepared by diluting 829.4 mg

16 and 325.2 mg naphthalene with THF and transferring the solution to a 7 mL vial. A 5 mL

volumetric boronic acid solution was prepared by diluting 863.5 mg 18 with THF and

transferring the solution to a 7 mL vial. Individual 2 mL precatalyst-ligand solutions were

prepared by charging the solid to a tapered 2 mL vial, then dosing with 2 mL THE. Catalyst

masses were 31.128 mg P1-Li, 28.858 mg P2-L1, 28.706 mg P1-L2, 30.302 mg P1-L3, 35.144

mg P1-L4, 25.230 mg P1-L5, 22.442 mg P1-L6, and 20.658 mg P1-L7. A 10 mL volumetric

DBU solution was prepared by diluting 2.5373 g DBU in THF and transferring the solution to a
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20 mL scintillation vial. Solution volumes were automatically sampled to achieve 0.167 M aryl

halide, 0.250 M boronic acid, 0.333 M DBU, 0.000835-0.004175 M precatalyst-ligand, and a 5:1

THF-water ratio in the reacting slugs. The product 19 was detected by UV at 340 nm. Reaction

data are presented in Table E.5. Optimization results are presented in Table E.6.

Table E.5. Experimental data for reaction optimization of 16 and 18. Yields based on conversion of 16.

Experiment Precat-Ligand I., (s) T ("C) Cat. Loading (mol%) TON Yield (%)

I P1-L4 60.0 30.0 2.513 0.1 0.2
2 PI-L2 600.0 30.0 2.494 0.1 0.2

3 P1-L1 60.0 30.0 0.510 0.3 0.2

4 P1-L5 600.0 30.0 2.511 0.1 0.2
5 Pl-L6 60.0 30.0 0.499 0.3 0.2

6 P1-L7 600.0 30.0 0.501 0.3 0.2

7 PI-L3 60.0 30.0 2.512 0.1 0.2

8 P2-L1 600.0 30.0 0.509 0.3 0.2

9 P2-L1 60.0 110.0 2.515 32.7 82.3

10 PI-L5 60.0 110.0 0.508 0.3 0.2

11 Pl-L4 600.0 110.0 0.514 0.3 0.2
12 P1-L6 600.0 110.0 2.496 0.1 0.2

13 P1-L3 600.0 110.0 0.503 50.4 25.3

14 PI-L7 60.0 110.0 2.504 16.8 42.1

15 PJ-L2 60.0 110.0 0.510 46.2 23.5

16 P1-Li 600.0 110.0 2.493 36.5 91.0

17 P1-L3 189.7 110.0 1.117 77.2 86.2

18 P2-Li 189.7 110.0 2.515 34.2 86.1

19 P1-L6 189.7 110.0 2.496 0.1 0.2

20 PI-L5 60.0 110.0 1.106 4.0 4.4

21 P1-L1 189.7 110.0 2.493 31.5 78.6

22 P1-L4 189.7 110.0 1.114 2.6 2.9

23 P1-L2 60.0 110.0 2.494 34.6 86.4

24 P1-L6 60.0 65.3 1.109 0.1 0.2

25 P1-L7 60.0 110.0 2.504 19.8 49.7

26 P1-L2 189.7 65.3 1.106 3.9 4.3

27 P1-L5 189.7 65.3 2.511 2.0 5.1

28 P1-Li 60.0 65.3 1.105 6.9 7.6

29 P1-L3 60.0 65.3 2.512 8.8 22.0

30 PI-L7 189.7 65.3 1.113 0.7 0.8

31 PI-L4 60.0 65.3 2.513 0.3 0.7
32 P2-L1 60.0 65.3 1.130 6.1 6.9

33 PI-L4 600.0 105.1 2.513 1.6 4.1

34 P1-LI 600.0 110.0 2.352 32.5 76.4

35 P1-L2 600.0 110.0 2.438 32.9 80.1

36 P1-L3 600.0 110.0 2.317 37.6 87.1

37 P2-L1 600.0 110.0 2.345 34.2 80.1

38 PI-L7 600.0 110.0 2.393 20.8 49.7

39 PI-L5 600.0 71.7 1.196 0.1 0.2
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Table E.5. (cont.) Experimental data for reaction optimization of 16 and 18. Yields based on conversion of 16.

Experiment Precat-Ligand t" (s) T (*C) Cat. Loading (mol%)
U _________________________________________________

PI-L5
PI-L7
PI-L2
P2-LI
P1-LI

Pl-L3
P2-LI
PI-L7
PI-L2
PI-L3
P1-LI
P1-L2
P1-L1
P2-LI
Pl-L3
Pl-Ll
PI-L2
Pl-L3
PI-L3
P1-LI
P1-L2
PI-L3
P1-L2
P1-LI
P1-LI
PI-L3
PI-L2
P1-L3
P1-L1
PI-L2
P1-Li
P1-L2

P1-L3
P1-L1

PI-L3
P1-L2
P1-LI
P1-L2
P1-Li
P1-L3
PI-L2
PI-L3
P1-L1
P1-L3
P1-L2

PI-L3

600.0
124.3
202.9
160.9
123.2
600.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
186.8
149.9

186.8
179.9
60.0
60.0
137.9
60.0
177.6
188.8
211.9
239.7
253.3
108.9
92.2
66.6
192.1
221.3
192.7
180.1
144.0
146.6

60.0
101.5
60.0
218.5

135.7
600.0
147.9

162.9
162.1
600.0
600.0
600.0
60.0

TON Yield (%)

48.3
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
83.8
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
103.6
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0

0.748
1.113
1.219
1.074

1.105
1.061
1.413

1.419

1.672
1.312
1.417

2.494

2.493

2.515
2.512
1.502
1.927
1.312
1.647

1.048
1.446

1.368
1.332
1.048

1.275
1.787
2.409
1.731
1.077
1.871
1.303
1.899
2.038
2.493

1.926
2.126
1.105
1.814

0.935
1.591
1.701
1.675
1.218
1.424

1.417

1.926
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0.2

9.8
51.2
55.4

77.4
48.5

31.0
24.7

52.9
59.6
61.6
30.2
31.9
33.1
34.3

56.4

43.5

60.4

49.3
77.2
49.3

59.7
51.0
82.7
65.1
50.3
35.7
48.0
75.7
41.4

64.9
44.4

42.9

34.3

46.8
38.2
80.6
40.4
85.3
51.9
39.9
53.6
74.1

49.1
66.2
45.3

0.2

10.9
62.4

59.5

85.5
51.5
43.8
35.0
88.5
78.2
87.2
75.2
79.6
83.1
86.2
84.7
83.9
79.2
81.2
80.9
71.3
81.7
68.0
86.7
83.0
89.9
86.1
83.0
81.5
77.5
84.6
84.3
87.4
85.6
90.1
81.2
89.1
73.3
79.7
82.6
67.8
89.8
90.3
69.9

93.8
87.3



Table E.5. (cont.) Experimental data for reaction optimization of 16 and 18. Yields based on conversion of 16.

Experiment Precat-Ligand t,., (s) T (*C) Cat. Loading (mol%) TON Yield (%)

87 Pi-L2 60.0 110.0 1.757 44.2 77.7

88 P1-L3 600.0 110.0 1.787 45.2 80.8
89 PI-L2 600.0 110.0 1.616 52.1 84.2
90 P1-L1 600.0 110.0 1.303 64.2 83.7

91 P1-Li 600.0 110.0 1.218 65.2 79.4

92 P1-L2 600.0 110.0 1.587 47.1 74.8

93 P1-L3 600.0 110.0 1.787 43.5 77.8
94 P1-L3 60.0 40.2 0.503 0.3 0.2
95 P1-L3 60.0 40.1 0.503 0.3 0.2

96 PI-L3 229.2 110.0 1.619 49.4 79.9

Table E.6. Optimal yield and TON

Yield

conditions for optimization of 16 and 18. Yields based on

laximum TON Maximum

Precat- tres T Cat. Loading Yield tres T Cat. Loading TON
Ligand (s) ("C) (mol%) (%) (s) ("C) (mol%)

P1-Li 198.1 110.0 1.697 97.3 233.2 110.0 1.170 74.9

P2-L1 186.2 110.0 1.909 77.9 186.2 110.0 1.909 40.8

P1-L2 60.0 110.0 1.853 81.4 60.0 110.0 1.853 43.9

PI-L3 198.1 110.0 1.697 87.4 198.1 110.0 1.697 51.5

PI-L4 600.0 89.1 2.330 3.5 600.0 89.1 2.330 1.5

P1-L5 600.0 86.7 2.383 5.8 600.0 86.7 2.383 2.4

P1-L6 600.0 30.0 2.500 28.6 600.0 30.0 2.500 11.5

Pl-L7 165.6 110.0 2.009 40.2 165.6 110.0 2.009 20.0

E.1.5. Reaction of 9 and 7

A 5 mL volumetric aryl halide and naphthalene solution was prepared by diluting 816.4 mg 9

and 327.1 mg naphthalene with THF and transferring the solution to a 7 mL vial. A 5 mL

volumetric boronic acid solution was prepared by diluting 1079.4 mg 7 with THF and

transferring the solution to a 7 mL vial. Individual 2 mL precatalyst-ligand solutions were

prepared by charging the solid to a tapered 2 mL vial, then dosing with 2 mL THE. Catalyst

masses were 29.622 mg P1-Li, 27.872 mg P2-L1, 28.706 mg P1-L2, 29.369 mg P1-L3, 34.043

mg P1-L4, 25.128 mg P1-L5, 23.247 mg P1-L6, and 20.128 mg P1-L7. A 10 mL volumetric

DBU solution was prepared by diluting 2.5024 g DBU in THF and transferring the solution to a

20 mL scintillation vial. Solution volumes were automatically sampled to achieve 0.167 M aryl

halide, 0.250 M boronic acid, 0.333 M DBU, 0.000835-0.004175 M precatalyst-ligand, and a 5:1
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THF-water ratio in the reacting slugs. The product 10 was detected by UV at 340 nm. Reaction

data are presented in Table E.7. Optimization results are presented in Table E.8. Screening

results at 80'C, 97'C, and I 10 C are presented in Table E.9.

Table E.7. Experimental data for reaction optimization of 9 and 7. Yields based on conversion of 9.

Experiment Precat-Ligand Ires (s) T ("C) Cat. Loading (mol%) TON Yield (%)
I P1-L6 600.0 110.0 2.504 11.7 29.4
2 PI-L5 600.0 110.0 2.499 21.4 53.6
3 PI-L7 60.0 110.0 2.491 9.5 23.7
4 P1-L3 60.0 110.0 0.502 129.2 64.8
5 P2-LI 600.0 110.0 0.506 99.3 50.3
6 PI-L2 600.0 110.0 0.511 107.8 55.1
7 P1-L4 60.0 110.0 0.489 32.4 15.8
8 P1-LI 60.0 110.0 2.501 37.6 94.1
9 P1-LI 600.0 30.0 0.500 2.9 1.5
10 P1-L6 60.0 30.0 0.501 0.2 0.1
S1 P2-Li 60.0 30.0 2.508 1.6 4.0
12 P1-L7 600.0 30.0 0.503 0.2 0.1
13 PI-L5 60.0 30.0 0.500 0.2 0.1
14 PI-L4 600.0 30.0 2.492 4.6 11.5
15 P1-L2 60.0 30.0 2.507 0.0 0.1
16 PI-L3 600.0 30.0 2.510 2.7 6.9
17 P2-Li 600.0 65.3 2.508 38.1 95.5
18 P1-LI 600.0 65.3 1.120 65.3 73.1
19 PI-L6 189.7 65.3 1.127 1.3 1.4
20 P1-L4 600.0 65.3 2.492 29.7 74.1
21 PI-L2 189.7 65.3 2.507 36.4 91.3
22 P1-L7 600.0 65.3 1.126 0.7 0.8
23 PI-L3 189.7 65.3 1.123 60.8 68.3
24 P1-L5 189.7 65.3 1.131 1.3 1.5
25 P1-Li 189.7 110.0 2.501 34.9 87.2
26 PI-L4 189.7 110.0 1.124 50.6 56.9
27 P1-L6 600.0 110.0 2.504 16.1 40.4
28 PI-L3 600.0 110.0 2.510 32.8 82.2
29 PI-L7 189.7 110.0 2.491 11.6 28.8
30 Pi-L2 600.0 110.0 1.120 72.2 80.9
31 PI-L5 600.0 110.0 2.499 25.7 64.3
32 P2-LI 189.7 110.0 1.109 80.6 89.4
33 P1-L5 114.7 110.0 1.079 31.4 33.9
34 PI-L6 114.7 110.0 1.077 21.4 23.0
35 PI-L7 250.1 110.0 0.982 26.8 26.3
36 P2-LI 150.3 71.6 1.037 27.7 28.7
37 PI-L2 145.8 81.2 1.071 74.9 80.2
38 PI-L4 226.1 69.5 1.148 8.1 9.2
39 Pl-L3 326.4 109.2 0.932 96.1 89.6
40 P1-Li 168.9 89.8 0.858 100.7 86.4
41 P1-L1 600.0 61.9 2.501 37.8 94.4
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Table E.7. (cont.) Experimental data for reaction optimization of 9 and 7. Yields based on conversion of 9.

Exoeriment Precat-Ligand
r1

42
43
44

45
46
47

48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84

85
86
87____________________________I

P1-L2

P1-L4

PI-L5

P1-L3

P2-Li

P1-L2

P1-Li

PI-L3

P2-L1

PI-L5

P1-L2

P1-L3

P2-Li

P1-Li

P2-Li

PI-L2

PI-L3

P1-L1

P1-Li

P1-L3

P1-L2

P1-Li

PI-L2

PI-L3

P1-L1

PI-L3

PI-L2

P1-L2

P1-L1

P1-L2

P1-Li

P1-L1

P1-L2

PI-L2

PI-L3

P1-Li

P1-L2

P1-L3

P1-Li

P1-L3

P1-Li

P1-Li

PI-L2

P1-L2

PI-L3

P1-L2

t,es (s) T (*C) Cat. Loading (mol%)

227.6
600.0
60.0

600.0
182.6
600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
134.4
196.1
227.9
260.4

600.0
169.1
236.9
60.0
60.0
60.0
600.0
600.0
319.6
299.9
237.1
600.0
196.0
202.8
205.1
222.9
167.6
200.4
600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
149.9
600.0
216.2
600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
126.4

276.4

TON Yield (%)
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101.6
83.7
108.5
75.7
104.0

61.5
106.8
84.7
96.5
110.0
73.7
110.0
91.7
106.5
88.2
80.8
98.5

105.3
70.4

82.1
85.6
97.7
72.8
94.9
73.5
95.6
87.0
110.0
108.8
76.3
74.7
73.2
75.8
84.2

98.2
97.7
70.7
93.0
96.7
105.7
97.3
88.6
77.4
77.2
97.6
69.3

2.507
2.492
2.499
2.510
2.508
1.387
1.215
1.793
1.977
1.236
2.507
1.530
2.050
0.786
2.098
1.996
2.056
0.739
1.715
2.295
2.507
0.715
1.314

1.171
2.501
1.554

1.801
1.412

1.358
1.655
1.572
2.287
1.947
2.507
2.510
2.501
1.144

2.510
0.739
1.386
0.715
0.977
1.193
1.314

2.510
2.507

33.6
35.9
19.4

36.1
34.1

59.5
72.5
48.3

41.3
34.8

35.1
55.8
42.1

108.5
40.0
47.6

39.4

106.8
39.1
40.0

34.5
115.4

66.2
71.4

39.9
51.4

46.9
59.9
49.5

50.0
51.9
38.4

50.7
35.5
33.0
33.5
69.3
33.6
105.3
61.7
118.5
87.6
66.2
67.3
28.9
39.7

84.1

89.4

48.4

90.5
85.5
82.6
88.1
86.5
81.8
43.0
88.0
85.3
86.2
85.3
83.9
95.0
81.0
78.9
67.0
91.8
86.6
82.5
87.0
83.6
99.8
79.9
84.6
84.5

67.3
82.7
81.6
87.9
98.7
88.9
82.8
83.8
79.3
84.2

77.8
85.6
84.7
85.6

78.9
88.4
72.6
99.5



Table E.7. (cont.) Experimental data for reaction optimization of 9 and 7. Yields based on conversion of 9.

Experiment Precat-Ligand tres (s) T (C) Cat. Loading (mol%) TON Yield (%)
88 P1-LI 60.0 110.0 0.643 129.4 83.2
89 P1-Li 60.0 110.0 0.667 105.1 70.1
90 PI-L2 258.2 71.6 2.507 33.7 84.5
91 P1-L2 211.7 104.7 1.193 65.2 77.8
92 P1-LI 113.3 110.0 1.120 81.4 91.1
93 PI-L2 600.0 58.7 2.507 34.4 86.3
94 P1-Li 60.0 110.0 1.096 86.3 94.5
95 P1-LI 154.1 110.0 1.096 80.9 88.6
96 PI-L2 600.0 72.4 2.507 33.7 84.4
97 P1-LI 60.0 110.0 0.977 55.5 54.2

Table E.8. Optimal yield and TON conditions for optimization of 9 and 7. Yields based on conversion of 9.

L leid MNiu TON Mximu

Precat- Ire T Cat. Loading Yield Ires T Cat. Loading TONLigand (s) ("C) (mol%) (s) (*C) (mol%)

P1-LI 212.5 85.1 2.401 99.7 282.5 97.2 1.012 88.7

P2-LI 366.8 88.2 2.088 88.1 366.8 88.2 2.088 42.2

PI-L2 307.5 78.0 2.500 95.8 373.9 85.9 1.381 65.0

PI-L3 235.8 92.1 1.983 90.4 256.0 95.5 1.442 61.7

PI-L4 600.0 79.6 2.500 72.6 600.0 79.6 2.500 29.0

PI-L5 91.6 110.0 1.707 54.1 91.6 110.0 1.707 31.7

PI-L6 100.9 110.0 1.790 33.7 100.9 110.0 1.790 18.8
PI-L7 143.4 110.0 1.760 27.4 143.4 110.0 1.760 15.6
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Table E.9. Experimental data for screening of 9 and 7. Yields based on conversion of 9.

Experiment Precat-Ligand

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

24

P1-L1
P1-Li
P1-Li
P1-L1
P1-LI
P1-Li
P1-Li
P1-L1
P1-Li
P1-L1
P1-L1
P1-Li
P1-Li
P1-L1
P1-Li
P1-Li
P1-Li
P1-L1
P1-L1
P1-L1
P1-L1
P1-L1
P1-L1
P1-L1

tres (s) T ("C) Cat. Loading (mol%)

150.0
600.0
282.0
600.0
282.0
282.0
450.0
600.0
600.0
282.0
150.0
450.0
450.0
450.0
282.0
150.0
600.0
450.0
150.0
150.0
282.0
150.0
600.0
450.0

TON Yield (%)

E.1.6. Reaction of 16 and 20

A 5 mL volumetric aryl halide and naphthalene solution was prepared by diluting 816.0 mg

16 and 326.9 mg naphthalene with THF and transferring the solution to a 7 mL vial. A 5 mL

volumetric boronic acid solution was prepared by diluting 726.7 mg 20 with THF and

transferring the solution to a 7 mL vial. Individual 2 mL precatalyst-ligand solutions were

prepared by charging the solid to a tapered 2 mL vial, then dosing with 2 mL THE. Catalyst

masses were 29.516 mg P1-Li, 23.738 mg P1-L5, and 20.394 mg P1-L7. Individual 2 mL

ligand solutions were prepared by charging the solid to a tapered 2 mL vial, then dosing with 2

mL THF or water. Ligand masses were 49.629 mg Li (in THF), 39.050 mg L5-HBF4 (in THF),

and 29.177 mg L7-HBF4 (in water). A 10 mL volumetric DBU solution was prepared by diluting

2.5126 g DBU in THF and transferring the solution to a 20 mL scintillation vial. Solution

volumes were automatically sampled to achieve 0.167 M aryl halide, 0.250 M boronic acid,
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t".' (s) T (1Q Cat. Loading (mol%)r-

80.0
80.0
80.0
80.0
97.0
97.0
97.0
97.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0

80.0
80.0
80.0
80.0
97.0
97.0
97.0
97.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0

1.018
1.018
1.018
1.018
1.018
1.018
1.018
1.018
1.018
1.018
1.018
1.018
1.018
1.018
1.018
1.018
1.018
1.018
1.018
1.018
1.018
1.018
1.018
1.018

61.5
81.7
74.8
83.5

86.7
89.0
86.3
83.7
82.9
85.0
87.9
82.0
78.0
77.5
71.6
60.6
85.3
92.8
84.9

87.5
85.4

86.0
78.6
84.5

62.6
83.2
76.2
85.0
88.3
90.6
87.8
85.2
84.4

86.5
89.5
83.5
79.4

78.9
72.9
61.7
86.8
94.4

86.4

89.0
86.9
87.5
80.0
86.0



0.333 M DBU, 0.0023 M precatalyst-ligand, 0.0000-0.0046 M excess ligand, and a 5:1 THF-

water ratio in the reacting slugs. The product 17 was detected by UV at 270 nm. Reaction data

are presented in Table E. 10. Optimization results are presented in Table E. 11.

Table E.10. Experimental data for reaction optimization of 16 and 20.

Experiment Precat-Ligand T (*C) Excess Ligand Equiv. TON Yield (%)
1 PI-L5 110.0 2.0 3.8 16.1
2 P1-LI 110.0 2.0 6.9 29.0

Pl-L5 110.0 0.0 25.4 35.7
4 PI-L7 110.0 2.1 2.0 8.1
5 P1-LI 110.0 0.0 17.5 24.5
6 Pl-L7 110.0 0.0 10.1 14.1
7 Pl-L5 30.0 2.0 0.0 0.1
8 P1-LI 30.0 2.0 2.8 11.7
9 Pl-L7 30.0 2.1 0.0 0.1
10 P1-L5 30.0 0.0 0.1 0.1
11 P1-L7 30.0 0.0 0.1 0.1
12 P1-LI 30.0 0.0 8.6 12.0
13 PI-L7 65.3 0.8 0.1 0.1
14 P1-LI 65.3 0.8 9.6 23.6
15 Pl-L5 65.3 0.0 0.1 0.1
16 P1-LI 65.3 0.0 14.1 19.6
17 PI-L7 65.3 0.0 0.1 0.1
18 PI-L5 65.3 0.8 0.1 0.1
19 PI-L5 110.0 0.8 21.9 54.0
20 PI-L5 110.0 0.0 28.8 40.5
21 P1-Li 110.0 0.8 14.9 36.4
22 PI-L7 110.0 0.8 8.4 20.4
23 P1-LI 110.0 0.0 21.7 30.4
24 PI-L7 110.0 0.0 9.7 13.6
25 PI-L5 110.0 0.6 20.9 46.5
26 P1-LI 110.0 0.7 11.4 27.0
27 PI-L5 110.0 0.5 23.8 49.2
28 Pl-L5 110.0 0.5 21.6 44.4
29 PI-L5 110.0 0.4 22.9 45.4

30 PI-L5 110.0 0.2 24.5 42.4
31 PI-L5 110.0 0.0 33.0 46.4
32 PI-L5 110.0 0.0 35.9 50.4

33 PI-L5 110.0 0.0 37.8 53.1
34 PI-L5 110.0 0.0 41.1 57.9
35 Pl-L5 110.0 0.0 34.5 48.5

36 PI-L5 110.0 0.0 39.8 56.0
37 P1-L5 110.0 0.0 37.0 52.0
38 PI-L5 110.0 0.0 37.2 52.4
39 PI-L5 110.0 0.0 32.4 45.6
40 Pl-L5 110.0 0.0 32.7 46.0
41 PI-L5 110.0 0.0 30.9 43.4
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Table E.1 1. Optimal yield and TON conditions for optimization of 16 and 20.

Yield Maximum TON Maximum (Per Ligand Equiv)

Precat- T Excess Ligand Yield T Excess Ligand TON
Ligand (0C) Equivalents (%) (0C) Equivalents

Pl-L1 110.0 0.276 31.4 110.0 0.276 17.9
P1-L5 110.0 0.225 50.0 110.0 0.000 34.4
PI-L7 110.0 0.328 15.9 110.0 0.328 8.7

E.1.7. Time-Course Evolution of 18 and Reaction of 16 and 21

A 5 mL volumetric aryl halide and naphthalene solution was prepared by diluting 809.2 mg
16 and 347.4 mg naphthalene with THF and transferring the solution to a 7 mL vial. A 5 mL
volumetric naphthalene solution was prepared by diluting 329.3 mg naphthalene with THF and
transferring the solution to a 7 mL vial. A 5 mL volumetric boronic acid solution was prepared
by diluting 848.3 mg 18 with THF and transferring the solution to a 7 mL vial. A 5 mL
volumetric boronic acid pinacol ester solution was prepared by diluting 1215.5 mg 21 with THF
and transferring the solution to a 7 mL vial. Individual 2 mL precatalyst-ligand solutions were
prepared by charging the solid to a tapered 2 mL vial, then dosing with 2 mL THE. Catalyst
masses were 30.409 mg P1-L1 and 25.430 mg P1-L5. A 10 mL volumetric DBU solution was
prepared by diluting 2.5235 g DBU in THF and transferring the solution to a 20 mL scintillation
vial. For reaction of 16 and 21, solution volumes were automatically sampled to achieve 0.167 M
aryl halide, 0.250 M 21, 0.333 M DBU, 0.0020 M precatalyst-ligand, and a 5:1 THF-water ratio.
The product 19 was detected by UV at 340 nm. The yield with P1-L1 was 87%. The yield with

P1-L5 was 85%. For the time-course study of the boronic acid, solution volumes were

automatically sampled to achieve 0.250 M 18 or 21, 0.333 M DBU, and a 5:1 THF-water ratio.

The slugs were transported at 1 10 C, with the boronic acid 18 detected by UV at 300 nm.

Solution volumes were also automatically sampled to achieve 0.050 M naphthalene, 0.250 M 18
or 21, 0.333 M DBU, and a 5:1 THF-water ratio. The slugs were transported at I 10 C, with the

boronic acid 18 detected by UV at 300 nm. The results were compared to slugs comprising 0.050
M naphthalene, 0.250 M 18 or 21, and 100% THF flowed at 30*C.
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E.2. NMR SPECTRA
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Figure E.1. 3-(3,5-dimethyl-4-isoxazolyl)-pyridine (17) 'IH NMR (400 MHz, CDCb)
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